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CANDY FACTORY PRO 
Take any com- i 
mon Amiga 
font and create 
a impressive 
looking logo 
with light 
reflections, 

bump mapping, tex¬ 
tures etc,. Extremely easy and quick 
to use. Create wicked looking 
logo's with ease. Rated 92% 

Of dor CD797 £34.99 (68k 8t PRO) hd. ogo or tughar 

LA £23 j 

REPLACEMENT INKJET CARTRIDGES 
Printer: Part no: Price 

Epson 
Stylus 400 / 800/000+/ 1000 (Black) ih973 £6.99 
Stylus Colour II / Ms (Colour) jb1123 £13.99 
Stylus Colour II / Ms /Stylus82Q (Black) jb1113 £7.99 
Stylus Colour 400/600/800/1520 (Colour) jb2m £13.99 
Stylus Colour 400/500/600/Photo (Black) jb2$$3 £7.99 
Stylus Colour 800/1520 (Black) jb2973 £7.99 
Stylus Photo (colour) jb3173 £15.99 
Stylus Colour 440/640 (Black) \b3323 £6.99 
Stylus Colour 740 (Black) jb3333 £6.99 
Stylus Colour 440/640/740 (Colour) jb3343 £12.99 

GENETIC SPECIES 
Furiously invigorating and thrilling 
3D action with texture mapping 
speeds never before seen on any 
Amiga game. „ 
Order: CD482 £27.99 " 

NAPALM: The Crimson Crisis 
Real-time strategic war-game 
in the Red Alert I Command & 
Conquer mould. Stunning graphics, 
and almost real sound effects. 
Order: CD627 £29.99 

SIXTH SENSE Investigations 
Arcade adventure, featuring 32 loca¬ 
tions, full character dialog, 3 differ¬ 
ent worlds, many interactive char¬ 
acters, puzzles and more, aga 4mb 
recommended. Order: CD430 £19.99 

EAT THE WHISTLE 
Arcade and Simulation 
modes. Full spoken commentry, 30 
pitch conditions, All 32 World Cup 
team and more. 4mb recommended. 
Order: CD679 £14.99 

VIRTUAL KARTING 2 
Virtual Karttng2 is the fastest 
Karting Simulation available. 
Suitable for any AGA Amiga but on 
an 030 it really moves!!! 
Order: CD597 Now Only £9.99 

FOUNDATION 
A real-time strategy war game incor¬ 
porating familiar strategy elements 
with interesting new concepts. 

Order: CD581 £27.99 

SHADOW OF THE 3rd MOON 
3D flight-simulator featuring State of 
the Art graphics, sound and anima¬ 
tion., Highly Rated Worldwide! 
Requires 6mb ram and at least 030. 
Order: CD562 £19.99 

ZOMBIE MASSACRE 
Slight 3D doom” clone with 
some seriously “bloody” graphics 
and gut wrenching sound effects. 
Recommended: 8mb ram and 030 
Order: CD705 £19.99 

SIMON THE SORCERER 
Superb “point & click" adventure 
The voice of sitnon is Chris Barrie 
(Mr Brittas). 
Suitable for Amiga CD/CD32 
Order: CD563 £14.99 Q 

BLADE 
Atmospheric RPG/Adventure - fea¬ 
turing original ingame graphics and 
sound. Rated 86% -+ 

Order: CD635 £ 12.99 

PULSATOR 
Hold on for the ride of your 
life in this action packed blast’em 
away. Unreal AGA graphics and 
superb sound make this a serious 
shoot’em up. Order: CD670 £14.99 

DOOM D-1000 
A staggering 1000 new levels 
for Doom 2. Supplied with simple to 
choose level requester to make it 
real easy to play all these levels. 
Order: CD796 £9.99 

PUTTY SQUAD 
The most addictive and sexy 
platform game ever. Superb sound 
and graphics... 
Order your copy Now! 
Order: CD8Q1 £14.99 

THE SETTLERS 2 
Settlers 2 is coming to the 
Amiga. Pre-order your copy now,. 
No charge will be made to your 
credit card until day of release! 
Order: CD799 £25 pre-order price! 

STAR FIGHTER 
Star Fighter is coming to the 
Amiga. Pre-order your copy now,. 
No charge will be made to your 
credit card until day of release! 
Order: CD704 £18 pre-order price! 

VIRTUAL GP 
Virtual GP (Alien FI) is about to be 
released. Pre-order your copy now. 
No charge will be made to your 
credit card until day of release! 
Order: CD626 £20 pre-order price! 

DOOM TRILOGY 
3 CD-ROM Set. Includes Doom, 
Doom2 and Master Levels CD. 
Recommended: 8mb ram and 030 
Order. CD600 just £14.99 
or £19.99 with TOR 

100% MONO CLIPS 
100% Mono Clips is a brand 
new original collection of over 
10,000 high quality GIF and 
IFF clipart images. Includes 
Eye-catchers, Animals, 
Vehicles, Symbols, Xmas, 
Wedding art and more, 

Order: CD622 £9.99 

POV CD-ROM 
Persistence"of Vision is a 
powerful application that allows 
a user to easily create fantas¬ 
tic, three dimensional, photo¬ 
realistic images. Includes a 
collection of sample scene 
files and 3D objects that illus¬ 

trate the program's features and ease of 
use. The perfect low cost 3D Rendering package. 
Order: CD816 Only £14.99 Unbelievable Price! 

CONVERTERS SUITE GOLD 
Includes all you need to convert 
from files from one format to anoth¬ 
er. IFF, GIF, TIF, BMP, WAV, SND, 
MOD, TXT etc etc,.. 
Order: CD624 £9.99 

DELUXE PAINT 5 
Deluxe Paint 5 includes the most 
powerful yet simplest to use anima¬ 
tion feature you could imagine. 
Complete with lull printed manual. 
CD499 Only £17.99 

THE OFFICE GOLD 
An extensive collection of 
applications for the home or small 
business. Includes Wordprocessor, 
Database, Spreadsheet, Diary, 
Phone-book and more,.. 

Order: CD792 Introductory Price £9.99 

GFX SENSATION 
Includes over 1,000 3D Objects for 
Imagine and Lightwave, as well as 
textures and Adobe fonts. 
Limited availability! Order: CD02 £9.99 

SCALA MM4G0 
The full release of Scala MM40Q plus 
a heap of extra backdrops, fonts and 
Scala plugins.... 
Order: CD607 £64.99 

ART STUDIO PRO 
Image cataloguer, converter and 
processor. Supports IFF, ANIM, AVI, 
MPEG, MOV, FLC, GIF, TIF, PCX, 
and the rest. Order: CD603 £39.99 

FONTAMANIA 
Image cataloguer, converter and 
processor. Supports IFF, ANIM, AVI, 
MPEG, MOV, FLC, GIF, TIF, PCX, 
and the rest. Order: CD612 £8.99 

BACKGROUND TILES 
Hundreds of high quality seem- 
less images suitable as textures for 
rendering or use them as Workbench 
backdrops. Order: CD817 £9.99 

AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO 2 
Features a huge amount of quality 
video backdops for Scala plus a large 
amount of “anti-alias" fonts - Brilliant 
quality! Order: CD404 £9.99 

Get Resdy for 

0S3.5 
Workbench 3.5 CD is coming soon,,, 

*ia»0MLv: Qiftrraaiws owe? 

Be ready, order the 
Kickstart 3.1 chips 
you'll need now! 

just£27 

VULCANOLOGY 
Contains all ten of Vulcan's 
“mini series” games. Jet Pilot, 
Burnout, Tiny Troops, Time 
Keepers 1&2, Bagrats, Hjffsea 
Lido and Valhalla 1,2 & 3 

Order: CD451 £12.99 

TOTAL TETRIS 
Around 100 variations of the all- 
time classic game “Tetris”* Alt the 
games are runnable from the CD. 
Makes a great gift for anyone! 
Order: CD672 £9.99 

AMI-PC LINKUP (D1SK& CABLE) 

Network your Amiga up to a PC and 
make use of ALL it’s drives, 
Including: CD-ROM, Zip, Hard drive 
High-Density Floppy etc, etc. 
(Hardware 8 Software) 
Order: AMI-PC LINKUP £17.99 

DELUXE PAINT 5 disk version £17.99 

m 
SEQUENCER ONE Plus GOLD 
A high quality 
professional 
MIDI 
Sequencer 
which runs on 
any Amiga. 
Steptime 

recording, realtime pitch 

shifting, full 16 channel handling, 32 music 

tracks, bar editor and much more... 

Order: CD809 £59.99 (CD Vers ion) 

Alternative Amiga Magazines 
News, Reviewst £325 

Hints* Tips & more.*nissu* 
Subscription available! 
Available every 2 months... 
6 issues = £18.00 UK P&PFree 

Ortter/itff the blest ism it you tike* 

News, Previews & £2gg 
Reviews! 
Subscription available! 
6 months = £17.70 UK P&P Free 
12 months - £35.40 UK p&pfw 

TIME OF RECKONING (TOR) 
500 extra levels for Doom2 and 

around 300 extra levels for Quake! 
Order: CD805 £9 99 

100% COLOUR CLiPS 
100% Colour Clips is a brand 
new original collection of thou¬ 
sands of high quality GIF and 
IFF clipart images. Includes 
cats, birds, office equipment, 
household items, trees and 
dozens more. 

Order: CD621 £9.99 

BUY BOTH CLIPART CD S FOR JUST £15 

tm, MO. 03QQfh>ghef 

FANTASTIC DREAMS 
A far more advanced version 
of the top rated “Elastic 
Dreams”, Now includes 
FunRoom containing 500 pre¬ 
made dips, like eyes, noses 
etc that you can paste onto 
your own photo’s... 

Order: CD798 £59.99 (68k & PPC) 

ARCADE CLASSIX MKI1 
Arcade ClassiX MKII includes 
over 1,200 variations of all 
your favourite 
arcade 
games, such 
as Pacman, 
Invaders, 

Tron, Galaxians, 
Frogger, Tempest, C64 conver¬ 
sions, Q-Bert, Trail Blazer, 
Scramble, Ping-PongPengo, 
Missile command, Breakout, 
Bezerk, Donkey Kong and tons 
more great games. 
Alt ptayable direct from CD! Order: CD589 £ 14.99 

AMIGA CLASSIX 
This great 
value origi¬ 
nal CD con¬ 
tains over 50 
Full Games. 
Take a look! 
Amegas, 

DNA, Testament, 
Charlie J. Cool, Full House Poker, 
PP Hammer, Starblade, 
TechnoCop, Zero Gravity* 
Boondar and many more. Also 
contained on the CD is around 300 
all-time classic game-demors. 
Order: CD526 £14.99 
(tut games are mtfudad wiEfw permission ot tha authors} 

THE GAMES ROOM 
The Games 
Room is an 
original compi¬ 
lation of 
Gambling 
games. It 
covers every¬ 

thing from Fruit 
Machines to Card Games, including 
Klondike, Poker, Solitaire, Rummy, 
Blackjack, and Roulette, Darts, 
Bingo, Pool, Checkers, Chess, 
Backgammon, Dominoes, Various 
Board Games like Monopoly and 
Cluedo, Mastermind, Pub Quiz's 
and a wealth of other Casino relaF 
ed games and far more... 
Order: CD451 £12.99 

GAMES ATTACK 
Features a whole CD of Action 
games. Everything from 
shoot’em up’s to Platform 
games. Most games run 
directly from the CD so it’s 
suitable for ail ages. 
Order: CD763 £14.99 

MINI OFFICE (DISK) 

This superb easy to use office suite 
is great for the home and small busi¬ 
ness, It includes a Word Processor 
with a spell checker, Database, 
Spreadsheet and more. 
Order: MINIOFFICE £17.99 

CO Version includes fee three titles, 

A!! lftles are also available separately. 

Sequencer Ore + £39.99 

The Sample Series £19.99 

The Hit Kit £19.99 

PRO MIDI INTERFACE 
Connects to your serial port and offers 
in/out & through ports. 
Order: PROMIDI £24.99 

MEGA-LO SOUND SAMPLER 
High quality 8bit Direct to Disk/Ram sam¬ 
pler. Suitable for use on any Amiga. 
Order: MEGALO £34.99 

DIGI BOOSTER Professional 
Features the most advanced “track¬ 
er” around. Includes support for ALL 
mod formats* AIFF, WAV, 8bit & 
16bit, Also supports Sound Cards. 
Order: DIGIBOOSTER £29.99 

SFX 
Includes Thousands of Sound 
Effects, everything from household 
noises, to animals, vehicles, people 
and more. 
Order CD808 £9.99 

BLITZ BASIC 2.1 
A next generation BASIC with fea¬ 
tures borrowed from PASCAL, C 
and others. Contains the complete 
series of BUMs (Blitz User 
Manuals), 

Order: CD500 £17.99 

100% SOURCECODE GOLD 
A huge archive of over 4Q0mb of source 
code. All manner of languages are covered 
including: Amos, Assembler, Blitz, G, E and 
Pascal etc. Order: CD695 £14.99 

AMI- DEVROM GOLD 
Includes slacks of source-code and tutorials 

as well as GNU C++, Pascal, JForth* Cobal, 

Prolog, Logo, AmigaE and more. 
Order: CD807 £12.99 

A120Q- Basic Setup (Mouse, PSU etc) £110 
A12Q0 - 6mb ram, 340mb Hard drive £200 

A1200 - Gmb ram* 2gig Hard drive £250 
A1200 - 6mb ram, 2g<g Hard drive, 32x SCSI CD-ROM £400 
A1200 - 030/40,10mb, 2gig HDr 32x SCSI CD £450 
340mb 2.5M Hard Drives pre-installed, Inc cable £60 
A1200 4mb Ram Expansion £40 
Basic A500 + PSU + Modulator etc. £50 

Call lor more details betoce ordering, Qlhe; configurations avaiiatte. 
ftiees afceve ar* bftsetf on A 1200 mactinos. 

TURBO PRINT 7 (DISK) 

The ingenious printer driver system: 
TurboPrint prints the full colour spec¬ 
trum from your favourite software 
package at the very best quality! 
(Supports all the latest printers, inc Epson 440/640,-740) 

Order: TURBOPRINT: £39.99 JF| 
-tjjte*' ^hsT 

POWER COPY Professional 
The most powerful disk copier avail¬ 
able. Supplied with standard copy 
software and Parameter Copy soft¬ 
ware asweli as external “dongle” you 
fit between the computer and drive. 
Order: POWERCOPY £14.99 

hi: Uric BJC40Q0 (Black) 
BJC4000 (Colour) 
BJC60G, (black/c/m/y) 
BJCSOOe (High Capacity Black) 

Ptease call if you are unsure ol whal you need. Other Cartridges available 

Order 5 Cartridges and save £10 on final price fa oft each cartridge and free PtP) 

Canon 
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MORE GREAT PERIPHERALS! 

aMaaaDEB 
Amiga 1200 Dust Cover (with Amiga Logo) 

Amiga 500 Series Dust Cover (Logo) 

14715* Monitor Cover (Amiga Logo) 

Amiga Logo Disk Wallets 
Amiga Boing! Mouse Mat 
Amiga Boring Mouse Mat 
Amiga Beach Ball* 
Amiga Sticker (4") 
Simon The Sorcerer T-Shirt 
Official Amiga Mouse & Mat 
Keep The Momentum Going (Amiga Theme CD) 
'Amiga SbCk$f$ iwiM be sent Free mutt any purchase mfoer) requested (Subject lo avadabi&ty) 

£2.99 
£2.99 
£3.99 
£1,99 
£3.99 
£0,99 
£3,99 

*FREE 
£10*99 

£9.99 
£5.99 

REPLACEMENT WORKBENCH 3.0 SET 

VIRUS FREE - 
RESURRECTION Volume 1 
The first 1000 PD disks of 
Virus Free PD’s Public 
Domain Library brought back 
to life with the release of this 

\ essential collector's CD. 
Contains many titles that 

have never appeared on any other CD, 
Order: CD811 £14,99 

Vv 

POSTAGE 
UK: £1 per item unless stated. Overseas: £5 for firs! item and £2 per additional item. 

Hardware delivery in the UK caste between £5 £10 (call for price) 

Add Cl.50 for insured delivery. Ail items are sold subject te our nornial terms and conditions 

and are subject to availability. E&QE Alt prices indnde VAT 

*Ffee CD's are only ottered on Software purchases only. 

All titles have been tested on At200 based Amiga's, call lor compatibility of A500 etc. 

When ordering please slate product code, liile and pnce. 

KS2/3 - Compatible wilh A500+M60Q/A1200 etc 

Cheques should be made payable to EPIC Marketing. 
Cheques valued over £30 lake around 7 days lo dear- add £3 ter speedy clearance. 

Creds! card orders are normally dispatched within AQ hours. 

I 

AMIGA 

AMIGA - 1084 MONITOR £12.99 
AMIGA - PHILIPS MONITOR £12.99 
AMIGA -SCART TV £12,99 
Dual Joystick/Mouse Extension £3.99 
Amiga - Amiga Parnet £14.99 
Amiga * Amiga or PC Twin £12.99 
Amiga TV RF Cable £2,99 
Joystick Splitter lead £3.99 
Joystick Extension Cable (2metres) £3,99 
Amiga A600/A120Q Joysick/Mouse Port £9.99 
CD32 Network Cables and Software £34.99 
Amiga - PC Linkup (Parallel) £17,99 
Amiga 4 Player Adaptor £9.99 
Analogue Joystick Adaptor £9.99 
PC Keyboard Extension £3.99 
Printer Cable £3.99 
Squirrel SCSI Interface £49.99 
A600/A1200 to 3.5” Harddrive £19.99 
Mouse IT (Adaptor & Software) £4.99 
2.5" Harddrive cable (5cm) £9.99 
3,5" Hard drive (Standard pc styte){40pin) £7,99 
Female Jack to 2 Phono (Audio Adaptor} £3.99 
Stereo Phono Cables £2.99 
Amiga - Amstrad CPC Monitor £9.99 

Other cables and leads available on request. 

mmucK: mm om m m jura 

EPIC ENCYCLOPEDIA 1997 
The second edition of the 
Amiga's answer to Encarta. 
Order CD262 Now Only £9,99 
EPIC ENCYCLOPEDIA 1996 
The first edition of the the 
Epic Encyclopedia. Okay on 
almost ail Amiga's. 

Order: CD222x £5 

EPIC ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
THE PARANORMAL 
An exciting new multimedia 
Amiga based CD-ROM featur¬ 
ing high-res AGA graphics 
throughout. Covering subjects 
like: UFOs & Aliens, 
Strangelife (Bigfoot, 

Lochness monster etc), Mysticism, 
Mind over matter, Myths and Legends and more, 
This CD promises to give you an ^experience”. Also 
for the first time on an Amiga multimedia CD, there 
are true "AVI” files (Audio & 
Video), Hundreds of colour 
images, masses of AVTs, 
and animations, hundreds of 
voice-overs, over 40 min¬ 
utes of presentations around 
400 subject synopsis1, and 
hundreds of cross refer¬ 
enced' articles. 1 
Order: CD223x £14.99 Both for just £25 

EPIC ENCYCLOPEDIA 
The Epic Interactive 
Encyclopedia is a completely 
updated product to the extent 
that it now includes around 
20,000 subjects*. It features 
a superb new updated multi- 
media interface with new 

colour scheme, online help, hundreds of 
film clips, images, sound samples and subject infor¬ 
mation text. If supports a multitude of new features 
including: Colour images, Full-screen filmclsps in 
anim and AVI formats*, National anthems and a 
unique Inter-ACT" feature 
which allows you to interact 
with certain subjects like: 
Draughts, etc, A superb 
reference and educational 
title for the whole family, 
1996 Edition: CD222 £5.00 
1997 Edition: CD262c £14.99 
*1998 Edition: CD462 £19.99 
1996 Edition - A500-h/A800/A 1200HD, 2mb+ , 1 Db 5?tef; 

1997 Edition - AGA Amiga with HD, 4mb+ram 
1998 Edition - AGA Amiga with HD, 4mb+ram. 030 or better 
recommended. (CD also includes special 2mb WO HardQrwe' Version) 

The A*Z of Amiga Games is a 
comprehensive database of 
information on over 2,000 
Amiga games. Information and 
details, such as screenshots, 
reviews, game maps, cheats, 
box scans, compatibility list¬ 
ing are included. (Bmb ram) 

Order CD682 £19.99 

KEY TO DRIVING THEORY 
"KTDT'1 is an interactive test to 
aid revision of the Highway 
Code for learner drivers. 
It consists of all the latest 
questions, Speech and graph¬ 
ics are used throughout the 
CD, “A Great CD for /earners1' 

Order CD672 £14.99 

PLAYDAYS 
The Official Playdays as seen on - 
BBC is available now and includes 
13 different children's activities. It 
covers : Numbers, Letters, Colours, 
Shapes, Sounds and more. 
Order: OS15 £9 

KIDS RULE OK Postman Pat PopeyeSooty £9 
KIDS RULE OK 2 PopeyeS, Bully's Darts, Dino Detective £9 
THOMAS PINBALL Kid’s pinball game AGA £9 
PLAYDAYS PAINT Create posters and birthday cards £9 
SOOTY PAINT BOX Colouring-in and painting £9 
THOMAS1 COLL. The Big Race and 2 other Games £9 

ASgr* J£uU 

MATHS ALGEBRA upt0l6 
GEOGRAPHY ages5-12 

ESSENTIAL MATHS ages5-12 
ESSENTIAL SCIENCE ages5-12 

STRUCTURED SPELLING ages3-9 
GERMAN ages8-16 

MATHS GEOMETRY upto!6 
MATHS STATISTICS ages6-16 

JUNIOR ESSENTIALS ages5-11 
EARLY ESSENTIALS ages3-7 

MATHS NUMBER up tol6 
TABLES all ages 

WORDS ages5-li 
AS rUrff Art tuRTrap-J lYI ft*** fte# irv} b.t irW hP+t' 

Ofj/y 

£10 
each 

FLASHROM VOLUME 2 
Tons of Emulators covering, 
C64, Spectrum, Amstrad, Atari 
ST, BBC, Cl6 and loads 
more. 

Order: CD623 £14.99 

SPECCY CLASSIX '98 
Play over 3000 Classic 
Spectrum Games on your 
Amiga, Includes the latest 
Spectrum Emulators and 
thousands of Games. 

EPIC COLLECTION 3 
The Epic Collection Volumes 
features well over 600mb of 
the very latest and only best 
Amiga games, tools, images 
and music. It also contains 
over 80 disks of educational 
software. J 

Order CD4Q5x £14.99 Both for just £20 

17BIT LEVEL 6 f 
The very latest 17BIT disks 
specially compiled by Quartz. 
All the best titles are here. 
Through an easy to use inter¬ 
face you have access to 
around 1000 brand new 
Amiga disks all categorised 

into various themes. 
Order: CD495 £14.99 

THE SCENE ARCHIVE 
Virtually every mega-demo 
ever made on the Amiga. 
From 1988 - 1998, Each year 
is separated so finding a par¬ 
ticular demo is easy. 

Order CD764 £9.99 

UNIVERSE OF SCI-FI 
Over 1000 Science Fiction 
related images, from Batman 
to Startrek, Allen, Babylon 5, 
Terminator2 and many others. 
Also on this CD is a large 
amount of Sci-fi animations 
and audio clips.. 

Order CD793 £14.99 

SCREEN SAVERS 
Tons of screen savers - from flying 
toaster's to some rather odd colour¬ 
ful screen effects - Essential for all 
Workbench users... 
Order: CD677 £9.99 

WINBENCH '98 
The definitive collection of 
Workbench enhancement tools. 
Drivers, Libraries, Patches, HD 
Installers, Icons, Backdrops, Menu 
systems, Tools etc. 

Order: CD680 Only £9.99 

CRUISER JOYSTICKS 
. ^Cruiser Black1 (Standard) 
w ‘Cruiser Turbo? (Auto Fire) 
^ ‘Cruiser Multi Coloured3 

Order: CRUISER 1,2 or 3 

ZIP-STICK 
Stylish and very strong steel-shaft, 

minimicro-switched joystick. 
Order: ZIPSTICK 

Only £10 or 2 for just £15 

CD32/AMIGA JOYPAD 
The official AmigaCD32 Joypad, 
Order: 32JOY Oniy £10 

ROBOSHIFT MACH2 
Auto switching joystick/mouse 
adaptor/switcher. 

Order. ROBOSHIFT £9,99 

MOUSE PEN 
Eliminates the use of a mouse... 

simply use as if you were drawing 
with a pen or pencil 

Comes supplied with MouselT. 
rder: MOUSEPEN2 £29,99 

WORKBENCH 3.0 
Includes Workbench, 
Storage, Extra's, 
Locate,Fonts and 
tnstat!3.0. A bargain 
at just £9.99 

Order. CD561 £10 

C64 GAMES ARCHIVE 
The re-compiled C64 Games 
CD includes around 15,000 all- 
time classic Commodore 64 
games. It’s very easy to use 
and the CD has a complete 
index of every game. 
Order: CD 182 £29,99 

MSX Nostalgia includes hun¬ 
dreds and hundreds of original 
MSX games all ready to run 
through the latest MSX soft¬ 
ware emulator. Games Include 
originals like Mappy and the 
classic, Galaga and more. 
Order: CD673 £9.99 

COMPETITION PRO 
Pro. 500G1 

*Comp. Pro. 5000 MINI2 
*Comp. Pro. Clear3 
*Comp. Pro. Clear MINI1 
Order: COMF1, 2, 3 or 4 

OFFICIAL AMIGA MOUSE Jg 
High quality 400dpi “official11 
mouse with Amiga Boing! mat. 

Order AMOIx (Mouse <$ Mat) £9,99 
Order: Boing (Mat Only) £3.99 

VGA MONITOR ADAPTOR 
Plugs into your Monitor and allows 

use of any SVGA PC monitor on 
the Amiga. WB3 required 

Order: VGA £14.99 

SPEEDMOUSE MINI 
Up to 8000dpi, Fully microswitched, 
stylish design. 
Supplied with MouselT 

Order: MOUSEMINf Only £14.99 

MOUSE IT 
Plug virtually any PC serial 
mouse, trackball or Pen into 

your Amiga. 
Order: MouselT £4.99 

ANALOGUE JOYSTICK KIT 
Allows you to use virtually any 
PC analogue joystick. 

Order: ANALOG £9,99 

CD REPAIR KIT 
Can repair upto 50 CD's (audio & 

data). Cleans and protects new 
and old discs. 
Repairs scratched CD's! 

Order CDRS £19.99 

4 PLAYER ADAPTOR 
Allows you to use up to 4 joy 

sticks on your Amiga. Simply 
plugs into your Parallel port. 
Order: 4PLAY £9.99 

A1200 HARD DRIVE PREP & INSTALLER £7 
A600 HARD DRIVE PREP & INSTALLER £7 
WORKBENCH3.0 SET £10 
WORKBENCH2.X SET £10 
WORKBENCH1.3SET £8 
ZAPPO/ARCHOS CD-ROM SOFTWARE £7 
100 MISC PRINTER DRIVERS £3 
CANON PRINT STUDIO £3 
LATEST PRINTER DRIVERS £3 
EPSON PRINTER DRIVERS £3 
SQUIRREL CD-ROM SOFTWARE £5 
fDEFIX'97 (SHAREWARE) £3 
GVP HD8 SETUP SOFTWARE £5 
ROCHARD RH8O0C INSTALLATION £5 
GAME BOOTER £3 
A1200 DEGRADER £2 

Cannon Fodder - Movie Maker 
Adult /W£A/sation(18) - Amiga Theme CD 

•Spend £25 on Software and choose one of the 
following free. Spend £50 and choose any twoT etc. 

SOFTWARE EXPLOSION CD 
6Q0mb of top quality data, Images, 
over 300 textures. Objects, 
Samples, Modules. Games, 600 
Letters, Demos plus a great deal 
more. Order: FCD449 

SOFTWARE EXPLOSION 2 CD 
Brand New release includes tons of 
Midi Files, Images, Colour Fonts, 
Tutorials, Virtual Computer Pets, 
and a whole host of other stuff 
Order: FCD560 

Free Game! Open Mon - Sat 
Download now from: 9:30am - 5:30pm 

www. epicmarketing. Itd.net/af 

Epic Marketing: BSS House - Area50, Cheney Manor, Swindon. SN2 2PJ, UK 

Order Free on: 0500 131 486 Hflim E 
Fax:+44 0 1793 514187 Enquiries: 0 1793 514188 

VISA 

MHHBVI 
cftcorr card oadcas uictcomc J 
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Simon The Sorcerer 
Classic point and dick adventure 

Mega BLAST! 
Bomber man Cone - 2-6 players 

Ruffian 
Fun, Fun, Funl - Worm romp! 

Wiz ‘n’ Liz 
is* 2 player Psygnosis classic 

Blockhead 2 
100 levels of frustration! 

Operation Combat 2 
8y Air, by Und and by Sea 

War Zone 
2 player ^Comma/xto" ssyte action' 

Card & Board games 
Solitaire, Monopoly. Poker etc. 

Damage! 
Seriously horrific platform game (18) 

Lost On Parrot Island 
Standard did and: point adventure 

Abduction 
Atmospheric Adventure (Violent) 

Gunbee 
Cute manga styfe shoot'em up 

Pulsator 
Stylish toriiOfiial shoofem up 

Medievil Warriors 
Strategic management simulation 

Sixth Sense Investigations 
Lucas Arts style GFX AtafiAure, (but Merij 

Virtual Karting 2 
FAST 3D Karting Sim, 

A-Train 
C re-ate a huge locomefco empire! 

Dune II 
Strategic management simulation 

A32Q Airbus 2 
Real$tic flight simulation 

Worms DC 
The most addictive game ever! 

Doom D-1000 
1000 NEW Levels for Doom 2 

Cygnus-8 
Space Prate trading 

Mobile Warfare 
Tactical warfare Simulation 

Zee Wolf 2 
Tlw Ultma'e Mliary Acton Gams 

Putty Squad 
Glorious Ptattam Fun! 

Sixth Sense Investigations 

* Fully Spoken 
Dialogue on CD 

* Wo's of frames 
of animation • ISf/t BEB H 

Av^ilabte on Amiga CD-ROM and Disk Requires : AtMOor better - 4mb ram rec. 

Id, 

AGA Amiga CD. Game requires 6mb ram. Recommended lOmb ram. 030 or better. 
Due to the graphic nature of this game. Viewers discretion is strongly advised. 
Order: CD705 RRP: £19.99 Special Price: Just £14.99 with any other game! 

/fryper a t&r 

Jt) 

AMIGA 

Please make cheques / posiai orders payable !o Ep;c Marking. 
Please add a total of £1 per title for P&P within the UK 
Overseas PSP: £5 First Item and £2 par additional item, j 
ASI prices listed indude VAT, E&GE. [oem = unbostacf)- " 
AGA = A1200/A4000 Only - CD32 litles also work on A1200CD-ROM 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS UlCLCOmC ./ 

OplMwkiww-gamingmMe Amiga'KSM^flS?& Harddme 
28 different barbarian ames with individual chatacienshcs Enhanced oti 030+ 
Bute senators, make politics 
Up to 3 players simultaneously 
Easy connote 
Only £14.89 (Amiga Disk) 

FEght your way to the top of the Roman Empire in this brand new strategy simulation. 
Relive ancient times and build an empire which can stand the test of time. 

* M{f« 
I* 

EAT THE WHISTLE 

* Full Spoken 
Commentary 

* WOO frames 
°f animation 

Available on Amiga CD-ROM Requires : A1200 of belter or Amiga with with RTG 

AMIGA CLASSIX 

al 
© 

’50 FULL Games 

'Easy to use. 

•Order NOW! 

Available bn Amiga CD-ROM Most games are suitable foi any Amiga 

Zombie Massacre is Alpha Software's 
nightmare vision of a world populated 
by flesh-eating zombies and the 
human race struggling for survival. 
Featuring heart stopping 3D zombie 
action and pumping digital audio by 
the Award Winning Will Morton. 

"It's a brilliant game and I suggest 
you get it pretty soon. 96%" 
We/7 Bullock (World of Amiga Mag.) 

Zombie Massacre features 
* Over 40 levels of single and double player mayhem 
- 11 new sprites each with 48 frames of animation 
- 3 Fantastic CD digital audio tracks including a spoken plotline 
- Over 100 Meg of full screen FMV with actors 
- New enemy intelligence and realistic shadows 

Free Game/ 
Download now from: 

Call our games line on: 0 1793 432176 www,epicmah<6ting.bj.nat/af 

Epic Marketing ■ BSS House, AreaSO, Cheney Manor, Swindon, UK. SN2 2PJ 

FLIGHT SIMULATIONS 
Gunship 2000 £12.99 
Airbus A320 II £12.99 
Approach Trainer £4,99 
B17 Flying Fortress £12.99 
Dogfight £12,99 
Overlord £12.99 
Shadow of the 3rd Moon CD £19.99 
FI 17A Stealth Fighter £8.99 
FI5 Strike Eagle 2 £12.99 
FI9 Stealth £12.99 
TFX CD £5 99 
SHOOT'EM UPS / ACTION 
Xenon 2 £4.99 
Firehawk £4.99 
XP-8 £4.99 
Classic/Baby Arcadia £4,99 
Pulsator CD £14,99 
Gunbee (Manga) £7.99 
Banshee AGA £4.99 
Bomber Bob £5.00 
Ninja Warriors £4.99 
Desert Strike £8.99 
Base Jumpers £4,99 
Arcade Action (Sgames) £12,99 
Mega Blast {Bomberman clone) £7,99 
Badlands Pete £4,99 
Damage (18) £9.99 
Skeleton Krew AGA £2.99 
Total Carnage AGA £2,99 
Total Carnage CD32 £2.99 
Guardian CD32 £2.99 
Thunder Blade £4,99 
Rise Of The Robots £4,99 
Rise Of The Robots AGA £4,99 
Zeewolf £4,99 
ZeeWolf 2 £4.99 
WarZone oem £2.99 
Star Fighter CD £19.99 
Sci-fi Collection (3games) £4,99 
PLATFORMERS 
Ruffian £4,99 
Forest Dump Forever £7.99 
Marvin’s Marvellous Adventure AGA £2.99 
Marvin’s Marvellous Adventure GD32 £2.99 
Sword £14.99 
Impossible Mission AGA £8,99 
Captain Dynamo £4,99 
Steg The Slug £4,99 
OneEscapee CD £27.99 
Seymore goes to Hollywood £4.99 
CJ in the USA £4.99 
Myth £2.99 
Suberban Commando £4,99 
Wiz to' Liz £9,99 
Gulp! £4,99 
Robocod £4,99 
Chuck Rock CD32 £2.99 
Putty Squad AGA £14,99 
Putty Squad CO £14,99 
Oscar & Diggers CD32 £2,99 
Bubble & Squeek £2.99 
Bubble 8 Squeek CD32 £2.99 
Naughty Ones CD32 £9,99 
ADVENTURES / RPG 
Biood Net AGA £29.99 
Simon The Sorcerer £14,99 
Simon The Sorcerer AGA £14,99 
Simon The Sorcerer CD32 £14,99 
Monkey Island 1&2 (compilation) £24,99 
Big Red Adventure CD £9.99 
Myst CD £29,99 
Heimdall 2 AGA £4,99 
Flight Of The Amazon Queen £19.99 
Abduction £14,99 
Legends £7.99 
Lost On Parrot Island £9,99 
Sixth Sense Investigations AGA £19.99 
Sixth Sense Investigations CD £19,99 
Wasted Dreams CD £27.99 
Blade Disk & CD £12,99 
Ishar Trilogy £24.99 
DIZZY COLLECTION 
Bubble Dizzy £4.99 
Magiciand Dizzy £4,99 
Fast Food Dizzy £4.99 
Crystal Kingdom Dizzy £4.99 
Prince Of Yolk Folk £4,99 
Fantastic Dizzy £4.99 
Treasure Island Dizzy £4.99 
Panic Dizzy £4.99 
KWIK SNAX £4.99 
Spellbound Dizzy £4.99 
Fantasy World Dizzy £4.99 
ADULT GAMES 
Strip Pot AGA £4.99 
Deluxe Strip Poker £2.99 
Centerfold Squares £4.99 
Adult Sensation 5 CD (30+ games) £19.99 
GAME COMPILATIONS 
50 Games Compilation £6.99 
Amiga ClassiX CD £14.99 
Arcade ClassiX MKII CD £14.99 
Games Room CD £12.99 
Manyk;( Road kill. Legends, FearsJAGA £12.99 
Acid Attaek:(Gloom,$kidmarks)AGA £12.99 
Caissic Card & Board Games £9.99 
Assassins Games 3 CD £14.99 
Assassins Games 4 CD £14,99 
Nothing But Tetris CD £9,99 
Arcadia (4 games) £4.99 

RACING GAMES 
Super Skidmarks £8.99 
Ultimate Super Skidmarks CD £12.99 
Power Drive £9.99 
Turbo Trax £9.99 
X-Treme Racing AGA £9.99 
Road Rash £8.99 
Street Racer AGA £12.99 
Street Racer CD £12.99 
Microprose Formula One £9.99 
Roadkill AGA £4.99 
Roadkill CD32 £9.99 
Virtual Karting 2 AGA £9.99 
Virtual Karting 2 CD £9.99 
Flyin High CD £14.99 
FJyin High Data £7.99 
Flyin High Data 2 £7.99 
Virtual GP (Alien FI) £19.99 
PUZZLE / LOGICAL 
Marbleous £4.99 
Blockhead £7.99 
Logical £4.99 
Blockhead 2 £7.99 
Minskies £8.99 
Fools Errand £9.99 
Lemmings £8,99 
Worms Directors Cut £12,99 
Troddlers £9.99 
Clock wiser CD32 £2.99 
Last Ninja 3 CD32 £2,99 
Golem CD £call 
STRATEGIC f MANAGMEMT 
Theme Park £12.99 
Theme Park AGA £12.99 
Ultimate Theme Park CD £12.99 
Cygnus 8 £14.99 
Dune II £12.99 
A-Train £9.99 
Cannon Fodder (oem) £8.99 
Cannon Fodder CD32 £4.99 
Gannon Fodder 2 £8.99 
SimCity (oem) £2.99 
Gnome Alone £2.99 
Foundation CD £27,99 
Civilization £12.99 
Civilization CD £12.99 

Colonization £12.99 
Fields Of Glory £12.99 
Fields Of Glory CD32 £12.99 
Mobile Warfare £14,99 
Uropa 2 CD £27.99 
Final Odyssey CD £27.99 
Operation Combal 2 £9.99 
Medievil Warriors £9,99 
Railroad Tycoon £12.99 
Silent Service 2 £12.99 
UFO: Enemy Unknown £12,99 
Special Forces £8.99 
Napalm CD £29.99 
Settlers 2 Pte-Ontor No* ai linis special pnea £25.00 
Imperator £14.99 
3D "DOOM" STYLE GAMES 
Death Mask £4.99 
Gloom Deluxe AGA £4.99 
Ultimate Gloom (GloomS) CD £12.99 
Quake CD £29.99 
Q-Zone Quake Add-On £9 99 
Time Of Reckoning £9.99 
Doom Trilogy (3 cd's) £14.99 
Doom D-1000 Data CD £9.99 
Pure Doom Add-On Data CD £9.99 
Genetic Species CD £27.99 
Nemac IV CD £19.99 
Zombie Massacre CD £1999 
Fears AGA £4.99 
Fears CD32 £9.99 
Breathless AGA £14.99 
SPORTS 
PGA Tour Golf £8.99 
PGA Tour Golf Plus £12.99 
FIFA Soccer £8.99 
World Golf £9,99 
Battle Of The Ashes £9,99 
Samba World Cup CD £19,99 
Eat The Whistle CD £14,99 
Tennis Cup 2 £4.99 
KickOff2 Data Disks (All 4 titles) £7.99 
Speed ball £4,99 
Nick Faldo's Golf £4,99 
Player Manager 2 AGA Now £9.99 
Sensible Golf £8.99 
SWOS: WorldCup Update £4,99 
SWOS: 97/98 Updater (rid req.) £4.99 
Tracksuit Manager 2 £14,99 
Tracksuit Manager s AGA £14.99 
John Barnes Football CD32 £2,99 
International Karate Plus CD32 £2.99 
Football Glory £4.99 
Club Football £4.99 
Super League Manager CD32 £2.99 
Sporting Spectacular (4games) £12.99 
PINBAiL SIMULATIONS 
Pinball Brain Damage AGA £14.99 
Pinball Brain Damage CD £14.99 
Pinball Illusions AGA £7.99 
Pinball Fantasies AGA £7.99 
Pinball Dreams £7.99 
Pinball Obsessions £7.99 
Slam Tilt AGA £14.99 
Thomas' Pinball AGA £7.99 
Pinball Mania AGA £7.99 

Is Coming To The AMIGA 
Pre-Order your copy now at the 

special price of just £25.00 
OtJet fo Crdk Cid wd n» ww? * iff b? l»k» ku2 Agr of rrhw- 

Avariabte $Oon on 
Amida CO-flOW 

Requires: AGA or 
flTG, 030. Idrnb 

Features 
* Bui Id a medieval empire, conquer neighbouring kingdoms 
and defend yourself from intruders! 
•Command htimers, farmers, miners, soldiers and more! 
•Create elaborate settlements from over 30 different building 
types! 
’Direct your animated subjects throughout your kingdom 
where thousands may be active ori-streen simultaneously! 
* Construct m fleet of ships to explore uncharted waters and 
supply provisions to new lands! 
"Dispatch your tireless scouts to explore unknown territories! 
* Posit ion your catapults and fight against barbaric Vikings, 
Nubians and Asiatics! 
‘Zoom in and follow any one of your subjects as they per¬ 
form their assigned taskv! 
* Enjoy digitized speech, highly-detailed, hand-painted graph¬ 
ics. on-line help and more! 

inc sequel to me %eitiers w a ucngnutii gnu sun ls set m Mcturrai 
Times. After fighting, a losing battle with the raging sea, the brast 
people find Ihemstki* stranded on an apparently uninhabited island. 
You must lead these survivors an the ullimate quest - World 
Domination! 

Settles % sfcouki He available around the mukt-e ot March 1995. Order your copj af 'The Settlers 11” today and discover why over half 
Pre-Order your copy now ar«J pay iusi E25... Once reteased: £29.99 a million copies have been sold to PC and Mac users suirldsride- 



WELCOME 

Month 
HpOs \MM1d introduces you to another busy issue, packed 
with reviews, features and tutorials. 

We still haven’t quite managed to clear out our post-Cologne 

backlog. There were so many promising new bits of hardware 

and software released in the wake of that event that there are 

still a few bits and pieces we haven’t managed to squeeze into our 

review' pages yet. That shouldn’t worry you because there are loads and 

loads of exciting new things reviewed here and you’ll probably still be 

reading about them by the time wre get the next issue out. There’s 

plenty to spend any cash left over from Christmas on. 

We’ve had a lot of queries via email, post and phone about QNX, 

what it does and why this should be of any interest to the average 

Amiga user, i hope this issue we will be able to answer all those 

questions. Simon Goodwin has spent a great deal of time investigating 

the potential of a QNX-based operating system and looking at the past 

feats of this company. You can take in his distilled wisdom in our 

special five-page feature, beginning on page 14. 

Those of you who’ve joined the Internet revolution will by now' be 

aware that the web has become very commercialised, 

and loads of sites are finding different ways to part you 

from your cash. Far from being a frightening turn of 

events, it’s a liberating one, thanks to the range of 

services and products you can now buy from the 

comfort of your computer. Also, far from being 

expensive, you’ll soon discover that you can save money 

too. Ben Vost covers all the options and explains away 

your fears on page 22. 

Don’t forget to check out our preview's on page 28 

either, as I’m sure a lot of you will be interested to learn 

about the excellent-looking Tales of Tamar. 

No matter w'hat areas of computing you’re interested 

in, you’re bound to find something of interest in our 

reviews section too - there’s not enough space to go 

through it all here, so turn the page and get reading! 

$ that eocapscitte tt* 

Uspirwshga team* 4.0 «vis l ttalePn fk* to Ik ky 7 
V.’ mate rtfny ut& 

Nick Veitch 
Editor 

ONLINE SHOPPING PAGE 22 
You can buy almost anything from the comfort of your own Amiga. Ben Vost 
explains how to avoid getting the virtual trolley with wobbly wheels. 

QNX PAGE 14 
We reported last month that QNX was to be the basis of the new Amiga OS so 
now it's time to explain what it is, and why it's A Very Good Thing. 

WILDFIRE PAGE 46 
It's wild what you can do with the latest version of this image processor, and it's a 
sure-fire way of generating eye-catching animations. 

FANTASTIC DREAMS PAGE 48 
If you like messing with people's heads, this sequel to Elastic Dreams is certainly 
worth considering. Oddly, anything I did to Colin just made him look better... 

AMIGA FORMAT FEBRUARY 1999 
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8 BVISONS IN THE IM 
Eyetech's first shipment of BVision cards have 

arrived in the UK. 

3D add-on for the PicassolV card to be produced. 

Add two new rates for audio recording and replay. 

_i_ l —l ^ » 1 i 
ts^ss^dBsBSBBKKSmS. 

Dave Cuslck feasts on the finest PD software. 

MlUKlHi Pf 
It's now cheaper than ever to subscribe! 

ca I[ I • -TTT 04 Wil iliM- i r i 
Faults and flaws fixed by John Kennedy. 

mm ET 
Give frames a chance, pleads Dave Cusick. 

MAILBAG & GALLERY 
The opinions and talents of the Amiga world. 

ITT:IT W :TfiU 
Buy and sell your Amiga stuff here. 

ETTTmTh! 
The best place to find your local Amiga store. 

CREATIVE 
fTnTiflffilliiWrflf 

Neil Bothwick explains all about lists. 

74 

76 

WIT 
Get a unique sound, with Tony Horgan. 

G FOR YOURSQF 
John Kennedy continues programming a game. 

78KT"ili l i Ti 
Simon Goodwin and Guru's in the final tutorial. 

ISSUE 120 FEBRUARY 1999 

SERIOUSLY AMIGA 

46 WIIDHRE 
It's now onto version 7, but will it finally be 

user-friendly? Tony Horgan investigates. 

Wildfire 7 offers an extremely powerful animation 

processing system. 

48 FANTASTIC DREAMS 
Nick Veitch gets to hideously mutate people 

with this new software. 

One of the stunning effects that's possible with the 

successor to Elastic Dreams. 

52 READER REVEMI 
Julian Sadotti looks at Power's internal scandoubler. 

53 KEYBOARD ADAPTOR / TYPHOON 
Two new peripherals 

get thoroughly 

tested by the 

AFteam. 

Keyboard adaptors (left) and the 
Typhoon board (below). 

54 REDHAT 
Nick Veitch wonders if this rival to NetBSD 

is the best way to use Unix on your Amiga. 

Redhat is probably the simplest way to get to 
grips with Unix. 

55 ENVOY 
Neil Bothwick gets sociable as he 

looks at this networking package. 

The window which allows you to configure 

the network. 

Shared Overtone 
P-CD2 
P-ISO 
F-HAM 
P-Toote 
P-WB 
P-WorV, 

Option page: Standard 

Add. | 

Padt [?rp ' ~~fr 
Rernoveablie Medium: H/1 

Alav Votane snqpshatinff ' 
A to# let-out fcorrs: ;__ 

Emufcle ExAUf): _ 
Read Only. [£ 

Save .Itae j j "'Cared "1 

56 MPEGIY 
Simon Goodwin likes the sound of an 

add-on for the Prelude sound card. 

The MPEGit daughterboard. 

/ 
Two image processors go head to head, Ben Vost referees. 

, ; .... -. >T' 

trr t 

III J 
*cxvaju« 

J VI 
J *+* 1 1 i F 

Would you prefer the one with registered 
DataTypes or the one you can use? 
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Try the Amiga's new operating system for 
yourself, just one of the highlights of our 

packed 640Mb CD this month 

M®3 5 i 

Amiga Inc.'s partner for the new 
operating system is QNX, the team 
behind the software for NASA's robot 
arm which will be used to control the 
International Space Station. 
Simon Goodwin examines how this 
software will be used in a desktop 
computer and what we can 
look forward to in the next 
generation Amiga. ^ 1 

Build your own LCD 
display and attach it 

to your Amiga. 

Monkey Island-style adventure demo 

Where to go, what 
to buy, how to do it 

and, more 

importantly, how 
to do it securely 
and safely. Ben 

Vost brings you a 
guide to shopping 
from the comfort 

of your chair. 

man 
That's more space, with four Analogic 
hard drives up for grabs, and to make 
them faster we've got five Power Flyer 

Juniors to give away! 

Golden oldies (left and above) and 
the games you'll be playing 
tomorrow (right). 

vTure 

The best upcoming games, with Mick Veitch 

Ben Vost looks at this compilation of 'classics' 

Three very different games, one with sick snakes, 

Ben Vost exposes Quake's secrets. 

AMIGA FORMAT FEBRUARY 1999 



Mew Prelude drivers 
Push the top sampling rates to ev< 

BVision in the UK sre“9h,s' 
Eyetech's PPC graphics card has finally VOOdOO ^0-ahead 
arrived in the UK. Villaae Tmnirtn nmrfurp 3D aHH-o 

■ i ■ a 

inthiscountry! 
We received news today (21.12.98) that Eyetech’s 
first shipment of BVisionPPC graphics cards had 
arrived, so people who’ve had them back-ordered 
since before July should be receiving a very 
welcome Christmas present. 

rather than the 4Mb that was originally 

mooted, some of which will be used as 

3D texture buffering. Although it wasn’t 

designed to work into a desktop A1200, 

and neither was the PPC card, it has 

been designed so that it will fit. Of 

Those who ordered later will probably 

have to wait until after this issue is on 

sale to receive theirs because phase 5 

are swamped with orders for the card at 

the moment. If you’ve yet to get a 

PowerPC card and one of these 

graphics cards, Evetech are doing a 

bundle with the two together for a price 

of just £339.90 . This will get you the 

’040/25 and PPC603e/166 model, 

together with the Blizzard Vision card, 

cheaper than a PicassoIV and Zorro II 

busboard, the nearest alternative. 

The BVision is based on the same 

Permedia 2 3D chipset that the CVPPC 

was, and it comes with 8Mb of RAM, 

The BVision is based on the 
same Permedia 2 3D chipset 

that the CVPPC was, and it 
comes with 8Mb of ram... 

course, the two together will be far too 

hot to work inside a standard A1200 so 

getting a tower is a must. 

Eyetech are also now stocking the 

very latest version of TurboPrint, version 

seven, and have upgrades from version 

6 for existing owners of this printer 

package. New features include: 

■ A built-in PostScript interpreter for 

non-PostScript printers ■ Better 

integration with applications like 

PageStream, Wordworth and Final Writer 

■ A graphic text mode for printers like 

the Epson Stylus Photo or 300 that 

don’t have any built-in fonts ■ A built- 

in screengrabbing function able to 

handle all Amiga screenmodes, 

including CGFX and P96 24-bit screens 

■ Drivers for the latest printers, 

including Epson 440, 640, 740, Hewlett 

Packard 895, 1100, 1200 and the Canon 

BJC 4400. 

The full version of TurboPrint 7 will 

cost £38.95, while an upgrade from a 

previous version will cost £19.95. 

We’ll have a lull review of the 

BVision card in the next issue, on sale 

on the February 16th, but if you can’t 

wait for our verdict, call Evetech on 

01642 713185. 

All you need for a graphics card on your 
A12G0. Apart from the tower case, that is... 

Spotlight 
on February 
The second Spotlight Amiga show 

will take place on February 13th 
and 14th. Gasteiner have 

organised this show after the success 
of the previous event and promise 
even more bankrupt Amiga stock, plus 
rare and obsolete items. Tickets cost 
£3 for adults and £2 for children and 
advanced bookings are advised. 

The show will take place at 
Gasteiner Technologies Ltd, 18-22 
Sterling Way, Edmonton, London, N18 
2Y2. For more details, either write to 
the above address, telephone 0181 345 
6000, fax 0181 345 6868 or email 

sales@ga_stejner^om. 
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The popular user group, the 

Amiga Design Workshop, have 

been devastated after a 

malicious fire destroyed their shed. It 

contained much of the equipment and 

information belonging to the club and 

was unfortunately burnt to the ground 

recently when it was deliberately set 

alight by persons unknown. Among 

some of the items lost were an original 

A100Q, lots of peripherals and some of 

the Amiga Design Workshop’s records. 

The club has been growing rapidly 

over the last year and many members 

look forward to the monthly newsletter 

they produce. However, due to the loss 

of records, some people who recently 

signed up may not receive the 

newsletter. If this applies to you then 

you’d better get in touch. 

You can still contact the club on 

01892 870488 (evenings), or at 2 

Morden Cottages, Chidlingstone 

Causeway, Tonbridge TNI 1 8jB. They’re 

hoping to replace much of the lost 

equipment fairly quickly and would like 

to thank all of the local benefactors who 

have already made donations. 

Amiga 
Netscape 
The Amiga port of the world’s 

best-known browser, Netscape, will 

get underway in earnest in 

January 1999. The team behind it are 

using the KOSH project structure in 

order to be able to do it in as quick a 

time as possible, for as little money. 

Although they have a website 

devoted to it at the moment, at 

http://www.thelads.demon.co.uk. there 

isn’t much detail on there and they aim 

to have more on their official site which 

should be up shortly at 

http://amozilla.amiga.tm 

The port will initially be for the 

classic 68K and PPC Amigas, although 

they’re interested in producing a version 

for KOSH and NG Amigas. The AMozilla 

team are only setting up communication 

channels at this time. 

Of course, we feel duty hound to 

point out the fact that even if we get a 

version of Netscape for the Amiga, it won’t 

mean that we’ll be able to use add-ons 

like Shockwave, Mash, RealAudio or 

RealVideo as they’re all external plug-ins 

created by third parties who still haven’t 

got any interest in producing versions for 

the Amiga. Likewise, although the Amiga 

Netscape is likely to have JavaScript, it won’t 

have Java since that would require a full 

Java licence from Sun. 

St. Louis show news! 
Bob Scharp will be a name familiar to Amiga 

owners in the St. Louis area as he's the 

organiser of the Gateway Amiga show. The 
show enters its fifth year in March this year with 
a larger venue and a larger number of exhibitors 

and attendees expected. 
The show takes place between March 12th 

and 14th and will host ail the usual events, 

including the best prices for hardware and 
software and the chance to talk to the people 
producing it. In addition to this. Bob organises a 

banquet for the show. This year it will be in a 
completely different and larger hall than before. 
The guest speaker for the banquet will be 

Commander Steve Nagel (Colonel, USAF, retired), 
the 100th astronaut into space and commander of 
several space shuttle missions. He'll talk about the 

role computers have in the space program and the 
Amiga's use in NASA generally. 

The banquet needs to be booked in advance 

and is on a first-come-first-served basis, so tickets 
should be ordered as early as possible. There will 

also be seminars throughout the three days of the 
show, but details of these will be posted nearer 
the time. 

Voodoo is go! 
convert their Mac 3D accelerator 

product to fit the PicassoIV board. 

However, the 523 people with enough 

cash, vision and an Amiga that the new 

card could be used in were enough to 

convince Village Tronic that it was 

worthwhile. These people will all get the 

first cards from the production line at a 

special price of only 249DM, while those 

who merely registered an interest, plus 

any others who decide to order one, will 

have to pay the full price of 299DM. 

If you’re interested in getting one of 

the new cards for your PicassoIV, bearing 

in mind that you’ll need to have a Zorro 

Ill-equipped machine to use it, you can 

contact Blittersoft on 01908 261466 for 

further details. 

organising gaming competitions with 
multiplayer Doom, Sensible Soccer and 
Skidmarks contests, with prizes for the 

he Kickstart User Group, based in Ottershaw, winners in each category. 
Surrey, have announced the date for their Obviously, as a user group, Kickstart members 

I second Kickstart Amiga Show. It will take place will be on hand to demonstrate applications like 
at Brook Hall on February 27th 1999 between 1pm Fusion Mac emulation and the AteoBus Pixel64 
and 5pm. Entry will cost one pound. card, as well as solving general Amiga problems 

Amiga International have supported the user while trying to gain new members, 
group by offering a complete A1200 Magic Pack They'll also unveil the first issue of the new 
and various goodies like mouse mats, pens, posters monthly Kickstart magazine, Amiga Insight This 
and badges to the winners of the competitions to magazine, produced totally by club members on 
be held on the day of the show. The show itself will Amiga hardware, will have a monthly mix of news, 
consist of a sale of Amiga software and hardware, product reviews, tutorials and informed debate 
as well as demonstrations of new programs and about the latest Amiga topics, including everything 
hardware like graphics cards and PowerPCs to help from the fate of OS3.5 to why 880K floppy disks 
Amiga users who haven't seen them before to get should be killed off. 
some idea of their worth. For show enquiries and stand bookings, please 

In addition to the prize draws for the Amiga contact Rob Gilbert (Secretary) by emailing 
International goodies, Kickstart will also be or calling 01932 562354. 

Continued overleaf 4 

Village Tronic have confirmed to us that they are 
definitely going to be producing a Voodoo 3D add¬ 
on for their excellent PicassoIV card. 

The board will only work in a Zorro III- 

equipped Amiga clue to the fact that the 

8Mb of RAM on the board will take up 

the entire Zorro II memory map, without 

taking into account the additional 4Mb 

of memory that the PicassoIV board itself 

requires. The survey to see 

whether Village Tronic would 

actually go ahead with this 

board finished on Sunday 

December 20th, 1998, and for 

a while it seemed as though 

there wouldn’t be sufficient 

interest to make it worth 

Village Tronic’s while to 

Kickstart Show 

VT got enough orders 
to turn the Voodoo 
add-on from this into 
a useable model. 
Expect it in March. 

The Amiga '99 website is the official source of 

information for the St, Louis show. 

For further details, contact Amigan-St.Louis at 
their website http://www.Amiga-stl.com. or on 1 
800 59 Amiga (in the US) to buy tickets for Amiga '99. 

Alternatively, send a cheque or money order 
in US funds to: 
Amigan-St. Louis, do Amiga '99, Tickets, PO Box 

672, Bridgeton, MO 63044. 
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MEWS 

What have the Amiga Format 
staff been doing this month? 

My favourite 
software of the 
month just has to 
be Fantastic 
Dreams - not just 
because it's a 

great image manipulator, but also 
because I got revenge on Colin for 
that upsetting 'baby-face' incident. 

JT ■ * It was my 
£ birthday this 

month, and since 
jj. I reached the 

ripe old age of 
" thirty, my 

gorgeous girlie bought me a 
Mini Disc recorder which is so 
fabulous I can’t describe it. 

A bit of a 
K. m cultured month 

for a change, 
taking in a bit 

S of theatre and 
' museums, with 

shrunken heads and comedy fish 
everywhere. The lack of dinosaurs 
was a bit disappointing, though. 

8^ I've been trying 
my hardest to 
remain upright 
during the 
punishing festive 
season and so far 

haven't done badly, despite a slight 
hiccup at Ben's birthday party, as he 
likes to keep reminding me. 

Prelude boosts the 
performance of AHI 
retargetable audio. 

Sampling 
New drivers for the Prelude sound card add two 
rates for audio recording and replay, pushing the 
top sampling rate from 48,000 to 64,000 samples 
per second. 

We’re sure that Superman 

can hear the difference! 

All the original rates are 

supported, from 5.51 KHz 

upwards, plus the new 

rates, 54.86 and 64KHz, 

which give more accurate recording of 

phase information and conversions to 

Paula rates at a corresponding cost in 

extra Zorro time and disk space. 

The drivers work in full duplex 

stereo and are compatible with the new 

Prelude 1200, as well as the 

original Zorro 2 version. The 

version 2.27 update AHI *v 

drivers for Prelude are on # 

AFCD36 in the directory 

-In_the_Mag-/Sound. 

Further updates will appear 

on the ACT web pages. 

Contact: Albrecht Computer 

Technic, Seth 2 - 21769 Lamstedt 

Germany. 

Telephone: +49 4773 891073 

Fax: +49 4773891072 

Email: albrechtQact-net.com 

Website: http:7AArww.act-net.com 

Mailing list: liytserverQact-net.com 

Online Dancing 
AudioWorks, the team behind the Digital Grooves 

audio CD, now have a website where you can 
download free game music and find out all the 

latest news. They've also cut the price of the 
remaining copies of the Digital Grooves CD from £9.99 
to £6.99 for a limited period. 
Check out the site at 

New rates will 
suit the A12Q0, as 
well as Zorro 2 
Prelude cards. 

Flashier still 
■ ens Schonfeld's Flash Buddha controller has received a software update, 

I boosting its IDE drive transfer rate and vindicating the decision to make it 
m with software-reprogrammable Flash ROM instead of the original socketed 

EPROM chip. Simon Goodwin tested both the Flash upgrade and the replacement 

EPROM, available to early Buddha and Zorro Catwease! purchasers from 
individual Computer, and it gained over 25% in speed using the same Workbench 
3.1 RAM configuration and 1Gb drive as for his tests in AF11S (October). 

The revised firmware delivers a transfer rate of 1,553K per second, with 

42.2% of CPU time remaining. 
This is no threat to DMA 

controllers like the Power Flyer, 

IDE Express or Zorro SCSI 2, but 
it’s a fair match for 

Commodore's motherboard 
controller. This upgrade 
eliminates the only niggle 

expressed in the review - a loss 
in performance if you move 

---disabling multitoshing- 

This tool mill need to disable 
interrupts and multitasking 
for about half a second HI. To 
auoid toss of data* mahe sure 
you do not haue any serial id* 
audio sampler or other time 
critical application running 
before continuing. 
Hit OH when safe to halt. 

OK 

The Flash ROM upgrade 

process takes less than a 
second. 

I PVC-d lr*r f <arn#nc * A* hv Ru 

* l 
UdftK j 

* jeew. _ 
L j 

titnf L t 

tr+v I c* 2nd. fell * *Swv i t * 
Unit »tu 

E 14Pird tmr 2 1?B57ns 
r*t«: 1 Ohry/s** tdi»: busy! 175*? 

IC ■ Size 51 if 

j_. Thi* mtm 

drives from the 

standard controller to 
Buddha - and merits an 
increase in score from 

90% to 92% for this 

Gold medal gadget. 
The Buddha Flash 

software update is 
freely available from 

Individual Computer's 
website, and on 
AFCD36, in the directory 

-ln_the_.Mag-/IDE. This also includes instructions in English and German, the 

FiashBuddha command file and a ReadROM tool to make backup copies of the 
old firmware. 

Contact: lens Schonfeld, Individual Computer, Schurzelter Str. 561, 52074 Aachen, 
Germany. Fax: +49 241 86943, email: svsop@nostlgic.oche.de 
Website; http://home/foni.net/~amiga or http://www.jschoenfeld.com 

fff* (t+M, tint 

We got 26% more speed from the updated Buddha, 

Latest Aminet 
Aminet CD 28 is now available and 

contains over a gigabyte of 

uncompressed software. If features a full 

version of CygnusEd Pro 3.5, and owners of 

Aminet 28 can upgrade to the full version 4 at a 

discount price. You can order the CD for 25DM 

from http://www.schatzt ruhe.de/order.ht ml. 

email stefano@schatztruhe.de 
or call+49 201 788778. 
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>ur Internet shopping feature, perhaps 

you might like to try some of these interesting t 
I websites. 

everybody's favourite, 

but the Railtrack 
website is actually 

_ 
fre travelling anywhere by train. From it you can 

jo UK {or Eurostar) destinations and a date and it will fin 

in times and connection information for you. Because ms 
rains link up with bus and ferry services, it will even plot yoi 

?s to include these services. For example, you can get a complete 

jlfast, including ferry tint* 

r , . f 1 ! 

rahtrac pc 
T ■ -- 

*-***"'*» | 
— -pp * -i ^ 

1“ r — b!— — jss ! 

1st ; i- 
__ I 

| f lt . _ | /tsr j; |! 

| — ^ I 
| - - : ' I 
1 S— \ ] | 

~ - 
Sa" | 

kr=r-_L-.l.... 

| 

te but it 
Jwide. This 

site is also of more use to Amiga owners than 

some of the generic flight finding resources on 
the web because it doesn't use Java. It's 

simple, easy to use and you can also book and 

■ for flights online if you have an SSL 

BRITISH AIRWAYS 

Flights Available 

' 

you re 

to go to? Time Oi 

reign and UK cities is 
then. It isn't as 

as some but it has great dep 
does cover and is quite pretty 

itained too. 

•- • y - ; 1 

ra<tet.$htini.: 

0- 

As it's Java-free, the BA site is suitable for Amigas. 

: more adventurous and aren't too 

sure about where you want to end up, you 
could always make a bid for a holiday at an 
online auction. QXL is a pretty big auction site 

where you can bid for other things too. 
Quite simply, all you have to do is regi 

with QXL (which takes a few minutes) and then 

you can bid online for whichever holiday tali 

your fancy. You're bidding against other 
people who use this service in auctions whi< 

can last anything from an hour to a few da\ 
email is sent to you telling you what the latest 

back and bid again. 
Some destinations are obviously more popul 

there can be some real bargains and surprises. Recently, a 7-night 
package deal to 

Red Sea w 

Get bidding and you 
could end up getting a 

real bargain holiday. 

BRITISH 
iM AIRWAYS 

Florence s living guFde i G 

tbid, an 

ou can go 
tes 

hers but 

amazina 

_ 

□ ip/ital Horgan 11& 

Wow! 

Something 
happened! 

The second half of 

the next gen 
jigsaw has just fallen into place 

with Amiga Inc.'s 
announcement that QNX (say 
"kewnix") are to be their OS 
development partner. 

So is that good news or 

bad news? I've just been 
subjecting myself to the joys of 

a 486 PC to find out. The QNX 
1.44Mb demo is indeed 
impressive in that it fits a GUI, 

a windowing system, a web 
browser and ail the bits that go 
behind the scenes onto a high 
density disk, but don't expect 

to be bowled over with it as it 
stands. In fact, aside from its 

compactness, it's actually 
highly unremarkable. 

Don't expect to boot your 
mate's PC with it and get any 

kind of eyebrow-raising 
response, in fact, at this point 
you're more likely to invite 

ridicule from all but the most 
well-informed PC users. 

The list of features for the 
new AmigaOS is adventurous, 

as it should be, which means 
there's a hell of a lot of work 
still to be done. The emphasis 

here is that the QNX OS is 
forming the base upon which 

the new AmigaOS will be built, 
and seeing as we all want the 

new AmigaOS to be 
revolutionary and innovative 

enough to make the opposition 
look pathetic, I suppose it's 

best that we start with 
something that's relatively 
simple so that there are fewer 

limitations from the outset. 

So that's the conception 
sorted. Now let's all cross our 
fingers for a trouble-free 

gestation and an emotional 
birth nine months down the 

line. Stranger things have 
happened, you know... 

Tony Horgan 

Amiga.not quite right 
Analogic, the Amiga repair 

specialists and hardware dealers, 
are now able to offer you credit 

terms on any purchase over £150. This 

means that for just a 10% deposit you 
can buy any item from Analogic and 
pay the balance over a period of time. 

For example, this means that you 
could get that Apollo ‘060 accelerator 

you've always wanted for just a £26 

downpayment. Full details are 
available from Analogic, so contact 
them on 0181 546 9575. 

MMMfinft hat successfully configured your network connection. The 
connection wet intentionterminated, i • no error ihm occured 

moatm h** intention ally hung up. li no error hat occured 

Please enter your real name (e g Joe Smith4) and your user name on 
your Amiga (e g jArntth*) m the gadgets betcrw The user name you 
choose can be different from the login id you tpociflpa earlier 

You should then save the configuration for later u*e by Miami 

Beal name |Q»ve Cosict 

'User game |dcunc*~~' 

Save Conflg (Miinir F.tdciTi'g 

Sav* inform ebon sheet yfj [mjawi M^mumnog ~ 

emu inform stem sheet _J[ JV 

Get connected the right way... 

Those of you trying to follow Dave Cusick’s 

Amiga.net article on how to surf the net for free 

will have been very frustrated after following last 

month’s advice, due to a number of errors. 

Firstly, in Miamilnit, after picking your modem, serial 

port and serial device, die correct access number is 0845 

079 6699. Secondly, the site to visit online is actually found 

at https://signup.freeserve.net. Finally, you actually get a 

huge 15Mb of free web space, not the measly 5Mb that 

Dave mentioned. We’d like to apologise and can only say 

that Dave’s brain must have still been pickled by excess 

festive quaffing... Continued overleaf^ 
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We look at what was going on in the 
Amiga market 100 issues of AFago... 

Cover feature: Get the answers. Amiga 

Format tells you what's best to buy in a 

particular class of software, such as word 

processing, and what's the cheapest. 

■ On the disks: Just the one disk with a demo 

of The Power, a fix for Interphase and five 

Shareware programs. 

■ News: CDTV launched in the States at the 

winter CES in Las Vegas and due to be 

launched here at the end of April at a price of 

£599. Kenwood also announced a home CD 

recorder, but with CD-Rs at $90 a time, 

demand isn't expected to be high. Team 17 

start up and state that they will only make 

games that stretch the Amiga, concentrating 

on those with 1Mb RAM. Shame they didn't 

continue that theme... 

■ Prices: If you wanted to kit yourself out with 

a new A1500 and a mono 9-pin printer, at 

Merlin you would pay £1,069 for the machine 

with a 1084S and £159 for the Star LC-10 

mono. If you wanted 24-pin colour, you could 

have the Citizen Swift 24 for £319. 

AF20 March 1991 
1 Games reviewed included: MIG-29 Fulcrum 

(Domark) 90%, Team Suzuki {Gremlin Graphics) 

88%, Judge Dredd {Virgin} 44%, Speedball 2 

{Mirrorsoft) 94%, Lemmings (Psygnosis) 92% 

and Prince of Persia {Domark) 88%. 

3 Serious products reviewed; Action Replay II 

(Datel), PageStream {Softlogik), Pro Page 2 

(Gold Disk), /CD AdSpeed {Third Coast), A5000 

{Solid State Leisure), Pro Titler {HB Marketing), 

Broadcast Titler 2 (Amiga Centre Scotland). 

■ Notes: Although Workbench 2.04 had 

officially been available for over a year. 

Workbench 1.3 was still prevalent in all the 

screenshots, and a lot of the Workbench 

letters were about printers. 

There were a lot of letters to Mailbag 

about worries that the Amiga was being 

sidelined, but to the Atari STE of all things, 

and there were luddites who were 

complaining that we didn't offer much 

coverage for half meg machine owners - how 

times change... not. 

■ Pages: 212 ■ Cost: £2.95 

AS AAA UK 
Swedish User Group ACG made the headlines in May 1998 when the pioneer of 

easy Internet connectivity, 1 lolger Kruse, won the international AAA award. 

Since meeting the people behind the AAA awards at the last WO A show, 

AmigaSoc have been itching to bring the AAA awards to the UK. AmigaSoc feel that 

the UK is just brimming with Amiga talent and that the time has come to reward 

those who have made a worthy contribution to the Amiga community. 

ACG have had some administrative problems of late so the time restraints have 

had to be tightened accordingly. As such, you’ll need to get your nominations in to 

us by February 19th. 

Simply cut out or photocopy the attached form and send it to Amiga Format with 

your choice of nominee. By the time you read this, there will also be a web-based 

nomination system at http://www.aaa-awards.org- 

You can also submit your nominations by email. Send them to 

andrew@uk.amigasoc.org and put “AAA. Awards" in the subject line. You should get an 

acknowledgement email back within a week. 

The results of the nominations will then be published on the AAA Awards 

website and the 

£ 
> r 
\ 

Country (delete as appropriate): 

UK/Belgium/Sweden/Spain 

National Nominee: .. 

Motivation:. 

1998 4Ap 
Awards I 

nomination | 
form ■ 

I 
. I 

p * m p 

International Nominee: 

Motivation:. 

Simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to: AAA Awards • 

Nominations • Amiga Format * 29 Monmouth Street • Bath • BA1 2BW 

voting will begin 

shortly after this. 

AmigaSoc will 

also be assisting 

with the 

nominations for 

the international 

awards, so to 

save you the 

| postage, the 

. nomination 

| form may also be 

I used for that, 

The awards 

j will be presented I at the next 

World Of Amiga 

| show, so that’s 

one more reason 

for you to attend. 

Zorro IV - 
the sequel! 
Although it may end up being called something different 

because of copyright issues, it seems as though there 
will be a Zorro IV standard. We've heard from Eyetech 

this week that they intend to bring in a new tower based 
around this concept which will feature a faster bus, less 
contention and lower cost than current Zorro III solutions. 

The new busboard, which will be fitted to a range of new 
Eyetech tower systems, will have five standard Zorro II slots, 
a normal Amiga video slot and two of the new slots which 
will be capable of a sustained throughput of 19Mb/s. The bus 
board will also have a clock port built onto it for the 
connection of one of the many peripherals which now use 
this port and will be expandable to have four clock ports. 

For those sceptical about yet another standard for the 
Amiga to struggle with, the new slots will soon have two 
cards purpose built for them. The first will be a low-cost 
graphics card based around the same Cirrus Logic chipset as 
in the very popular Picasso range from Village Tronic, while 
the second will be a high speed IDE controller card, similar in 
purpose to the Power Flyer. 

This new busboard has been designed to fit all the 
current Amiga towers in production and Eyetech are due to 
start selling it by the end of January, when they will give a 
special price of just £129.95 to the first 100 people to order it. 

Eyetech are also planning the release of their new tower 
system, the EZTower Z4, to coincide with the launch of this 
new busboard. They're offering a bundle of the new tower 
with its 10 drive bays, 250W PSU, floppy drive, faceplate and 
so on, with a keyboard adaptor and PC keyboard and the Z4 
busboard for just £199.95 to the first 100 customers, 
whereafter it will jump to the still-not-particularly- 
unreasonable price of £249.95. Finally, Eyetech also told us 
that any purchaser of a new A1200 these days will find that it 
is CD-ROM ready with a buffered interface and external CD- 
ROM connector. 

Contact Eyetech on 01642 713185 for more details. 
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amigawriter cs> £49.95TJjome highway - ISDN £129.95 

i, writer 

program 
version 
format 
available 
price 
awards 

: amigawriter 
: vl.1 (english version) 
: floppy disks 
: yes 
: £49.95 
amiga magazine (DE) 87% ‘very good’. 

M\\ 
AmigaWriter is the newest word processor (or word creating) package 
for the Amiga. Officially ratified by Amiga International, thus supported 
by the "Powered by Amiga" logo, AmigaWriter contains some unique 
features for Amiga word processors: platform independent (full support 
for commercial, shareware or freeware plugins), ease of use (easy 

selection, true WYSIWYG, very Amiga-alike in action), full paragraph control, page formatting, chapter man¬ 
agement, support for different image formats and much more. AmigaWriter is almost similar to a DTP pro¬ 
gram, allowing full box control over text and Image placing within your document. All version 1 users will 
receive the forthcoming PPG version and version 2 free of charge! 

* PowerPC version inclusive in the price - in development, due in vl.x, available free of charge 
* Flexible box layout concept - design your pages in true DTP style 
* Support for external image formats - support for IFF and JPEG and any other image via datatypes! 
* Extensive plugin support - expect commercial, shareware and freeware plugins 
* Free update to v2 (due 1999) - postscript/truetype fontengine, spell checking, form editor, table editor 

and MS Word import filter and much more. 

With the launch of BTls ‘Home Highway', ISDN is now affordable for the home user. Our branded 
Dynalink ‘MagieXpress1 modem (as featured in this issue) enables you to connect to the Internet at 
blazingly fast speeds (you must also have a high speed serial card to use ISDN). So, what does ISDN 
offer the average home/Internet user: 

* Digital connection - no line speed flotations (unlike normal modems), connect at 64K and you 
stay at 64K, instant (half or one second) connections and the clearest possible phone/data lines! 

* Upto 4 times as fast as 56K - surf the net at 64K or 128K (using both lines), meaning that large 
files or web sites are downloaded at the fastest possible rate (74 seconds for a 1MB file @ 128K 
ISDN connection, compared to 4.16 minutes for a 1MB @ 44K on a '56K’ modem). 

* Upload at 64K or 128K - the main difference between ISDN and a 56K modem is that you can 
upload files at ISDN speeds, whereas a 56K modem uploads at 33.6K maximum. 

* Two lines - use both digital lines for 128K connections, use one line for telephone calls whilst 
using the other line for a 64K Internet session! Why not connect two computers to either line or 
simply make phone calls on both lines at the same time? 

ID01 External ISDN Terminal Adaptor (TA) 
ID02 ISDN TA & NetConnect 
ID03 ISDN TA & NetConnect & Hypercom 1 
ID04 ISDN TA & NetConnect & lOBlix Serial Card 

netconnect v2 £49.95 
high quality modems 

£129.95 
£159.95 
£189.95 
£229.95 

£79.95 

program : netconnect 
version : v2.2 
format : cd-rom or floppy disks 
available : yes 
price : £49.95 
awards amiga format gold, 96%, cu amiga 94% 

The award-winning NetConnect v2 is the easiest and most comprehensive Internet compilation designed to 
enable any Amiga user, from novice to expert level, to get onto and use the Internet. By using the new Genesis 
Wizard, a user should be able to connect to the Internet in a matter of minutes. Containing Genesis, Voyager- 
NG, MicrodoMI, AmlRC, AmFTP, AmTelnet, AmTerm, Netlnfo, ArnTalk, X-Arcand the Contact Manager. Ideal 
for both an Internet or local area network connection. 

* Eleven Commercial Programs - contains the highest quality Internet software, all commercial versions. 
* Truly Integrated - the beauty of NetConnect v2 is the integration. Contact Manager works with 

MicrodoMI, Voyager, AmlRC and more. Centralised MIME preferences works between alt the programs. 
* Flexible Dock Bar - setup and launch all your software from this advanced and flexible tool bar 
* Aimed Towards Beginners Through to Advanced Users - NetConnect v2 is simple enough for the 

beginner to use to connect to the Internet for the first time, but powerful enough for the advanced user 
who may require a dialup connection and local area network (LAN). 

* Award Winning - Amiga Format Gold (96%), CU Amiga Superstar (94%) 
* Expandable - software works with external programs. The Contact Manager works with I Browse, YAM v2 

r6, STFax Professional. Genesis Is supported by WebTV, AmICQ and more, 

Choose from three high-quality branded modems - the top of the range, award winning PACE 56K, 
the new PACE Solo' 56K or the middle of the range Dynalink MagieXpress1 modem (same colour as 
your Amiga). All ship with a five year warranty. The PACE modems also ship with free lifetime tech¬ 
nical support, UK caller ID (only modem available which supports this), a superb speakerphone, con¬ 
ferencing feature, volume slider/control, easy to understand LED s and non-technical, easy to read 
documentation. All PACE and Dynalink ‘MagieXpress' 56K modems are now v90 shipping ready - the 
agreed standard for 56K connectivity. Why not treat yourself to the brand new PACE ‘Solo ? The ‘Solo’ 
can be used standalone from your Amiga. Want to go on holiday but need to receive fax and voice 
messages, but don‘t want to leave your Amiga running? The Solo' is the answer. 

External 56K Modem ftace ‘Solo* 56K Modem 

Dynalink 56K External Voice/Fax/Data Modem 
PACE 56K External Voice/Fax/Data Modem 
PACE ‘Solo’ 56K External Voice/Fax/Data Modem 

£69.95 
£119.95 
£189.95 

stfax professiona £29.95 X modem pack options £79.95 

€ 

program : stfax professional 
version : v3.5 
format : floppy disks 
available : yes 
price : £29.95 
awards amiga format gold, 95%, cu amiga superstar, 95% 

amiga magazin (DE) 89%, Amiga Plus (DE) 96% 
STFax Professional is a commercial fax/voice message program which enables you to use your Amiga as a 
digital answermachine. Ever wondered how companies manage to create their voice based operator system? 
You can do this at home or in a small office! ie. 'Press one to leave a message for Mike or press two to leave 
a message for Sue’. Setup a fax on demand service, advanced message box system for family members, log 
numbers via caller-ID, call screen or blacklist phone numbers, control other programs etc. 

* Full fax modem support (class 1, 2t 2.0) - fax from your favourite Amiga software 
* Advanced voice capabilities - use your Amiga as a digital answermachine 
* Support for the PACE Soiof 3-Com Message Plus or Kortex Adaptix Independent Operation mode 
* Mini-BBS - setup your own small BBS 

Special Offer: Buy NetConnect v2 and STFax Professional together for only £69.95! 

Various money saving packs are available. These are all based on the Dynalink 56K modem. Packs 
based on PACE 56K or PACE ‘Solo" 56K modems available as an additional cost option. 

PK01 56K Modem & STFax Professional £ 79.95 
PK02 56K Modem & NetConnect £ 99.95 
PK03 56K Modem & NetConnect & STFax Professional £109.95 
PK04 56K Modem & NetConnect, Hypercom 1, STFax Pro £129.95 
PK05 56K Modem & NetConnect, lOBlix Card, STFax Pro £169.95 

ADD £40 for a PACE 56K Modem (instead of the Dynalink 56K) 
ADD £110 for a PACE ‘Solo’ 56K Modem (instead of the Dynalink 56K) 
* All packs come with one month free connection to Demon Internet and/or UK Online 

* Choose between the CD or Floppy disk version of NetConnect v2 with your modem pack 

igh speed serial cards £39.95 

genesis £29.95 
genesis 
vl.O 
floppy disks 
yes 
£29.95 

fYim (Wrue 00 00 05 

PONhf CT 33600 

FtetcoFT 

program 
version 
format 
available 
price 
awards 

Genesis is a new TCP/tP stack for the Amiga computer, allowing both 
dialup Internet access and local area networking, with the advanced facility 
to run more than one interface at one time (ie. keep your ethernet network 
connected, whilst putting your dialup connection on and offline - ideal for Siamese users, LAN'ing one or more 
Amiga's or an Amiga to PC/Unix/etc). Genes/s ships with an easy to use Wizard. Simply enter some basic 
information about your provider and the Wizard goes online and gathers the advanced information. The sta¬ 
tus window (shown here) allows you to control the interfaces and shows the connection speed, the time you 
have been online and which interfaces are connected. Genesis is supplied with an advanced time and cost 
logger so you can see how much time you have spent on the net and the costs involved. 

Fin i FTi iiT'1 ■ 
note ppp is nov Colne 
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Disconnect 

The new lOBlix card offers 4 high speed serial ports and 1 (2nd port option) high speed EPP/ECP 
parallel ports to yourZorro based Amiga. The serial ports provide 64 bytes of FIFO memory, which is 
also upgradable. The parallel ports offer both uni and bi-directional modems, offering compatibility for 
all printers. The lOBlix also has a modular interface. Two modules are currently being developed: an 
AHl-compatible sound card and a SANA-II compatible ethernet module. The Hypercom high-speed 
serial cards are available for the A1200 (uses internal dock port) and zorro based Amiga’s offering 
one (two with the Hypercom 3Z) extra serial and parallel (Hypercom 3Z only) ports. 

Hypercoml A120Q 1 x 460,800bps highspeed buffered serial port £39.95 

HypercomSZ Zoito-2/3 2 x 460s800bps highspeed buffered serial ports, 1 x 5Q0K bytes/sec parallel port £69.95 

lOBlix Zorro-2/3 4 x 460,800bps highspeed buffered serial ports, 2 x uni/bi 500k parallel ports £89.95 

miscellaneous software 

/Acmw 
Oval House, 113 Victoria Road, Darlington, DL1 5JH 

Tel = 01325 460116 
Fax: 01325 460117 
E-Mail: sales@active-net.co.uk 
http ://ww w.a cti ve- n et. co.uk 

Delivery Information 
S’Ware - £1.00 for UK delivery 

- £1.50 for EU delivery 
- £2.00 World delivery 

H’Ware I- £6 for UK next day delivery 
(serial cards charged at 
£3 for standard delivery) 

Make cheques/P.O.’s payable to Active 
Technologies and send to the address 
listed opposite. Credit/debit card 
payment accepted. For any additional 
information contact us. 

Various other individual software titles are available These titles may be 
wanting to purchase NetConnect v2. 

Scales workbench replacer with advanced features 

Voyager Next Generation 
Microdot-11 vl.1 (release) - email and news client 

AmlRC 
AmFTP 
AmTalk 
X-Arc - system archive management tool (handles lha, Izx and zip archives) 

Contact Manager - system addressbook. works with many net/comms programs 

AmTelnet + AmTerm Package Deal 
• 5% D/scouirt when 2-4 Vapor products are bought, 10% Discount for 5+ 

Interesting to 
By Disk 

£20.00 
£22.00 
£22,00 
£22,00 
£20,00 
£17,00 
£17.00 
£12,00 
£20.00 

those not 
By EMail 

£18.00 
£20.00 
£20.00 
£20*00 
£18*00 
£15*00 
£15*00 
£10.00 
£18.00 

internet informer issue 3 
The latest issue (issue 3, out Autumn 1998) of our Internet Informer magazine will be available soon. 
Wanting to learn more before you connect to the Internet? Still unsure about the costs involved, what 
hardware you need or what you, as an Amiga user, will obtain from being connected to the Internet? 
The Internet Informer gives you this information, extra product specifications and more. 
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The foundations of the new 

Amiga 4)§ have been derived 

from QNX, a real-time 

operating system which was developed 

in Canada in 1981. QNX runs on 

PowerPC, IpteT mid MIPS RISC 

platforms and it’s been explicitly 

designed to be portable*between al£ 

sorts of 32-bit and 64-bit processors. 

This is a crucial choice for Amiga 

Inc., who now have three competing 

"super chip’ systems in their sights 

L and need to establish hardware- 

Hl independent standards for the 

new Amiga architecture. • 

Next generation target 

markets are gaming, media 

and broadca<fting, the generation Amigas 
for the next- 
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QNX is the brains behind 
NASA's Space Shuttle 
robot arm. 
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Internet and consumer 

electronics, all parts of the 

"digital convergence’ which 

Amiga Inc. can see coming, 

and which looks set to 

banish ctumsv Microsoft - 
systems from home 

S? 4 
computing. The deal 

between Amiga Inc. and 

QNX Software Systems Ltd. 

9 is a big step in that direction. 

QNX is a multitasking 

operating system, a loose 

derivative of Unix SVR3 - the 

version before Commodore’s 

licensed Amiga Unix - 

described on the website as 

"the leading real-time OS for 

PCs - and now multi platform.’ 

QNX has been chosen as 

the lowest level of sofft^e in 

■m 



QIUX 

carefully-designed, re-useable 

software components. 
The demo is compiled for Intel and 

compatible systems because that's the most 

pervasive platform, and RISC code would overflow 
the 1.44Mb disk. It's a tight squeeze, even using 8- 

bit Intel opcodes, but the OS libraries and toolkits 

are portable; all you need is a validated compiler 
to make them available on any CPU. The ports to 

PowerPC and MIPS chips demonstrate that the 

design itself is clean, avoiding Intel-specific warts 
and traps which bedevil Linux and other portable 

operating systems. 

As proof of the power and concise design of QNX, 

Intel PC users are being invited to download an 
impressive demo which fits onto a single 1.44Mb 

disk. The archive, in Zip format, is on the new 
AFCD. It holds a complete operating system with 
bootstrap loader, a TCP/IP stack, hardware drivers 
and a fully-featured web browser. 

ft runs on PCs with a 486 processor, 8Mb of 
RAM and VGA graphics or better. It’s a 
demonstration of the QNX Internet Appliance 

Toolkit, one of a set of software tools that allow 
QNX developers to build complete applications 

quickly and professionally by 'gluing together' 

'Kernel entry A few opcodes Interrupts off 

Unlocked 

Kernel 
operation US6C5 

which l0 
, lT* msecs Include 

message 
pass 

Pre-cmpiable 

Ho pre-emption 
Interrupts on 

PfG*emptable 

Locked 

USflCS 

Iffi WlfJI j 

the new Amigas, replacing the Amiga 
OS kernel built on the Exec library aryJ 
Power PQ equivalents. It won’t provfte 
all the multimedia goodies which that 
system will require because these will 
come ip extra layci'% probably following 
a multi-manufacturer standard called 
HAVi (see box)* * 

QNX beat off conipeti^>n from 
Linux (too variable and not real-time), 
BeOS (too proprietary), Epoc32 (the 
English contender) and VxWorks 
(runner up). One contributory factor in 
favour of QNX was the Amiga 
experience ©fits developers. In one 
early meeting between Amiga Inc. and 
QNX people, seven out of the nine 
fielded by QNX were described by AI’s 

AFCD36:-ln the Mag-/QNX/DEMO.ZIP 

REAL-TIME 
Unlike other Unices (sic), QNX 
is a real-time-operating system, 
which means it guarantees to 
complete operations in a 
relatively short time by human 
standards. The definition of real- 
time is flexible, and by most 
standards Amiga OS works in 
real-time. It’s certainly far more 
‘real-time’ than Unix or 
Windows, which tan take 
seconds to clip a single word 
from a page or unload a screen 
blanker. However, some 
programmers abuse EXEC facilities like 
FORBID and DISABLE, which are 
intended to momentarfy fcusgencl 
multitasking during ‘critical’ operations 
which must Dot be interrupted. 

hi themselves, these calls offer 
credible real-time behaviour as 
Commodore guidelines set a maximum 
of j)pO microseconds for such 
operations. However, this isn’t enforced 
and some systems, notably 
CyberGraphX and a few Zofro cards, 
can lock up the system for much^onger, 
causing problems in some professional 

Critical regions are strittl^ controlled in QNX. 

STANDARDS * 
The new Amiga will us? existing , 
standards when appropriate, and QNX 
supports some of the best alreacfy, 
including: TCP/IP with the new 128-bit^ 
addressing (with room to expand to 
over sixty billion^ billion, billion times 
the size or the current Internet); 
OpenQL; Unicode; HTML browsing 

•with Javascript; officially-sanctioned 
Real Audio and Real Video ports; plus 

fPosix-complianl file systems with pre- 
re a cl and post-write optimisations and 
efficient bitmap allocation, similar to 
the Amiga's BFFS handler. 

Code files use the ELF and Dwarf2 
formats familiar from PowerUp and 
Linux systems- If it’s not there you can 
plug it in, like the portable web server 
Apache, or their own Tiny Web server. 
Unlike current Amigas, QNX supports 
resource tracking which simplifies m 
programming so you don't lose memory 
as you start and quit applications, plus | 
memory protection so a fault in one 
application or extensiomshouldn’4 bring 
down the rest of the system. 

Inevitably, some people will have 
preferred^ rewrite of Amiga’s EXE(^» 
and this was considered at length by 
Amiga Inc. hutlhc timescale was 
daunting. In practice, QNX shares many 
good ideas fjrom AinigaOS, like device 
independence^ signals and fhessage 
posing, plus extras like protection that * 

, wyuld be hard to integrate apd test for 
a rehashed Amiga OS. QNX already, 
works and is demonstrably portable. ' 
, QNX’s 3D graphical user interface ; 
Photon has a Windoze-like-appearance 

I "it took a long time to 
find the right partner" 

Amiga Inc.'boss Jeff. • g 
Schindler I 

representative as ‘raving Amiga 
fanatics’, with three still using Amigas 
every day. 

“It took a long lime to find the right 
partner,”'admitted Amiga Inc. boss Jeff 
Schindler. The agreement with QNX is 
just one step towards the next 
generation Amiga architecture, but it’s a 
reliable, scalable, high-performance 
kernel for systems which should be as 
ground-breaking as the original Amiga. 
Interest is alreadv intense; traffic on the 
T1 line to thejQNX website tripled for 
days after the rumours of the Amiga 
deal appeared on Usenet. 

atidio and video applications. 
It’s essential that the qe.w Amiga 

should haw a real-time OS and QNX 
fits the bill. It’s a mature, tested system 
wit vet* 100,000 developers on a 
range of platforms, includingjntel 
hoxqp. Silicon Graphics workstations 
and IBM/Motorola PowerPCs, 4 . 
demonstrating the potential for a quick 
pf»rt to the vet-unnamed ‘sup*- chips’. Continued overlqaf # 
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Modular Design 
Flash Power 

Process 
Manager 

CDROM 
REISS 

Kotn/Hesse 
Microkernel 

lCh^cter! Photon i 

; Audio 

4» by default, but like the X 

Windowing System it’s configurable to 

just about any control method and set 

of gadgets, as demonstrated by the 

Workbench-style AmiWM for X systems. 

Photon supports anti-aliasing for clear 

text in small sizes, as well as scalable 

fonts and arbitrary graphics regions 

with clipping and overlays. 

Handwriting and Japanese input 

modes are provided. The Cologne 

demo included web browsing in 

English, German and Japanese, proving 

that QNX is a genuinely international 

system, based on the 16-bit Unicode 

character set. The Cologne demo also 

included a GUI game, some 30 vector 

graphics and the rather inevitable Boing 

ball animation. 

staff juggling PC cards as the crowd 

thronged outside. We were able to see 

an application’s window jumping 

between two networked systems, but an 

attempt to grab a window with Doom 

running in it and drag it, still animating, 

was itself doomed, leaving a trail of 

graphic glitches which were blamed on 

the network hardware. It crashed, but 

we were ready to believe by then. 

The systems were reset and came 

back up with the applications still 

running in the same place on each 

screen, at least demonstrating the 

resilience of QNX. 

Dan Dodge later ran the same 

programs on a pair of notebook systems 

which he’d brought with him and they 

worked flawlessly. 
QNX software 

components make it 
reliable, concise and 
flexible. 

INTEL FLAKES 
The Cologne demonstration ran on two 

Intel Pentium systems, linked by a 

rather flaky network which caused 

delays before and problems during the 

demo. The equipment intended for the 

presentation hadn’t made it over from 

the States, leaving Amiga Inc. and QNX 
"My wife still misses Marble Madness" - Dan 
Dodge, QNX boss, returns to the fold. 

m m mm | gf ® ■ ■ AVi is a multiplatform 

m a. //\\ ■ // a j ] standard for electronic 

h _// 0 \ \ H // jl LJ U appliances, supported by 

Ifsily §m * \--w f manyofthe ,argest 
a lj ■ m 1? electronics companies in the 

M |f j \ fj world. The new Amigas are 

likely to conform to the HAVi 
standard, allowing networking and compatibility with hundreds of the new 

digital electronics and multimedia devices which are set for release over 

the next decade. 

The name is short for Home Audio Video Interoperability, pronounced 

Harvey, and the core specification was agreed in the summer of 1998 by a 

consortium of European and Japanese consumer electronics giants, 

including Grundig, Hitachi, Matsushita (Panasonic, Superscope, etc). 

Philips, Sharp, Sony, Toshiba and Thompson S.A. of France. 

Key features of HAVi are appliance interoperability and plug and 

play connectivity. HAVi allows automatic network adjustments as 

new devices are added or old ones removed, without the need 

to reset or otherwise tweak the configuration. HAVi supports 

network standards like the new IEEE1394, but it isn't tied to any 
one particular way of getting bits from place to place. 

Appliance interoperability means that devices connected by HAVi 
work together, making use of the functions and capabilities of 

other parts of the network so the whole becomes much more 

than the sum of its parts. This is a good fit for the Amiga 

which has always majored on its ability to do lots of things 

at once without crippling interactions. | 

To give a few examples, HAVi appliances won't need to 

have their 'docks set' after a power cut. They'll typically 

have several sources of information about the current consortium m^tnl 

time, from digital tuners, battery backed clocks, teletext opted for QNX fo 

lines, RDS radio and Internet time servers. HAVi will box project, on tr 

arbitrate between these so that appliances agree on the current time, in 

step with the real world. 

One remote controller will work with all the devices connected in a 

HAVi network, and if that network contains a modem, radio or cable 

connection, remote control can be realty remote! You could phone your 

computer at home and check your mail, adjust the heating or set the video 
at wilt. 

HAVi can shuffle and stream data between devices so that a surround 

sound decoder or similar filter in one system can serve material playing 

from another. When you upgrade the .mpg expansion unit, say, in one 

appliance, its heightened powers will become available to the rest of your 

system - your TV, CD, satellite and cable connection, for instance, with your 

Amiga integrated with the whole lot. This should lead to cheaper boxes, 
eliminating the need for mixers and D to A converters in every appliance, 

as well as easier upgrades. 

COMPONENTS 
HAVi is essentially a software standard; key components include the 

Communications Media Manager which links individual devices and the 

network, an Event Manager which tracks and reacts to changes in the 

network configuration, a Registry to keep track of settings and capabilities 

(despite the name, more rigorous and less redundant than Microsoft's 

Windows bodge) and a messaging system to link software 

components which defines HAVi's Application Programming 

Interface (API) in a device-independent way. This will be 

completely familiar to Amigans but it may come as a bit of a 
culture shock to Windozers. 

HAVi device drivers are known as DCMs (Device Control 
W Modules) and have their own software manager. The most visible 

J layer is the Data Driven Interaction (DDI) Controller which supports 

retargetsble graphics and text displays. The Stream Manager, 

strongly reminiscent of the ARIAS sub-system touted for Amiga 

Workbench 3.5, allows the flow of video and audio information to be 

routed and filtered through a multiplicity of channels or 'streams'. 

The importance of HAVi is that it reflects the belated realisation of 

consumer electronics firms that all home appliances, from alarm systems to 

web browsers, work on digital data and could benefit from 
d HAVi J 
. Philips have bsing ^ together with a unified layer of software. The new 
eir set-top Amiga is well placed to form the hub of HAVi systems, with 
now QNX as its real-time operating system and the unparalleled 

experience of Amiga developers in 'real' multimedia, multi-tasking and mass- 
market product design. 

Amiga Inc's, plans for HAVi are a very new thing, not yet officially 

announced, but Allan Havemose told AFthat he's working through a sheaf of 

HAVi papers 'at least a foot thick', and something like that seems sure to be 

part of the higher levels of the new Amiga OS. "At this point HAVi is mainly 

driven by Sony," Havemose told AF, "and it isn't that clear if it's going to 

stick. At this point, we're doing our homework." 
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QNX 

THE COMPANY 

AS VS Ope rat tonal C o n c e p I , 

HR 

Amiga Digital 
Convergence Market 

tW'Media Tower 
Computer 

Big Screen TWPC 

J Students Portable 

Kitchen or Bedroom 

TV/O am e/Gcunp uter 

S500 Computer 

Digits] Multimedia 
Set-top Box 

Game Macljj 

QNX Software Systems are a Canadian limited company with about 200 
employees - small compared with the 1,500 that took three years boiling 
up Windows95 but large in comparison to the original AmigaOS team 
which seldom numbered more than about 30 engineers. 

QNX licensees include firms as diverse as Cadbury, Dupont, IBM, 
Kodak, MetroWorks, NASA and Philips, plus CiscoSystems, who 
dominate the world market for Internet routers, the VISA credit card 
clearing service and now our own Amiga Inc. 

The Amiga development is a major new direction for the firm, 
--, which also has a UK-based lab near 

Cambridge. "This is an area that our company 
as a whole 

RSI exciting." said 
KaiBBBMWffB._j QNX boss Dan 

Dodge. They'll also continue to address their 
existing markets in embedded systems. "I hire 
talent and enthusiasm," 
Dodge told AF. "We have 

virtually zero 
SSEaafflPl i staff turnover." 

■ "This is an area that our 
m company as a whole thinks is 

really exciting..." ^ ^ 
Dan Dodge, QNX CEO V W 

Images of QNX systems embedded in 

planes, trains, mines, robots, phones, 
satellites and factories, taken from the 
company website. 

it was clear to me that QNX was the only 
commercially-proven operating system 
that met the majority of our 
requirements. A brief summary of the 
key elements in the QNX “foundation 

The story so far, from Dr. Allan Havemose, Vice 
President of Engineering at Amiga Inc. 

1. Micro kernel architecture. 
2. Scalable, modular design. 
3. Fully protected processes and threads. 
This is important because we need a 
protected model for the markets we’re 
addressing. Virtual memory is also 
provided. The process/thread 
programming model is the natural 
extension to the Task model provided in 
the Classic Amiga. 
4. Scaling from diskless systems with 
little RAM to hundreds of transparently 
networked computers. 
5. Multi-processor support. 
6. Transparent networking. 
QNX allows transparent sharing of 
networked resources. At the press 
announcement, we demonstrated a “live 
running” application moving from one 
computer to another over the network. 

We also showed a QNX version of 
Doom running with half of the game on 
one computer and the other half on 
another computer. The displays were 
next to each other so you could see Doom 
work on the two systems simultaneously. 
7. Hard real-time. 
This enables significantly better 
multimedia applications where 
synchronised audio, video and computer 

Q: What’s special about the new Amiga? architecture that fully supports real-time 
multimedia, high performance 3D 
graphics, DVD playback, connectivity to 
the Internet, state of the art gaming and 
productivity applications. We’re creating 
an Amiga for the next millennium. 

I reviewed virtually every 
commercial OS on the market, which 
took a bit longer than anticipated, but 
after a thorough review of Linux, BeOS, 
Java, QNX, VxWorks and several others. 

A: We want the architecture to scale over 
a wide range of performance points. For 
instance, we envision Amiga products as 
small as hand-held devices with LCD 
panels, no disks and infra-red 
connectivity to a desktop Amiga. 

It’s likely that there will be A1200- 
class home-computer Amigas with 
Internet access, high performance 
graphics, video and audio, able to run 
browsers, games and productivity 
applications. Our technology is also well 
suited for the next generation of game 
machines and set-top boxes, due to the 
scalability of the architecture. 

We also expect to see video¬ 
workstation products like the A4000. 
The architecture doesn’t impose any 
restrictions on the size or complexity of 
the types of Amigas we can design. 

A: Amiga Inc. have set out to develop a 
new standard architecture for Amiga 
digital convergence computers; a 
platform and corresponding 

New Amigas will span the range from workstations to gaming and set¬ 

top boxes. Continued overleaf 
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^ generated graphics are critical. 

8. Full networking support with 

TCP/IP, browser and Java. 

Furthermore, the QNX system is 

POSIX compliant. 

Q: What exactly do you mean by 

“Foundation OS”? 

A: Good question. The alliance with 

QNX is virtually a perfect fit. QNX will 

provide the lower levels of the 

operating system. Examples include 

kernel, device drivers, virtual memory, 

TCP/IP stack, etc. We call those 

modules the “Foundation OS”. We still 

have the vast majority of work ahead of 

us so it’s going to take a while before 

you’ll see “real” systems. 

Amiga Inc. will concentrate on 

multimedia, 3D graphics, .mpg, gaming 

interfaces, digital convergence APIs, 

preferences and user interfaces. Amiga 

Inc. will develop everything that a 

typical user will come into contact with, 

while QNX is providing much of the 

underlying operating system technology. 

It’s a very clean division of 

responsibility which lets each party 

contribute the components where they 

have their expertise. 

Q: What will the new Ami gas look like? 

A: Our initial focus is to create a system 

for in-house development and later 

make it available to developers. The 

development system is pretty much a 

standard PC but with high-end graphics, 

audio and video cards. We chose the PC 

platform based on cost and availability 

of technology. It doesn’t mean that the 

Amiga is becoming “just another PC”. 

It’s like the early days, where the 

original Amiga was developed on Sun 

and Apollo workstations. We initially 

developed Amiga applications on PCs 

using a Lattice cross compiler. 

Anyway, we’ll be self-hosted, which 

means that you’ll be able to develop 

Amiga software on an Amiga. No 

Windows, Unix or anything else is 

needed, only a PC running the new 

Amiga OS 5. 

Q: Will this be a genuine Amiga? 

A: Yes it will. I want to design and 

develop a new Amiga that’s as 

revolutionary as the original was in 1985. 

Both software and silicon technology 

have been innovated at incredible rates 

over the last 10 years, so a new Amiga will 

have to be different. 

I went back and revisited every 

design decision, architectural constraint 

and OS limitation to distil down the 

essence of an Amiga: “power, elegance 

and simplicity”. Those have been my 

guiding mantras when writing the 

requirements for the new Amiga and 

they’re the basis for the decision to team 

up with QNX. 

Q: What’s your Amiga background? 

A: I got my first Amiga in 1985, the 

second Amiga 1000 in Denmark. 

Commodore kept the first one. I 

remember receiving my Workbench 1.2 

upgrade kit. 

I founded a software company 

developing CAD systems on the Amiga, 

later joined Commodore Europe and 

ended up running the Amiga software 

development group. 

I was responsible for Amiga OS 2.1, 

OS 3.0 and 3.1, the OS we have today, 

including A1200, A4000 and CD32. 

Q: Should Amiga developers start 

programming for QNX now? 

A: No. Remember that QNX is 

providing only the foundation. Amiga 

Inc. are providing all gaming, graphics, 

multimedia, audio and user-interface 

programming interfaces. 

If a developer wants to understand 

the underlying QNX process model 

then they can do some reading now, but 

I would encourage developers to spend 

their resources planning new 

applications, and would recommend 

that they hold off until we’ve released 

the development system. 

We know it can be done 
right" Allan Havemose, 

Amiga me. Technology & 
Development VP 

Q: Will developers have to re-write all 

of their applications for the next- 

generation Amigas? 

A: Yes. The new OS has a programming 

model that is similar to the Classic 

Amiga’s, but significantly different. In 

pardcular, the new OS features 

processes and threads (a “thread” is 

like an Amiga Process/Task), virtual 

memory and a very clean micro kernel 

architecture. All access to hardware is 

through drivers so if an application 

“hits the hardware” it won’t work. 

Most well-written applications 

should port easily, but to get all the 

benefits of the new architecture you’ll 

want to take advantage of the new APIs. 

We’ll offer significantly better 

development tools than are currently 

available for the Classic Amiga, which 

should ease the transition. 

INTERNET CONTACTS 

http://www.anniqa.de 
htt p ://www, q nx.com 
http://www.qnx.de 

http://www.hitachi.co.jp/Prod/HAVi/ 
http://www.panasonic.co.jp/corp/HII/AV-IOP.html 

http://www.sv.phiiips.com/news/press 
httD://www.sharp.co.jp/sdqaiyou/news/980514.htm 
http://www.sony.co.jp/HAVi/ 
httD://www.toshiba.co.iD/about/press/1998 05/index i.htm 

Q: What about running our Classic 

Amiga applications? 

A: For the Development System, we’re 

investigating either a “Classic Amiga 

PCI card” or a “Classic Amiga 

Emulator”. Therefore, well-behaved 

3.1/3.5 Classic Amiga applications 

should work. More details later... 

Q: What about the “mystery chip” 

which you talked about at the World of 

Amiga Show in London? 

A: The chip is doing fine, thank you. 

More to the point, our open 

architecture will support a wide range 

of multimedia chips. The mystery chip 

was discussed merely to put forth the 

minimum system requirements for the 

new Amiga. Use the performance 

numbers discussed as a baseline if you 

want to get an idea of the types of 

applications we can host. 

Q: You didn’t talk much about OS 3.5. 

What’s going on? 

A: We didn’t really discuss OS 3.5 in 

detail because we were announcing the 

alliance with QNX and we wanted to 

stay focused on the next generation. 

The Amiga OS upgrade 

information is available, but I’ve 

personally spent little time on the OS 

upgrade, so I would rather refer your 

readers to our website instead. 

Unfortunately, a former contractor 

for Amiga Inc. has been widely quoted 

in the Amiga press on OS 3.5, it’s 

features and future. While correct on 

some of the details, the opinions he 

expressed are his own and not those of 

Amiga Inc. We’re still working with a 

small group of Amiga software 

developers to finalise the content of 

3.5. I can only urge your readers to 

visit our website frequendy. 

Everyone should recognise that 

compadbility testing will take quite a 

while. One of the reasons why the 

Amiga is still doing so well is the quality 

and stability of the operating system. 

I’m insisting on a high degree of testing 

before we release. 

Q: Is there anything else you would 

like to add? 

A: Only that “it’s happening”. Amiga 

Inc. are working very hard to create a 

new Amiga and this will take time. 

Everyone should try to understand that. 

I don’t want to release a half-baked 

new Amiga and have it fall flat on its 

face. I want to do this right; Amiga Inc. 

want to do this right. If you don’t hear a 

whole lot from Amiga Inc. on the new 

Amigas, it’s because we’re working and 

not spending our time talking. 

I’d encourage everyone to follow 

the Amiga press and visit Amiga Inc. at 

our website, which can be found at 

hi i! i d? 
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Blizzard PRC for A1200 
Two 72-pin SIMMs, Blizzard PPC 

graphics card socket for BVision 

Upgrade. 603e+ has on-board high 

speed SCSI-II interface. 

Tay/ev SuJutio/is* 
Infinitiv Tower: 
In-built PC Keyboard Interface, 200W PSU 

O'JO 

Typhoon 68030/40 

O 68030 processor, 40MHz 
O 8Mb of RAM standard 
O 72-pin SIMM (up to 64Mb) 
O Optional 40MHz FPU 
O Optional SCSI interface 
O Standard 50 pin header 
O External SCSI adaptor option 

Typhoon 68030/40MHZ + 8Mb £ 89.95 

Typhoon 68030/40MHz + 8Mb + SCSI £ 99.95 
Typhoon External SCSI Adaptor £ 29.95 
Typhoon 40MHz FPU £ 14.95 

Ideal for Desktop or Towered A1200 systems 

Infinitiv II Tower: 
In-buiit PC Keyboard Interface £129.95 
In-built PC Keyboard Interface, 200W PSU £149.95 

Infinitiv 1300: 
A1200 Motherboard,OS3.1, Amiga K/B, 
Mouse, 200W PSU, Floppy £299.95 

Infinitiv 140Q: 
As Infinitiv 1300 plus Zorro II board fitted £399.95 

Infinitiv 1500: 
As Infinitiv 1300 plus Zorro III board fitted £549.95 

Blizzard 603e Blizzard 603e+ (SCSI) 

160MHz + 68040/25 £199.95 160MHz * 68040/25 £249.95 
200MHz ♦ 68040/25 £249.95 200MHz + 68040/25 £299.95 
240MHz * 68040/25 £299.95 200MHz + 68060/50 £499.95 

240MHz + 68040/25 £349.95 

At','3 240MHz + 68060/50 £549.95 

Blizzard 1260 
Blizzard SCSI 
BVision PPC 

68060/50 Accelerator 
SCSI-II for 1260 
24-bit Graphics Upgrade 

Storm C Developer Survival Kit £249.95 
Storm C Developer Survival Kit Non-Commercial £179.95 
Storm C D5K Cross (Upgrade from other C package) £209.95 
Storm C D5K Cross Non-Commercial (Upgrade) £149.95 
Storm C 3.0 Pro 68 K £179.95 
Storm C 3.0 Pro 68K Non-Commercial £109,95 
Storm PowerASM PPC £ 89.95 
Storm Wizard 2.2 £ 59.95 

CyberStorm 604 PPC 
Four 72-pin SIMMs (requires 

matching pairs), CyberVision PPC 

graphics card socket and Ultra Wide 

SCSI interface on-board. 

Can be supplied without the 68K 

secondary processor (please state 

68040 or 68060 version) 
JLYBIL, WISH? 

Developer Survival Kit consists of : 
Storm C 68K+PPC, PowerASM. Wizard 
MESA, WarpUP. PPC 68K emulator 
+ Developer Information 

Infinitiv Tower 

200MHz + 040 Socket £379.95 233MHz * 040 Socket £459.95 
200MHz + 060 Socket £379.95 233MHz + 060 Socket £459.95 
200MHz + 68040/25 £399.95 233MHz + 68040/25 £479.95 
200MHz * 68060/50 £599.95 2 33MHz + 68060/50 £669.95 

Infinitiv II Tower 
Zorro II: 
5 x ZII, 2 x PCI, 2 x ISA and Video Slot option 

For Infinitiv Tower f 

For Infinitiv II Tower f 
Have you Seen Photoshop on the 

Macintosh or PC? Art Effect is the 
closest thing on the Amiga 

CyberStorm MKIII with 060 CPU 
CyberStorm MKIII 060 Socket 
CyberVision PPC Graphics Upgrade Zorro III: 5 x ZIII, 2 x PCI, 2 x ISA, 

Video option, SCSI-II and A4000 CPU Slot 

For Infinitiv Tower 

For Infinitiv II Tower 

Art Effect 2.6 
Power Effect 1 - Adds many new effects to AE 
Power Effect 2 - Adds many new effects to AE 
PowerUp Effects (PPC) - Adds PPC effects to AE 

Now at a new lower price! Fusion Mac 
emulator and 

PCx PC emulator 
bundle!! 

PCMCIA Angle Adaptor 

Video Slot Interface Z2 or Z3 (state version) 

High Density Floppy (All Amiga's) from 

Amiga Writer Word Processor £ 4 
The new Word processor for the Amiga 

Picasso IV £249.95 
Picasso IV is a fast 4Mb graphics card, 

offering 24-bit and modular expandability. 

Now established as the Amiga "standard" 

XDVE 3.0 £109 
The All-In-One Video Effects Generator 

Requires 68020 or better, 4Mb Fast RAM and Hard drive. Fusion also 
requires System 7J.0 or later and compatible Macintosh ROM's 

Excellent value! These are both required for the forthcoming PPC modules 

Font Manager £ 49,9 
Ideal for Desktop or Towered A1200 systems 

Picasso IV Graphics Card 

Paloma IV £ 99.95 
Paloma IV is the TV Tuner module for the 

Picasso IV. Now you can watch TV full 
screen or in a window, grab screenshots 

and save movie clips! 

Video FX £ 99.! 
Professional Video Production for the Amiga 260Mb 2.5" Hard Drive, A1200 cable included 

2.1Gb 3.5" HDD, Internal fitting 
3.2Gb 3.5" HDD, Internal fitting 
4.3Gb 3.5" HDD, Internal fitting 
16Mb 72-pin SIMM 
32Mb 72-pin SIMM 

SIMMs may be double sided, and prices may fluctuate. 

Paloma TV Tuner Module 

Pablo IV £ 59.95 
Pablo IV is the Video Out module for the 
Picasso IV. Now you can output Picasso IV 

screens to Video 

CatWeasei 
Advanced floppy interface, allowing 

you to read/write many floppy 
formats using a standard PC drive. 

Pablo Video Out Module 

Concierto IV £ 99.95 
Concierto IV is the 16-bit Stereo Sound 
module for the Picasso IV. Supports AHI 

Catweasel MKII £ 44.95 
CatWeasei MKII Zorro £ 69.95 
Kywalda auto-boot £ 14,95 

36X IDE CD-ROM Internal 
32X SCSI CD-ROM Internal 

TraxData CD Re-Writer 
2x2x6x Internal ID£. requires MasterlSO 2 

TraxData CD Writer 
2x2x6x External SCSI, requires MasterlSO 2 

Writable CD Blanks (Box of 10) 
AsimCDFS Sof tware 
MasterlSO 2 Software 
AsimCDFS + MasterlSO 2 

Concierto Sound Module 

Ariadne II £ 79.95 
Ariadne II is an affordable Zorro II 

Network solution. Includes Genesis TCP/IP 

IDG-Fix 97 + Express 
IDE-Fix 97 £ 29.9J 
IDE-Fix Express £ 49.9E 

The Express adaptor greatly increases 

transfer rates 

Prelude 16-bit Sound 
Prelude Zorro II £ 169.95 
Prelude A1200 £ 119.95 
Rombler (Midi/WaveTable 
for Prelude Z2 £ 39.95 
MPeg-It (For Prelude Z2) £ 129.95 

14" Digital SVGA Monitor 
15" Digital SVGA Monitor 
17” Digital SVGA Monitor 

All monitors require a Scandoubler or Picasso IV 
All monitors have three year warranty. 

BLITTERSOFT 
6 Drakes Mews, Crownhill Industry, 

Milton Keynes. MK8 OER. UK. 

+44 (0)1908 261466 (9.00am-5.00pm) 
Tech : +44 (0)1908 261477 (1.00pm-4.00pm) 

Fax : +44 (0)1908 261488 
sales@blittersoft.Gom teGhnicol@blittersoft.com 

http://www.blittersoft.com Secure Ordering!! 

Order by Access/Visa/Oelta/Switch/P.Order/Chequo. 2% Surcharge on Access/Visa 
(not debit cards). All prices inc. VAT. Postage & Packing £7.00 + VAT (24 Hour), 
Prices and specifications may change without notice. Please telephone to confirm 
pricing/specification/a vai la bilily before ordering E&OE. Goods not sold on a trial 

basis. All orders subject to our terms and conditions of trading, available on request 

ScanDoublers 
ScanDoubler External £ 89.95 
SeanDoubler A1200 int. £ 59.95 

NetConnect V2.2 - Latest version, all you need £ 49.95 
56.6K External BABT approved modem £ 69,95 
NetConnect V2.2 + 56.6K External modem £ 99.95 
NetConnect VZ2 includes AmlTCP Genesis, Voyager NG, AmFTP, AMTelnet, 

AmTalk, X-Arc, AmIRC Microdot + more! 

Zip Par 
ZipPar £ 19.95 
ZipPar + Ext. Zip Drive £ 129.95 
External Zip drive interface and software 



Pandoras CD FREE 
with Scala MM4G0 

Version 7 

Amiga Forever 2 £39.99 Professional Fite System £29.99 Time of Reckoning £9.99 Scaia MM400 Floppy £89.99 

Quake Resureetion Pack £49.99 Final Odyssey only £19.99 

lf JJufc&yjLLl 

Malice for Quake £14.99 Putty Squad (New) £14.99 Distant Suns £29.99 

mmsum 

Siamese 2.1 CD only £19.99 Depths of Doom Trilogy £19.99 Aminet Volume 27 £10.99 Aminet Box Set 8 £27.99 

sales@weirdscience.co.uk 
www.weirdscience.co.uk Weird Science Ltd., Q House, Troon Way Business Centre, Humberstone Lane, Leicester. LE4 2SE 

the BKigd tealtisv strategy v<xry. 

OONDfiTION 

stem for your Amiga! 

aoamo 

RESURRECTION 

uropa 
includes time of Reckoning FREE 

Light Rom 5 £29.99 
Light Rom 4 £19.99 

Light Rom Gold £14.99 
Dem Rom £9.99 

Imagine 3D PD £9.99 

Siamese 2.5 RTG £69.99 
uniga 4000 Ethernet Card £149.95 
kmiga 1200 Ethernet Card £129.9$ 
save £20 when you purchase both| 

an Ethernet Card & Siamese 

Doom Trilogy Pack contains 
Ultimate Doom, Doom 2, 

& Master Levels CD 
Doom 2 only £14.99 

Final Doom only £9.99 

Aminet 19 to 28 £10.99 each. 
Buy any two Aminet CD's and 
GET Aminet Volume 15 FREE 
Subscribe to the Aminet Series I 

and pay only £8.99 per CD. 

JAminet Sets 4 & 5 £27.99 each. 
lAminet Sets 1 to 3 £15.99 each. 

PRE-ORDER Aminet Set 7 
for only £24.99. 

Offer Available until release. 
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Getting connected to the Internet is easier and cheaper than | 
you think. All you n©©d is sn lnt©rn©t Provid©r, 3 Wiod©rn ©no , from novice to expert, to get onto and 

'Get Connected1 CD. There has never been a better or more use the internet 

important time to get your Amiga connected to the Internet Jftjk " 
Need a Modem? 56k Modem & Get Connected CD @ £99.99. - 

i ana pmsoE 

BOTH WITH ALL SOFTWARE 
ORDERS OYER £30.00 

Order value excludes postage, please ensure you request 
your FREE items when ordering and include £2.00 postage. 

mo o&i 

Access all of the PC Drives. 
Read & Write to the PC. 

Load files directly from the PC. ! J J 

Up to 49k/sec for Amiga > PC. 
Up to 29k/sec for PC > Amiga. 

Easy Installation for Amiga & PC. 
1 ’ \ 

Requires WB2.04+ & Windows 95. 

Network PC includes a 3m Cable, Installation disks for both VMv- ■ 
computers, detailed manual and a companion CD-ROM. 

The CD contains utilities for the Amiga & PC and the Amiga HIP*' 
Emulator for Windows 35 with games & dsmo files. 

A<i m AA 

luixl 7.88 

Directoi 

Pi O QQ 

with FREE 
Worms 

Add-on CD 

Deluxe Paint 5 Blitz Basic 2.1 Cygnus Ed 4 Oxy Patcher Wordworth 7 P. Paint 7.1 
£17.99 

PRpifpL* 

£17.99 £29.99 

«* ruero* 

l t 

$9*"*%*&? 
i'"S fZnnrioc D 
fc\ 4* 4' 4<><Ql UUiflOjH 

£39.99 £24.99 
Gateway 3 

£9.99 

Turbo Print 6 Elastic Dreams Games Room Simon Sorceror Giga Graphics Kara CD 
£39.99 £49.99 £14.99 £14.99 £9.99 £9.99 

Mods Anth. 
£22.99 

Full explanation of all these titles and more on The Weird Science Web Site. 
For a full Price List within seconds just send a blank email to prices@weirdscience.co.uk. 

To keep up to date with us at Weird Science check out our Web Site Mailing List. 

TELEPHONE ORDER HOTLINE 
& £HM mi _4h XCII I] I s 11 

UK Postage & Delivery Rates: 
CD-ROMs, £1.00 for the 1st item and 50p each extra item. 
GAMES, £2.00 for the 1st item and £1.00 each extra item. 

HARDWARE, £6.00 up to £160 value and £10.00 above £150. 
Overseas rates are double for CD-ROMs and GAMES. 

WB Wl MCE HUTCH 0B Software W5A 
MW 



Credit or debit cards have always 

been a double edged sword, but card 

number theft is much less prevalent 

than it has ever been, thanks mainly to 

the fact that the sheer numbers of cards, 

numbers and Internet users (since that’s 

what we’re talking about) have doubled 

or tripled over the last ten years. 

So far we’ve only talked about credit 

card transactions on the web, but rest 

assured, if you don’t have one of the 

devil’s playing cards, there are other 

ways to shop online and we’ll come to 

them soon enough. However, since card 

payments are so common these days, 

we’ll be concentrating on them. 

The next positive event in online 

commerce was the development of SSL, 

or Secure Sockets Library, This is a 

system of strong encryption of’ data 

passing from browser to server to ensure 

that any details you send cannot be 

easily intercepted or decrypted if they’re 

intercepted. Although the first version 

of it came out in 1994, it didn’t really 

affect many people and Amigans weren’t 

able to take advantage of SSL until 

Voyager introduced it early in 1997. 

Then there was the fact that 

although “industry” types had been 

shouting about online commerce for 

ages, not many people were doing it, 

and those who were doing it weren’t 

making any money. However, times 

change and although there still isn’t an 

FEBRUARY 1999 AMIGA FORMAT 

mm/Bm. 

AMIGA SHOPS 
ONLINE: 

http://www.hisoft.co.uk 
http://www.wetrdscience.co.uk 

http://www.softwarehut.com 
http://www.sasg.com 

http://www.nordicalobal.com 

http://www.vapor.com 

Doing business on the web lias 

been a holy grail ever since Tim 

Berners-Lee invented the thing ■ 
way back in the misty depths of the early 

'90s (he actually came up with the idea 

in late 1989). However, until the 

appearance of secure servers, online 

transaction schemes like First Virtual, 

plus the security of being only one of 

90,000,000 people online at any one 

time, being able to shop on the net was 

one of those things that people always 

talked about as an advantage to being 

connected up, without actually doing 

much of it themselves. 

The main reason was that people 

were scared of using the Internet as a 

way to send money - they didn’t want to 

give their credit card numbers out in 

what seemed to be an insecure way. But 

how much more insecure is it to fill in a 

form on a website than it is to give your 

credit card to a shop assistant, or worse 

yet, a waiter or waitress and let them go 

away with it for a bit? 

For all you shopaholics out 
there, there's a new way to 

spend your readies. 
\ GB@m VfesG gets his 

plastic out... 



OMIIUME SHOPPING (ffl 

FOOD AND SO ON 
Weil head straight for the staff of life 

and the like. Food shopping might not be 

the ideal candidate for online purchasing 

(it's hard to look out for those orange 

stickered items that are going to go off 

shortly, and even harder to receive them 

in the post before they do), but there are 

a variety of items that can be purchased 

online. Both Sainsburys and Tesco offer a 

website for online shopping, but beware 

of the Sainsburys one as you'll need to 

have a Javascript-enhanced browser 

before you can order any food from it. 

Tesco also have an online shopping 

facility, but it's less well-developed than 

the Sainsburys one. 

Waitrose offer a similar service, but 

only for flowers and wine, like the earlier 

incarnations of the Sainsburys and Tesco 

services. However, if you have a PC you 

can download a program which runs on 

your desktop and allows you to order all 

manner of produce. Somerfield also have 

a website, but it too only offers flowers 
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Although there 
don't seem to be 
many places where 
Salisbury's will 
deliver, you can get 
flowers, etc, from 
them anywhere in 
the UK, 
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The ■Montfiiiv '-Vine Frrrjryi-. was pru of out belt teHeu Iasi year and 
seems to be just ai popular mis ume around Dent forget tr.e special 
holiday promotion between, now and Decembei 3i waTe including a 
copy of Os Cfe/U$ r$99 Pocket M/& thud* as a special bonus 
when you purchase a membership to our monthly wino club for 
yourself or as a gift! 

Everyone love* chocolate, which probably plains why our 
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Shopping over the net should really appeal to gourmets. 

and gift certificates for online ordering. 

As I write this, Victoria Wine and 

Threshers are merging, but by the time 

you read this they'll probably have an 

online ordering service again. 

As you can probably tell, ordering 

items like wine or cheese is easy over the 

net, but things like fresh fruit are a lot 

harder due to the vagaries of the postal 

system - while it's good in this country, it 

can pose something of a problem if 

overseas postal services are required at 

some point in the transit of your order. 

All the supermarkets have an online 
presence, with varying degrees of usefulness. 

Gourmet foods like smoked salmon 

are available, although not usually in this 

country. I did manage to find one place 

that offered online ordering in Scotland, 

but unfortunately the site was broken 

under iBrowse. 

FOOD SHOPS 
ONLINE: 

http://www.sainsburys.co.uk 

http://www.tesco.co.uk 
http://www.waitrose.co.uk 
http://www.somerfield.co.uk 
http://www.threshers.co.uk 
http://www.cheesemonger.com 
http://www.hiohiandtrail.co.uk 

become a total recluse, 
Sandra Bullock in the 

execrable film The Net... 

easy way to pay online, especially for 

what pundits are calling microcharges 

(pennies at a time), people around the 

world are a lot more confident about 

using online services for shopping. 

I’m not suggesting that you become 

a total recluse, like Sandra Bullock in 

the execrable film The Net, sitting at 

your desk all day ordering groceries. 

like 

but there are certain things that are not 

only very easy to order online, but also 

quite appropriate. 

Amiga owners have quite a good 

percentage of dealers with an online 

shopping facility, like Weird Science, 

HiSoft and other non-UK ones like 

Software Hut, making it easy to be able 

to buy stuff from anywhere in the world. 

There are also plenty that don’t offer 
Wejnojp, eg 

laJAlssi 
HOWE PRODUCTS- WhUTStitW DE*t£KE 

HiSOPT 

CD WRITERS DtTJWU TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

CD writers overview 

With a suitably equipped computer, burning COi H fail, 
rtiiifcift and, it ost lenport-s/iiiv. very easy Tb gel you 
slatted quiewy, alio included in every package a?e three 
recordable CO* 

- Our CO vrtKlif j come complete wrth 
the Oisc-ai-Onee(DAO) version of M*fcaCDd a program 
which has quickly established rtieif as the leader in jhis 
field on itie Amiga With MakeCD you can bom data 
discs, audio discs (direct copies Of J ingle dues, oa 
jHC'-rc-jiip. tracks from loti of sources»), mytfesession and 
muttivoi'Lifrto discs, even make exact backup copies ar 
any CO 

- with every CO writer we include a ftee 
SCSI interface Simply Hi the interface, plug in me CD 
writer and Windows oo?$ all me setting up for you 

Let's not forget the all-important Amiga online shopping services. 

such a service, although they will accept 

email orders. 

The most obvious choice for online 

ordering is with Internet software and 

you can buy Miami, Voyager and others 

online, as well as MUIand Magic 

Workbench. The list obviously doesn’t end 

with Amiga goods as there’s a huge 

variety of things you can buy online. 

Continued overleaf 4 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

If you're looking for a particular 
brand, it's often much easier to just 

use the brand name encapsulated 
with "www." at the start and ".co.uk" 

at the end for companies based in the 

UK. or ".com" for a less focused try. 
For example, I found all the 

supermarkets by simply using their 

names and "www." and ".co.uk" and 
accessed them straight away. If I'd 

gone to Yahoo UK, I would have had 

to type in the name anyway and then 
gone through the results list - hardly 

an arduous task, but it always pays to 

try the name yourself first. 
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CDS AND VIDEOS 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, CDs have 

become very popular online purchases, 
especially considering the fact that 

purchasing them from America, even 

with the postage, works out cheaper 

than walking into your downtown record 

shop and buying them there. There’s 
the additional advantage of you having 

an American “import” at no extra cost, 

often with a different packaging design 

and occasionally with additional tracks. 

Probably die best-known is CD Now, 
which I’ve used for ordering a number 

of titles. The only problem is the fact 

that UK bands often don’t get 

distribution in the States, or if they do 

they get it much later than the UK, 

which means it can be hard, or 

expensive, to buy the latest tunes from * GIFTS 

My favourite CD site 
is CD Now. Although 
it's based Stateside, 
it's still a quick and 

efficient service. 

less than major bands, especially ones 

signed to small independent record 

labels. Purchasing several items at once 
usually results in lower postage fees and 

you’re billed in US dollars so watch the 

exchange rate to get the very best deals. 

Items usually take a week to two to 

arrive, although I ordered some CDs 

from them at the end of November and 

they still haven’t arrived, so allow a long- 

lead time and be pleasantly surprised if 
thev arrive early. 

Black Star in the UK have the same 

policy of offering CDs (and videos) at 
much lower prices than the standard 

exorbitant UK retail, and they’re much 

better placed to offer CDs by UK bands. 

However, their site is still voting and isn’t 

as accomplished as the CD Now website 

which offers reviews of most of their 
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titles, shots of the cover artwork, track 

listings and more. 

Black Star offer something more 

Gifts are a bit tricky to define. Are 

flowers gifts? Is whisky? Cheese? CDs? 

Well, I may have already covered them 

in another section of this feature, so 

don’t be disappointed if you can’t find 

what you’re looking for here. 

Also, it seems that the usual gift 
voucher thing isn’t really done by 

companies like WHSmith, who don’t 
even currently have a website, although 

the supermarkets and record shops 
online all offer them. 
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GIFTS ONLINE: 

http://wwwJnterflora.co.uk 

http://www.airbQrnexQ.uk/ 

http://www.sher lock.co. u k/a i nt ree/ 

Take me for a ride in 
your beautiful 

balloon. Mind you, 
have you seen the 

prices? Blimey! 

OTHER WAYS OF PAYING? 

Most websites these days insist upon some kind of credit or 
debit card for ordering products and only the ones in the UK 
will offer the kind of "local" cards like Switch. However, you 
can usually place an order via email for COD (cash on delivery 
- far more popular in the states) or pay by cheque or postal 

order (in which case your order will only be processed once 

payment reaches the company). Unfortunately, schemes like 
Mondex, which would allow ETF (electronic transfer of funds) 
without first requiring a credit card, are proving to be slow 
to take off. Although there are several e-cash schemes in 
operation, they aren't widely supported by most retailers. 

This is a great shame, but the truth of the matter is that 
Visa-capable debit cards are pretty easy to get from your 

bank these days, and it might be worthwhile getting one. 

Searching for the 

words “gift”, “voucher” 

and whatever you’re 

interested in, using a 

search engine, is usually 

quite successful. 

BOOKS 
Books were one of the 

first offerings on the net 

and an online bookshop 

has a huge advantage 

over a real one in the 

amount of different 
titles it can offer, 

without having to have a 

large shop front. 

Amazon is the best-known and has 

been in business for a long time (well, 

as far as the Internet is concerned - 

more than three years). They also have 

a UK branch so orders take a lot less 

time to despatch if they’re coming from 

the UK (and cost less in postage). 

Waterstones is a traditional 

bookshop and, in addition to offering 

an online ordering service, they offer a 

book search analogous to the “real 

world”. You can get them to look for an 

out-of-print or just hard-to-find book for 

you, with no obligation on your part for- 
buying it. Check for prices at both 

because I bought a copy ol Bill Bryson’s 

Moles from it Big Country from Amazon 

i * ; a!Bj’gjl iW*r/n-DM-miTto*^ 
- misnaiS 

Books and comics are probably some of the 
best things to buy online. 

because their price was £ 10.19 while 

Waterstones charged £ 12.99. 

Also, try Comics Central which, 

annoyingly, only has online ordering 
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ONLINE SHOPPING 

You can order online at HMV, but you won't 
save any money on shop prices. 

than CD Now because they also sell 

videos. These are proper PAL videos too 
so you don’t need an expensive multi- 

standard video recorder to view them. 

They also usually come in proper plastic 

video cases rather than American-style 

cardboard slips. 
You can also save substantial sums 

over shop prices on videos through 

Black Star. For the purposes of this 

article, I ordered the two South Park box 

sets of videos for a price of £25 each, as 

opposed to the £34,99 our local HMV 

charges. I placed the order yesterday 

and 1 got them today, post free. 

CDS AND VIDEOS 
ONLINE: 

http://www.blackstar.co.uk 
http://www.cdnow.com 
http://www.hmv.co.uk 

for some lines and not all, although 

they’ll take an email order from you. 

BOOKS ONLINE: 

http://www.amazon.com 
http://www.amazon.co.uk 

http://www.waferstones.co.uk 
http://www.comic-centraLcom 

CLOTHING 

CLOTHING ONLINE: 

http://www.next.co.uk 
http://www.tops.co.uk/promostores/tops/topman/ 

http://www.marks-and-spencer.co.uk 
htt p ://www. aap .com/on I i nestore/g a p/ 

‘ • :-r 
■' ■ 

I I 

t didn't have 
much luck 
getting new 
threads over 
the Internet. 

few sites need 

silliness like 

Shockwave. The 

Gap’s site has 

quite a nice 

method of 

ordering “gift 

sets” of 

clothing, hut 

they’ll only 

deliver inside 

the continental 

United States 

and Canada. 

Overall, if 

you need to 

buy new 
clobber, vou’re 

still better off 

going into 
town and 

saying “that’s 

nice” to your 

girlfriend for about six hours. 

OTHER SERVICES 
Crikey! I could write four pages on 
“other services” alone. You can buv all / 
sorts of weird stuff online, from marital 

aids and condom vending machines to 

CJjP,<f Itt il WiWl 

HI 

Marks&SPtNCLR 
I Mil l)«nW 

tents, camping equipment and nuns’ 

habits. I’ve included three items of 

interest which should illustrate the 

variety of shopping which is available. 

The first is Richer Sounds, the 

audio chain that seem to really be 

customer-friendly. You can’t expect the 

same level of customer-friendliness on a 

website and they don’t offer online 

ordering of expensive things, but 

consumables, cables, stylii and the like 

are all available. 

The second one is, ahem, Newcastle 

United Football Club’s page, where you 

can pick up some lots of merchandise, 
including expensive but classy kit, 

shades and, I kid you not, an official 

NUFC flat cap. 

Finally there’s NetGames, providing 

PC, N64 and PlayStation games for sale 

over the net. Their selection isn’t great 

and, even worse, an order I placed with 

them took more than two weeks to 

arrive and was overpriced by the time it 

did (I ordered Grand Theft Auto before 

it came out on Platinum and they 

waited until it had before shipping it). 

You can get console games online in the UK, 

but t didn't find the service from NetGames 
to be too brilliant. 

OTHER SERVICES 
ONLINE: 

http://www.richersounds.co.uk 

http://ssl.nufc.co.uk/nufc/ 
http://www.netgames.co.uk 

Anyway, these arc* just a few of the 

online ordering services you can use, 

even with Amiga browsers (since they 

all recommend Netscape or //£), I’ve 
spent far too much money trying them 

out to one extent or another, but it’s 

been worth it as I now have a new 

avenue of purchase that doesn’t involve 

me having to traipse into town on a 

cold, wet day like today to buy things 

that are at full retail price. Don’t spend 

too much money now... ^ 

Clothing proved to be disappointing 

considering that it would appear to be 

an ideal candidate for online 
HOW SECURE? 

Given that people are very free and easy with their 

credit cards in shops, restaurants, cinemas and pubs, 
it's somewhat surprising to me to hear that a lot of 
people think that the Internet is insecure as a 

transaction medium. Here are some facts about 

credit card fraud: 

Ilf you've given your card to a waiter or waitress 
and they have to leave your table to swipe your 

card so that you can pay the bill, there's no reason 

why they can't take a note of your name, card 
number and expiry date to use at a later date. 2 Internet email is packet-based, so if 

you're sending your credit card number 
by mail, any potential credit card thief 
(apart from the people at the receiving end) 

would have to intercept all the packets that 
go to make up your email message. There 
may be several hundred of these, even in a 

relatively small email. 

shopping after the success of 

mail order clothes 

catalogues, particularly the 

Next Directory. There are 

some designers online, 

like Paul Smith, but a 

3 Not only that, they'd also have to sift through 

the billions of packets that are constantly flying 
around the net at all times. Other emails, ftp 
transfers, http accesses and the like are going on all 

the time, and not all your packets will be travelling 
by the same route, making tracking even harder. 4Even if you use a web page form, the data is still 

sent in packet form to the server, and it's likely 
to be encrypted by SSL anyway. You stand a bigger 
risk from people looking over your shoulder as you 

type in your card number than you do from some 

website using your card number illicitly. 5 Most credit cards have inbuilt insurance so if you 

can prove that your card number has been used 
without your consent you can do something about 

it. At the very least, you can get a new card number. 6 The simple solution to credit card fraud is not to 
use a credit card, just like the easiest way not to 

get killed crossing the road is not to cross, but this 

isn't a very useful solution. 
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QuaUty 1 N k J ET Refills 
| Brilliant Colours, Dense Black, Superb Output | 

CARTRIDGES 0 REFILL INKS 

BRANDED! 
GUARANTEED! 

BEST VALUE IN UK! 
All Cartridges are 1 

\/ 

isreinu i\ew a no 
Vacuum Sealed. 
They are fully 
Guaranteed to 

'~7 be at least as ^ 
/ good as the \ 

originals. \Z 
Compatible Cartridges 

(all the quality of the originals, 

Epson Printers 
Stylus Col 2/2s/820 
Stylus Col 500/200 
Stylus Col 400/600 
Stylus Col 800/850/1520 
Stylus Col/Pro/XL 
Stylus Photo/700/Ex 
Stylus Col 300 
Stylus Col 440 
Stylus Col 640 
Stylus Col 740 
Canon Printers 

4000 series 
600 series 
BJ70 (3s) 
BJ 30/70 (3s) Large 

but not the price!) 

(Col/Blkl 

£10.99/£6.99 
£10.99/£6.99 
£l0.99/£6.99 
£10.99/£7.99 
£10.99/£7.99 
£lt.99/£6.99 
£11,99 
£10.99/£6.99 
£10.99/£6.99 
£10.99/£6.99 
(Col/Blkl 

£8,99 /£4.99 
£3,99 
£12.99/£7.99 
£8,99 

A comprehensive written guarantee is available 
upon application. This covers both the quality 

and the safety of ALL cartridges. 

ClIARANTEEd OuAliTy + SaFeTY 
Direct From t(ie Factory 

SIZE VOLUME COST Cost per 20ml 

Small | |25ml £14.99 £2.49 

Medium 250ml £24.99 £1.99 

Large 500ml £39.99 £1.66 

Mega t Litre £69.99 £1.45 

If you have not refilled before, 
you will reauire a starter kit. 

This will include instructions and all 
equipment needed. Please contact us 
for a specific Refill Instruction sheet. 

Starter Kit: £2.50 

DISCOUNT PACKS 

Tri Colour Puck Quad Colour Pack 

3 colours 3 colours + black 
3 x 125mIs 4 x 125mls 

£39,99 £49.99 

Selectafont 
Dept AF, 25 Askew Drive 
Spencers Wood, Reading, 

RG71HG 

Tel: 0118 988 5643 
Fax: 0118 985 5644 

VISA 

Cheques and PO& payable 
to Selectafont 

All prices include VAT 
P&P is just £1,00 total. 

All Ink is dispatched same ^day by 1st Class Post. 
^ Service with a smile! 

PhOTO InI<S NOW IN STOck 
HP 720/890 bits now in STOck 

Official Government & Educational orders welcome 

Tel: 01543 250377 
or send cheques to: 

VISA 

Owl Associates Ltd 
Dept 651, Owl House, 5 The Brambles, Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9SE 

Normal UK Delivery £2.00, Next Day £7.50 
All Prices INCLUDE VAT E&GK 

Printer Ribbons Inkjet, Bubbleiet Cartridges 
Bl^CK l off Z± MLt Compatible Original 

Anistrad DMP2000/3000 2.80 2.65 2.45 2.25 Apple Style writer - 16.30 
Amstrad PCW8256/LQ3500 2.85 2.70 2.50 2.30 Canon BJ 10k 10ex, 10sx, 20 - 16.30 
Citizen 120D/LSP10/Swift 24/9 2.85 2,70 2,50 2.30 Canon BJ 30. 70 Blk (Pk3) BCI-10BK 8.00 12.60 
Epson I.QI00 4J0 3,95 3J5 3.55 Canon BJC 70 Blk (Pk 3) BCI-11BK 7.00 12.50 
Epson FX/ M X/RX80/ FX/LX800 2.90 2.75 2.55 2.35 Canon BJC 70 Col (Pk 2) BCM 1C 1 LOO 17,20 
Panasonic KXP1123/1124/1140 3.46 3.31 3.11 2.91 Canon BJ 200/10/30/40 Black - 16.30 
Panasonic KXP1080/118U/90 2.39 2.74 2.54 2.34 Canon BJC 210/40 Colour - 19.90 
Panasonic KXP2123/2124/21 SO 4,95 4,80 4,60 4.40 Canon BJ 300/30 5.20 12.30 
Star LC10/20/100 2.29 2J4 L94 1.84 Canon BJC 600/10/20 Black 3,00 9,00 
Star LC200 3.00 2.85 2.65 2.45 Canon BJC 600/10/20 Cyn, Mag or Ye! 3.00 7.50 
Star LC24 - 10/20/200 2.86 2.71 2.51 2.31 Canon BJC 4000/100/200 Urge Black _ 23,50 

COLOUR 
Citizen 224, 240. Swift 24/9 8.99 8.84 8.64 8.63 

Canon BJC 4000/100/200 Hd+Blk+Col 
Canon BJC 4000/100/200 Small Black 4.00 

34.00 
8.00 

Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 8.99 8.84 8.64 8.63 Canon BJC 4000/100/200 Small Colour 8.00 14,90 
Star LC 10/20/100 6.00 5,85 5,65 5.25 Commodore MPS1270 _ 10,80 
Star LC200 9,78 9.63 9,43 9,03 Commodore IP33D0 Blk Head * Refill _ 39.00 
Star LC24- L 0/20/200 9.63 9.48 9.28 8.88 Commodore IP3300 Blk Clip-In Refill - 15.00 

These are just a small selection of our 
Compatible Ribbons - Ring for those not listed 

Ring us and WE WILL BEAT 
all other Ribbon prices 

Laser Toners 

Ring for 

Toners 

not listed 

HP LaserJet 11/111 
HP LaserJet tlP/IUP 
HP LaserJet 4L, 4LM 
HP LaserJet 4, 4M 
Panasonic KXP-4410/4430 
Panasonic KXP~4400/5400 

35,00 each 
40.00 each 
50.00 each 
65.00 each 
20.00 each 
17,00 each 

High quality re-manufactured toners - originals also available 

Miscellaneous Items 
100 3k" Disk Labels 1.99 Mouse House 2.99 

1000 3JT Disk Labels 8,99 Glass Screen Filter 17'' 29.99 

1000 White Tractor Feed 14715” 16,99 

3IT Disk Labels 10.99 Python 5 Joystick 10.99 

3JT Disk Cleaning Kit 2,99 Warrior S Joystick 10.99 

Parallel Printer Cable 3.99 Super Warrior Joystick 15.99 
Mouse Mat 2.99 Skymaster Joystick 29.99 

Dust Covers - Ring for prices 
Branded CD-R 

4/j 1.-9 2.70 each 
HM9 2,55 each 

supplied 2.45 each 
w,th 50-99 2.30 each 
cases ion. 2,15 each 

3K" Disks 
Bulk Branded 

DQ HO HD 

Commodore 1P3300 Colour - 33.00 
Epson Stylus 400, 800,800+,8000 Black 6.00 10,80 
Epson Stylus Colour, Pro XL Black 6.00 11.90 
Epson Stylus Colour, Pro XL Colour 10.00 22.50 
Epson Stylus 820, Colour ll/IIS Black 6,00 16.40 
Epson Stylus 820, Colour II/IIS Colour 10,00 21.10 
Epson Stylus Colour 200 Black 6,00 16.40 
Epson Stylus Colour 200 Colour 10.00 22,50 
Epson Stylus Colour 400, 600 Black 6.00 17.90 
Epson Stylus Colour 400, 600 Colour 10.00 22.00 
Epson Stylus Colour 500 Black 6,00 17,90 
Epson Stylus Colour 500 Colour 10,00 22,50 
HP DeskJet 400, 500/10/20/40/50/60 Black - 21.00 
HP DeskJet 400,500/40/50/60 Tricolour - 22.50 
HP DeskJet Portable, 310/20/40 (High Cap,) - 19,50 
HP DeskJet 600/60/90/93/94 Black - 23,00 
HP DeskJet 600/60/90/93/94 Tricolour - 24,00 
HP DeskJet 600/60/90/93/94 Photo Tri-Colour - 31,80 
HP DeskJet 820/50/55/70 Black - 24.00 
HP DeskJet 820/50/55/70 Tri Colour - 25.50 
HP Thinkjet/Guietjet - 10.80 

We also stock other cartridges & refill kits 

suitable for most inkjet / bubblejet printers. 

Ring for details & prices for those not listed 

Inkjet/Bubbleiet Refill Kits 

Disk & CD Boxes 
3;"IU0 Capacity Box 5.99 
3#" 1.0 Capacity Rax 1.50 
2 Capacity CD Cases 0.75 

10 disks £5 
25 disks S10 
50 disks £16 

100 disks £29 

£8 

£24 
£46 

Atl disks Certified 
100':*. ERROR FREE 
Include FREE Labels 

S6 
sn 
£18 
£33 

Apple Style writer 
Canon Bj 10/10ex/20/200/230 
Epson Stylus 400/800/1000 
Epson Stylus Colour Black 
Epson Stylus Colour Colour 
HP DeskJet 500 Series Black 
HP DeskJet 500 Series Tri-Col 
Star Si 48 

8,50 for 2 x 20ml Refills 
8,50 for 2 x 20ml Refills 
8.50 for 2 x 20ml Refills 
8.00 for 2 x 12ml Refills 

10.50 for 9m] of each Col 
11,00 for 2 x 40ml Refills 

12,00 for 12m3 of each Col 
8.50 for 2 x 20ml Refills 

EURDCAHO 

Pay by credit card and get a free CD ROM 
(call for details). State Amiga model when ordering. 

FORE-MATT Home Computing 
Dept AF, PO Box 835,Wootton Bassett, Swindon SN4 8RX 

Tel: 01793 853802 

Call or send SAE for free catalogue 
disk packed with details on 

Commercial Software, CD ROM, 
Peripherals and Shareware/Public 
Domain from only 50p per disk! 

WHOLE WORLD OF 
CD32 & CD ROM GAMES 
Akira (+ free T-Shirt).9.99 
Big Red Adventure.16.99 
Blade.9.99 
Bubble & Squeak.4,99 
Cannon Fodder.4.99 
Civilization.12,99 
Eat The Whistle.14.99 
Fears.9.99 
Final Odyssey........17.99 
Foundation..*.. r..',»...v.-.27.99 
Genetic-Species:....27,99 
Gloom.9.99 
Guardian..4.99 
Gulp,.;............4,99 
International Karate+.2.99 
J Barnes Euro Footy.2.99 
Kang Fu..9.99 
Legends....9.99 
Myst.^...29,99 
Naughty Ones.9.99 
OnEscapee.27.99 
Quake.29.99 
Quake Mission Pack 1 ...9.99 
Quake Mission Pack 2 ...9,99 
Roadkill.9.99 
Shadow of 3rd Moon ...22.99* 
Simon the Sorcerer. 14,99 
Sixth Sense Invest'ns .,19.99 
Sleepwalker/pin&al!.9,99 
Street Racer CD.12.99 
Then# Park CD..,.^.,12.99 
The Settlers I!.mmm 
The Strangers AGA.17.99 
Total Carnage.4c.,..-..,-.:....4:99 
Ultimate Gloom...-..,12.99 
Ult. Super Skidmarks..;! 2%99 
Uropa 2.,.:........,...T7i99 
Virtual Karting 2..32,99 
Vuicanoiogfv.i..4*19.99 
Wem&fey Int. Soccer ;;t9l99 

CD RDM 
30 Images.9.99 
30 Objects.9.99 
17 Bit 5th Dimension...14.99 
17 Bit Level 6..14.99 
100% Colour Clips.9.99 
100% Mono Clips.9.99 
Adult Sensations (18) ....9.99 
Adult Sens. 5 (18}.19.99 
AGA Experience 3.14,99 
Amiga Classix....14.99 
Amin# Set 3.«.15.99 
Aminet Set 4,5.6,7 ea27.99 
AMOS PDCD 2.....19.99 
Animations CD.19.99 
Anime Babes vl (18);.:;14.99 
Anime Babes v3 (18) ......Call 
Arcade Classic folk 2 .,..14.99 
Artwork....9.99 
Assassins GamSs 2..,9.99 
Assassins Games 3.14.99 
BCI Music Mods/SFX.9.99 
Blitz Basic CD.17,99 
CDPDvol 1^14.99 
Clip Art CD.9.99 
Deluxe Paint 5.,;7.99 
Oemos Are Forever.:4.99 

....19,99 
:.14.99 
ia.4.99. 

Epic.Ejicyclopedia 98. ..19.99 
EuroCD vol 1.11.99 
Fonts CD.9.99 
Gateway vol 1.......17.99_ 
GIF Sensation..4...19.99“ 
Giga Graphics.,.,.*....9.99 
Global Amiga Exo..4.99 
Graphic Sensations 1... 19.99 - 
Guinness Records v2...14.99 
Illusions in 3D.9.99 
Insight Dinosaurs.9.99 

CD ROM 
In-To-The-Met.14.99 
LSD Compendium 1 ....14.99 
LSD,Compendium 2 ....14.99 
Magic WB Enhancer ...,14.99 
Meeting Pearls vol 1.9.99 
Multimedia Backdrop...19.99 
Multimedia Toolkit..9 99 
Network CD.9.99 
Network CD 2...J,.,.14.99 
Nothing But Tetris....9.99 
Now Games...4.99 
Odamed Soundstudio ...9.99 
Oh Yes More Worms.9.99 

/Pandora's CD.2.99 
“ Paranormal Endpedia..14.99 

Personal Paint 7.1.......24.99 
pFS2"lHf..29,99 
Scene Storm..4.99 
Software Explosion. ,T7:99 

, Software Explosion 2.4.99 
Sound Effects vol 1.9.99 
Sbu'nds Terrific 2.14.99 
Speccy Sensations 2.... 14.99 
System Booster.9199 
The Colour Library.14.99 
The Games Room.12.99' 

- The Learning Curve.19.99 
The Office (Gold CD).9.99 
Time of Reckoning.9.99 
UPOGold.:.14.99 

' Utilltieslxperience ,..,.,..9.99 
WAV'Sound Effects-... L.9,99. 
Winbench 98 ,..r.cf/.:...9.99 
Wordworth 7.39.99 
Zoom 2. .....19.99 

MUSIC CD/VIDEO 
A500 Made Easy VHS ....4.99 
Amiga Theme CD ...t/.4.99 
Back in Time CD.,..;.12.99 

DISK AGA A120D ONLY 
Acid Attack.12,99 
Banshee.4.99 
Bograts.,.12.99 
Breathless.....14,99 
Burnout...,..14.99 
Capital Punish ment...... 14:99 
Coliosus Chess X aga....4.99 
Fears.7.99 
Gloom Deluxe.9,99 
Guardian.4,99 
GunbeeF-99 (4Mb);.7.99 
HeimtJall 2 .4,99 
Legends...7.99 
Manyk Mayhem.14.99 
Marvin's Adventure.4.99 
OloFight (HD/4 Mb) J.... 19.99 
Pinball Brain Damage ,.14.99 
Pinball Illusions,.-:....7,39. 
Pinball Manfa'lD.:..7.99 
Player,Mgr 2 Extra.9.99 
Rise of the Robots aga ..7,99 
Roadkill.4.99 
Simon Sorcerer aga.14.99 
Sixth Sense Invesfns .19 99 
Skeleton Krew,::5wP......4:99. 
Slaitflte.d-.r«*s!*.14.99 
Street Racer....-,14.99 
Strip Pot (18).4.93 
Superleague Mgr aga.9.99 
Super St.Tighter 2..|M4.99 
Testament... 14.93 
Theme Park aga.12,99 
The Speris Legacy,...... 14,99 
Thomas Tank Pinball..,...7,99 
Total Carnage.4.99 
Tracksuit Mgr2 98 aga 14 99 
Virtual Karting,v^'r:. .9.99 

. Virtual Karting 2.12.99 
Worms Directors Cut...12.99 

.9.99 

DISK GAMES 
A320 Airbus v2.14.99 
Amazon Queen.....19.99 
Arcade Action.12.99 
A-Train.....9.99 
817 Flying Fortress.:.—14.99 
Badlands Pete.4.99 
Base Jumpers.;.4.99 
Blade......*,...'..9.99 
Blitz Tennis.......9.99 
Blockhead 2 (1.5Mb).7.99 
Body Blows.Gatactic....19.99 
Bravo Romeo Delta.4.99 
Bubble & Squeak.4.14.99 
Bumper Quad Pack.9.99 
Cannon Fodder 1 Or 2 .. .8.99 
Championship CM/..14.99 
Chaos Engine 2...24.99 
Civilization. 
Classic Arcadia .4.99 
Club & Country.^,4.99 
Club Football Mgr z*~r.,W98 
Cofonization....... .. . . . 12.99 
Cosmic Spacehead.4.99 
Daily Obi Horseracing...,7.99 

: Dalek Attack.4,99 
Death Mask...4.99 
Desert Strike..,,..•-,.....8.99 
Dune II......12.99 
Enemy.:..,.14.99 
European Superlea<)u0.99 
FI 9 Stealth..8.99 
FI 17A Nighthawk.....„..;.8;99 

'Fantastic Dizzy.......4.99 
Fast Food Dizzy.,4 99 
Fields of Glory..14.99- 
Forest Dumb Forever/,.,.7.99 

, Gooch Test Match.4.99 
Gooch World Cricket'..8,99 
G unship 2000 .rf-/.’.12.99 
HillseaLido... r...£4,.tl99 

DISK GAMES 
Impossible Mission.8.99 
International Golf.4.99 
Kids Rule OK 2.3.99 
Lemmings.,. 8.99 
Megablast.;../...7;99 
Myth,...4.99 
Operation Combat 2.9.99 
Overlord.....,14.99 
PGA Tour Golf .i.9.99 
PGA Tour Golf Plus.12.99 
Pinball Obsession isS.7.99 
Police Quest.9.99 
Poyver Drive..9.99 
Railroad Tycoon.12:99 
Rise of the Robots ecs...7.99 
Road Rash.8.99 
Robocod James Pond 2.4.99 
Rugby League Coach .. . 4.99 
Sensible Golf..9.39. 
Silfenf Service 2. .;n^.,..19.99 
Simon the Sorcerer.14.99 
Skidmarks...7,99 
Soccer Team Manager ...4.99 
Snapperazzi.Jr..4.99 
Speedbai!.4..*...4.99 
Sporting Spectacriiar ...14.99 
Street Fighter 2..'E/L14.99 
Superleague Man.agst-.9.99 
Super Tennis Champs.'.,9,99 
Sword-...^.44.99 
TemiisCup.2/4.4.99 
Theme Park?:.12.99 
Thomas Tank Colin.8.99 
Thunder Blade.4.99 

.. ThuqiJerhawk AH-73M...4.99 
Timekeepers .4JL99 
Timekeepers1 Exp. dj$k,..4.93 
Tiny Troops”.....,-....:.:-|6.99 
Tduriffg Car Cballenge L.9.99 
Tracksuit Men 2'98.14.99 

DISK GAMES 
Valhalla 1,2 or 3 ea.14.99 
War Zone oem...2.99 
Wembley Rugby League4.99 
Wing.Commander.9.99 
Wiz ‘n’iiz.9.99 
World Golf..9.99 
Worlds at War/..:/:,7.99 
Xenon 2.;.;....4.99 
XP-8...4.99 
Yolk Folk Dizzy...4.99 
Zeewolf....^..,.,,....4.99 
Zeewolf 2...9.99 

EDUCATION/UTILItlES 
ADI English (13/14).14.99 
ADI English GCSE...14.99 
ADI French (13/14).14.99 
ADI French (14/15).14,99 
ADI French GCSE.14.99 
ADI Maths (1213).14.99 
Alpha Office.14.99 
BBC Piaydays.8.99 
BBC Piaydays Paint.8.99 
Better Maths'(12/16).9.99 
Blitz Basic 2.1.,.... ....17.99 
Deluxe Paint 5 (WB2+) 19.99 
Fun School 2 (over 8’s),.7,99 
GFA Basic 3.5 Interp’r.,,.4.99' 
Home Office Kit./..14.99 
Info Nexus/2TiieIMgr.....4,-99 
Inter Base 2.,..,..>..4.99 
Inter Office 2.jwB' 
Inter Spread 2.4.99 
Inter Talk 2.t.4,99 
Mega Maths (A-Level) .14:99 
Mini Office../....17.99 . 
MultiMedia Experience.14.99 
Photon Paint 2,0....:.9,99 
The Works! Platinum...19.99 
Workbench 3.0 Sett/.9.99 

LIMITED CLASSICS 
(Telephone orders only!) 
Amiga Cricket.4.99 
Captive oem..5.99 
CarVup.7.99 
Cybercor.9.99 
Dizzy's Excellent Adv.4.99 
Jim Power Mut Planet ...7.99 
Joe/Mac Cave Ninja.14.99 
Matrix Marauders.7.99 
Ninja Warriors.3.99 
Populous 2 Challenge ....7.99 
Projectyle.9.99 
Quadralien..6.99 
Sabre Team......9.99 
Shadow Worlds....19.99 
Speedball 2.4.99 
Stryx.“.9.99 
Stunt Car Racer.9.99 
Switchblade.7.99 
Titan...7.99 
Wolfchiid oem.4.99 

SECOND HAND DISK 
(Telephone orders only!) 
Blitz Tennis.4.99 
Desert Strike.4.99 
European Champions.4.99 
European Superleague.,.4,99 
F15 Strike Eagle 2.4.99 
FI 9 Stealth.4.99 
F117A Mighthawk.4.99 
Goal!.;:%x.4.99 
Grand Monster Slam.4,99 

, G. Taylor's Challenge.4.99 
/Gulp!.3.99 

Italia 1990..,2.99 
Magic Fly./•.,.4.99 
Neverending Story 2./.-; .7.99 
No Excuses.,..,;:;.....4.99 
Pacific Islands/:.!!.4.99 

CD STARTER PACK 
£15.00 + £2 p&p (UK) - 

Pack includes Global Amiga Experience, 
Marvin’s Marvellous Adventure, Demos are Forever, 

Insight Dinosaurs & Pandora's CD, 

3-5" DRIVE CLEANING KIT £1.99 
JOYPAD £9-99 JOYSTICK £7.99 Mouse/Mat £9.99 

BLANK DISKS: GRADE A’ 30p each, EX S/W HOUSE 20p each 
P&P m-r item; UK - £1 EU = £2.S0 R.O.W. • £5 first then £2 each 

RACING BUNDLE 
£20.00 + £1 p&p (UK) - 

Bundle includes Street Racer AGA 
& Skidmarks. 

Save £4 on normal price of £23 + £2 p&p. 



Attack ; lizard fee treat 

GAMEBUSTERS 
Lock and load with Ben Vost as he starts to 

show you all the secrets of Quake. 
90+% The creme de la creme. Only the very 

best, most playable and original games 

are awarded an af Gold - the most 
highly prized rating there is 

80-89% These games are very good, but due to 

minor fiaws they're not the finest 
examples of their genre. 

70-79% Good games which are worth buying, 

especially if you have a special interest in 
a game type. 

60-69% Average releases with somewhat limited 

gameplay and appeal. Games in this 

category tend to be flawed. 

50-59% Below average games which are unlikely 
to impress your mates or your wallet.. 

40-49% Overwhelmingly poor quality games with 
major flaws and appalling gameplay. 

The compulsory version of Breakout. Every month we scour the world's software houses for 
the latest and greatest Amiga games, we try to ensure 

we keep you as up to date as possible and we'll stop at 

nothing to bring you the best, definitive, no-nonsense 

reviews of the games that matter. 

Under 
40% 

The absolute pits. 

The snazzy intro to Infiltration (above). 

Follow our expert guide to getting through the first level of 
Quake alive, while making sure that everything else is dead. 

The latest games 

The reason for this 

rather ridiculous 

pose? Well, it's 
down to 

frustration, 

We’ve only / 
got one new / 
Amiga CD of 

games to review 
this month yet 

there are so many that 

are just around the 
corner that look 

absolutely fantastic. 

Simon was so 
excited by last 
month's sneak peek at 

Tales of Tamar that 
he’s had a much more 
in-depth look at it. 

Meanwhile, Nick has been 

looking at a new Command 
and Conquer done, plus 

racing and pinball games, a 
Puzzle Bobble-type game and 
a new Civilization clone. 

Phewl Of course, there's all 

your efforts In Reader Games 
and Ben's guide to surviving 

Quake to be getting on with, 

so you'll just have to be 
patient. The future's bright... 

Mark Wheatley 

hints and some clever programming from you! 

PREVIEWS 
Nick Veitch looks at four new games 

headed your way. 

££*..v. >:?•*••< 
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Cute puzzle action (above) and big tanks 
(right) - two of the games coming soon,.* 
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ARCADE 
CLASSIX 
Ben Vost plays some games from yesteryear. 

ake to be getting on with, jgu 

you'll just have to be ^ >!; 
dent. The future's bright... 

AMIGA FORMAT'S 
REVIEW POLICY 

REVIEW SCORES MEAN WHAT OUR 

LIVES:80 LEVELS 
* 

READER GAMES 
A good mix of sneaking, stealing and snakes in 

this month's bag of homemade gaming treats. 

Infiltration. ..Bob Hindle 

Creep round like a secret agent. 

Pharaoh's Curse. ....... Maher Farag 

Walk like an Egyptian. 

Snake Wars.. . Samuel Brookes 

Drive like an, erm, snake paramedic. 
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at a bumper selection of games coming to 
you soon. 

A big tank. They're pretty useful 

when you're trying to take over 

the world. 

[e originally featured FUBAR 

ages ago in our Games 

Explosion feature. I'm 

pleased to say that since then things 

have been steadily progressing and 

the developers, Q-Soft, recently 

signed a deal with Blittersoft to 

publish the game when it's finished. 

It would be easy to dismiss 

FUBAR as just another 

Dune/Command and Conquer type 

of game as it's a real-time combat 

affair, but this would miss out on 

some of the interesting and unique 

twists that this game adds 

to the genre, 

For a start, there are 

two different modes of 

play. The first is a kind of 

Skirmish mode where the 

object is to capture your 

opponent's flag with the 

limited resources available 

to you. 

The second adds more 

of a god-game aspect. In 

this style of game you start 

off with a few buildings 

IWo tanks skirmishing. It’ll all end in tears, 

though. And explosions and death... 

and units and you have to grow your 

settlement, taking over neighbours 

in the process until you rule the 

world. Ha ha ha ha ha! Ahem. 

It certainly sounds interesting 
and we're looking forward to 

reviewing it in a future issue. 

Great nations may [curl: simple hut 
it’s network may supporting up to 
IS ufaym sMd glue if a meat 
level of iiiuieacy. 

he ideas behind the old Unix 

mainframe classic, Empire, have 

inspired many a game, most 

notably Sid Meier's Civilization. Great 

Nations is no exception and it seems 

to be very similar in some ways to 

Meier's interpretation. 

However, the whole point of 

doing a reworking of an old classic is 

to provide extra, exciting features. 

One of the new features which Great 

Great nations has obviously gaum tSmem 
been inspired! by Empire, but 

promises many new features. 

Nations hopes to 

deliver is proper 

network play, using 

either TCP/IP, IPX or good old modem- 

to-modem link ups. The game's 

authors claim that up to 16 players 

will be able to take part, which should 
make things rather interesting. 

There are also new additions to 

the types of units and buildings you 

can control, as well as more realistic 

combat. Oh, and it supports graphics 

cards and PPC accelerators. 

You can email the authors directly 
for updates at 

or visit the website at 
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PREVIEWS 

Ono Nam© from the Forrari 550 Anim 

et al. This game will feature multiball 

effects, a huge playfield and, 

hopefully, a tot of playability. 

However, a lot of the details have yet 

to be finalised. 

We hope that Deepcore have more 

success with these projects than they 

did with their last ones. 

eepcore development have been 

mentioned in Amiga Format 

before because they were the 

team who were working on Total 

Destruction 3D. For various reasons 

that project is no more, but you'll be 

interested to know they're now 

working on two new titles. 

The first is a racing game 

called Wild Tracks. Most car 

racing games on the Amiga are 

based on the familiar overhead 

concept, but Deepcore want to 
make a Gran 7ummo-style game. 

Unsurprisingly, the 

minimum requirements will be a 

bit more than your normal top- 
down racer: 50MHz '030,16Mb 

fast RAM, AGA and a CD-ROM. 

A PPC version will also be 

developed which will require 32Mb 

RAM and a graphics card to run, but it 

should be capable of much better 

frame rates. 

Their second game, as you might 

have guessed, is a pinball game, 

rather in the spirit of Pinball Illusions 

vms Traces (Sfwuftj lew and 
Dse-ieore's latest ursjeGls. 

Well, take one look 

at the screenshots 

and you should be 

able to easily identify 

what sort of game this is. 

It is, in fact a Puzzle 
Bobble clone, of the sort 

that Colin likes to play for 

hours when he should be 

doing his work. 

The designers have 

decided to give it a 

distinctly Japanese feel, 

with a typically bizarre 

plot and a story-like 

structure to the levels. All 

the graphics are done in an Anime 

style and various modes of play allow 

you to take the part of a number of 

different cutesie characters. 

The game is graphically rich and 

will include loads of special effects. 

such as animated 

backgrounds, multiple 

playfields, transparency 

effects and the like, and 

it's even claimed that the 

display will still run at 50 

frames per second. 

The game will require 

a bit more than a standard 

Amiga - you'll need AGA, 

an ’020, 4Mb of fast RAM 

and a 2x CD-ROM, but 

that's really the minimum 

setup you need to have to 

keep abreast of any 

current Amiga software. 

The developers reckon the game 

is at least 70% finished now so you 

shouldn't have to wait too long 

before you can try it yourself. 

Surprisingly, they also haven't sorted 

out a publisher yet, so if you're 

Bright iapanese-styte graphics and story-based levels give this game a new twist. 

interested, drop them a line at: 
andrea,morolli@m.nettuno.it Continued overleaf ^ 

The graphics end concept may be simple bot Bubble Heroes promises to be very addictive. 
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IB PREVIEWS 

§0odj®od iiii reports on the 
development of Tales of Tamar, Eternity’s 
elaborate, networked strategy game. 
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The influence of Settlers and 
Civilization is certainly apparent in 
these screenshots. 

Tales of Tamar is a massive 

multiplayer strategy game for 

Amigas with modems and CD- 

ROM drives. It was first 

demonstrated at the Cologne show, 

but the development team from 

Eternity Software in Germany claim 

to have been working on it for five 

years. It'll run on any system, from an 

A1200 with 4Mb fast RAM to PPC 

A4000s with accelerated graphics 

and sound cards, taking full 

advantage of the extras if you have 

them. The initial release will be 

Amiga-specific but PC versions for 
Windows95 and 98 will follow. 

Tales of Tamar is set is a world 

far away from our civilisation, 

comparable to Europe in the Middle 

Ages but with the welcome addition 

of fantasy standards like dwarves, 

dragons, druids and dungeons. 

Elaborate systems support magic, 

trading and combat between players 

and computer-controlled characters, 

who are expected to explore, build 

cities and raise taxes. The aim is to 

become emperor, rising through the 

ranks of provincial subjects and 

administrators, controlled by the 

computer or by human players. 

Tales of Tamar has elements of 

games like Settlers and Civilisation 

but the multiplayer dimension and 

many optional sub-games lift it into 

a genre all of its own. The designers 

have extensive experience in role 

playing and board gaming, as well as 

computer games, and seem to have 

come up with a design which is 

intricate and multifaceted, without 

sacrificing either the strategy or 

gamepiay essentials. 

Tales of Tamar is open-ended 

and turn-based, linking players by 

Internet or bulletin board messages. 

The game engine supports live 

online communication and secure 

messaging between players, similar 

to IRC and email respectively. This 

adds co-operative and competitive 

layers of diplomacy, deals and 

doubling-dealing. 

Years of development have seen 

Tamar grow from an AGA-oniy BBS 

game to an internet version with 

support for hundreds of players. It 

may seem to have spent eternity in 

development, but since the 

publishers have united under that 

monicker they've been making good 

progress, charted in their extensive 

and regularly-updated web pages. 

Tales of Tamar looks as if it could 

be a cult net game in a genre set to 

explode, and Amiga owners will be 

the first to get their empires 

underway. Email: eternity@pride.de 

and visit: http://www.tamar.net 

http://eternity.amiga- 

software.com/english/tot/index.html 

GRAPHICS: 
AGAJCyberGraphXI 

Picasso96, 256 colours, 
640x480 or better 
resolution. 
PROCESSING: 
32-bit Amiga with 6Mb+ 
RAM, 68020 or better 
(68040 preferred; PPC 
supported). 
SOUND: 
CD plus AHI 16-bit stereo 
via Paula or sound cards, 
optional WaveTable and 
General MIDI synthesis 
(and rather good it 
sounds, too!). 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
Amiga with Kickstart 3, 
modem with net or BBS 
access, CD-ROM drive. 
PROJECTED 
RELEASE DATE: 
Summer 1999 for both 
English and German 
language versions. Tales of Tamar is certainly looking fantastic, and 

Hie gamepiay promises to be just as good. 
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DangerDogg is just one of the games in the 
Platformers directory. 

BflLLt V bv DUvtr U>Qn«r ® 1989 
9-,V/«.t i i n r i* » i m i . v> > > / ”\f 

flhh, QiK. Written by the same Oliver Wagner 
responsible tor Voyager, if I’m not mistaken. 

Oh there’s no game like an old game, and what do we 
haue here? A CD full of conversions of arcade titles 
of yesteryear [B@m iD§c rubs his hands together 

A BattfeZone clone. A lot of the games on here will 
reuuire you to reset your machine afterwards. Breakout gets an outing... ...as does Zaxxon, in a pretty authentic uersion. 

Did 1 say full? It's not really that 

full for a start. The CD is only 

about two-thirds full and half of 

that is for Windows. Now it doesn't 

take a statistical genius to work out 

that this means you have a CD about 
a third full of games, but saying that 

doesn't alter the fact that there are 

still some 1,000 plus games on here 

for you to get your teeth into. 

They range from the reasonably 

current to the really old - I played a 

version of Quix from 10 years ago! I 

was amazed that it still worked on 

my souped-up machine, but of course 

this was before the advent of Amos 

and games had to be properly 

programmed back then. 

A lot of the titles on here are 

Amos programs so you'll have to get 

used to rebooting your machine 

frequently as you play with them, but 

there some crackers on here that 

have nary a touch of dodgy Basic 

about them, such as Bratl/l/urst and 

the like. 

The CD is organised into 

directories either listing a genre, like 

"ShootEmUp" or "Platformer", and 

there's a drawer called "TheClassics!" 

written years ago and many 

were written in Amos, 

As such, if you have a 

bog standard A1200, 

maybe with some fast 

RAM and with a television 

which contains 
further 

subdirectories 

named after 

famous games (like 

"Tempest", 
"Bomberman", 

"Defender" and so 

on). Each of these 

contains one or 

more directories 
Bombiack. or rather its Amiga cousin - BombJacky. 

with the games 

themselves in. This means it can get 

really tricky remembering where that 

Zaxxon done was (it's all the way in 

ArcadeClassiX:Amiga/TheClassics!/Bign 

onial/Zaxxon/zaxxonIMB, by the way). 

As for what the games are like, 

well, read up on past PD Select 

columns for the most part, or just 

download a taster for yourself from 

Aminet. What does set this collection 
apart is the fact that apparently some 

of the games are f ull versions, rather 

than being just demos, although you 

have to hunt to find them as there's 

no handy pointer to tell you which 

ones are which. 

If nothing else, this collection 

highlights just how few games 

programmers there seem to be with a 

real imagination. You can play 

umpteen Tetris clones, Bomberman-a- 

likes and loads of vertically-scrolling 

shoot-em-ups from this CD without 

finding anything really innovative. 

Epic also say that they got all the 
titles included working on their own 

machines, but anyone with a decent 

machine will have a hard time getting 

a lot of the games to run as they were 

If nothing else, this collection 
highlights just how few games 

programmers there seem to 
be with a real imagination. 

as your display, you'll probably have 

no trouble at all running these titles. 

Anyone using a non-PAL screenmode 

will have a hard time with Amos titles 

and people with an ‘040 or ‘060 are 

also likely to find it tricky. 

At the end of the day, this CD has 

more than 1,000 games which you 

can run, but I'd swap them all for one 

really good conversion of an old 

arcade game of each type, ones that 

worked on any current machines and 

that were true to the feel of the 

arcade original. 

SUmiER: Epic Marketing 0590131486 

PRICE: £14.99 

REQUIRES: Various, but a CD-ROM drive's a 
necessity 

Pros and Cons 
Huge number of games to get through. 

.. .but you may play them only once. 

Cheap... 

...but still not good value lor money. 

0VERAI1 VERDICT: 
Nol enough quality and no way of picking the 
quality games out. 

60% 
omsmsm? 

rpr 
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OVER TO YOU! 

As we keep stressing, what we're 

really looking for in Reader 

Games is the addictive 

gameplay that will keep you playing a 

game when you know you should 

really be getting on with something 

more important. It doesn't matter 

how they look or sound, unless 

they're really bad and then we'll point 

at them and mock mercilessly. 

What would also be nice to see is 

some imagination, that spark which 

sets your game apart from the dozens 

of others. It doesn't have to be a 

totally revolutionary concept or 

anything, just some small touches that 

other games 

don't have, 

perhaps an innovative twist on a 

traditional theme. To get your creative 
juices flowing, we offer a £50 prize for 

the game of the month, so get coding 

your world beating Wipeout but with 

flying bananas game now... 

A varied selection this month, 
OfiMs wonders if it 
can really be the... 

with not one Breakout clone in sight. 
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When you're sending in your submissions make sure you 

also give us: 
1. An address where you cart be contacted* 
2* Details of the language used to create the game* 

3, A recent photo of yourself. 
The address to send your stuff into is: 
Reader Games * Amiga Format • 30 Monmouth Street * 

Bath * BA1 2BW 
Everything included on the AFCD must have a reader 
warrant with it. Just cut it out off this page, sign it and 
send it in to us with your game and a recent photograph of 
yourself. A last reminder: if you don't include this warrant 
we simply won't be able to put your game on the CD - that 

means you won't be able to have it judged by other 

readers. 
In respect of all materia] which forms my reader 

contribution to Future Publishing's Amiga Format, 

I hereby warrant that:- 
1, The material is original and does not infringe any other 
material or rights; 
2, The material does not contain any material 
which is defamatory, obscene or indecent and 
is exempt from classification under the Video Recordings 
Act 1984; 
3* That there are no legal claims against the 
material provided; 
4. That I have full power and authority to provide this 

material to Future Publishing* 

The comrofsan work 
pretty fltfflSy (right). 

The start ot the game 
ttietow). Your mission is 

to tantmte the house. 

ill Bates is a software giant, but 

she can't write programs to save 

her life - she steals them. Now 

she's stolen your company's new OS 

and wants to pass it off as Her own, to 

be known as Wallholes 99. You've got 

to steal it back while she's at a flan- 

flinging convention in Belgium... 

After a background story like that, 

you'd expect this to be some sort of 

knockabout arcade romp, but the game 

is actually a Goldeneye-style espionage 

affair, only without the ground¬ 

breaking graphics. 
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Having said that the graphics are 

nice enough and the screens scroll 

nicely and get the atmosphere across 

quite well. The gameplay is also fairly 

addictive, despite being of the 'hunt 

around for a key to turn off the 

security lasers covering the doors and 

then go though and do the same 

again*. Actually, that’s a bit harsh as 

you need to be a good shot with in 

order to destroy the lasers protecting 

Bates's house. 

You'll also need to crawl under 

fireplaces, play with fuses and other 

stuff like that. There's no playing 

roulette while sipping drinks that are 

shaken and not stirred, but stick on the 

Bond theme tune while you're playing 

and you'll be thoroughly absorbed by 

Infiltration's atmosphere. 

To get through the 

doors you need to find 

the box switches 

r which will either 

open them or turn 

_■ off the beam that's 
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OVER TO YOU! 

me mail is essential so voii 

AUTHOR: Aimuel 
Brookes 
LANGUAGE: Jlitz Basic 2 
VERDICT: Needs i lot of 
polishing up. 

you've used up one of 

your many lives. The 

collision detection is 

also far from perfect, 

but that could be down 

to you because after a 

while the bright green 

background on the 

earlier levels is likely to 

cause your retinas to 

burn out. I'm still 

squinting now and I 

stopped playing Snake 

Wars an hour ago. 

So the graphics are 

basic, the concept is 

simple and the 

background laughable, 

but these are problems 

with most classic games - 

think Breakout, Asteroids 

and so on. Unfortunately, Snake Wars 

lacks the gameplay those games had. 

There really needs to be a bit 

more variation, more things to avoid, 

maybe some bonuses to pick up. As it 

is, it's a nice concept but it won't be 

long before you just give up because 

you've just adder nuff (sorry). 

Thai s you driving the ambulance, 

avoid the spots and get your slithery 

mends to safety. 

Pharaoh’s Curse This is a platformer with a jaunty 

tune. If you hate platformers 

and think all amateur Amiga 

music comes from the Devil's 

protecting them. To get you started, 

the box to get you through the main 

door at the beginning of the game is 

hidden to the left hand side of the 

steps, on the floor beside the second 

pillar Once in the house, there are 

plenty of houseplants, tables, 

wardrobes and such like which could 

be concealing these boxes. 

The controls are all nice and 

fluid and you're able to crouch, turn, 

sidestep, look up and down, walk 

backwards, run and so on. This helps 

to make the game really easy to play 

and gives it a nicely polished feel. 

One of the only problems with 

the game is that once you've 

finished it, you're unlikely to boot it 

up again, and one of the solutions to 

that Bob, is to get working on 
Infiltration 2... 
| —~:---r 

AUTHOR: 
LANGUAGE: 
VERDICT: 
plays really well. 

bagpipes then you'd better turn the 

page, but if that description hasn't 

put you off then you're likely to get 

a lot of fun out of Pharaoh's Curse. 

You play a cute little explorer 

chap and you've got to reach the exit 

of each level by collecting all the 

gold that's carelessly scattered 

around. Some of it appears to be 

trapped but that's where the 

selection of picks and drills come in 

(although, oddly, you use picks to, 

erm, pick through the floors and 

huge drills to go through the walls 

and not vice versa). 

Meanwhile, there are various 

undead Egyptians out to stop you 

plundering their pyramid, although A 

you can pick up a knife which will 

destroy them for a while. 

The game isn't huge but it'll take 

you quite a while to complete 

because the levels are fiendishly 

designed. A map can be called up 

with a press of a button and it's 

worth studying carefully as it's 

frustratingty easy to trap yourself in 

a room without an exit. It's also easy 
" 

to waste the drills by accident when 

you're trying to move around or 

jump, leaving some of the gold 

impossible to reach 

and meaning yet 

another restart and a 

lot of irritation. In fact, 

you'll find yourself 

restarting a fair few 

w times before you work 

out just how to 

complete each level so 

you'll need to have a 

lot of patience. 

That patience 

should be rewarded, though. The 

brightly coloured graphics and small 

but tricky levels will keep you 

playing for quite a while, and when 

you've finished there's a level editor 

so you can construct your own. For 

those of you who want a platformer 

that provides a cerebral as well as a 

gaming challenge, you could do a lot 

worse than Pharaoh's Curse. 

Tte scrolling background can be 

turned oft ai any point in me game. 

SPSS 

PjaHotrijs: ladders, hidden gold and 

bad guys wandering around. You'll' 

either love this or baieti. w 

AUTHOR: iVlahar Farag 

LANGUAGE: AMOS 

VERDICT: Fun but c-m 
be frustrating. 
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...Snake 
Wars There's an episode of The 

Simpsons where the annual 

Snake Whopping Day occurs. 

Naturally, after failing to get the 

people of Springfield to realise the 

cruelty of this contest, ail the snakes 

are saved by the vibrations caused by 

the crooning of the love walrus of 

soul, Barry White. Look, if you think 

that's infeasible you should see the 

story behind Snake Wars. 

"There are two armies fighting 

in... somewhere. One army is the 

Snakes' army, the goodies, the people 

you work for, and there is the army of 

the evil... thing called Futan 

(pronounced Foo-Tan) who wants all 

the snakes eradicated and he wants 

their country or land for some 

unknown, evil reason. As you know, 

in a war people get hurt and injured, 

and you drive the ambulance taking 

the snakes to hospital." 

Er, cheers Sam. So there you go. 

What this entails is moving your 

vehicle from left to right to avoid a 

lot of blobs, presumably mines, which 

move down the screen. They move a 

bit faster as you progress through the 

levels and there are six different 

vehicles you can use over four 

terrains - land, sea, sky and space. 

You get a new vehicle and terrain 

every five levels, along with a 

password. Now onto the problems. 

As Sam admits, the code is sloppy 

and there are bugs in the game, such 

as mines which appear to be stuck 

onto the background. The mines don't 

scroll smoothly down the screen 

either - they just suddenly appear 

almost half way down and then 

jerkily move towards you. Hit one and 



How to get ahead in fragging, bv ©r This is where you actually start playing. 

Welcome to the complete 

solution to Quake. While you 
may have already completed 

the game, you may not have found all 

the secrets that hide in the various 

levels. I have, and I'll tell you howto 

get through each level. 
There are different ways of doing 

each level and I'll be proceeding on 

Normal difficulty, so if you're on 

Nightmare or Easy, things might be 

slightly different, but if you follow my 

instructions you'll be able to get to 

the end of each level with at least a 

little bit of life left. 

When the game first starts, you're 

in the entrance hall in which you'll 

have to pick what level of difficulty 

you'll subject yourself to. There isn't 

any physical difference between the 

maps at different levels of difficulty; 

the only difference is in the number 

of bad guys you get. We'll go down 

the "normal" hall to give you an idea 

of what lurks therein, 
Apart from the three obvious 

difficulty levels, there's an extra one, 
Nightmare, hidden in the hard level's 

entrance. If you feel you can handle 

that, I'm sure you'll be able to find it 

easily enough, especially if you read 
Before you start playing you have to Gareth Murf in's guide from issue 115. 
choose which level of difficulty and We<n go through the "normal" 

which chapter you want. door, and we're presented with a hall 

containing four further 

doorways. These lead to 

the chapter starts, but if 

you're a bit of a Quake 

newbie, it's certainly 

best to go through the 

one on your left that's 

highlighted with arrows 

first. Step on the 

slipgate plate and be 

whisked away to the 

first chapter. 

Chapter 1 
The first thing you'll see when you 

make your way down the slope you 

start on is that there are two ledges 

on either side of the walkway that 

you can jump onto. 

Firstly, jump onto the one on the 

right hand side and switch weapons 

to the axe. You'll get a message 

saying that you can jump into the 

smaller area with the blinking light in 

front of you, so do so. Walk to your 

right until you come to the end of the 

ledge and you'll get another message 

which helpfully tells you to shoot the 

secret door, so thump it with your axe 

(save your ammo for bad guys, not 

doors!). The secret door will open and 

you'll get some more ammo. 

i■ FEBRUARY 1999 AMIGA FORMAT 



WWTS & TIPS (flf? 

Go back to the lift, go down and 

across the bridge. Make sure you 

have the shotgun armed before you 

get to the doors on the other side 

and aim at the big canister on the 

other side of them. This will explode 

if you hit it and it'll frag all the bad 

guys waiting for you (two grunts and 

a rottweiler), otherwise you'll have to 

take them out the messy way. Go 

through this door and head to the 

right to pick up some shells and get 

the next secret. 

To actually get this secret walk 

around the pillar in the middle of 

that bit of the room until you see a 

telly up on the side of it. Make sure 

you've moved back as far as you can 

and shoot the telly. You should find 

that you're on a lift which carries you 

up to the ledge above you where you 

should find some goodies and 
another TV set. Shoot this and a door 

opens which leads you through to a 

Quad damage icon. Get this and 

you'll hear a strange noise and the 

screen will be tinged blue. 
Continued overleaf 4 

Shooting the bad guvs, shooting the 
TV and shooting the door gets you 
the Quad damage. 

YMRTPS! 

m 
If you've gut some hints, 
cheats, tins or general good 
advice on any Amiga games - 
especially some of the newer 
ones like Sixth Sense 
Investigations or whatever, then 
don't keep them to yourself - 
send them in so we can pass 
'em on to other gamers out 
there who might be having 
more problems than ynu. 

Also, if you've got a Query 
about a game (and no. we don't 
really mind people asking about 
The Secret or Monkey Island), 
then drop us a line and we 
might be able to answer it in 
Helping Hands. 

HELPING HANDS • Amiga format 
30 Monmouth Street * Bath • 

8A12BW 

The second secret isn’t much harder to get. as you can see from the screenshots above. 

At the moment you're still not 

very well armoured, so come back out 

of the secret area and go to the ledge 

opposite the one you're on. Run 

towards the far wall, jump the gap 

and you should land on the ledge 

opposite. You'll get another load of 

ammo as you follow the path around 

to the right to where there's some 

green armour. Get it and get ready to 
go through your first door. 

There should be a single baddie 

on the other side so let him have it 

with your shotgun. Since he's at quite 

a dose range it should only take a 

couple of shots, but try to keep moving while shooting at him so he 

can't shoot you back. Go forwards to 

the button on the wall, press it and 

immediately turn 90° to 

your right. You're on a 

lift that's now going 

down and you'll see a 

rottweiler and a grunt in 

the distance when the 

lift stops. Move forward 

a little bit otherwise 

when the lift goes back 

up, you will too. 

Get rid of the man and his best 

friend, but don't go through the door 

at the other end of the bridge yet. 

Grab any health kits you may need 

and then drop into the river that the 

bridge crosses. You'll see a tunnel 

entrance along the river, so follow it. 

Megahealth 
You'll go underground and 

underwater, but don't worry as it 

won't be for long. As you follow the 

river around you'll see some steps. 

Climb them and get the megahealth 

which puts your health up to 200 

temporarily - it gradually counts back 

down to 100. 

You can't open the door in front 

of you so follow the river until you 

come to a halt. There'll be a lift under 

you which will take you up to where 

you got the green armour from. 

WEAPON FIRING RATE MAX LOAD KEY MISC 

Axe about 2/sec. n/a 1 Only use this it you have no other ammo or want to open secret doors. 

Shotgun about 2/sec. 100 2 BasiG weapon. Only really effective at short range. 

Double shotgun not as fast as the shotgun 100 3 Same as the shotgun hut double barrelled so uses up ammo twice as fast. 

Nailgun about 6/sec. 200 4 Lovely at long range. m 

Perforator about 12/sec. 200 5 Same as nailgun, but fires twice as fast - uses ammo like nobody's business. 

Grenade a bit more than 1/sec. 100 6 This weapon has a blast radius and you can bounce the grenades around corners. 

Rocket slower than the grenade 100 I Fantastic weapon, especially for deatftmalches. Has a damage radius. 

Thunderbolt continuous 200 8 Discharges really Quickly but does great damage. DON'T USE IT UNDERWATER! 

AMIGA FORMAT FEBRUARY 1999 
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HINTS & TIPS 

^ Back out of there quickly 

(before the secret door closes) and 

head back to the left hand side of the 

door you came through to get to the 
room where there'll be a rottweiler 

and a grunt waiting for you. If you've 

been really fast you'll be able to take 

one shot and watch them explode as 

you hit them with four times the 

normal power of your shots. 

Decisions, decisions 
Now you have two choices. You can 

pop your head around to the right at 

the top of the steps and let the 

people on the other side of the slime 

have it while you still have the quad 

damage, or you can go to the lift to 

the left of the steps and get the 

nailgun. It's up to you - you can't do 

both. Let's say we've gone up the lift, 

blown the nice doggie away and 

rushed around to the room which 

contains the nailgun. 

As soon as you pick it up you'll be 

switched to that weapon, the lights 

will go out and a door will start 

opening in front of you. There's a 

grunt behind it and you should have 

just enough quad damage left to 

switch to your shotgun and frag him 

too. Pick up the shells he leaves and 

the box of nails up on the shelf. 

You can drop off the side of the 

walkway as you come out of the room 

as it's not high enough to hurt. Then 

proceed up the steps to the slime on 

your right. There's a button here 

which you can push to put a cover 

over the slime, but don't do that until 

you've got rid of the bad guys on the 

other side unless you really like mixing 

it. Once you've shot them, hit the 

button and start walking across the 

now-covered slime, but wait. 

Look to your left and you might 

see what looks like a target in a hole 

Jumping onto the ledges without falling into the slime - this is the hardest one to get to by a long way. 

Set the biosuit and you can swim under the slime to gel tD the armour with no trouble. 

on the wall in front of you. Make sure 

you have the nailgun armed, shoot it 

and then turn 90° to your left where 

you should see a door opening. You'll 

know if you hit the target because 

you'll also hear the door opening, 

which is one of the reasons this game 

is so hard to play without sound. 

Go into this secret room and grab 

the double-barrelled shotgun and get 

out. If the door closes before you get 

there, shoot the target again. If it 

doses while you're inside, thump it 

with your axe to open it again. 

Now head across to the exit from 

this room and turn to your right. 

There's another grunt there, but since 

his back is to you, you should be able 

to sneak up fairly close to him before 

letting him have it with both barrels. 

There are a few more baddies down 

this sloping section and you'll want to 

take them out in short order while 

switching the switches which will 

open the exit slipgate. Once you've 

got rid of all the nasties you can try 

for the next secret, but it's tricky. 

The hard part 
You can jump up onto the wall by the 

third button. You should then be able 

to jump onto the light pillar, then 

onto the bit where the button is. 

From there you can run and jump 

onto the steps going up the side of 

the room above and get the 

megahealth like the one you already 

found. Drop back down again and go 

to the bottom of the slope. 

Go around the right hand piliar 

until you find the biosuit. Put it on 

and go across to the other pillar 

where you can jump into the slime. 

Turn right and go through the 

passage until you can see a circle 

hanging in the slime above you. Swim 

up through it and climb out. You'll get 

some health and yellow armour. 

Go through the slipgate and you'll 

be back above the door in the 

complex so you can jump down and 

go left, go over the covered slime, 

through the doorway, down the 

slope and through the next doorway. 

You'll find another grunt and his dog. 

Despatch them and the two at the 

top of the slope around the corner 

and you're onto the next chapter. 

All the way out. with a full record of kills and 
secrels. If only the rest was this easy! 

I know I've covered this level in 

extreme detail, but rest assured, we'll 

be progressing through the following 

levels at a much faster pace. 

Anyway, you should have a 

perfect secret rating for this level 

now, and I hope you'll be able to 

keep this up for the following levels. 

Next month we'll also be giving you 

some hints on how to get the most 

from the game and how to configure 

it to your tastes. 
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©awes SoDsOete samples a selection of the best of this month's pile of public 
domain floppies. 

Virus Workshop 
BY: Markus Schmall 
WARE: Free 
PD LIBRARY: Online PD 
NUMBER OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: 75p + 75p P&P A good virus protection program is 

always useful, You can run this 

sort of program every day for 

years and never turn up anything to 

worry about, but Sod’s law dictates that 

the one day you run a freshly 

downloaded program without scanning 

it for viruses, you’ll end up losing 

valuable data as a consequence. 

In some ways it’s a mark of the 

fragile state of the Amiga scene that 

there aren’t an enormous number of 

new viruses and trojans appearing these 
days. However, it would be wrong to 

suggest that there is no threat to your 

data from malicious programs such as 

these, and you’d be unwise to stop 

running protective software on your 

system just because the risk of virus 

damage isn’t quite as high as it was a feu- 
years ago. 

This latest release of Virus Workshop 

incorporates new code which should 

enable the software to recognise a 
variety of new trojans, in addition to the 

scores of file viruses, trojan horses and 

link viruses which previous versions 
could identify. 

The copious documentation which 
accompanies Virus Workshop includes a 

file listing all 343 recognised viruses and 

r A f ..b 
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Krasha Krusha was written by a 14- 

year-old using Amos Pro, 

and while it may not be 

the most technologically 

advanced program ever 

created, it's still not a bad 

effort, especially from such a 

young chap. 

You take control of a small 

but nippy car and you must hurtle around a 

scrolling arena, running over smaller pink and 

white cars (hey, it's a dog eat dog world). Only 

one small car will appear in the arena at any one 

time, its location relative to your own being 

indicated by a large white arrow. Once you've 

squashed one small car, another one will appear 

elsewhere in the arena. 

All the while you have to avoid the 

Keep an eye out for the steamroller on the left. 

The colour of the background 

easing speed of 
both yourself and the roller. attentions of a 

large 

steamroller, 

the position of 

which is 

indicated on 

the screen by a 

large black 

arrow. If you 

collide with 

the steamroller 

you'll be 

crushed against a wall and that'll be the end of 

the game. 

Bonuses are liberally sprinkled around the 

arena. Some of these increase your score or give 

your car a speed boost, while others slow down 

or stop the roller for brief periods. 

If you're still alive after 30 seconds then the 

steamroller speeds up, and it does so again 

every thirty seconds until eventually it'll be 

hurtling around the screen like a whippet on 

speed, whereupon you'll have a cat's chance in 

hell of staying alive for long. 

Graphically, the game is far 

from spectacular, but the scrolling is good and it 

helps make the on-screen action quite frenetic at 

times. Simon's added plenty of nice sampled 

sound effects too, which do boost the appeal of 

the game. 

BY: Stuart Brown 
WARE: Free 
PD LIBRARY: Online PD 
NO OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: 75p + 75p P&P 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

POPUP When I was a toddler I used to have a little 

plastic hammer and workbench set. The 

workbench was peppered with holes and 

there were some little plastic shapes which you 

were supposed to fit into the appropriate holes 

and then bang through the workbench. 

The idea, of course, was that my recognition 

of shapes would improve through my banging 

seven shades of shinoia out of the darned things 

Kmm, so you pick the pieces up with your mouse and 
put them in their respective homes. Ingenious. 

You'll get the hang of it very quickly but if you want 
to change to harder levels, you have to spend a lot of 
time waiting for the disks to reload (above). 

with a little plastic hammer. Oddly enough, this strange plan probably worked - I certainly don't 

have any great difficulties identifying a square 

when I see one. 

Anyway, this entertaining AGA-only game 

reminds me of that little plastic hammer and 

workbench set. There's rather less banging 

involved - indeed, if you attempt 

use your mouse in the same 

way that I regularly used my 

hammer, you'll find 

yourself having to get a 

replacement in no time - 

but the basic principle is 

the same: you have to stick a whole range of 

shapes into appropriately shaped holes. 

Popup’s as well presented as it is enjoyable, 

and it features some really catchy music and 

sound effects too. There's a sample from a tune I 

might be able to name if I knew anything 

whatsoever about rap music, as well as a 

smattering of excellent sound effects. If all PD 

games sounded this good then I'd be a much 

happier bunny. Still, the one thing that can be 

said for bad tunes in PD games is that they make 

you appreciate the good ones all the more... 

You'll need an AGA Amiga in order to run 

PoPuP, and some fast memory is recommended 

although the author reckons it will run on a bog 

standard machine with 2Mb of chip RAM. This 

version runs directly from floppy disk, which 

means there's a fair bit of waiting around while 

data is loaded. However, those with Internet access 

may be interested to know that there's another 

version of PoPuP available on Aminet, designed to 

be run directly from a hard drive. 

BY: Sly 
WARE: Free 
PD LIBRARY: Online PD 
NO OF DISKS: 2 
PRICE: £1.50 plus 75p P&P 

gives details of the ways in which many 

of them operate. The program can also 

identify and deal with a whole host of 

bootblock viruses. 
Before you can run Virus Workshop, 

you’ll have to dearchive it to your hard 

drive and run the installation script. 
Once you’ve done this you'll find that 

despite its considerable power, this is a 

reasonably straightforward piece of 

software to use. 
You should be aware, however, that 

the program uses a temporal} directory 

for its LhA archive checking function, 

which is assigned with the name u 

VWLIIA. This should be assigned to a 

blank directory on your hard drive 
because Virus Workshop clears the 

contents of this director}' out when it's 

finished. Whatever you do, don’t assign 

VWLI 1A to SYS:! 
Virus Workshop is Shareware, and if 

you continue to use it you’re obliged to 

send the author $10 or 15DM for his 

troubles. In my book, that’s a small 

price to pay for peace of mind. 

LiddleLotto 2.21 
BY: Paul Bates 
WARE; Free 
PD LIBRARY: FI Software 
NUMBER OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: SOp + 75p P&P 

Shame we don't get 

to see Bob 
Monkhouse 

smarming his way 

into our hearts. 
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f 1’^ here’s a popular saying that 

says, “If you don’t buy a ticket, 

JL. you’ll never win the lottery”, 

and you can’t argue with logic like that. 

I’m proud to say that I’ve never so 

much as bought a single ticket for the 

National Lottery. When the Lottery was 

first launched a few years ago, plenty of 
people 1 know agreed 

with me that it was not 

actually A Good Thing, 

and that buying a ticket 

was a markedly less 

effective way of giving 

money to good causes 

than simply going out 

and giving the money 

straight to a charity. 
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However, several years down the 

line it seems that I’m the only one 

principled and stubborn enough to 

have held out. Some of my nearest and 

dearest will curse themselves repeatedly 

if thev forget to spend a few pounds on 

tickets twice a week, and 1 even have 

friends who can’t resist buying a 

scratchcard whenever they have a spare 

pound in their pocket. 
Still, the Lottery has benefited some 

people enormously, and I’m not just 

talking about the directors of Camelot 

here. Over the past few years a great 

many people have been made 

millionaires thanks to the Lottery, and a 

great deal of cash has been raised for 

various worthy charities, which arguably 

might not have been otherwise. 

In the weeks and months following 

the first draw, an absolute glut of lottery 

prediction programs choked up the PD 

mailbag of the now departed Amiga 

magazine for which I then wrote. n 

Continued overleaf # 
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4* Some offered random number 

generators to help people choose their 

lucky balls, while others attempted to 

offer details of balls which were 

statistically due to come up again soon. 

Some of the programs were really quite 

good. Eventually though, most PD and 

Shareware authors got fed up with 

writing Lottery prediction programs 

and went back to writing Breakout and 

Space Invaders clones. 
Some of them, unfortunately, 

decided to jump ship and start writing 

PC software, because over in the weird 

world of Windows people can get away 

with charging £15 for something as 

simple as a screensaver. 

Now though, a chap by the name of 

Paul Bates is threatening to spark off a 

whole new wave of Lottery prediction 

programs - he’s gone and released a 

really nice piece of software for those of 

you who are willing to give anything a 

try in your quest to become a 
millionaire. LiddleLotto offers the user 

ten different ways of selecting numbers, 

including various simple statistical 

methods and an effective random 

number generator. 

LiddleLotto is Shareware and 

registration costs £5.75. Still, if you 

manage to win the jackpot on the 

Lottery with it then that’s an absolutely 

trivial price tag... 

ONLINE UPDATE 

The majority of programs which appear on 
Aminet and on their creators' websites are 

very quickly tracked down by PD libraries and 

added to their catalogues. Each month though, this 
section of PD Select takes a look at some of the 

programs which have appeared online within the 
last couple of weeks and which at the time of 
writing only the online Amiga community have 

access to. However, by the time you read this you 
should expect your favourite library to have these 

programs in stock. 
Version 1,0 of a new database program has 

just appeared. MUIbase is designed to be fast and 
powerful and it features a variety of programming 

options to complement its impressive array of 

tools. Expect a full review in these pages soon, but 
if you want to get your hands on it straight away, 

visit the MUIbase homepage at 

http://www.amiaaworld.com/support/muibase/. 
Version 2.37 of FFnews has also appeared 

recently. Unsurprisingly, this is a newsreader and 
it's got plenty of nice features, it can be used as an 
online or offline reader and it can also double up 

as an email client for those occasions when you 
just can't resist flaming someone directly. 

FFnews also offers a drag and drop file 
attachment facility, a URL grabber which 

remembers where and when it collected each 
website address, powerful filtering functions and 
more besides. Usenet regulars who are frustrated 

with their current news client would do well to 
take a look at the FFnews website, which can be 

found at http://www.rbm.de/ffnews/indexuk.html. 

Finally, Printmanager is a printer spooler for 
WB 3.x machines. A printer spooler intercepts 
everything your application programs send to 

printer.device and saves the data to a file, 
freeing up your applications so you can get on 
with more work. The spooler program then 

keeps sending bursts of data to your printer as 
they're required. 

Printmanager has some nice features, such as 

the option of excluding certain tasks from 

spooling and the facility to print files from 
within the program. It even lets you recover and 

continue unfinished print-outs should your 
machine crash. Those who regularly print out 
graphically intensive documents and who don't 

yet have a spooler would do well to visit Aminet 
and download a copy for themselves. 

TalkMaster 
BY: Samel Software 
WARE: Free 
PD LIBRARY: Classic Amiga Software 
NUMBER OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: £1.00 + 75p P&P 

he first time I really played 

around with an Amiga properly 

-S.. was at a friend’s house, 

sometime around 1990. 

I was an Atari ST owner at die time, 

and though I’d been reasonably 

impressed with the few games I’d played 

Breakout, eh? To some, that's just the title of 

a catchy Swing Out Sister hit of the late 

'80s. To considerably more people, however, 

it's the name of one of the most oft-recreated 

computer games ever conceived. 

Reinventing the wheel has always been big 

in the computing world. Just because something 

has been done a thousand times before is no 

reason why it shouldn't be done yet again. If 

there's a slight twist, all's well and good. If not, 

it doesn't really matter; it'll be unleashed on the 

unsuspecting public anyway. 

So here we are, a mere twelve months away 

from the end of the 1990s, staring a new 

millennium square in the face... and the PD sack 

contains yet another Breakout clone. The 

Breakout, but a very gooc 

competence of many Freeware and Shareware 

authors may not be in doubt, but I think it's fair 

to say that a little bit more imagination 

wouldn't go astray. 

"1... love Breakout games. They're the most 

wonderful things ever invented," explains the 

author in the ReadMe file which accompanies 

Polataa. Call me a cynical old hack if you will, 

but I can't help thinking that there should be 

more to life. 

To be fair, Polataa isn't quite the same as the 

numerous other Breakout clones which already 

clog up a sizeable chunk of Aminet server space. 

To the age-old bat-and-bali gameplay, the author 

has added elements of Pong, which of course is 

famous for its own - you've guessed it - age-old 

last month* 

bat-and-ball gameplay. Basically, you have a bat 

at each side of the screen instead of a single bat 

at the bottom. 

There's a storyline ("Your mission, as an 

excellent world rescuer, is to dismutate all 

mamas"!) but it's totally irrelevant. The bottom 

line is that if you enjoy Breakout clones you'll 

enjoy this, but for heaven's sake, don't expect 

anything you haven't seen time and time before. 

Polataa is nicely presented and quite slickly 

programmed. It features plenty of bonus bricks 

which cause the ball to speed up, slow down or 

behave in weird and wacky ways and it requires 

the AGA chipset. 

It's been branded Whatever The Heck You 

Like Ware by its author, so if you like it you 

should send him something interesting or useful. 

Might I suggest a list of ideas for games which 

have nothing whatsoever to do with Breakoutl 

BY: Marcus Johansson 
WARE: Whatever 
PD LIBRARY: Online PD 
NUMBER OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: 75p + 75p P&P ' 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

ome people have a really 

strange sense of humour. 

The continuing popularity 

of shows such as Ybu've Been 

Framed is proof of this; millions 

of people delighting in watching 

hapless souls injure themselves 

on camera once a week. And it's 

presented by that godawful 

woman from Emmerdale too... 

ooh, it makes me shiver just 

thinking about it. 

Personally, I like to think of myself 

as having a fairly sophisticated sense 

of humour (don't we all?), but 

considering that I guffawed heartily 

through the highly adult humour of 

There's Something About Mary twice in 

a single week recently, I suppose that's 

nothing more than wishful thinking. 

This slideshow contains a collection of 

cartoons originally exhibited on the web by 

Michael Frasier on his Bughouse site 

f http://www.net-link.net/--michaelf/cartOQn.htm). The 

cartoons are described as "sick, twisted and 

funny" by Larry McGahey, who originally 

uploaded a CanDo-authored Bughouse slideshow 

to Aminet. Since that slideshow wouldn't quite 

fit on a floppy, Online PD have created their own 

little slideshow program to display the images. 

It's probably fair to say that the Bughouse 

cartoons won't appeal to everybody's sense of 

humour. Some of the pictures are quite sick, such 

S/A >Amy iUC'i* Wd t \ 

V _ 

as the hanged man being used 

as a rope swing by a small 

child and the prison warden lighting a cigarette 

off a man in an electric chair. 

On the other hand, some cartoons are 

equally amusing but much less unpleasant: for 

instance, there's the bloke frantically painting 

snowflakes in bright colours and the elephant 

who drinks to forget. 

Although the image quality isn't superb (the 

online originals aren't particularly large so they 

don't always look marvellous when scaled up to 

fill the monitor screen), this is a disk which 

should provide some amusement for those who 

aren't easily offended. 

Good old fashioned sick hur 
you'd better not look too cl 

imour. If easily offended. 

BY: Michael Frasier 
WARE: Free 
PD LIBRARY: Online PD 
NUMBER OF DISKS: 1 
PRICE: 75p + 7Sp P&P 

on Ami gas up until that point, I hadn't 

seen anything w hich my ST couldn’t have 

managed. Yeah, the scrolling might have 

been better on the Amiga and the ST had 

a smaller palette, but the ST was 

considerably cheaper, and at the time 

everything which came out on one 

machine arrived on the other platform 

shortly thereafter. 
Two things made me realise that 

the Amiga was eventually going to 

consign the ST to silicon heaven. The 

first of these was that Bitmap Brothers 

classic, Speedball, which was 

I wonder if Kris 
Kristofferson, hiding in 
the upper corner, 
donated his gravelly 
voice to this program? 

phenomenally playable on the Amiga 

but which seemed weedy and 

disappointing on the ST. The second 

was the Workbench speech program. 

That probably sounds like a strange 

thing to say because speech generated 
by this program was and is rarely 

anything other than laughably bad. 
However, at the time this was impressive 

stuff and it made me realise that in the 

hardware stakes the Amiga was streets 

ahead of the competition. 

That was then and this is now, 
though. Eight years on and the novelty 

of typing rude words into an Amiga and 

listening to a computerised voice 

mangle them almost beyond 

recognition has worn off somewhat. 
Talk Master is an Amos program 

which basically offers a simple front end 

for the Amiga speech application. It 

allows you to type in your own words or 

click on a selection of buttons to play 

various preset phrases. 

It’s fun for about five minutes, but 
in the long run it’s probably about as 

useful as chocolate teapot. Still, if you 
haven’t heard the dulcet tones of your 

Amiga since you deleted the speech 
program when you last ran out of space 

on your hard drive. Talk Master might lie 

worth a look. ^ 

GET YOUR DISKS FROM 

i CLASSIC AMIGA 
SOFTWARE 
11 Deansgate, Radcliffe, Manchester, 
M26 2SH. Tel: 0161 723 1638. 

FI SOFTWARE 
1 Lower Mill Close, Goldthorpe, 

Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 9BY. 

Tel/Fax: 01709 888127. 
Email: phil@ware5d.demon.co.uk 

ONLINE PD 
Unit 5, Embassy Building, 51A 

Piercefield Road, Formby, Liverpool, 

L37 7DQ. 
Tel: 01704 834335. 

Fax/BBS: 01704 834583. 
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DISK CODE: 
AMF119 

CD CODE: 
AFC035 

WEB DESIGN 2 
Create your own web pages using 
this simple editor, without having to 
learn any code tags. 

POLATAA 5 
A new twist on the classic Breakoutt 
involving two paddles and a load of 
unique power ups. 

The biggest show in the Amiga 
calendar was also one of the 
most important ever Find out 
why in our in-depth report. 

AFCD35 
Listen to the speeches from the Cologne 
show, play our Wasted Dreams demo, see 
the trailer for the new Star Wars movie, 
get through ail your contributions and 
there's still loads more on our packed CD. 

Issue 114 

Issue 118 

Issue 116 

B MM it 

Coverdisks: 
Organise yourself 
with Ultra Accounts 
4.6 and kill, maim 
and destroy in the 
bloodthirsty 
Revenge AGA. 

Coverdisks: 
The latest version 

of the Fiasco 
database, plus 

manic bee-blasting 
fun in the 

revamped Gunbee 
F-99 shoot-em-up, 

Coverdisks: 
Seven top utilities 
every Amiga owner 
should have, plus 
top platform, lolly- 
chucking action in 
Pair's Quest, 

Coverdisks: 
Manipulate your 
images with the 

versatile PPT 4,48 
and chuck dung at 

people in adventure 
game Kak. 

Coverdisks: 
Get your finances 
in order with 
MajorBank and 
fight it out on the 
moon in the new 
C&C clone, 
Moonbases. 

DISK CODE: 
AMF117 

Treat yourself to a back 

issue of 
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RICES 
ICLUDI 

CARRIAGE* 

A1200 expansion Cards 

RAM8 
RAM8/40mz FPU 
68030/40 
68030/40 & FPU 
68040/25 & FPU 
68040/40 & FPU 
68060/50 & FPU 

Omb 4mb 8mb 16mb 32mb 
£39.99 e49.99 £54.99 m m 

£49.99 c59.99 e64.99 - - 

£6999 £ 79.99 £84.99 £9499 £104*9 
e79.99 £ 89.99 £94.99 fl 04.99 £114.99 
£139.99 £149.99 £154.99 £16499 £174.99 
£189.99 £199.99 £204.99 £214.99 £224.99 
£29999 £309.99 £31499 £32499 £33499 

RANK 
Provides a 

Speed Increase of 2.3 times 
- 2.88mips ♦ Available with 0,4 or 8mb 

of 32-bit RAM installed ♦ Uses a 
Standard 72-pin Simm ♦ Optional PLCC 

Type FPU (floating point unit) ♦ Battery 
Backed Clock/Calender ♦ Trapdoor 

Fitting - doesn’t void warranty ♦ 0-4mb - 

PCMCIA COMPATIBLE (FOR USE WITH SQUIRREL 

etc.) ♦ Zero Waite State Design. 

MAGNUM 
ACCELERATORS 

Provide a Speed 

Increase of up to 

44 TIMES 

♦ 68030.68040 OR 

68060 Processor running at 

up TO 50MHz ♦ MMU in ALL 

PROCESSORS ♦ ‘040 FITS STANDARD Al 200 - NO PROBLEM & IS SUPPLIED 

with a Heatsink & Fan ♦ Up to 32mb of RAM can be added 

♦ Kickstart Remapping ♦ Optional SCSI-II interface ♦ Can 

ACCOMMODATE A 72-PIN SIMM ♦ 68040/60 HAVE BUILT-IN FPU 

♦ Battery Backed Clock/Calender ♦ PCMCIA compatible so that you 

CAN STILL USE PRODUCTS SUCH AS SQUIRREL ♦ ZERO WAITE STATE DESIGN. 

SCS3-II Interface for the Magnum MKII Cards - £69.w 

uwmm i d. Mimsas 
lfie Cemplm image r recessing Solution it. 

9 Ultimate Rendering Power 
'$■ 

(or all Amigos 

Nova Designs have 
DONE IT AGAIN! FX 3 

IS BREAKING YET MORE 
barriers in Amiga 
Image Processing 

and Manipulation, 
FX3 INCLUDES 

* New User 
\'£gt- K; Interface allowing 

Multiple Image Buffers & Views ♦ Instant Asynchronous Redraw 
♦ REAL Image Layers ♦ Read/Write PhotoShop files * Fractal 

Cloud Generation * Blow Images apart with the Scatter module ♦ 
Liquid Effects with the Splash module ♦ PageCurler, FXForge 

Algorithm Effects that you can add to yourself! Improved Epson 
Scanner Module and much more.!! Requires 2mb & Haro Disk, 

The makers 
ImAGEFX PRESENT 
the Fastest Amiga Rendering Package 
ever! Feature packed with advanced ***• 

Model and World tools. Modular Design, Surface 
Uyering, CybekGraphX Support, Ultra-Fast Rendering, 

Images up to 32fOOQ x 32,000 Pixels can be 
GENERATED.REQUIRES 5MS, HARD DiSK & FPU 

1 
. ' ' 

BOTH 
PACKAGES 
FOR JUST 

The Epson & HP range of InkJet Printers is considered by most as the 
BEST AVAILABLE. WITH OUR ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE OF TURBOPRINT WE ARE 

PLEASED TO OFFER A COMPLETE RANGE OF PRINTERS TO SUITE ALL NEEDS, ALL 
Printers include a Bi-Directional Parallel Printer Cable. We also 

OFFER Turboprint AT £35 IF BOUGHT WITH A PRINTER. 

Stylus 300 - 3ppav 720m, 4 colour £129* 

Stylus 600 - 6ppm, 1440dpi, 4 colour £ 189« 
Stylus 800 - 8ppav 1440dpi, 4 colour £289* 

Stylus Photo . 6 colour * Photo Quality £229,9 

& TurboPrintS e164 .99 
& TurboPrintO £ 224 .99 
& TurbqPrmtO £324* 
& TurboPrwtS £264.99 

ALL WITH A 
FREE BI¬ 

DIRECTIONAL 
PRINTER CABLE 

m 
Printer Enhancement Software 

trsi 
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CALI ABOUT UPGRADES 

If you have a printer - you MUST get 
TurboPrint. It radically enhances the 

PRINTOUTS YOU NORMALLY GET BY REPLACING THE 
Amiga Printer System with the Faster and Visibly 

Better TurboPrint System. Options include Poster 
Printing, Colour Correction, Dithering, Colour Balancing, On- 

Screen Preview and Much More... Most printers are supported - 
call to check. Includes "Graphic Publisher" to load multiple 

PICTURES, INDIVIDUAL COLOUR CORRECTION, ROTATE, 
twist, Now Handles TEXT! Auto PhotoOptimiser 

TurboSpool - Print Spooler, PowerPC 
Enhanced, New drivers for HP, Canon, Epson 
Stylus and Citizen models. 

Amiga Format Gold. 
CU Amiga Awards. _ 

* .77 

LOW COST SLOT 
EXPANSION OPTION. 

LOW COST FAST VIDEO, 
SERIAL/PARALLEL, 

ETHERNET & SCSI CARD 
lWMIPKii*]; 

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS 

CARRIAGE* 

Want us to nr your 
Haro Disk fo® you? 

CALL FOR MORI 
DETAILS. 

Him 
For the Amiga 1200 

cth EVERYTHING you 
r5" DRIVE INTO YOUR 
pt Instructions & 7 
mum like Directory Opus 4.12 (worth 

wy Galaga AGA, Virus Checker, Mods, ReOrg, 
ABacklp and MUCH MORE. All software can re installed with 

OUR CLICK V GO SYSTEM, DRIVES ARE PRE-INSTALLED WITH THE SYSTEM 2 — PH SOFTWARE & ABOVE DISKS - 
1 I %1|AA I UNLIKE OTHERS W£ PROVIDE 

•1GB £ I •# #.77 THE DISKS JUST JN CASE! 

3.2gb ,22% 

4.1gb £329.99 

by dualiped Technicians 
♦ All Amiga Computers Covered 
♦ Prices from as little as £29.99 
♦ Many repairs by Wizard require NO Parts 
♦ Prices include Insured Courier Collection & 

Delivery, Labour, Full Diagnostics, Service, 
Soak Test 61 VAT, ■■CIEIIIB3M 

♦ Fast Turnaround 
♦ All Technicians are Fully Trained & Qualified 
♦ Upgrades bought at same time fitted FREE! 
♦ Insurance Claim Work Undertaken 
♦ 90 days Warranty on all Repairs 

ALL FOR JUST £ 29,» + PARTS 

PARTS 
We have a large flange of parts for ALL Amiga's - Drives, 

Keyboards, Mouse Ports, Chips and more. Pieasf call 
FOR PRICING DETAILS. 

PRICES 
INCLUDE 

CARRIAGE' 39, 
FREE 

THIRD BUTTON 

& sms LDWVERDISK 
for all Amigai i Atari STs “ 

Award Winning 560dpi Resolution ♦ 90% CU Amiga ♦ Micro Switched 
Buttons ♦ All 3 buttons used with many programs such as Directory Opus 5 

BEIGE or BLACK 

12 £1 Jfa.99 
MAT Cl 

WITH A MOUSE 

nru 
External 1Mb Floppy Prire 

for ail A mi gas 
Compatible with ALL Amigas ♦ High 

Quality SONY Drive * Robust Metal 
Case ♦ Anti-Click * Enable/Disable 
Swjtch ♦ Low Power Consumption 

+ Thru Port for Extra Drives 

®mn 
POWERSTRIP 
Power 4 plugged 
DEVICES (MONITOR, 
printer speakers) 
FROM POWERBOX. 

Turn All products 
oh/off with ONE 

SWITCH 

£19.95 

JL 

Power-Up your Amiga with this 250w Amiga 
250w Enhanced Amiga PSU T*omr Supply 

Designed for A5G0/6Q0 h 1200 (CD32 
also avajiable). Metal Enclosure, All 

Cables Supplied, 
Whisper Quiet Fan, 

Illuminated On/Off 
switch, Monitor 

outlet on back of 
PSlU.5,f& 
5.25" power 

cables 
available. 

INCLUDE 
CARRIAGE* 

49 
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ORDER HOTLINE CARRIAGE* 

0181-303-1861 

Mm 

WE ARE OPEN 9AM AND 5.30PM, MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY, TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD. TO PAY 
BY CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER PLEASE SEND 
YOUR ORDER TO - COMPUTE', 5 BLACKFEN 

PARADE, SIDCUP, KENT, DA15 9IU 
Cheques should be payable to COMPUTE! * Prices include VAT & carriage lo Lhe UK mainland. 

Non-UK mainland carriage Lor most orders {except Primers, Monitors & Computers) h £10 per 
order. VAT Free safes available for Non-EC. All products are subject to availability. E&OE. 
Adveriised prices & specification may change without notice. All sales are subject to our 

trading conditions - copy available on rcquesi- Advert Ref: £0 

OFFICIAL AMIGA 
PREMIER DISTRIBUTOR 

NEW MACHINES FROM AMIGA 

International Inc, All 
MACHINES ARE FULL UK 

Specification and come bundled with the 
Complete Amiga Magic Pack software 

bundle PLUS!... Directory Opus 4.12! 
All Hard Disk models also include Scala 

Multimedia 300 pre-loaded, the 

Official Amiga Hard Disk manual & HD 
v \ Install disk. 

International, Inc. 
Amiga 1200 Magic Packs 

68020/14.3Mhz 
2m RAM 

No HD 
mmammmmmmmmmmm 

68020/14.3mi 
IOmbRAM 
170m HD 
Scala MM300 

68030/40mhz 
18m RAM 
170m HD 
Scala MM300 

329 

68040/40mhz 
34m RAM 
2.1cb HD 
Scala MM300 
250w PSU 

68060/SOmhz 
34mb RAM 
2.1 gb HD 
Scala MM300 
250w PSU 

699 

0P9$/ZMBUAM THE ULTIMATE 
...... WORKBENCH 

REPLACEMENT & FILE 
‘ MANAGEMENT SYStEM 

"W'CI Combines the Easy to use Workbench 
~ Environment and the POWER or Opus 

in one ♦ Replace and Enhance 
Workbench ♦ OpusFTP to open an 
FTP site as a File Lister ♦ Internal 
Multi-Tasking so you can perform 

MULTIPLE file operations 
SIMULTANEOUSLY (Workbench can’t!) ♦ File-Type Specific Pulldown 
Menus ♦ Hotkeys ♦ Scripting ♦ Extensive Drag ¥ Drop throughout 
♦ Advanced ARexx support ♦ Picture, Sound & Font Viewer ♦ MU! & 

NewIcons Support ♦ Sort Listers i 
i & display Versions and FileTypesI 

♦ Full CyberGFX Support 
Workbench 2+6 Hard Disk Required H 49. 

SCANDOUBLER MkII tS OUR NEW EXTERNAL AMIGA TO 
SVGA HARDWARE BOX, IT AUTOMATICALLY INCREASES 
any Amiga 15KHz signal up to 31.5KHZ to be 
COMPATIBLE WITH AN SVGA MONITOR. AUTO PftSS- 
Thru for Amiga 3 f ,5KHz generated signals. 
Full 24-bit Support - other prolkos only 

offer 16-sir! Ideal solution to play games aho 
RUN APPLICATIONS ON Aft SVGA MONITOR. 

ScanDoubler MkII zlO.n 
14" Digital Monitor & SuhDoubicii Mull £l99vv 
15" Digital Monitor £ SqmDoublis MkII £ 2 49.99 
17" Digital Monitor & ScanDoubler MkII e379?9 

Books & Videos 
Insider Guide -Al 200 £14.95 
Insider Guide - Al 200 Next Steps £14.95 
Insider Guide - Assembler £ 14.95 
Insider Guide - Disks & Drives £14.95 
Total! Amiga - Workbench 3 £19.99 
Total! Amiga - AmigaDOS £21.99 
Total! Amiga - ARexx £21.99 
Total! Amiga - Assembler £24.99 
Mastering Amiga Scripts £19.95 
Mastering Amiga Beginners £19,95 
Mastering Amiga Printers £ 19.95 
Mastering AmigaDOS 3 - Reference £21.95 
Mastering Programming Secrets £21.95 

AmigaDOS Pack £34.99 
Total! Amiga - AmigaDOS & Mastering AmigaDOS 3 - 
Reference Usually £43.94 - SAVF NEARLY £9 

A1200 Beginner Pack £39.95 
2 books {Insider Al 200 & Next Steps), a 60 Minute Video, 
4 disks of PD to go with the books/videos 

A1200 Disk Drive Pack - NEW 
Insider Disks 6 Drives, a 90 minute Video, 
1 disk & Reference Card 

£24.95 

Dm w$om 
GP Fax £34.99 
EasyLeogfrs 2 - Accounts Software 
Call about Trial Offer. £99.99 

A50Q 512k Expansion £14.99 
ABOOplus 1 mb Expansion £19.99 
A600 1 MB- Expansion £19.99 

50 25/DD Disks (t Labels £14.99 
100 25/DD Disks ^ Labels £24.99 

4m b 72-pin SfMM £10 
8mb 72-pin SIMM £15 
16mb 72-pin SIMM £25 
12m 72-pin SIMM £35 

2.5" Haro Disk Cable - 5cm £4.99 
2.5" Haro Disk Cable - 30cm £9.99 
2,5” Haro Disk Installation Kit £14.99 
25w A60G/1200 PSU £19.99 
40Mhz PLCC FPU Kit £24.99 
36x IDE CD-ROM £49.99 
4.3Gb 3.5” Hard Disk £129.99 
6.4gb 3.5" Haro Disk £179.99 

PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE* 



CONTENTS 

of hardware and software that you can trust 

Tony Horgan looks at this animation processor. 

Nick Veitch makes us all cringe with this app. 

Seven? I remember when it was only one- Pretty woman? Not any more she isn't 

Julian Sadotti tells us what he thinks of his kit 

Two of the latest gizmos 

from Power get 

the once over. A Nick Veitch is a eunuch! Oh no, got that wrong 

An accelerator and a 
couple of keyboard 

interfaces, yesterday. 
Mmm, XV. It's easy to use and lovely. 

It's diddy, but is it any good? 
Simon Goodwin finds out. 

Join Neil Bothwick on his network of Amigas 

Option page: j ; Device Configuration 

... is very simple. Amiga Format is written by nearly all 
of the most experienced Amiga users in the world and 
what we say goes. OK? 

WHAT OUR REVIEW SCORES MEAN 

IP Address: t92.t68.Ci t 

SuttnetMask; Lij Use Default 

Address: Use Ml* 

IP Type; :2l4fl n Use Default 

ARP Type: ' 2154 ~ 1 Use Default 

Devict | a20S5.device 

Unit jO [ 

Device is active: */) 

Use packet filtering: 

It looks big here but it's actually tiny. 

The creme de la creme Only the very 
best, most versatile and effective 
products are awarded an AF Gold - 
the most highly prized rating there is. 

;JfaceO 

Ben Vost 
compares 

two new 

image 

processing 

packages. 

Mmm, Envoy. It's easy to use and lovely. No, realty. 
These products are very good, but 
there are minor flaws or areas that 
could be improved upon. 

John Kennedy loves your 

queries. Honest. 
Not a bad product but quite possibly 
one that needs a serious update. 

SuperView is 
by Andreas 

Kleinert... 

Average products with somewhat 
limited features and appeal. Products 
in this category tend to be flawed. 

No, 1 don't know 

what it is - that's 
what we have 

John for. 
Below average products which are 
unlikely to impress your mates or your 
wallet. Avoid. 

Overwhelmingly poor quality products 
with major flaws. 

Dave Cusick thinks 

it's about time you 

gave frames a chance. 

Frames. Interesting 
HTML or Satan's tool? 

The absolute pits. 

and UltraCONV isn't, but it does animations 
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in-depth revie 

The other day I was 

told I had the best 

job in the world - 

all that free software and 
hardware to play with for 

as long as I like. Hmm, if J 

only it was true. m 

As I sit here trying 

to write this. I'm 

scoffing down some 

lunch, and that'll give 

me indigestion since I've ■ 
been bolting it. We've 

got the news pages to I 

write before we pack up 

for Christmas and 

because of a problem 4 

with my CD-ROM drive at 

home I've had to spend the 

morning reviewing SView 

and UCONV here instead of 

on my nice graphics card. 

Not only that, I've 

somehow got to come up 

with the hundred quid t need 

to pay for my hard drive by 

the end of the week, and 

it's all getting on top of 

me. Just feel happy that 

you only have to read the 

mag, not write it! 
’flbtutt tor JOn irrfo 
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REVIEW POLICY 

indicator 
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Size: 352 x 288 

Statu*: Loading MPEG-Frame ... 
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Leapfrogging a troublesome 6.0 revision. Wildfire is now up to lucky 7. 
"utoug/ Ctoogam wonders whether they've made it any easier to use. 

We’ve all had fun with ImageFX. 
Load in a picture, throw a 
special effect at it, then save it 

out: bingo! But how many of us have 
actually got to grips with using it to 
process animations? Not many I’ll bet. 
Why? Because it'sjust that bit too 
complicated or confusing for most of us 
to get our head around, and with the 
timescales involved in processing 
animations, the learning curve can be 
horribly steep. 

That’s where Wildfire comes in. This 
latest release has seen a total overhaul of 
the user interface so that we finally 
really do have a powerful and user- 
friendly animation processing system at 
our disposal. 

You can use Wildfire on one of a 
number of levels: as a single image 
processor, an animation creator, a 

a number of levels: as a single 
image processor, an animation 
creator, a transition creator... 

transition creator or an animation 
processor. As an image processor it’s no 
competition for ImageFX, but it can still 

Wildfire fully supports PPC processors, which is just as well given the 

amount of processing some effects require. 

produce some interesting twirls, wraps 
and warps. In transition creator mode, it 
takes two single frames or animations 
and renders a sequence of new 
transitional frames. 

The last time I took a good look at 
Wildfire was about a year ago. At the time 
I found it a bit of a clog to get to grips 
with. Fortunately, the revamped front 
end has had the desired effect, so now' 
you can have your first warpy-twisty 
animation up and running within 

Wildfire has all the usual special effects, plus 
many more. 

minutes. Now it works pretty much as 
you’d expect or hope it to: there’s a 
section to specify the source frame, 
frame sequence or animation, another 
to deal with the effects processing, and 
another to specify the output file and 

VARIABLE EFFECTS 

One of the key factors which sets Wildfire apart from image processors 
which happen to support animation is the way in which you can specify 
parameter changes to the effects over time. This means that if you want 
to take a picture and turn it into an animated sequence in which the 
picture appears to ripple, you can set the source picture, define the effect 
(ripple), set a ripple increment for each frame, define the number of 
frames and then tell it to go ahead and render the sequence. 

Setting up these variables is simple. When you double click on an 
effect from the list you're presented with a window displaying the 

default settings. You can either change these to absolute values or click 
on the Variable button to call up a neat little graph. From here you can 
select one of a number of 'waves' (sine, cosine, etc) which you can use to 
control the progressive alteration of the effect parameters. This makes it 
easy to map an image onto a surface which gyrates a little more each 
frame, thus creating an animation. 

Better still, you can stack multiple effects on top of each other and 
use alpha channels and image buffers so that one interacts with and 
affects another. 

The real power of this software lies in the fact that it's easy to create progressive effects which work on a single image, animating the processes rather than 
processing an animation. 
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REVIEW 

Thanks to a new-fook interface, itFs pretty 
easy to work out exactly what's going on. 

type. Magic User Interface has been used, 

which makes for a familiar set of 

controls. MV I has its detractors and its 

disadvantages, but it does make the 

Wildfire system infinitely more 

manageable than before, and the value 

of the balloon help system shouldn’t be 

underestimated. 

Trippy effects are 

Wildfire's speciality 
and there are over 

300 predefined 
scripts for you 

to use. 

THE NEED FOR SPEED 
To use Wildfire to its maximum 

potential, you’ll need a very fast Amiga 

and a graphics card. You can always 

render previews, work in low colour 

screenmodes and remove the colour 

icons from the buttons, blit to get the 

best from it you’ll want to be able to 

experiment freely, without just sticking 

to what you know for the sake of 

conserving time. 

The minimum CPU requirement is 

an '030 FPU, with AGA the minimum 

display hardware. However, these really 

don’t do it justice so I’d recommend a 

graphics card (to keep the sluggish MUI 

as responsive as possible) and a PPG 

accelerator. That way you’ll be able to 

experiment far more freely, and that’s 

inevitably going to show through in the 

quality of your results. 

A graphics card is also virtually 

essential as it requires at least a 420- 

pixel-high screen, which otherwise 

means a slow or flickery AGA display. A 

further advantage of using a graphics 

card display is that you can run a 24-bit 

screen and actually save time because 

the resulting frames can be displayed 

instantly from the 24-bit buffers, 

without having to be rendered down to 

lower colour depths first. 

Oh, then there’s RAM too. These 

processes use a lot of it. 8\lb is the 

minimum hut you’ll soon run out if 

that’s all you’ve got. 16Mb is more like 
it, but even then you’ll probably only be 

comfortable if you add a further 16Mb. 
In some ways it seems Wildfire has 

been born too early as it would be ideal 

for a real-time system. If you could do 

all this in real-time, it would he a kind 

of software VideoToas ter, just the thing 

for the next generation Amiga. 

I think I feel an entry 

for the 1999 Turner 
Prize coming on... 

I’m getting a bit 

ahead of things though. 

We don’t have the 

CPU/DSP power for that yet, 

and I’m probably just getting 

impatient, so we’ll have to make do with 

non-real-time rendering for now. Don’t 

let me give you the idea that it’s really 

slow, it’s just that you have to pull a few 

tricks to keep it up to pace on a less 

we 11-end owed system. 

YAFA CAKES 
Perhaps most important of all is the fact 

that Wildfire does things that you just 

can’t do with other software. It 

generates its own custom animation 

format (YAFA), while still supporting all 

the standard anim and image types. It 

generates effects that you’ve probably 

only ever seen in demos and it strings 

animations together with style and ease, 

All its internal processing is done in 

24-bit too, which has the side effect of 
chomping up RAM and CPU time even 

if you’re working with a two-colour 

source image or sequence, but it does 

ensure high quality results at the end. 

There’s ARexx support and no less 

than 300 effects scripts for you to use 

and modify. Stacking up and arranging 

effects is now very easy thanks to the 

drag and drop interface that works 

intuitively even though it’s probably not 

like anything you’ve used before. 
To say that Wildfire could replace 

your current preferred image processor 

would be wrong as it doesn’t go nearly 

as deep as ImageFX when dealing with 

single images. Rather, the single image 

processing aspects of the system are a 

bonus, and a significant one at that. 

It’s an animation (or animated) 
effects processor at heart, and so its 

power and features will only be fully 

exploited by those who need to 

generate or process animations. If that’s 

you, it will certainly give you a goodie 

bag of unique tricks to use that non- 

re users just won’t have access to. 

Whether it's generating intros or 

cut scenes for CD-ROM games, 

producing club visuals or 

trippy videos, editing and 

compil i ng previously 

rendered 3D sequences or 

just messing about making 

demos, Wildfire will do more 
than enough to earn its keep. 

CONCLUSION 
It’s encouraging to see the continued 

development of software such as this, 

especially at this stage of the Amiga’s 

evolution. If ever there was a prime 

candidate for conversion to the new 

Amiga then this is it. A real-time Wildfire 

running on the new system wouldn’t be 

far off that killer app the platform will 

so desperately need, so why not get 

ahead of the crowd with version 7? 

SUPPLIER: Nova Design 
TESTED ON: A4000/‘040 PPC 
PRICE: £TBC 
REQUIREMENTS: 68030, FPU, AGA or 
graphics card, 8Mb RAM, 30Mb HD 
space, OS3.0+ 

Pros and Cons 
I Unique animation features. 

□ Vastly improved interface. 

I Lots of fancy effects. 

Q Eats RAM and CPUs 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
A must for anyone who's into 
animation. 
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You may say he's a dreamer, but SMb WaKtefti argues he's not the only 
one. Perhaps some day you'll join him in altering people's heads... 

Well there’s a thrill about, t hill 

about, getting on a train every 

day and every night... oh 

sorry, that’s Fantastic Day. Fantastic 

Dreams is the sequel to Elastic Dreams, the 

evil face-distorting image manipulation 

package we reviewed back in AF114. At 

the time we concluded it was a fun toy 

with some practical applications, so 

what’s changed? 

The major useful addition to 
the standard "Elastic" module 

is that it now supports two 
files for morphing effects... 

LAYOUT 
Well, in terms oflayout, virtually 

everything is different. Although all the 

gadgets and controls still look very 

much like Power Goo, the brightly 

coloured choice of background 

pictures has gone. Most of the 

controls have shifted about but 
retain the same functions, and a 

few more have been added. 

The major useful addition to 

the standard “Elastic” module is 

that it now supports two files for 

morphing effects, but more of that 

in a minute. 
Another handy addition is a 

magnification tool. Although the 

preview window itself is bigger for 

some operations, especially 

with large images, you may 

want a better view. Now you can zoom 

in and out, pan around the image and 

flip between a full view and a magnified 

view at the click of a gadget. 
The problem with the effects hasn’t 

been fixed in that it’s impossible to 

reverse them (except using the Rest or 
Undo functions immediately after 

you’ve drawn them) and they’re 

difficult to control and set to excessive 

limits. This makes it impossible, as far as 

i can see anyway, to make a warping 

sequence which animates the original, 

through a distortion effect, to the 

secondary image. 

The “morphing” mode isn’t really 

true morphing as the image just fades 

between the primary and secondary 

image. You can still use the move and 

smear tools to rearrange features, but if 

y ou want real morphing, stick to 

Cinemoiph or Morph Plus. 

Although there are some areas 

of the Elastic modules which still 

cause irritation, it is undoubtedly a 

significant improvement over the 

previous version. 

COMPOSE YOURSELF 
Apart from some cosmetic 

details, the Composer has 

remained more or less 

unchanged from previous 

versions. It’s odd that the magnify 

option has been included in the 

Elastic module but not in this one 

though. I can’t imaging there 

were any technical difficulties 

in implementing it here as 

well, and it could really have benefited. 

The Composer is perhaps the most 

useful of the components, as it’s very 

quick and easy to visually make a 

composite image. 

FUN ROOM 
This is a completely new module and, as 

its name suggests, it’s where you can 

have a lot of fun, particularly at other 

people’s expense. Load a face into the 

main window and then construct vour 

own Gnmewatchrstyle mugshot by altering 

and adding the key features. The results 

can often be disturbingly realistic- 

looking, and almost always hilarious. 

This is especially true when you start off 

with a picture of Colin, I’ve found. 

There are six different categories of 

things to add - facial hair, eyes, noses, 

mouths, ears and miscellaneous, which 

includes stuff like cocktail glasses, hats 

and earrings. There are quite a few of 

these items on the CD, with over 100 

different mouths for a start, about 60 

noses, but for some reason only 25 

different ears. 

These images are the only 
disappointment to this part of the 

program. They’ve all been cut out 

reasonably well, ready to stretch and 

shape onto your victim, but some of 

them are merely repeats of others but in 

a different colour, and many of them 

aren’t quite straight and are thus rather 

difficult to make realistic. There could 

reallv have been a lot more of these 
/ 

images as the CD is only a third full. You 

can’t add your own body-parts either, at 

THE FANTASTIC DREAMS MAKEOVER. 
r 

The first thing to do is to get hold of a good image. 
Faces are best and there are plenty of examples on the 
CD, though some of them are of dubious origin and 

quality. This image is one from the CD, though. 

As with Elastic Dreams, you can then manipulate the 
face using the various drawing tools, which will move, 
smear or wipe features all over the place. The altered 

images can be kept as part of an animation script. 
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A new feature in this version is the addition of a 

magnify mode. This is realty useful as it's often 
difficult to accurately "adjust" people in the full screen 
mode. The brush sizes adapt to the new screen. 



As with all the 
other pages, 

you can swap 
between all the 

other modules 
using these 
navigation 

options. Your 
work here won't 
be lost either, so 
you can return 

to it later. 

These buttons 
change the 

brush size, used 
for feathering- 

in the image. 

This button will 
"fix" the 

current image in 

place - you 
won't be able to 

move or alter 
your addition 
any more and 
you'll need to 

fix any changes 
before you add 
another body 

part. 

It wouldn't be much use if 
you couldn't load and save 

images, would it? 

Thumbnails of 
the parts appear 
here. Just click 

on one to use it. 
The images are 
all cutouts so 

you just get, in 
this case, the 
beard, not the 
rest of the chin 

as shown. 

Many of the 
sample 

categories have 
sixty or more 

images in them. 
These arrows 
allow you to 
scroll up and 

down the pages 

of thumbnails. 

You can move 
the current 

object around 
the image at 

any time. 

Use this to 
shade or 

"feather-in" 
the body 

parts which 

you've just 
added. 

RGB sliders are also 
provided for adjusting 

the colour of the 
cutouts. You can use 

these, the HSSf ones or 
both if you like. 

if you screw up 
the colours of the 
cutout too much, 
clicking here will 

reset to the 
default values. 

Click on the blue bar (not the little picture, for some reason) to 
select the range of facial parts you want to use - hair, eyes, 

noses, mouths, ears or accessories. 

These sliders allow you to 

adjust the HSV values of the 
cutout part, very handy for 

colour-matching the skin tones 
or for getting moustaches in 

exactly the right shade. 

The Manager button swaps to the main 
options/preferences screen. Help will call 

up some AmigaGurde documentation, but 
you won't find it very helpful I'm afraid. 

Continued overleaf # 

You can load in a new image, even in the middle of 

setting up act animation, which will then he subject to 

alt the manipulations you've already defined. You'll be 

pleased to note that you get a standard requestor. 

It's still pretty easy to add some weird effects (this one 

is "Sculpture"}, but sadly they're still just as 

impossible to control. The strength bar is additive so 

there's no easy way of reversing an effect. 

Another new addition is the ability to "morph" 

between two different images. In practice, this just 

means fading between the two chosen images, but it 

can still be impressive if used carefully. 
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Using the Fun Room module h fun, but it's not really 
likely to win you many friends (top). 

least not easily, which really is a bit 

of a shame. 

Once you’ve slapped a huge nose 

or whatever onto your chosen face, you 

can then move and size it to your 
desired specifications and feather it in 

with the draw tool. Unfortunately 

there’s no option to rotate the object, 

which could come in very handy for 

small adjustments. The Compose module (above) hasn't changed 
much, but it's still quick and easy. 

The special effects are pretty much the same, 
and sadly, they're still impossible to control. 

It does work much better now, it 

seems to be faster and the fun is 
doubled by the, er. Fun Room. Well- 

worth a look if you have the 
specifications to play with it. 'S? 

FORMATS 
Fantastic Dreams uses its own loaders, in 

68 K and PPG versions, for all the 

FileTypes it supports. The list includes 
the obvious JPeg, IFF and IFF-DEEP, as 

well as some more unusual items like an 
IMPULSE loader and support for 

YUVN and Rendition formats. 

The output is more interesting. 
Like Elastic Dreams, you can still output 

your sequences as single frames, a 

The options screen 
has been expanded 
to cope with the 
new features. 

standard Anim file or as a proprietary 

ED-Anim. Now you can also export a 

QuickTime animation. 
QuickTime isn’t a format which 

enjoys a lot of support on the Amiga, 

but along with the AVI format, it’s 

become quite popular as a format on 
the Internet. Amiga players do exist 

(Aminet gfx/show/qtl4.1ha) but it’s 
hardlv a global format on this platform. 

OVERALL 
.As with Elastic Dreams, this package is 

never going to replace “proper” 

morphing tools like Cinemarph, or other 

graphics packages as a whole. This 

version does have some significant 
improvements, but again, the problem 

with the effects filters is a lack of real 
control. Even in a “fun” package, this 

DISTRIBUTORS: Epic Marketing 
PRICE: £59.99 
REQUIREMENTS: *030 FPU, 20Mb hard 
disk space, CD-ROM drive, 16Mb free 
fast RAM, WB3.0. 
TESTED ON: A4000/PPC, 74Mb RAM, 
CV64/3D. 

Pros and Cons 
□ Improved over previous version, 

□ Quite fast. 

□ Includes more sample images. 

g Documentation still poor. 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
There's no doubt it's getting better, 
and it's great fun to play with. 

The supply of monkeys* faces on the CD comes in very handy. 

HARDWARE SUPPORT 
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can be a little frustrating. 

Elastic Dreams had some funny requirements, 
mainly because of the design of its interface. It 

demanded an unusual screen resolution and 

refused to work if it didn't have it. 
These problems are no longer quite so severe as 

Fantastic Dreams will happily run on any screen 

larger than the one it requires, so although you're 
going to have to put up with some odd-looking grey 
borders, at least the software will actually run now. 

As for processors, the whole package seems 
much faster now, even without the PPC mode 
enabled. Some instability did creep in when using 

the direct graphics and PPC modes from the 
options, but nothing too problematic. 

The thing which cannot be stressed enough is 

that Fantastic Dreams, and indeed all other 
software of this type, eats memory. The 16Mb 
requirement is the minimum of free memory you 

can get away with, and even so you aren't going to 

be playing around with anything large, image 
wise. Really, about 30-45Mb of RAM is what you're 

going to need to get the best out of the system, 
and if you want to retain your sanity, a graphics 
card is de rigueur. 



►vy*v> 
W*V* 
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The Power Flyer Junior is the new hard disk 

speed-up solution from Power Computing. 

At a competitive price, it offers all the 

benefits of a fast, double interface IDE system. 

Even if your Amiga is only equipped with a 

measly '030 accelerator, you can still expect to get 

more than double the speed out of Fast ATA and 

already. Although the Flyer Junior is already a 

bargain at £59.95, you could get an even better deal 

- simply answer the question below and you could 

win one of five Power Flyer Juniors in this 

outstanding competition! Put your answer on a 
postcard with your name and address and send it 

to: Power Flyer Junior Compo • 29 Monmouth 
RULES 

Fast ATA 2 drives, drives which you probably own Street • Bath * BAI 2BW. Good Luck! 

What score did we give the Power Flyer 
Junior in last month's issue? 

a. 90% 
b. 99% 
C. 94% 
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READER REVIEWS J 

Previous versions of Power 
Computing's internal 
scandoublers consisted of a main 

circuit board with an empty chip socket 
on the underside which clipped over 
the Amiga’s LISA chip. A ribbon cable 
then connected this main board to a 
video connector board, which in turn 
connected externally onto the Amiga’s 
native video port on one side, and to 
your monitor on the other. 

The new versions operate in the 
same type of way but now consist of two 
chip socket boards, one to clip on top 
of the LISA chip as before and the 
other to clip over the ALICE chip. 
Once again a ribbon cable is attached 
to the main LISA board, but this time ii 
terminates in a free-standing SVGA 
monitor socket; the native Amiga video 
port isn’t used at all. 

The fitting guide that comes with 
the board is small but comprehensive 
and fitting the device couldn’t be easier, 
although you'll need to take the 
appropriate anti-static precautions. 

fhe hardest part will only be 
experienced by the non-towered A1200 
veterans who will have to lose their 
metal shield if they want to gel this 
board into their machines. 

NEW VIDEO PORT 

MAIN BOARD 

LISA CONNECTION 

A schematic of what 

the flicker fixer 

looks like, and 

where it plugs in. 

to hear that the apparent 
flicker is made much worse 

under passthrough... 

I was concerned that the ribbon 
cable terminating in the monitor 
connector was left dangling and would 
be easy to break, but you can make your 
own mounting plate, connecting the 
monitor to the video port. 

Now onto the testing. With a bit of 
overscan tweaking, PAL, NTSC and 
EUR036 screens all appear rock steady 
on the monitor. Interlaced modes 

BEN'S VERDICT 
Although the A1200 is more expandable than anyone 
previously thought, if you have a Zorro board in your 
machine then you're probably much better off getting a 
PicassolV card that has a built-in flicker fixer as part of the 
deal. Although it can only deal with the normal PAL and 
NTSC interlace modes and not 5uper72, there's no real reason 
for you to use a slow and chip RAM-hogging screen mode 
when you could easily use the Picasso's 800x600 mode. 

SECONDARY BOARD 

ALICE CONNECTION 

appear beautifully, with 
no perceptive flicker at 
all, although finding a 
decent Workbench font 
with these native interlace 
modes is a bit of a chore. 
Games and demos appear 
clearly and faultlessly. 

There are drawbacks, though. Non- 
15KHz screens, such as the Super 72 
range, are supposed to be passed 
through as normal, but there problems. 
If you normally use an interlaced mode 
in one of these higher frequency 
modes, you'll be very disappointed to 
hear that the apparent flicker is made 
much worse under passthrough to the 
new video port. The only thing 1 can say 
here is that if you really like these 
modes, you can still quickly swap over 
your monitor lead to the standard 
Amiga video port for WB situations and 
then swap back for games and the like. 

The second problem is far more 
serious and has brought doubts into my 
mind as to the usefulness of the board. 
After approximately 10 minutes of 
running this board in an enclosed 
desktop A1200, it becomes completely 
unable to pass through higher scan rate 
screen modes. The screen starts to 
corrupt and flicker, then it cuts out and 
back in intermittently until the point at 
which it goes off permanentlv and my 
monitor kicks up a little sign saying “No 
Signal”. This behaviour has even 
crashed my machine completely on at 
least four occasions now. 

Interestingly enough, this only 
occurs with the passthrough modes of 
the new Scanmagic video port, and 
reverting back to the standard Amiga 
video port shows that these higher scan 
rate screens are still working absolutely 

YOUR REVIEWS 
Have you got any software or 
hardware you couldn't live without? 
Got any that you'd happily chuck in 
the bin? Write a fair and accurate 
review of about 750 words and you 
could see your work appear in AF\ 

We will also need some good 
photographs of any hardware you 
review and a passport photo of you. 
Send your reviews to: 

Amiga Format • Reader Reviews • 30 
Monmouth Street • Bath • Somerset • 

BA1 2BW. 

fine, indicating that the fault lies with 
the new Scanmagic. On further 
investigation. I found that this is 
attributed to the ALICE chip getting 
more than a little warm under the 
collar and that the problem goes away if 
you gently blow on the chip. 

A further concern is that this 
problem may become apparent with 
towered machines as well. I tried 
removing the case, keyboard, hard drive 
and Power Flyer from my desktop 
A1200 to minimise heat build up and 
this scandoubler still failed on 
passthrough, although it did lake 
longer to happen. 

I suspect that this problem is one 
that the designers are aware of as the 
top of the connector to the chip has 
been drilled out to increase air contact. 
Unfortunately, ihis just isn't enough. 
The only cure I've found that works is 
to stick a fan directly on top of ALICE 
to keep her cool. 

In summary, if you only ever use 
15KHz. screens (PAL, NTSC, EUR036) 
or if you have a tower, this board is 
excellent . However, if you have a 
desktop machine and normally use a 
higher scan rate screen mode but want 
games and demo compatibility with 
your SVGA monitor, think twice before 
going down this route. 

DISTRIBUTORS: Power Computing 
PRICE: £79.95 

OVERALL VERDICT 
It's usefulness is limited. 
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V. J —J. 
using the age-old 

inverted PtCC socket 

trick. Although less elegant than devices 

which plug into the ribbon cable port, 

they work without a hitch. 

Power Computing can also sell you a 

keyboard to go with it. It's a shame that, 

unlike the previously mentioned devices, 

they can't work for both Amiga and PC 

keyboards, but then you're only going to 

have one keyboard, aren’t you? 

Keyboard 
EDMx WsffiteDo presses his keys simultaneously. 

One of the troubles with 

relocating your A1200 into a 

tower system is that you'll have 

to get a new keyboard. 

It's more hassle than it’s worth to trv 
/ 

to adapt the standard A1200 keyboard 

into an external unit (you’d need a case 

for a start, and the A1200 keyboard isn’t 

a standard shape to get a shell for), so 

you’re really looking at buying a new 

external keyboard. 

Amiga keyboards are actually very- 

nice, especially the A4000 one. 

Unfortunately, they’re more costly than 

their PC counterparts. A PC Windows-styl 

keyboard can be bought for under £20, 

and they’re considerably cheaper if von 

for non-Microsoft approved units. 

Whichever one you want to go 

for, you’ll need some sort of 

adaptor which plugs into the 

A1200. Such devices have been 

around for some time but are plague* 

the problem of not recognising certain 

multiple key-presses, which can make 

difficult to play certain games which 

require them. 

Power have come up with two 

solutions, one for attaching PC 

keyboards and one for attaching Amiga 

keyboards. Both work by attaching 

directly to the chip on the motherboard 

which handles the keyboard device, 

Simply clip the 
desired cable onto 
the motherboard 
and away you go. 

le 

m) 

b\ 

t 

DISTRIBUTOR: Power Computing 
PRICE: £19.95 
REQUIREMENTS: PC/Amiga keyboard 

OVERALL VERDICT: 

The adaptor is neat, simple and it 
works well. 

C_y I_I A back-to-basics '030 accelerator that Maggie'd be 
proud of. OBqoogives you the gen. 

Or maybe just “Typh” since this 

is a cut-down version of the 

award-wi nning 030 

accelerator, lacking all the best bits of 

Power's '030 add-on (we reviewed the 

full version back in issue 117. December 

1998, where it got 90%). There’s no 

SCSI, no built-in memory and no 

FPU, although you can add one at a 

later date if you so desire. 

However, the '030 is still a 

40MHz overclocked unit so it’ll 

be just as nippy as the full¬ 

blown Typhoon, provided 

you get some RAM for it. 

The real bummer is 

the fact that at least the 

original Typhoon had a reason to be 

awkward to fit. The length of the card 

was down to the fitting for the external 

SCSI port. Since you don’t get this port, 

the fact that the board is tricky to fit is 

somewhat less excusable. Of course, it’s 

also cheaper, but 1 have to say that if 

you’re at all serious about your Amiga, 

you’d be better off buying the full 

version, especially with the price of 

SIMMs continually rising now. 

Other than that, the cut-down 

Typhoon is just as accomplished an '030 

accelerator as its bigger brother, only it 

costs less. 

All those 
empty spaces 
where the good bits 
should be - you'd be better 
off with its big brother. 

Whether this means a saving in the 

long run is debatable and best left up to 

your wallet, but an initial saving of £40 

could prove to be a false economy two 

months down the line. It may be the 

cheapest 68030 accelerator we’ve ever 

seen at AJ\ but that doesn’t necessarily 

mean it’s the best. You’ll need to think 

long and hard before you part with the 

readies for this one. 

SUPPLIED BY: Power Computing 
01234 SSI 500 
PRICE: £59.95 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
The bigger brother's a better bet in 
the long term. 
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REVIEW 

Red Hat r 
Unofficial 

KOQgOs \KMGsOo recompiles 
his kernels. 

xv 3.10aj(PMG) unregistered > 

There has always been quite an 

interest in Unix operating 

systems among the Amiga 

community, much more so than in the 

Mac community, as demonstrated by the 

wealth of support for various bits of 

Amiga specific hardware running under 

Linux or Net USD. 

Most people who already have a 

f 'nixsetup on their Amiga are probably 

using Net BSD. We even ran a tutorial on 

how to set it up on your Amiga, and the 

Gateway CD-ROMs from Schatztruhe 

have proved quite popular. 

Linux, and in particular RedHat 

Linux, is slightly different to Net BSD, 

though perhaps not significantly enough 

to make people who already have 

NetBSD installed want to go through the 

whole shenanigans of setting it up again. 

INSTALLATION 
While the 

documentation 

supplied on this CD 

is nowhere near as 

complete or even as 

useful as that which 

appeared on the 

Gateway CD, it isn’t 

difficult to get it up 

and running. A 

couple of problems are that Linux won’t 

recognise directory cached partitions, so 

if any partition on your drive uses this 

r n 
jTTT 1024 3 10; 33 pi/-- m 10:33 
l/bin 20+K Dec 7 *6:45 F/t4rm m t£:20 
J/boot 1024 7 16: 30 h 1996 
1/dev 21504 Dec 6 14, H : /IHM3 0 *4:20 
|/etc W2 Dec 8 11:36 j 7hda4 Mi *6:32 

1024 feb 6 1996 j jll core p 14 17 
j/ltb 204B Dec 7 10-43 
17 last*found I27KK Dec z 12:40 
|/ntsc 1024 JMl 13 IK: 27 
{/wit *024 Dec K 14: 17 
1/or*c 0 Dec s 14; 13 H 
: fr 1024 Dec £ 14; 17 rl 

/shin 204fi Dec 7 16:45 
/tup 1024 Dec £ 14: 17 

! /usr 1024 Tun : 1 tfi LJ 

wmmmmmmmmmm 

Midnight 
Commander is a kind of 
poor relation to DOpus, 

The gratifying thing is that the 
Linux boot kernel will install 

all of the rest of Linux for you 
and even set it up... 

Yes, you can play 
games on Linux. 

WHY BOTHER WITH UNIX? 
You might wonder what the point is. Why bother going 
through all the trouble of setting up new hard disk 
partitions, bolting from this and that, answering millions of 
installation questions and so on, only to have the privilege 
of having to learn several dozen arcane magic phrases to be 
able to do anything? 

Well, the first reason that Linux might be useful to you is 
that varieties of the Unix operating system are quite 

widespread on large mainframe computers, such as those 

used at universities, some large libraries, government offices 

and so on. This means that there's a wealth of software 
already available for the platform. 

The second reason is that, because of the nature of the 
operating system, most software running under Unix has to 
be compiled for the particular platform you're using it on. 

This means that there are a lot of development tools 
available, and a lot of source code. In fact, most packages are 
distributed freely as source code for you to compile on your 

own system. 
Perhaps more importantly in this day and age, Unix 

systems are inherently net capable. This isn't surprising, 

seeing as the net was invented on Unix machines. All the 
networking tools you could ever want, including Java, etc, 
can be run on your Amiga courtesy of Unix. 

option, it jList won’t install. Secondly, 

IDE CD-ROM support doesn’t always 

work and some SCSI adaptors (like the 

PPG ones, for instance) aren’t yet 

supported, so installing directly front 

the CD might be a problem. 

In fact, with my setup I had all of 

these problems but I still managed to 

get it installed fairly easily. 

The gratifying thing is that the 

Linux boot kernel will install all of the 

rest of Linux for you and even set it up 

by detecting your hardware. With 

NetBSD, I spent about a week sorting out 

the networking stuff and X-Windows, 

partly because I had to do it all by hand 

and partly because I just didn’t know 

where to start. 

Just as a side point, Unix does 

support hard drives bigger than 4Gb so 

I neatly sidestepped the limit by using 

the last gig of my 5Gb drive as a Unix 

partition. Cunning, eh? 

IN USE 
This is the part where this CD really falls 

down. There’s no real help with how to 

use the Linux system at all. As far as the 

documentation is concerned, once it’s 

running everything is up to you. It 

might have been nice to include a brief 

FAQ about Linux commands maybe, or 

an explanation of some of the tools 

installed for you. 

Although this version is “unofficial” 

as far as RedHat are concerned, it does 

have a rather unique telephone support 

line in English and German. 1 hope 

they’re ready for the calls they’ll get.., 

There are a few differences between 

RedHat and other versions of Linux, and 

indeed between Linux and other Unix 

operating systems. Linux is quite 

popular among developers of net tools 

and there’s even a version of Netscape 

developed for Linux. 

If you haven’t experimented with 

i ’nix vet, this is probably the easiest way 

to get started, but you’ll still have to get 

your hands dirty. 

1 —- [ AityjntUrrr. { 

■ ... i 

tl U fci UO0 0a H T-i mp—m 

fffinr ?-g"i • ■ ~JF?r«KL r^: i 

Tmssgammmmmmtktm— 
r.* -- Uz* 

There are plenty of graphics tools for 
X-Windows, 

DISTRIBUTORS: Schatztruhe 

PRICE: £TBA 
REQUIREMENTS: CD drive, about 
250Mb hard disk space, patience. 
TESTED ON: A4000/'060, CV64/3D. 

Pros and Cons 
□ Telephone helpline. 

■ ■ Really easy to install. 

□ Includes Freeware packages. 

01 Not enough docs on the CD. 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
Probably the easiest way to run 
Linux on your Amiga. 

o 
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CHANGES FROM ENVOY 2 

looks at an 
Amiga network package that does 
exactly what it says on the tin. 

Some software is so good it grabs 

you every time you use it, making 

you think “I’m so glad I bought 

this”. Then there's the programs that 

are so good you forget about them as 

soon as you’ve installed them. They just 

get on with their job in the background, 

letting you get on with whatever you 

want to do. Envoy definitely fits into the 

latter category. 

Envoy is an Amiga-to-Amiga 

networking package, allowing linked 

Amigas to share their hard disks and 

printers. I've been using it for some 

time, but with the release of a new 

version it’s time to see what’s changed. 

INSTALLATION AND SETUP 

PERFORMANCE 
The remote drives 

work in virtually the 

same way as a local 

drive - you can forget Envoy is even 

there and get on with using all the 

drives on the network. The obvious 

question has to be "T low fast is it?" and 

■ The first improvement you'll see is that you no longer 

need to reboot to make exported drives available to the 

network. This alone can save a lot of time. 
■ Responsiveness is greatly improved since Envoy 2, 
which would sometimes hang for a couple of seconds 
when scanning the device list. With Envoy 3, clicking the 
Volumes button in a file requestor produces an almost 

instant response and the network lag from the old 
Envoy seems to have been eliminated altogether, 
■ Sharing printers always crashed Envoy 2 on my 

2000/'040, but now it is totally reliable and transparent. 

I Envoy 3 works alongside a TCP/IP network "out of the 
box" whereas previous versions needed a bit of fiddling 

to get working. 
B The documentation has been greatly improved and 
tutorials have been added. 

The remote drives work in 
virtually the same way as a 

local drive - you can forget 
Envoy is even there... 

the answer is the none too helpful, “As 

Directories can he exported as read¬ 

only and you can export the same 

directory twice, under different names, 

allowing read-only access for everyone 

and full access to authorised users. 

CONCLUSION 
Envoy 3 is a great improvement over 

previous releases, being faster and more 

flexible. Setting up with Ethernet is very 

straightforward, although you can use it 

with any Sana-II device, such as 

MagPLIP, via the parallel port. If you 

have a network that contains more than 

As with all networking software, there’s 

a bit of work to do before you can start 

using it. The documentation for this 

version has been greatly improved, with 

step-by-step instructions and tutorials 

for setting up a network. Installation of 

the software is just a matter of running 

the installer script on each machine on 

the network, but see the boxout below 

for a potential problem with 

distribution of the CD. 

Once the software is installed you 

need to go th rough a number of setup 

steps on each machine. First you define 

the drives you wish to export from each 

Amiga - these are the drives or 

directories that will be available to every 

Amiga on the network. This is a 

straightforward process requiring only a 

few mouse clicks, and it’s well covered 

in the documentation and tutorials. 

Once you’ve exported drives you 

may import them from any other Amiga 

on the network. You’re given the choice 

of making this import temporary or 

permanent. If you choose to make it 

permanent, a file is written to 

DEVS:DOSDrivers and the remote drive 

is mounted each time you boot up. 

This window 
configures the 
network, although 
there was no need 
to change any of the 
defaults. 

fast as your hardware.” It was faster than 

TCP/IP transfers using A2G65 Ethernet 

cards. Exporting and then importing a 

drive on the same machine gave an 

average speed of 5.3Mb/s when 

transferring a 12Mb test File to RAM: so 

it can clearly outperform any existing 

network hardware. 

. 

Option page: =z, Device Configuration 

IP Address: 

Subnet Mask: 

Address; 

ifaceO 

Add... | Delete 

IP Type: j 2148 

ARP Type: j'ziM 

Device: a2065.device 

Unit [I 

I rx 

VI Use Default 

VI Use Default 

Device is active: Vj 

Use packet filering: V. 

1 Use Default 

Use Default 

3 

Save Use Cancel 

Printers are exported and imported 

in much the same way as disk drives. An 

imported printer can be set as the 

default printer, or you can turn it on 

and off as needed. You could, for 

example, have a laser printer connected 

to one Amiga for fast, sharp black and 

white output, and an inkjet attached to 

another for colour printing. 

one Amiga, or you’re considering 

setting up a network for more that the 

occasional file transfer. Envoy 3 is 

definitely worth looking at. ® 

Exporting a drive to make it available to the 
rest of the network. 

SUPPLIER: Weird Science (01162) 
463800 
http://www.sch atztruhe. d s 

PRICE: £39.99 
REQUIREMENTS: OS2.04+ 

Pros and Cons 
It's very fast and transparent in 
use. 
Easy to set up and has good 
documentation. 
Works alongside TCP on mixed 
Amiga/PC networks. 

E3 

n 
CD DISTRIBUTION 

Envoy 3 is distributed on CD, but no real advantage was 

taken of this, with only 1.2Mb used. There are many useful 
Envoy utilities on Aminet and it would have been good to 

see some or all of these included. One of my favourites is 

Ventriloquist which redirects mouse and keyboard input to a 
different machine. 

One potential problem of CO distribution is that not all 

the machines you intend to network may have a CD drive. 

SECURITY 
Envoy 3 has comprehensive security 

facilities. When you export a drive you 

choose whether to make it available to 

everyone or restrict access to specified 

users. This can be done in two ways, by 

listing the users allowed access to each 

exported drive, or by using 

MuluUserFilesystem to give read/write 

permission to individual fries. 

Only shares files/printers 
between Amigas. 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
Install it and forget about it - it 
does exactly what it's supposed to. 
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ICONX SCRIPT 

SBddq®dq (§®®dte55B[]Q lends an ear to MPEGit, the 
Prelude sound card add-on. 

viPEGit turns a CPU-nogging 
party trick for fast systems 

into a realistic background 
task for any zorro Amiga. 

assistance and so 

far MPEGit is the only 

option. Atlantis was demonstrated 

at the WOA show last year and shown 

again in Cologne, but the product still 

isn’t finished. When it arrives it’s likely 

to cost more than MPEGit and will need 

a separate mixer to combine .mpg and 

standard Amiga sound. 

The MPEGit 
daughterboard with 
its socketed Digital 
Signal Processor. 

M PE (bit is an add-on board for 

the Prelude sound card from 

Albrecht Computer Technik. 

It’s a complete computer, with 

processor, ROM software and RAM, and 

it has been designed for just one 

purpose - to decode and replay .mpg 

compressed audio. 

You might think that this is 

redundant. We’ve already got 

mpeg.library, MPEGA and a host of 

programs on Aminet dedicated to 

decoding and replaying compressed 

sound files. Then there’s Atlantis, the 

add-on DSP box for all Amigas... 

Alas, 

even on a 

68060, 

MPEGA 

struggles to 

keep up with 

the latest 

MP3 

SHUFFLE " 

compression at CD rates in 16-bit stereo. The pretty front end 

Playing through A HI, the CPU-hungry of the Ami9aAMP 
' , , , version for MPEGit. 

retargetable sound system, you must 

tweak parameters to skip samples, or 

reduce quality to play MP3 at all on 

anything less than a 68060, and accept a 

dog-slow Amiga while it’s working. 

The obvious answer is hardware 

MPEG LAYERS 

.mpg audio compression is derived from work by the Motion 

Pictures Expert Group (MPEG), to squeeze movies onto CD 
media. Video takes the lion's share, so .mpg uses 

'psychoacoustic masking', removing details from the sound 

like Mini Discs and DCC do, hoping that the loss will be 
masked by louder components. 

.mpg layer 1 was soon supplanted by layer 2, which 

sounds progressively thinner at data rates below 192,000 
bits per second, .mpg audio is a distribution format, 
unsuitable for mixing or editing. Layer 3 is the most 

technically demanding but it yields superficially good results 
at just 112Kbps, an eighth of the data rate of uncompressed 
CD stereo, 

.mpg audio layer 1 and 2 are public standards, but the 
layer 3 compression endemic on the net is proprietary to 
German DSP specialists Fraunhofer. PD layer 3 encoders and 

decoders from old ISO sources exist but they sound inferior 
to Fraunhofer's. 

HARDWARE 
MPEGit measures roughly two inches by 

three, plugs face-down into the feature 

connector on the end of the Zorro 

version of Prelude and needs no other 

connections. Compressed data passes 

over the Zorro bus to the ITT Digital 

Signal Processor and audio output is fed 

to the AUX1 channel of Prelude’s built- 

in stereo mixer. There’s no direct access 

to decompressed audio, short of 

resampling it through Prelude’s 

analogue inputs. 

SOFTWARE 
The software supplied with MPEGit is 

simple but effective. PRLPLAYis a Shell 

command; a Workbench interface is 

promised but it wasn't available in time 

for the review, I cobbled one together 

with ICONX, listed in the panel, and had 

no trouble playing MP3 files from the 

net, and my own recordings, encoded 

into layer 2 with Samplitude Opus. 

You also get a remix of the 

Amiga AMP -mpg player, which has been 

customised for MPEGit. Thomas 

Wenzel’s AmigaAMP is usually a 

ferocious CPU gobbler, consuming so 

much 68060 time that the mere act of 

opening a drawer brings full-quality 

MP3 replay to a halt, but the hardware 

assisted MPEGit version is 

imperceptible by comparison. 

MPEGit’s overhead was too small to 

measure with TopCPU) even polled IDE 

TO REPLAY MPEG 
AUDIO FILES 
; MPEG replay script by SNG, 
November 1998 

echo "prlplay MPEG " 
>t:MPEG.cmd NOLINE 

request!ile DRAWER=Test: 
NOICONS »t:MPEG.cmd 

execute t:MPEG.cmd 

endcli 

transfers for a relatively verbose MP2 

file, recorded at 384Kbps, left 98% of 

my 68060 processing time free. 

AmigaAA'LPsupports a playlist of 

tracks which you can shuffle. It has two 

user interfaces - a simple GadTools 

version for all Amigas, and colourful 

front panels or ‘skins’ from the PC 

version. The default skin looks good on 

a 256-colour AGA Workbench, but 24-bit 

graphics cards are recommended for 

the esoteric ones. 

CODA 
MPEGit turns a CPU-hogging party trick 

for fast systems into a realistic 

background task for any Zorro Amiga. 

It’s a shame it requires the Zorro 2 

version of Prelude, but it's hard to 

imagine squeezing it, or even the 

expansion connector, onto the A1200 

version. Integration with Prelude’s 

mixer is a neat touch, in every sense. 

If you’re serious about Amiga 

sound, MPEGit makes Prelude more 

attractive. If you already own Prelude, 

the only thing besides the price that 

might put you off is the ROMbler 

MIDI+Synth option, which competes for 

the same feature connector and which 

we’ll be reviewing in a future issue of 

Amiga Format. Cj 

SUPPLIER: Albrecht Computer 
Techrtik, Germany, +49 4773 891 073. 
Also available from Eyetech, 01642 
713185. 
Email: albrecht@act-net.com 
Web: http://www.act-net.com 
PRICE: £100. 

□ Easy to fit with simple software 
that works first time. + Top quality Fraunhofer .mpg 
decoding algorithms. □ Only compatible with the Zorro 
2 version of Prelude, □ £100 seems a high price to pay 
to decompress audio files. 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
A sound option for Amiga audio 
devotees. 
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on can never have enough hard disk space. There are always loads fantastic competition, sponsored by Analogic Computers, you could get 

of Shareware utilities you must have, games which run much one for nothing. The top prize is a huge 4.3Gb external SCSI drive, worth 

better from a hard disk, plus all the graphics and rendered £225! That’s enough space to fit six whole CDs worth ol information on, 

animations you produce. In most cases, the simplest, fastest solution is to and still have space left over. Don’t worry if you aren’t the luck}' winner as 

get a nicely boxed external SCSI mechanism. Yes, they may be more wre also have a 1Gb SCSI drive and two 540Mb drives as runners-up 

expensive than IDE drives, but they’re worth it. Well, if you enter our prizes. All you have to do is answer one simple question... 

w 

RULES 
as 

1. Employees of Future Publishing and 

Analogic Computers are ineligible for 

entry to this competition. 
2. No correspondence will be entered 
into. 
3. Winners will be selected at random 
from all correct entries received by 
the closing date. 
4. No cash alternatives will be offered 

5. The closing date for this 
competition is Friday April 9th, 1999. 

What is the onl 
■% Amiga Technologies on their website. 

Think about it, write your answer on the back of a postcard (along with your name and address) and 

send it to: Analogic Competition • Amiga Format • 29 Monmouth Street • Bath * BA1 2BW. 
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GTDCl * ©J w li Suite 
Two new image processors hit the streets, but is one a 
clear winner? Bcsm TfesG compares and contrasts. 

Sometimes it feels like steam 
engine time. Only the other clay J 

was bemoaning the fact that there 

wasn't a simple image processing tool 

around these days. Sure, you can have 

ImageFX but it takes ages to load and 
does a lot more than you’d necessarily 

want it for. I mean, it would take at least 

twice as long to load ImageFX, load an 

... it seems that German 
programmers have no sense 

of user interface design, and 
these two programs prove it 

similar things. They’re both image 
processing packages, although 

UltmCONVoffers a lot more “features” 

and SuperView Productivity Suite gives you 
some of the very well-known AK 

Data Types in a registered form (almost 

worth the cover price of the CD alone). 

However, it seems that German 

programmers have no sense of user 

interface design, and these two 

programs prove it. 

Unfortunately, neither of them is 

going to prove to be particularly easy of 
use and I found myself resorting to the 

tutorials in the skimpy UltmCONV 

AmigaGitide manual more than once to 

work out what I’d done. 
image into it and scale it to a screen- 

viewable si/e, then save it out in a 

different format than it would in, say, 

AD Pro, and that’s with all the operators, 

loaders and savers for IIXoptimised for 

your processor. 

That’s nothing against ImageFX. If 

you wanted to add fire effects to a 
picture, paint on it, scan in a new 

portion of it, colourise, posterise or 

solarise it, then ImageFX gives you the 

best feedback of any Amiga program 

going, but, and it’s a big but as the vicar 

said to the actress, it's not very fast. I 

have to do this kind of operation every 

day and if I didn’t have ADPro I don’t 

know what I'd use. Well, until these two 

came along, that is. 

Ostensibly, both packages offer SuperView allows you to show images in a window on your screen 

HEAD TO HEAD! 

Here's a comparison of the features that are on offer: 

Superview UltraCONV 
Loaders/Savers 50+ 22 (rnc. PPM and animation formats) 
Operators 30+ 47+41 Anim-F/X 
PPC support Yes Yes 
RTG support Yes Yes 
Anim support No Yes 
ARexx port Yes Yes 

The loaders/savers field is somewhat difficult to gauge 
since both packages support PPM. This means that if you 
have a PPM converter you can load pretty much any image 

format into the programs. UltraCONV also allows you to 

load animations in various formats and sub-formats, like 
Anim5, 7, 8 and so on. 

UltraCONV also has a webmap creation tool that doesn't 
really fit in anywhere else. 

All the same, if you want to apply 

large quantities of effects to images, 
UltmCONV works very nicely, allowing 

you to set up lists of operators under 

different categories, like scale, rotate, 

You can load images from disk or scanner. 

Right: The full instructions for SuperView. 

If you want to crop a picture in SuperView, 

this is how you'll have to do it. Urgh. 

filter and so on, which can easily be 

switched on or off as desired. Compare 

this to Superview Productivity Suites 

outrageously complex user interface 

where you have to indirectly use ARexx 

commands to do anything, which is fine 

if you're an ARexx aficionado, but then 

you could use Superview Productivity Suite 

purely from its ARexx port. 

Doing things this way means that 

the program itself is very small, but 

small isn't necessarily what everyone 

wants all the time if it’s at the expense of 

ease of use. 

ANIMATION PUBLISHER 
Moving back to UltraCONV, the vaunted 

Anim Publisher which gets hyped on the 

back cover of the CD (all the blurb is in 
German) isn’t particularly impressive 

either. It’s a good idea, just not very well 

executed. The idea is that vou have a 

canvas on which vou can move around 
/ 

animations, text, lights and so on to 
create a new animation, but the 

problem is that it’s just too awkward to 

use. I have no doubt whatsoever that the 

author can do wonders with it, and it 

would have been nice to see some 
examples on the CD, but that’s because 

he knows the program inside out, not 

because these things are easy to achieve. 

However, the fact that it can convert 
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between animation formats really 

pushes it into the lead as far as features 

go - the ability to save a slow-moving 
.mpg animation as an animo file is 

invaluable, even though it means that 

you’ll lose the audio. I’ve tried it with 

several .mpgs and a couple of QuickTime 

animations with a good success rate, 
although be prepared for long waits 

and big file sizes if'you're converting 
from heavily compressed animation 

types like .mpg. 

UltmCONVis much easier to use 

than Supeniieiv Productivity Suite, 

although it still isn't particularly fun. 
There are some bugs in the user 

interface, like the fact that at the 

bottom of the main window there are 

it's handy having a 

decent ARexx port. 

... both packages offer things 
that are easy to do at the 

expense of more useful but 
harder to implement features. 

text gadgets for the paths of the 

pictures, and although you can type in 

them, you end up with UltraCONVnot 

being able to work with the pictures 

and you have to use file requesters to 

choose filenames. Oddly’, you also have 

to decide what you want to call a file 

before you convert it. This makes sense 

when converting a whole batch of files, 

but not when you’re only converting 

one or two individual pictures. 
Supewmo Productivity Suite forces 

you to use the ARexx command set. 

This is handy if you’re going to end up 

writing ARexx scripts, but it’s not much 

use otherwise and it causes the program 

to be almost unuseable for things like 

cropping as you can’t do it visually. 

W/ra COAT gets around this problem by 

not offering a crop function at all, a 

major oversight. 
Superview Productivity Suite’s 

operators aren't particularly interesting 

either, making it a starting point for 

image processing rather than an all-in- 

one tool. You’ll still need to have 

another package if your image 

processing functions include anything 
more than converting to greyscales or 

rotating an image. Even something as 
basic as blurring your image would 

need to be done elsewhere, but 
UltraCON\r Isn't much better in this 

respect. It seems that both packages 

offer things that are easy to do at the 

expense of more useful but harder to 

implement functions. 

As such, neither is completely 
satisfactory. 

Not exactly friendly, 

is it? 

although the fact 
that UltraCONV W\U 

convert animations 

as well is very 

useful. By tin* way, 

since it can apply 

all the same filters, 

etc, on animation 

frames as well as it does to single 
images, there’s no reason why you can’t 

have effects applied across the whole 
animation. UltraCONV seems to lock up 

on occasion, prompting the odd reset, 

but it does clear its caches the next time 
you load it. Talking of which, if you’re 

going to convert large animations, 

PRODUCT: Superview Productivity Suite 
PRICE: £29.95 
SUPPLIED BY: Weird Science 0116 2463800 

OVERALL VERDICT 
Extremely difficult to use and not 
fully featured. 

% 

Converting an anim is as easy as a single pic. 

make sure you have enough room on 

your hard drive, not only for the anim 

you’re converting and the destination 

anim, but also for all die frames of the 

animation. This is because UltraCONV 

saves them all out, processes them, saves 

them in vour desired animation format 
/ 

and then deletes the temporary images 

from die cache. 

AND THE WINNER IS... 
So, the less-expensive-these-days 

question has to be, which of the two 

should I buy? The answer isn’t that 

clear, unfortunately. If it was just the 
image processing side of things, I'd 

immediately say get UltraCONV, but 
you’re likely to want to use DataTvpes 

and the like, which Supervieiv provides 

so nicely (the Shareware versions don’t 

use the PPG, but the ones on this CD 

are registered and do). 

Neither will be a whole lot of use if 
vou also want something quick and easy 

for cropping or gaussian blurring 
images and you’ll probably need to 

stump up for ImageP'X for that, or some 

other bit of Shareware. Even so, I would 

have to say that UltraCOATh as j us t got 

the edge. It's actually useable, unlike 
Superview Productivity Suite, and it has 

those animation features to boot, even 
though they aren’t all easy to use. 

You can carry on using your 

unregistered DataTvpes anyway, if you 

must, or only register the ones that you 

actually use with Andreas Kleinert - 

individually registering them would cost 
more than Supervieiv Productivity Suite s 

retail price of £29.95, so you might not 

want to register the TIFF DataType or 

Supervieiv itself. O 

PRODUCT: UltraCONV 
PRICE: £39.99 
SUPPLIED BY: Eyetech 01642 713185 

OVERALL VERDICT: 
A bit buggy and not the easiest of 
software to use. 

UCQNV’s map editor isn't bad, but it can only do rectangles. 
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latest News in Brief 
QNX Demo free to EZPC Tower Customers 
Courtesy of QNX we are now shipping the ‘1.44MB Web 
challenge’ Demo with all EZPC systems (previous purchasers 
can obtain a copy by sending us a stamped self-addressed 
8"xl0" padded envelope). 

The diskette has a TCPI/P stack, dialler, web-server, web- 
browser, wordprocessor, vector graphics, animation and a host 
of HTML web pages about QNX and QNX itself - all on a 
1,44MB floppy! 

New EZKey-SE keyboard adapters 
makes ‘towering up9 an A600 a 
practical proposal 
Eyetech’s all-new EZKey-SE keyboard interfaces will fit both 
the A1200 and A600 computers allowing A600 users to tower 
their Amigas and use either an Amiga (serial) or PC keyboard 
(depending on the EZKey-SE model chosen). In fact, an A600 
can be fitted into a standard A1200 EZ-Tower with the addi¬ 
tion of just mouse and joystick extension cables and a blank¬ 
ing plate (to cover the space where these connectors would 
be on an A1200 system). 

The EZKey-SE is just £18.95 for the Amiga Keyboard 
version and £24.95 for the PC keyboard version. 

A1200 hard drive ‘Starter’ Magic Packs 
now shipped ‘CDROM-ready’ 
The hard disk versions of Eyetech’s entry-level A1200 Magic 
Pack System (AMP-STR-HD2) are now being shipped 
‘CDROM ready’. 

These packs are now fitted with an internal buffered IDE 
interface and an external CDROM data socket That makes 
connecting a CDROM - either at time of purchase or later - 
as easy as plugging in a printer! 

Suitable 24x speed external CDROM units (with case and 
power supply) are available from Eyetech for just £59,95. 

EZBus-Z4 
A new Zorro adapter is now available from Eyetech featur¬ 
ing regular Z2 slots and 2x 19MB/s local bus connectors 

♦ 5 x Zorro 2 slots 

♦ 2 x clock port connectors (4 optional) 

♦ I x video slot (requires optional video adapter) 

♦ High speed Z4 local bus connector with !9MB/s band¬ 
width (ie twice as fast as Zorro 3) 

♦ Low cost 24 4MB, 24 bit graphics card available shortly 

♦ Low cost high performance, Z4 IDE flyer available soon 

♦ Industry standard mounting profile - fits the new 
EZTower-Z4 (see below) as well as most other popular 
A1200 tower systems. 

♦ Available February 1999 

Zorro-4 adapter alone £ 149.95 

Introductory price for first 100 orders - just £ 129.95 

Scandoubler/flickerfixer/video adapter £29.95 

24-bit local-slot graphics card £T.B.A. 

EZTower-Z4 
A new version of the EZTower is now available from 
Eyetech which has been specifically designed for use with the 
EZBus-Z4 above. This is the way to go if you don’t/won’t 
need EZPC expansion capability. 

As an introductory offer we are making available some very 
special EZTower-Z4 and EZBus-Z4 bundles as follows: 

♦ Full EZTower-Z4 with 10 drive bays, 250W psu, floppy 
drive faceplate & cable, power connectors etc 

♦ EZKey-SE keyboard adapter and PC keyboard 

♦ EZBus-Z4 bus board as above with 5xZorro2, 2x clock 
port, 2 x Z4 slots 

DIY EZTower-Z4, keyboard and keyboard 
adapter and EZBus-Z4 normal price just £239.95 

Introductory price for first 100 orders (total) just £199 95 

Ready-built EZTower-Z4 bundles as above +£20.00 

Upgrade to Amiga keyboard & keyboard adapter +£20.00 

Phase5 products down in price - PPC 
160MHz + ‘040MMU/FPU from £199.95! 
Phase 5 have reduced the price of their Amiga PowerUp accel¬ 
erator and BVision cards helping to compensate for the 
recent adverse exchange rate between the £ and D-Mark, 

The long-awaited BVision high performance A1200 graphics 
card is finally here and shipping. As well as the price reduc¬ 
tion, (now available from just £139.95) the cards on-board 
memory has been increased to 8MB. 

At last - a full 16 bit CD quality, full duplex sound card for the 
A1200 - which doesn’t need a Zorro or PCMCIA slot! 

The clock-port-fitting Prelude 1200 is finally here and is now available ex-stock from Eyetech 

This remarkable card will convert even a non-towered A1200 
into a high performance audio recording studio - and being full 
duplex you can have simultaneous independent hard disk 
recording and playback. The Prelude 1200 fully supports the 
AH I retargetable sound standard (and ARTAS support for the 
forthcoming WB3.5), as well as many applications written for 
the Tocatta sound card. Software support is extensive, includ¬ 
ing drivers for Audiolab 16 sample editing software, the 
Camouflage MIDI sequencer, the Samplitude Opus music suite, 
the Prelude audio mixer panel, surround sound decoding, the 
Tapedeck hard drive recording & replay software and for 
PreludeAMP - a PowerPC-based MPEG 3 audio player. 

On the hardware front the Prelude 1200 has CDROM audio, MIC, Line and Auxiliary inputs. The supplied graph¬ 
ical mixer software allows non-retargetable Amiga audio to be properly mixed with the output from the Prelude 
card for a single connection to your HiFi or speakers. 

The list price of this remarkable card is just £ 149.95, but as an introductory offer until 31 January 1999 (or until 
initial stocks are exhausted) you can obtain a Prelude 1200 direct from Eyetech for just £129.95. 

STOP PRESS! The Z2/3 version of Prelude is now also available for just £189.95. As well as having all the fea¬ 

tures of the Prelude 1200 it can also be expanded to have full digital audio input and outputs (remember that 
2-pin connector on the back of your CDROM?), MPEG3 hardware decoding, and internal Synth & Midi functions. 

UltraCoriv 3.0 Graphics/Animation converter & effects 
CD-based package now available and in stock 

This superb package is so much more than just a graphics converter. 

As well as ioading/converting/saving most image formats (ILBM,JPEG, BMP, PCX, PNG,TIFF, 
TARGA, Raw-RGB, Amiga icons, Newlcons, Amiga Datatypes - and loading images directly 
from ScanQuix &Vlab) it can build animations from images sequences (& vice versa); gen¬ 
erate HTML image maps for web site use; perform image scaling, rotation and filtering; gen¬ 
erate Amiga and Newlcons icons from image files; make/convert animated GIFS, Mpeg 
video streams, FLI,AVI,Anim5 & 7, Quicktime, XFA & Transferanims (the animations used 
in web browsers). 

The included AnimPublisher program can integrate up to 100 simultaneous animations on one screen, specify¬ 
ing position, scaling, transparency etc for each one - perfect for the ultimate website extravaganza! It also has 72 
animated and predefined image effects built in. 

» JM£& 

The program has extensive PowerPC & FPU routines (making some operations up to 20x faster than on an 
060/50!) and extensive batch processing & AREXX support - making it easy to extend the programs functionali¬ 
ty as required. And the price for all this functionality? Just £39.95 - or £29.95 if purchased with ScanQuix4. 

TURBOPRINT 7 Professional (English) is now available 
Upgrades from Turboprint 6 are also available ex-stock 

The best Amiga print enhancement package just got better! The latest version of 
Turboprint 7 is now available for just £38.95, together with an upgrade package for reg¬ 
istered Turboprint 6 users at just £19.95. (Trade-in and proof of purchase required.) 

As well as retaining all the features of Turbo print 6, version 7 adds the following: 

♦ Built in postscript interpreter for non-postscript printers 

♦ Integration with Word worth, Final Writer and Pagestream to provide high-speed, full 24-bit 
colour printing direct from these packages using the postscript interpreter 

♦ Graphic text mode for printers with no built-in text fonts (e.g. the Epson Stylus 300) 

♦ ‘Zoom’ function in Graphics Publisher aids accurate picture editing 

♦ Support for Irtellifont scalable fonts on all Turboprint-supported printers. 

♦ Multiple copy function in the Turbospool print spooler program 

♦ Built in screengrabber - now supports Cybergraphics and Picasso 96 screen grabs in 24 bit colour 

♦ Drivers for the latest printers including Epson 440, 640, 740; Hewlett Packard 895, 1100, 1200; Canon BJC 4400 

ONE-OFF CHARGE INTERNET PACKAGES AVAILABLE FROM EYETECH 
The basic connection package costs just £49.95 and includes: 

♦ 25MB of web space with a leading Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

♦ 10 email addresses of your own choosing 

♦ 90 days inclusive Internet technical support 

♦ 100% UK local call (0845) dial-up access 

♦ Dial up access to 56Kb via modem or to 128Kb via ISDN 

If you are not already connected to the internet, or wish to 
upgrade to ISDN capability using BT’s Home Highway package, 
then we have some very special package deals for you: 
♦ Net connection as above + 56Kb modem £129.95 
♦ Net connection+56Kb mdm+Amiga web,email,TCP/IP £149.95 
♦ Net connection + 128Kb ISDN terminal adapter £199.95 

♦ Net connection+128KbT/A+Amiga Web,email,TCP/IP £229.95 
♦ Portjnr 460Kbps serial port bought with above £24.95 

This must be the cheapest way to get you and your Amiga on to the Net! 

What's the catch? 
Quite simply, there isn’t one! 

The set-up fee covers the admin and support costs need¬ 

ed to get you going - and the ISPs ongoing running 

charges come from a share of the local call (0845) costs 

charged by BT (which you have to pay whoever you use 

to access the Internet). And unlike other'free1 services the 

ISP doesn't require you to give a 'retail profile' for him to 

use for subsequent direct mail - or bombard you with 

advertising every time you log on - and you don't get 

charged up to £20 each time you ring up with a question! 

And since the ISP only makes money when you actually 

use the Internet you can be assured of the highest levels 

of first-time connectivity and service response. 

TuiioPrinf/ 
Proper* one *10 
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A1200 EZTower systems, EZPC Tower systems. Magic Packs and accessories 

NEW EZPC A1200 TOWER EXPANSION 
CONFIGURATIONS 

3 new pre-configured systems to suit different applications and pockets 

The EZPC system works by making the PC motherboard act as a slave processor to 
your A1200 - looking after the the operation of the systems accessories whilst you 
and your Amiga get on with creative work. (You can of course use the PC as a com¬ 
puter in its own right if you really insist!) 

Its also important to understand that EZPC A1200 expansion system is based on a 
real Amiga and is not at all comparable with other PC-only systems running a clever, 
but slow, Amiga emulator as a PC application. 

In fact there are such a range of applications that the EZPC system can open up to an 
Amiga user that we have introduced three systems pre-configured for different types 
of use. These are: 

AI200 EZ-PC TOWER-HSE (Home Studio Edition). £999.95 
The HSE configuration comes complete with TV tuner with cut-and-paste teletext 
facilities, 24-bit video frame grabber and video clip capture card, 30 bit colour scanner, 
56K modem and unlimited internet access at local call rates - as well as the standard 
EZPC system components 

AI200 EZPC TOWER-DVE (Digital Video Edition). £1369.95 
The DVE is fitted with a purpose-designed, hardware-based MJPEG non-linear video 
editing suite for home/semi-professional video production. It also comes with built-in 
CD Writer/ReWriter (with drag-and-drop CD writing software) for producing your 
own audio and video CDs. 

AI200 EZPC TOWER-XLS. £1995.95 
This must be the ultimate creative multimedia expansion platform for your AI 200. It 
comes equipped with non-linear video editing hardware and software, A4 30-bit 
flatbed scanner, DVD ROM hardware & MPEG 2 decoder (for DVD video playback), 
CD Rewritable drive, 15" Colour Monitor, 56k data/fax/voice modem with voicemail 
and internet software - and much more. 

A1200 EZPC TOWER-3.1+. £395.95 
Finally, if your A1200 is feeling a bit tired we can supply your chosen EZPC Tower system with a brand new 
Kickstart 3.1 AI 200, complete with Magic Pack software, 24 Speed CDROM, 2.1 GB hard drive (with W/b & Magic 
Pack software preinstalled), EZCD Mk4 interface and EZIDE software ready installed and connected up. All you 
need to do is to slot in your existing accelerator, fit your old hard drive into the external mounting drawer pro¬ 
vided (see photo) switch on and start using your new AI 200 EZPC Tower system. 

All these three packs are designed for you to fit your existing A1200 in the EZPC Tower and connect it up. 
This normally takes around an hour, but if you would prefer to receive your system ready to use, we can 
arrange to collect your Amiga, do the work for you and ship your new system back all ready to plug-in to 
mains and phone outlets! Please ring for details. 

EIPC-Tower Model HSE DVE XLS 
EZPC-Tower/250W psu/PC mouse/HD floppy Yes Yes Yes 
EZ-Key k/b adapter PC k/b & rem switch Yes Yes Yes 
Ultra DMA bard drive 4.2GB Yes Yes Yes 
DVD-ROM(inc 20xCDROM)/CDROM 32x CDROM +£59,95 DVD-ROM 
CDReWriterjinc 6xCDR0M) & s/w n/a Yes Yes 
10 x blank CDR’s 650MB n/a Yes Yes 
100MHz bus PC m’board w/64MB Yes Yes Yes 
High perf high res 3D Gfx card w/MPEG-l Yes Yes Yes 
TV/teletext/framegrabber Yes n/a n/a 
Hardware MJPEG Video Editor n/a Yes Yes 
Hardware MPEG-2 Video decoder n/a +£59.95 Yes 
CD-quality sound card with MID! Yes Yes Yes 
Software controlled Amiga/PC audio mixer Yes Yes Yes 
Internal 60W PMPO monitor speakers Yes Yes Yes 
Siamese RTG2.5 software Yes Yes Yes 
Amiga PCMCIA & PC ethernet cards/cabs Yes Yes Yes 
30-bit high res A4 flatbed scanner Yes +£59.95 Yes 
internal 56k data/fax/voice modem Yes +£99.95 Yes 
Unlimited access Internet package Yes inc w/above + £49.95 
15" SVGA monitor +£109.95 +£109.95 Yes 
17" SVGA monitor + £199.95 +£199.95 +£99.95 
Win 9.x/Lotus Smartsuite bundle +£99.95 +£99.95 Yes 
Miami Amiga TCP/IP stack +£24.95 +£24.95 Yes 
75%-off Cinema-4 D/PC voucher Yes Yes Yes 
Cost with options as specified £999.95 £1369.95 £1999.95 

The EZPC Tower system 
showing the A1200 and 

the PC motherboard in its 
slide out frame 
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CD ReWriter 

DVD ROM 
or CDROM 

Monitor amp 
& speakers 

Removable 
HD bay 

A1200 
CDROM 

Blank for 
expansion 

1200 Magic Packs 
f\.\T I, JL Direct to Eyetech from Amiga International Inc, 

' Full UK specification with Kickstart 3.1 /Workbench 3,1 disks and manuals. 
UK PSU mousemat,TV lead and 2MB 
graphics memory (in addition to any memory 
expansion included in the packs below). 
Fantastic software bundle including 
Word worth 4SE, Turbocalc 3.5, Datastore I. I, 
Photogenies L25E, Personal Paint 6,4, 
Organiser f.l, Pinball Mania and Whizz, 
Hard drive versions come with Scala MM300 
pre-installed. 
Other options available, eg EZTower Magic Pack bundles from £338.95 - 
ring for details. 
Time-of-purchase upgrade packages available at very special prices - see 
asterisked* items in the 'Pack1 boxes below. 

Eyetech Starter Pack & Starter Pack-Plus 
Diskette based system as above just £179,95 

CDRGM-ready, 170MB HD system as above Just £248.95 
(New! Now includes EZCD buffered i/f and external CDROM socket) 

Upgrade HD system to a 24 speed CDPlus unit with P5U for just £59.95* 

Eyetech '^aductivity Pack 3 
170MB HD,030/33MHz/MMU/FPU/8MB Just £299.95 
V/g to go 040/25MHz/MMU/FPU w/!6MB <i 10GW PSU for just £99.95* 

4/or upgrade to an EZTower-Plus with EZKey 4 PC k/fa for just £110.00* 

Eyetech Pack 3 
2.5GB HD.,040/25MHz/MMU/FPU/l6MB. 
20-speed CDROM. EZ-CD-Mk4 4-device 

buffered i/f & cables, EZIDE s/w, 

MiniTower case with 230W P$U just £598,95 

Upgrade to an 040/40-5E/MMU/FPU with 32MB for just £69.95* 

Eyetech sessional Pack 3 
4.3GB HD,‘040/40-SE/MMU/FPU/32MB, 

24-speed CDROM. EZCD-Mk4 4-device 

buffered i/f & cables, EZIDE software, 

EZTower case, Amiga k/b & i/f, 250W PSU Just £798.95 

Upgrade to a 160MHz PPC A Q40/25M Hz/MM U/FPU w/64M8 for £129.95* 

. .. A/or add a 14" Monitor A Scandoubler far just £129.95* 

The Eyetech At 200 EZTower System • from just £79.95 
- or £99.95 including keyboard & keyboard interface 

Thinking of towering up your A1200? Then you should 
certainly he considering the unique Eyetech EZTower System 

"This is definitely one of the easiest solutions to building 
your own Tower” - Amiga Format 

“The Eyetech Tower offers clever solutions with a Velcro 
easyfit mentality” - CU Amiga 

The easiest way to re-house your A1200 by tar 
Expand your system with EZPC or Zono slots 

250 W PSU with PC and Amiga power connectors 

Available in 3 models to suit different skills and budgets 

The only tower allowing both PC a A1200 in one case 

Backplate DIY* Full 

kit EZTower EZTower 

DFO: face plate S ribbon cable Yes Yes Yes 

Custom backpanel w/SCSI, audio KOs Yes Yes Yes 

A1200 power & LED adptrs Yes Yes Yes 

CE-approved metal PC case n/a Yes Yes 

Ho of bays/PSU capacity n/a I0/25OW 10/2 SOW 

Directly accessible PCMCIA slot Yes Yes Yes 

DIY assembly instructions Yes Yes n/a 

Installation instructions Yes Yes Yes 

PC board/Siamese compatibility Yes Yes Yes 

Assembled & A 1200-ready Mo No Yes 

Eyetech installation option No No Yes 

Cost with options as specified £39.95 £79.95 £99,95 

With EZKey2/PC k/b (w/A4k k/b+£2Q) n/a £99.95 £119.95 

With the DIY EZ-Tbwer you have to remove the PC tower back parrel 
and some internal shelving and fix the new back panel *n place 

* Optional extra 

External SCSI 

output socket^ 

CDROM & 
Amiga Audio 

mixer output* 

250watt PSU 

with monitor 

output socket 

Space for 

standard PC 

motherboard* 

and expansion 

cards* in 

slide-out frame 

not Included in standard EZTower system 

(Surf) Squirrel* or 

ethernet card* in 

PCMCIA slot 

10 drive 

bays in 

total 

All A1200 rear panel 

sockets are directly 

accessible 

Amiga 

accel’tor* 

& optional 

BVision 

graphics 

card* 

24.5" H 

x 7.5" W 

x 16.0" D 

EZVGA Scandoublers & Flic kerf ixers from just £48.95 
AH scandoublers/flickerfixers allow the Amiga* iSKhz modes to display on a PC SVGA monitor 
FUckerfixers allow interlaced screens to be displayed, rock-steady, at twice the standard vertical 

resolution. Other modes are passed through unaitered- 

EZVGA-Mk2 Compact, external, upgradable scandoubler (to full flickerfixer} £69.95 

EZVGA-Plus Compact, external scandoubler with full flickerfixer £99,95 

EZVGA-SEFF Economy external scandoubler with full flickerfixer £89,95 

EZVGA-INSD Internal A1200/A4000 scandoubler (not upgradeable) £48.95 

EZVGA-INFF Internal A1200/A4000 scandoubler with full flickerfixer £78,95 

\y 

K 

✓ 

✓ 

AMIGA SVGA MONITORS 
For use with Amiga Zorro & the new PPC Graphics Cards, 

Scandoublers & the EZPC-Tower system 

All monitors come with a 3-year warranty. 

Special pricing on scandoublers/flickerfixers 
bought with monitors from just £45 extra 

Monitor specifications are quoted as the 
highest vertical refresh rate at the maximum 
resolution. Higher refresh rates (>=72Hz) ax 
lower resolutions are available and gave a 
more visually relaxing display, 

Scandoubler/flickerfixers have resolutions governed by the Amiga’s 
AA/AGA chipset and are restricted to a maximum vertical refresh of 
73Hz and a maximum usable resolution of 724Hx566V. 

The PPC BVision supports l600xl280@72Hz.You will not gain the 
tna 

I i 

full benefit of this superb graphics card without a monitor 
ports this resolution at that refresh rate. 

14" SVGA 0.28DP, 1024Hx768V @ 60Hz 
15 SVGA 0.28DP, 1024Hx768V @ 60Hz 
17" SVGA 0.28DP, 1280Hx 1024V @ 60Hz 
17" SVGA 0.26DP, 1600Hx1280V @ 75Hz 

hat sup- 

£89.95 
£119.95 
£229.95 
£399.95 



Peripherals & Storage Accelerators & Interfaces Software & Drivers 

Award-winning UMAX SCSI Flatbed 
Scanner 

* 600 x 300dpi optical resolution, single’pass 24-bit A4 

flatbed scanner 

* Comes with Photoscope (Amiga) and Mac software. 

Compatible with all modern SCSI interfaces - 

including PPG, Blizzard & Classic Squirrel (but not 

Surf-Squirrel) 

* PCW 'Best Scanner of 1998P Award - duly 1998; PCW 

lBe$t Scanner' September 1998 

* Highly-acclaimed ArtEffect'SE vlS ( normally £59,95) free with this bundle whilst stocks 

last. 

Amiga UMAX Scanner a PhotoScope Bundle 
now with FREE ArtEffect-SE vl.5 - still fust £179.95 

The Top-Rated CD-Pius Range for the A1200 
‘ivetech have come up with a real winner with mis new GDRGiVf drive" * Bon Vast. AT 

If your A12Q0 hasn't got a CDROM then 
you don't Know what you're missing! 

At these prices there is really no excuse! 
✓ Whisper quiet 24 or 32-speed CDRQM mechanism 

%/ EZCD-MM 4-device buffered interface, 3-connector 
40-way and 2-connector 44-way cables included 

i/ CDPIus driver software specially written for Eyetech 
by the author of IDE-fix 

✓ Optional Amiga and CDDA audio mixer with Gold phono 
audio jacks - just £19.95 each 

✓ 20-watt CE-approved PSU complete with I 3A plug. 

✓ Optional upgrade to MiniTower or Desktop case with 

230W PSU (which can also hold extra drives and power 
your Amiga) just £20 extra! 

✓ 2 Free CDs whilst stocks last 

Complete CDPIus Systems: 24-speed just £79.95: 32-speed just £89.95! 

Bare mechanisms for tower: 24-speed just £39.95: 32-speed just £44.95! 

A1200 Hard Drives • LSI 20, ZIPs 
✓ All drives come ready to use with W83.0 pre-installed & WB2,x install script 
✓ All drives over 200 M8 come with over 45 top quality utilities (not shovelware) 

and MMe multimedia authoring s/w pre-instalted, configured & ready-to-run 

LSI 20 & Zip Drives (ATAPI i/I & EZIDE needed) 

LSI20 (HD Floppy/120MB Cart) - £79.95 3 x 120MB carts £29.95 
Zip Drive (Mac emul. compatible) - £79.95 3 x 100 MB carts £29.95 

TowerDrives (3.5" drives, 25mm high) 

2.1GB-£89.95 3.2GB • £109.95 4.3GB - £129.95 

2.5” InstantDrives for the 
A600/A1200/SX32 

20MB Entry-level drive for the SX32/A600 £29.95 
170MB Entry-level drive tor the SX32Pro/A 1200 £59.95 
260MB Entry-level drive for the SX32Pro/A1200 £64,95 
720MB A drive for serious A1200/SX32 Pro users £99.95 
1.4GB A high performance drive for power users £129.95 
1,8GB Top-Class drive for the A1200/SX32Pro £149.95 

EZGen Amiga Genlock 
Just £99.95 

✓Superimposes Amiga-generated graphics on a compos¬ 
ite PAL video stream. Just plug in and go! 

✓Substitutes incoming video for any "transparent1 colours 
in your paint package, titling or multimedia presentation 
software. 

✓Create stunning transition and titling effects with pack¬ 
ages such as Scala MM300 (which is included with 
A1200 hard drive Magic Packs), 

- *0 9* 

Turn your CD32 into an A1200! 
✓All models come with keyboard, hard & floppy 

drive, serial, parallel. RGB & VGA video interfaces 

✓Pro models have ‘030 40MHz or 50MHz cpu and 
optional PC keyboard i/f. Pro-50 has full MMU. 

✓Mk2 takes up to SMB & FPU; Pro models take up 

to 64MB & FPU, 

SK32 Mk2 

5X32 Pro50 

£149.95 

£249.95 

The 5X32 Pro-50 

SX32 Pro40EC £199.95 

A1200 EZWriter and EZReWriter COROM Burners 

Make your own music and data CD's, back 

up data for less than 0.15p/MB . ., 
%/ Both are IDE/ATAPI reader/writer units with MakeCD 

Amiga writing software 
EZWriter units cut Gold' CD blanks a: 2x speed & read 
CDROM s at 8 speed 

✓ EZReWriter units outsold’ CO blanks and CD 
rewritable disks at 2x speed and read conventional CD’s at 6 speed 

✓ Gold 650MB CD blanks (for use with either model) are available at 
ten for £ 10 at time of purchase 

✓ CD rewritable disks are just £5 each when bought with EZWriter 
the EZReWriter internal 

EZWrifer/EJReWriter Options 
EZWriter-Bare for A40Q0 or A1200 Tower (bane drive - no MakeCD) £ 179.95 

EZWriter-INT for A4000 or A1200 Tower (with MakeCD) £249,95 

EZWriter-SE External A1200 unit with separate I OOw PSU £26955 

EZWriter-Gold External A1200 unit with int 4Qw PSU, Gold Audio skts £299.95 

EZWriter-MT Mini-Tower-cased unit with 230w PSU which can 

house an additional LS120/Zip/CDR.OM & power your A1200 £29955 

EZReWriter-Bare for A4000 or A1200 Tower (bane drive - no MakeCD) £ 19955 

EZReWriter-1 NT for A4000 or A1200 Tower (with MakeCD) £27955 

EZReWriter-SE External A1200 CD ReWriter with separate I OOw PSU £29955 

IDE interfaces EZCD-SE 1/E 44-way & 40-way cables & CD ROM s/w - add £20 

if required ... EZCD-Mk4 l/F, 44 & 40-way cables & EZ-IDE s/w - add £30 

IDE-Flyer or IDE-Express l/F, cables & s/w - add £50 

Apollo Accelerators 
for the A1200 

Turbo 1230LC ‘030EC/33MHz (7 MIPS) 

WTH FPU AND 4MB ONLY £54.95 

Options: With MMU (non-EC version) +£5.00 

With 8MB +£7.50 

Al 240/25 ‘Q40/25MHZ/MMU/FPU* (19 MIPS) £127.95 

A1240/40SE ‘040/40MHZ/MMU/FPU' (30 MIPS) £167.95 

A1240/40 ‘040/40MHz/MMU/FPU’ (30 MIPS) £187.95 

Al 260/50 ‘060/50MHZ/MMU/FPU* (39 MIPS) £287.95 

A1260/66 '060/66MHZ/MMU/FPU* (51 MIPS) £367.95 

*To 32MB. Optional 2nd simm socket (tower only) offers 64MB total 

The Apollo ft 1260/66 is the fastest Operating System-supported Amiga 
accelerator currently available 

Tip: Buy your memory with the accelerator to ensure full compatibility 

20% off memory prices when bought with an Apollo or phase5 accelerator 

phases PowerUp A1200 PPG + *040/’060 Accelerators 
Without SCSI (not upgradable) inc. MMU & FPU 

160 MHz 603e PRC '040/25MMU.FPU only £199.95 
160 MHz 603e PPC ‘060/50/MMU/FPU only £479.95 
240 MHz 603e PPC ‘040/25/MMU/FPU only £319.95 
240 MHz 603e PPC ‘060/50(MMU/FPU only £549.95 

Add £69 io (tie above prices lor factory 
fitted on-board Fast SCSI II Interface 

Blizzard Vision Pernrtedia 2 PPC Graphics Card 
Unbelievable quality and speed - 1600xl280@72Hz! 

No Zorro slots needed! 

NEW! 8mb card - £159.95 or just £139.95 with a PPC 
After repeated delays phaseS have promised that these remarkable 

boards will be here before Christmas. Customers who have back¬ 

ordered with us will automatically be upgraded to the 8M8 version. 

A1200 dock Port Expansion Cards 
For non-Zorro expansion A1200 owners the best 

expansion route is via the (unused) clock port 

Porijunior lx 460kb serial port 39.95 

IOBIix!20QS lx 1.5 MB/s serial port 49.95 

lOBiixf200P lx EPP parallel port 49.95 

(Drivers for PC parallel port scanners. Zip drives etc,, available shortly) 

PortPlus 2x460kb ser & I xSOOkb par port 69.95 

Catweasel-2 HD Amiga/PC floppy controller 49,95 

Prelude 1200 16-bit full duplex sound card 129.95 

ClockUp 4-way clock port expander 19.95 
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Complete A1200 IDE solutions 

Abridged Guide to Buffered Interfaces 
A buffered IDE Interface is essential if you are considering expanding 
your A12QQTs storage capability. Not only does It give you the option 
to attach up to 4 hard dr 1 ve/CDB0M/LS120/ZIp etc devices but it also 
protects your At 200 by putting back the buffering electronics that 
Oommodore/At left out of the A1200 design. Some Interfaces can also 
significantly speed up the data transfer to and from your hard drive 
and/or CDROM but you will need to choose the right interface for 
your particular setup - see below, ring for details or send a stamped 
addressed envelope for an IDE Interface Fact Sheet. Note that the 
EZ-CD-SE is equivalent to the ‘standard* interface offered by some 
other suppliers. See also the EZIDE software panel on this page. 

Interface Max Xfer Suitability 
EZCD-SE 2 MB/s 6803Q/40MHz or slower / no accelerator. 

EZCD-Mk4 3MB/s 68030/50.68040/xx, 68060/xx accelerator. 

IDE-Express 5MB/s 040/xx, 060/xx. UDMA HD & 24 speed+CDROM 

IDE-Flyer 8MB/s 040/xx, 060/xx, UDMA HD & 24 speed+CDROM 

EZCD Buffered Interfaces SE Mk4 
4-Device But! Interface & CDROM Software £18.95 £28.95 

CDROM s/w, 3x40 & 2x44-way cables £28.95 £38.95 

EZ-IDE s/w, 3x40 & 2x44-way cables £38.95 £48.95 

Elbox IDE Flyer I/F& CDROM file system (>4.3GB HD Support) £59.95 

IDE Express Interface & IDE-fix Express Software £49.95 

EZKey2 
✓ Autodetects and remaps Amiga & PC keyboards 
v' Plugs directly into the ribbon cable slot on the A1200 

EZKey2 alon< 
EZKey2and 1 
EZKey2, A40 

a - for Al 200 only - just £28.95 
Windows keyboard £38-95 
00 k/b & G-to-5 pin adapter £58.95 

EZKeySE 
✓ Separate models for Amiga & PC keyboards 
✓ Amiga version & k/b detects all multi-key combinations 

EZKey-S E/Amiga - for A1200 & A600 - just £18.95 
EZKey-SE/Amiga A4K k/b & 6-5 pin adapter £38.95 
EZKey-SE/PC - for A1200 & A600 • just £24.95 
EZKey-S E/PC and Windows keyboard £34.95 

TurboPrint G & 7* - The essential partner for your 
digital imaging work 

✓ The most comprehensive, fastest replacement printing .... 
system for all WB2.X+ Amigas Turb*Prin& 

✓ Supports more than 70 printers including the latest 
models from Epson, Canon, HP printers - including the 
Award-winning Epson Stylus Photo series 

✓ integrates seamlessly with ScanQuix scanning soft¬ 
ware and CamControl digital camera software faS 

✓ Poster printing, image tiling, colour correction, print __ 
spooling, multiple copies*, postscript emulator*, screen * 
grabber*, photo optimisation etc, all included 

✓ Selectable parallel device for use with high-speed 
interfaces such as the PortPlus & IOBHxi200P 

✓ 20% off the price of the the PortPlus & 
]QB!ix1200P when purchased with TurboPrint. 

TB6 - £34.95 

TB7 - £38.95 

TB6/7u/g - £19.95 

ScanQw*. 

Amiga Digital imaging Software from Andreas Gunther 
ScanQuiK4 Software lust £59.95 - Upgrades just £29.95 
✓ 24 bit scanning with full range of editing options. 

Stand-alone use or integrates with your Art package 
(AdPro, ArtEffect, PPaint. Photogenics, ImageFX 
XLPaint, Pagestream 3, DPaint5) via AREXX. 

✓ 'Scan-to-disk' option in Jpeg or IFF. 

Unique calibration program which automatically com¬ 
pensates for scanner and printer deficiencies allowing 
photo-realistic output on any high resolution, 
Turboprint or Studiotl supported, colour printer. 

i/ Interpolated resolutions to 9600x9600 dpi. 
\/ Colour photocopy option when used with a one-pass colour scanner 
^ Supports Epson, HP, Umax, and some Mustek & Artek SCSI scanners & 

Epson parallel scanners. 
✓ Compatible with all modern SCSI controllers including PPC. Blizzard & 

Classic Squirrel (but not Surf-Squirrel). 

CamControl Amiga Digital Camera Software now just £29.95 
✓ Serial connection versions available for most popular models of 

Kodak, Minolta. Olympus, Casio & Fuji digital 
cameras 

✓ Picture transfer, camera control & slideshow 
options (camera dependent) 

i/ Stand-alone use or integrates with your Art pack¬ 
age (AdPro, ArtEffect, PPaint, Photogenics, 
ImageFX, XL Paint, Pagestream 3, DPaint 5) via 
AREXX 

%/ Selectable serial device for use with high-speed interfaces like the PortJnr or 
lOBlixl 200S 

^ 20% oft the price of the the PortPlus & lOBlixl200S when purchased 
with CamControl software. 

EZIDE • EDE/ATAPl enhancement software 
Probably ibe only hard driue/CDR0M/LS120/Zip/SyQuest 

software you’ll ever need 
^ Supports LSI20, Zif>Jaz, SyQuest, and other IDE/ATAP1 removable 

Cartridges just appear on the 
ear when ejected - just like a appea 

ifso included. 
Workbench when inserted and disa] 
floppy disk. IDE ZipPrep tools are al 

|/ Optimises hard disk performance automatically. Supports "second 
channel" hard drives on most 4-device buffered interfaces. 

Extensive CDROM support including muttldisk changers, CD32 
emulation, high performance Mac, PC Si Amiga CDROM filesystems, 
multisession and muitivolume CDROM support. 

EZ-IDE Amiga IDE, ATAPI, CDROM & removable media driver s/w £34.95 

If bought with any EZCD. l/F, Zip or LSI 20 Drive £9.95 

Upgrade from Eyetech CDPIus/IDE Fix software* £14.95 

(*trade in & proof of purchase required) 

Amiga Magic Upgrade Packs 
available in limited quantities 

The idea! way to update your Commodore A1200: 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 
♦ 

3.1 Kickstart ROMs 
Photogenics 1,2SE 
3.1 Workbench (6 disks) 
Personal Paint 6.4 
Wordworth 4.5 SE 
Organiser l.l 
Turbocalc 3.5 
Pinball Mania & Whizz 
Datastore I. I 
Workbench 3.1 manuals 
Magic Pack application software manuals__ 

.all for just £49.95!! 

Due to variations in exchange rates the prices of some products may change - up or down • from the prices shown. 
Please ring or check our website [www.eyetech.co.uk/MAIN/APRICE.HTM] for the latest prices before ordering. 

The Old Bank, IZWest Green, Stokesley* North Yorkshire TS9 5BB.UK 

Tel: 07000 4 AMIGA - 07000 4 26442 - +44(0) 1642 713 I8S Fax:44(0) 1642 713 634 

Net: sales, info @eyetech.co.uk._www.eyetechxo.uk, 

UK Bank/BS Cheques, Visa*, MasterCard*, Switch, Delta, Connect, Solo, Electron, 
Poslal/Money orders accepted. (fA 3% charge applies to all credit card orders), Due to space 
limitations some of the specs given are indicative onEy * please ring/write for further details. 
Please check prices, specification and availability before ordering. It ordering by post, please 
provide a daytime telephone number. Goods are not supplied on a trial 

basis. A1200 items are tested with a Rev 1.D.1 motherboard ■ other boards may need mod¬ 
ification. E.&0.E. All prices include VAT at 17.5%, Non-EC orders are VAT-free, 

UK Next Day Insured Delivery Charges: Software/Cab1esF EZCD l/F = £3.00 2,5JI 

Drives, Accelerators, Manuals = £7.00r 3,5" Drives, FDDs, PSUs. 

SX32 = £9.00, CDPIus, Minitower. Desktop = £1100, EZTW & EZPC = £15+00* 

Worldwide in 2-7 days from receipt of faxed order & payment details. 
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EYETECH AMIGA PARTS & PRICE INDEX FEBRUARY 1999 TEL: +44 (0)1642-713-185 - 07000 4 AMIGA 

CAB44-3W-24C 44way (2.5" HD) 7+17cm,3 connector,24cm o/a f 4.95 Interfaces and Adapters: EZ-Key & DIY Tower Components 
ADPT-EZK2 Mk 2 Amiga/PC k/b A1200 kbd direct connect 28.95 

ADPT-EZK2-A4K A1200 EZKey MK2/6p -> 5p adptr/A4000 kbd bdle 58.95 

ADPT-EZK2-W95 Mk2 Amiga/PC k/b-> A 1200 rib cab+Wsn95 kbd 38,95 

ADPT-EZ5E-A EZKey-SE Amiga 5p DIN k/b adapter for A1200/A600 18.95 

ADPT-EZSE-A/K EZKey-SE Amiga + 6p->5p adpcr + A4000 kbd bundle 38.95 

ADPT-EZKSE-P EZKey-SE PC 5p DIN k/b adapter for A1200/A600 24.95 

ADPT-EZKSE-P/K EZKey-SE PC k/b adapter for A1200/A600 + Win9S kbd 34.95 

ADPT-HD-2/3 2.5744way -> 3.5''/4Qw+4w & mtg bracket I 1.95 

ADPT-HD-3/5 3.5” Zip/5yQuest/FDD/HD brkt/pl ->5" bay 5,95 

ADFT-KBD-5P6F Amiga/PC k/b adapter 5p din-F ->6p m/d-H 5.95 

ADPT-KBD-6P5P Amiga/PC kbd adapter 6p mindin-F ->5pd-M 5,95 

CAB-KBD-MF 5p DIN M - Sp DIN F k/b ex cable 1,2m 7,95 

ADPT-DF0-FP Tower faceplate adapter for A1200 int FD 4 95 

Interfaces and Adapters: A1200 Ethernet, SCSI 
ADPT-PCM-ETH-C PCMCIA ethernet card with Amiga/PC drivers 79.95 

ADPT-PCMETH-H Hydra PCMCIA ethernet card with Amiga drvrs 129 95 

CAB-UPT-X60C Crossed twisted pair/Rj45 for Sisys 60cm 6.95 

ADPT-5CS-CSQR Classic Squirrel PCMCIA SCSI i/f SOpCM 59.95 

l/F & Adapters; Flickerfixers, Genlocks, Video Digitisers 
VGA Adapters, Monitor Leads 
A DPT-VG A- BV8 M BVision 8MB gfx card for A1200 (needs PPC) 159,95 

ADPT-VGA-BMQN Auto Amiga/BVision m/sync monitor switch 39,95 

ADPT-VGA-SMGN Remote monitor switch for SD/FF & high res Gfx card 39.95 

ADPT-VGA-AMON Auto Amiga/CV64-3D m/sync monitor switch 39.95 

ADPT-VGA-M2SD EZ-VGA-Mk2 external s/doubler PLL u/gradable 69.95 

ADPT-VGA-PLFF EZ-VGA-Plus external flickerfixer 23F-15F PLL 99.95 

ADPT-VGA-SDUG SDBL2 to SD-flickerfixer u/g 40.00 

ADPT-VGA4NSD EZ-VGA internal AI200 s/doubler non-upgrad'le 48.95 

ADPT-VGA-INFF EZ VGA- internal A1200 flickerfixer 78.95 

ADPT-VGA-SEFF EZ-VGA-SE flickerfixer 23F-15M Xtal 89.95 

AD FT-VGA-15M9F Adapter from 15p HD-M VGA to 9pD-F 9.95 

ADPT-VGA-9M15F Monitor adapter 9p D-F to I Sp HD-M 9.95 

A DPT-VGA-15M23M VGA iSpHD-M -> 23pD-M Amiga RGB adapter 14.95 

ADPT-VGA-UNBF Amiga 23pD-F ->J5pHD-F VGA adapter 12.95 

ADPT-VGA-BUF Amiga 23pD-F -> 15pHD-F buffered adapter 16.95 

ADPT-PGB-24RT ProGrab 24'RT Amiga parallel port video digitiser & psu 119,95 

ADPT-GLK-COMP EZ-Gen composite video Genlock for A1200 99.95 

Interfaces and Adapters: A1200 Sound cards & software 
INT-AUD-PLI2 Preludel200 16-bit full duplex sound card - dock port 3 49,95 

IMT-AUD-PL12-SP Prelude 1200 16-bit full duplex sound card to 31 /01 /99 129.95 

INT-AUD-PLZ2 PreludeZorroll 16-bit full duplex sound card 189.95 

l/F & Adapters - IDE/ATAPI & software 
INT-iDE-FLYR Elbe* 4-dev high perf bufd A1200 IDE i/f with spacers 59.95 

INT-IDE-XPRS IDE-Express 4-dev high performance bufd A(200 i/f 49.95 

ADPT-FLR-SPC ROM spacers for Elbox IDE-Flyer purchased elsewhere 8.95 

INT-12I-EZCD4 Mk4 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/AIPU W/A1200 CD ROM s/w 28.95 

INT-12I-EZCD4/C Mk4 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/3x4G, 2x44 13cm cabs. CD s/w 38.95 

INT 12I-EZCD4/CE Mk4 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/3x40, 2x44 cabs, EZIDE 48.95 

INT-121-EZCDSE Economy 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/A 1200 CDROM s/w 18.95 

INT-121-EZCDSE/C Econ 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/3x40,2x44 13cm cabs, CD s/w 28.95 

INT-121-EZCDSE/CE Econ 4-dev buf IDE i/f w/3x40,2x44cabs, EZIDE 38 95 

INT-4KI-CD4 4-device ElDE i/f for A400G w/CDROM s/w 18.95 

DVR-EZIDE EIDE/ATAPI HD/CDROM/ZIP/lSI20/SyQst drvr 34,95 

DVR-EZIDE-CU P/x upgrade to EZIDE from competitive product 14,95 

DVR-EZIDE-SP EIDE/ATAPI enhartcer/CDROM Software Bundle Price 9.95 

l/F & Adapters - Serial, Parallel, Floppy & Clock port expanders 
INT-SER-PTJR Portjunior - 460KB serial i/f for A1200 39.95 

INT-tOBL-SI 2 lOBlix 12S - 1,5Mbps serial >/f for A1200 49.95 

INT-IOBL-PI2 30Blix 12P - EPP parallel port i/f for A1200 49.95 

INT-5ER-FTPL PorcPlus - 2x 460KB ser + lx 800KB par i/f for A1200 79,95 

1NT-IOBL-Z2 lOBlix Z2 - 4x I .SMbpsser + |x EPP par port Zorroll 89 95 

INT-I08L-Z2PX lx EPP par port expan for INT-IOBL-Z2 (to 4xs+2xP) 19.95 

INT-CLX-EXP ClockUp 4-way clock port expander for A1200 19,95 

INT-FDD-DF0 interface for std Sony FDD for DEC 880K8 9.95 

Cables & Cable Adapters: Audio & Mains 
CAB-AUD-CD CDROM invt’d T audio cab .6m + 2xRCA pig 9.95 

CAB-AUD-MIX - RCA(phono)-M -> RCA-M+RCA-F T mixer lead 1.8m 6,9$ 

CAB-AUD-2M2M RCA£phono)-2xM -> RCA2xM stereo lead 1,8m 4,95 

CAB-AUD-MJ/PH 3.5mm $t minijack^>2xphono-M plugs 1.2m 5.95 

ADPT-AUD-RCA RCA(phono)-M -> 2xRCA-F adapter T1 mixer 2.50 

ADPTAUD-RCA-G RCA(phono)-M ->2xRCA-F gold plated adapt'Y' mixer 3.50 

CAB-1 EC-1.5M AC power cable I3A plug -> IEC skt L5m 2.95 

CAB-IEC-4XI3 AC powerstrip IxlEC-M -> 4xl3A-F mains skt 19.95 

PLUG-I EC Rewirable IEC monitor pig for PSUs/MT/DT 4.9S 

Cables & Cable Adapters: Serial, Modem, SCSI, Printer 
CAB-SER-EX2M DB25-M -> DB25-F RS232 extn cab 2m 7 9$ 

CAB-SER-EX50C DB25-M > DB25-F RS232 extn cab 0.5m 6.95 

CAB-SER-NUL2M Null modem cable w/ D9F & D25F at each end 2m 9,95 

CAB-SER-NUL5M Null modem cable w1 D9F & D25F at each end 5m 14.95 

CAB-SER-NULIOM Null modem cable w/ D9F & D25F at each end IQm 19.95 

ADPT-SER-25F9M 25p-F to 9pM serial R5232 adapter 4.95 

ADPT-SER-25M9F 2Sp-M to 9pF serial RS232 adapter 4.95 

ADPT-SCS-SO/SOCF^ Centronics 50p-F to Centronics 50p-F (for Squirrel} 14.95 

CAB-SCS-25D/50C SCSI cable DB25-M -> Cent50-M Im 9.95 

CAB-SCS-25D/25D SCSI cable DB25M-DB25M mac type Im 9.95 

CAB-SCS-50C/50C SCSI cable Centr5OM->CentrS0M Im 9.95 

CAB-SCS-50H/50C SCSI-2 cable 50h/pDM->Centr50M Im for PPC 19,95 

CAB-SC5-50H/25D SCSI-2 cable 50h/pDM->25D-M I m for PPC 19,95 

CAB-PAR-FULL Bidirectional printer cable all pins connected 9.95 

Cables & Cable Adapters: VGA, Keyboard, Switchboxes, Cables, 
Scart Cables (See also BMON, SMON autoswitches above) 
ADPT-SW-S/K Dual monitor & k/b switchbox 19.95 

ADPT-SW-S/K/M Dual monitor, k/b & mouse switchbox 24.95 

CAB-KBD-MM Sp DIN M - Sp DIN M k/b cable 1.2m 7,95 

CAB-VGA-MF 15p DM-HD - 15p DF-HD VGA ext cable 2m 9.95 

CAB-VGA-MM I Sp DM-HD - I Sp DM-HDVGA cable 2m 9.95 

ADPT-SCAR-CMP Amiga comp video (RCA)+2xAudio to SCART 12.95 

ADPT-SCAR-RGB Amiga 23p+2xRCA to RGB TV SCART + audio 12.95 

Cables: HD, CDROM, Floppy, Clock Port Data & A1200 HD Power 
CAB-PD-4GF44F 2,5” (44F) to 3.5" (40F) data cab adapt for AI 200 30cm 9.95 

CAB-PD-2F Power splitter floppy drive to hard drive + floppy 9.95 

CAB-PD-30C 44->40way 3.5" HD data & pwr cabs - Al 200 14.95 

CAB-HD-KIT A1200 full 3,5“ hard drive fitting kit 24.95 

CAB22-2W-9C 22way-F x2 Al 200 clock port cable 9cm o/a 5.00 

CAB34-2W-50C 34way-F x2 FDD ribbon cable for tower 50cm 9.95 

CAB40-2W-20C 40 way IDE cable 2 connector 20cm 5.00 

CAB40-3W-JM 40Way IDE/HD/CD cable 3 connector Im o/a len 9.95 

CAB40-3W-60C 4Gw-F x3 HD/CD/IDE cable 20MG=60cm o/a 9,95 

CAB40-CUST Custom cable 3x40way IDE up to 1.5m 19.95 

CAB44-2W-13C 44way (2.5" HD) cable 2 connector 13cm o/a 9,95 

CAB44-2W-60C 44way (2S' HD) cable 2 connector, 60cm o/a 19.95 

GAB44-3W-12C 44way (2.5" HD) cable 3 connector, 12cm o/a 12.95 

CAB5G-CUST Custom cable 3x5Gway IDC SCSI + lxCenc50-F 60cm 19,95 

Cables: HD, CDROM, Floppy Power Splitters - Tower Systems 
CABPW-1W-1 F Power converter cab HD-M -> FD-F 4.95 

CABPVMW-IHIF HD/FD power splitter HD-M-> IxHD-F/IxFD-F 6,95 

CABPW-2W-2F FDD power splitter 4PM->2xFD-F 6.95 

CABPW-2W-2H HD/CD power splitter 4p-M ->2x 4p-F 15cm 6,93 

CABPW-3W-2HI F HD/FD power splitter HD-M->2xHD-F/lxFD-F 8.95 

CABPW-3W-3H HD power splitter HD-M -> 3xHD-F 8.95 

CAB-HD-PWXTN 4p-M -> 4p-F HD/CD power cab ext 90cm 9.95 

CAB-HP-FD/4 23p-M-floppy -> 4p-F HD/CD power 90cm 9.95 

New - ISDN Term Adapters, 56k Modems fk Net Access Bundles 

NET-ISP One time setup/support/unlimited usage/no ongoing net 

access charge (0845 call charges only) with 25MB web 

space, 10 email addresses, 90 days free net support. 49,95 

NET-EYE-1 128Kbps ISDN T/A + NET43P as above 199.95 

NET-EYE-2 128K ISDN T/A. Ponjnr i/f + NET-ISP as above 229.95 

NET-EYE-3 128K ISDN T/A. web, email.TCP/IP s/w + NET-ISP 249,95 

NET-EYE-4 128K ISDN T/A, Ptjnt web. email.TCP/IP s/w + NET-ISP 269.95 

NET-EYE-5 56Kb fax/voice modem + NET-ISP as above . 129,95 

NET-EYE-6 56Kb fax/voice modem.PortJnr i/f + NET-ISP as above 149.95 

NET-EYE-7 56Kb fax/voice mdm, web. email.TCP/IP s/w + NET-ISP 169,95 

NET-EYE-8 56Kb fax/voice mdm, Ptjn, web. emaii,TCP/IP + NET-ISP 189,95 

CDROM Systems including EZ-Tower & MT/DT Bundles 
GD-SE-24X CDPIus-SE system 24 speed with CDROM s/w 79.95 

CD-SE-32X CDPlus-SE system 32 speed with CDROM s/w 89.95 

CD-DT/MT-24X CDPIus Desktop/Minitower 24 x with CDROM s/w 99.95 

CD-DT/MT-32X CDPIus Desktop/Minitower 32 x with CDROM s/w 109,95 

ADPT-AUD-CDSE CDPlus-SE A1200/CD audio mixr/adapter 19.95 

CAB44-CD-I3C 44way (2.5" HD) cable purch with CD/HD 13cm 6.00 

CAB40-DDC A1200 IDE skt adptr 40F-4GM with mtgs IScm 9.95 

CD24-BARE Bare 24 speed CDROM mechanism for cwr/A4k 39,95 

CD32-BARE Bare 32 speed ATAP1 CDROM mechanism for twr/A4k 44.95 

CDWriter/ReWriter Systems inc. EZ-Tower & MT/DT Bundles 
CDR-IN-2x8 EZWriter 2/8x with MakeCD for A4000.Tower 249.95 

CDR-PL-2x8 EZWriter-Gold external 2/8x with MakeCD 299,95 

CDR-SE-2x8 EZ Writer-SE external 2/8x with MakeCD 269.95 

CDR-DT/MT-2x8 EZWriter Desktop/Minitower 2/8 speed with MakeCD 299,95 

CDR-BARE-2X8 EZWriter Mechanism (no MakeCD) 179,95 

CDRW-IN-226 EZReWricer 2x2x6 w/MakeCD for A4k,Twr 279.95 

CDRW-PL-226 EZReWriter-Gold external 2x2x6 w/MakeCD 339,95 

CDRW-SE-226 EZReWriter-SE external 2x2x6 w/MakeCD 299.95 

CDRW-BARE-226 EZReWriter Mechanism (no MakeCD) 199,95 

CDR-CDSE-UG EZCD-SE+40+44way cabs + CDROMs/w w/CDR 20.00 

CDR-CDM4-UG EZCDMk4+40+44way cabs + EZIDE s/w w/CDR 30.00 

CDR-CDFL-UG iDE-Flyer high-speed IDE i/f. s/w* cabs purch w/CDR 50.00 

CDR-CDXP-UG IDE-Express high-speed IDE i/f, s/w. cabs pur w/CDR 45.00 

CDR-DSK 10 Recordable CD media (WORM) 650MB xIO 19,95 

CDR-DSK-10-SP Recordable CD media 650MBx 10 pur w/EZWriter 10.00 

CDRW-D5K Single CDrewritable disk 6S0MB 9.95 

CDRW-DSK-SP Single CDrewritable disk 650MB pur w/EZReWriter 5.00 

DVR-MCD-TAO-P MakeCD TAQ (P) Amiga CD rec s/w w/ATAPI 38.95 

EZ-Tower Systems, MiniTower/Desktop Cases & Accessories 
CASE-FT-DIY EZ-Tower kit w/ bkpnl for self conversion 79.95 

CASE-FT-DIY-PLUS DIY EZTower, 25QW PSU. EZKey, PC keyboard 99.95 

CASE-FT RTU Ready-built A1200 Tower 250WPSULEO adpt.FD cab 99.95 

CASE FT RTUPLUS Ready^built A1200 EZTWR. EZKEY i/f. PC kbd \ 19 9$ 

CASE-DT Desktop case with 200W+ psu for HD/CDROM 29.95 

CASE-MT MiniTower case wth 200W+ psu for CD/HD 29.95 

CASE-FT-A4KUG EZ-Tower upgrade from PC to A4000 k/b (time of purch) 19,00 

CASE-FT-EXKT EZ-Tower conversion kit - No PC Tower 39.95 

ADPT-AUD-EZTW EZTwr audio mixer/adapter for A1200/CDROM 19.95 

ADPT-SCSI-EZTW EZTwr SCSI adpt 30cm 2xCent50F. IxIDCSOF 19.95 

ADPT-PWR-PPC 2nd A l 200 m/bd powerfeed adapter (if req d) for PPC acc 19,95 

CAB-SER-SSQ 9pDM->9pDF SurfSq EZTwr ser extn cab 50cm 9.9S 

SVGA Monitors - require Scandoubler and/or Flickerfix 
to use all Amiga modes 
MON-14- 28 14” dig SVGA 0 28DP 1024x768@60Hz - SyrO.S. 89.95 

MON-15-,28 15" dig SVGA 0.28DP 1024x768@60Hz - 3yrO.S. H 9.95 

MON-17-.2S IT dig SVGA 0.28DP I 280x !024@60Hz - 3yrO.S. 229.95 

MON-17-.26 17" mon 135MHz, 0.26DP 1600x 1280@75Hz 399.95 

ADPT-MON-SEFF EZVGA-SE ext flickerfixer punch w/ monitor 85.00 

ADPT-MON-M2SD EZVGA-Mk2 ext s/dblr u/g’able purch w/ monitor 60 GO 

ADPT-MON-PLFF EZVGA-Plus ext flickerfixer purch w/ monitor 90.00 

ADPT-MON4NSD EZ-VGA internal s/doubler purch w/ monitor 45 00 

ADPT-MON-INFF EZ-VGA internal f/fixer purch w/ monitor 75.00 

Digital Cameras and Amiga Digital Camera Software 
CAM-GLY-820L Olympus, flash, LCD, 1024x800. smtcrd. Am s/w (lim stk) 399.95 

DVR-CAM-CAS CamControl s/w for Casio QV10/100/300/700 29.95 

DVR-CAM-FUJ CamControl s/w for Fuji DSS/DS7 /DX7/DX9 29.95 

DVR-CAM-KOD CamControl s/w for Kodak DC20/DC25 29,95 

DVR-CAM-MIN CamControl s/w for Minolta Dimage V 29.95 

DVR-CAM-OLY CamControl s/w for Olympus 420L/82OL/IQO0L/I4OQL 29,9$ 

INT-121-PTJR-SP Portjnr hi-speed ser i/f pur with CamControl s/w 30.00 

Amiga Printer Software/Drivers 
DVR-ENPR EnPrint.Amiga printer driver for pre-03/97 Epson Printers 9.95 

DVFE-TBPR? TurboPrint 7,x Amiga printer driver (English) 38,95 

DVR-TBPR6 TurboPrint 6.x Amiga printer driver (English) 34.95 

DVR-TB6/7-UG TurboPrint 6, x to 7.x upgrade (English) 19,95 

Amiga Image Conversion/Effects Software, Scanner Software, 
Scanner Bundles and Adapters 
SCN-FBA4-BDL3 UMAX award-winning SCSI A4FB scanner with PScope 1 79.95 

.— free AmfTeci-SE vY5 with above whilst stocks last —-- 
DVR-SQ4 ScanQuix4 + 1 driver {Epson/HP/Arteo/Mustek/Umax) 59.95 

DVR-SQ4-UG 5canQuix3 to SQ4 upgrade (trade-in & receipt reqd) 29,95 

DVR-PHS Pho to Scope UMAX-SCSI Amiga Scanner Driver 59.95 

CAB-SC5-25D/50C-S SCSI cable DB25-M -> Cent50-M Im pur w/scnr 5,00 

CAB SCS-25D/25D-S SCSI cable DB25M-DB25M mac type pur w/scnr 5,00 

CAB-SCS-50C/50C-S SCSI cable Centr5GM->Centr50M Im pur w/scnr 5,00 

CAB-SCS-5OH/50C-S SCSI-2 cable 5Gh/pDM->Cent50M Im for PPC pur w/scnr 10,00 

CAB-SCS-50H/25D-S SCSI-2 cable 50h/pDM~>25D M I m for PPC pur w/scnr 10,00 

ADPT*SCS-CSQR*SP Classic Squirrel PCMCIA SCSI i/f SOpCM pur w/scnr 54,95 

ADPTSCS-5G/50CF-SP Centronics 50p-F to Centronics 5Qp-F (SQ) pur w/scnr 7.50 

ADPT-SQ3-PAR SQ3 adapter Epson scanner ->parallel port cable 9.95 

CAB-PAR-FULL Bidirectional printer cable all pins connected 9.95 

Hard & Floppy Drive, CDROM, LSI 20 & Zip Mech. & Cases 
FDD-ITL-1200 Replacement A \ 200/600 int FDD 880KB 24.95 

FDD-ITL-BARE Bare 1.44/880 Sony FDD for tower (needs i/f) 19,95 

FDD-ITUD/C/I Twr int 880Kb FDD (Sony/ EZD F0/cab bundle) 29.95 

FDD-ITL-D/I Twr inti 880Kb FDD (Sony/EZDFO) No cable 24.95 

HD2-21 21MB 2,5" hard drive 90 days warranty 29,95 

HD2-I70 170MB 2.5" hard drive 59.95 

HD2-260 260MB 2.5" hard drive 64.95 

PRODUCTS MARKED IN RED ARE SPECIAL VALUE ITEMS 

HD2-720 720MB 2.5" hard drive 99,95 

HD2-1,4 1,4GB 2.5" hard drive for Amiga 129,95 

HD2-1.8 1,8GB 2,5" Hard Drive ! 49.95 

HD3-2.1 2.11 GB I ”x3,5" IDE drive for tower 89.95 

HD3-3.2 3.2GB I "x3,5” IDF drive for tower 109.95 

HD3-4.3 4.3GB I Mx3.5” IDE drive for tower 129,95 

HD3-LS120 Panasonic LS120 floppy/optical 1.4/120MB 79.95 

HD3-LSI20-CTI Single 120 MB cartridge for LSI20 drive 14.95 

HD3-LSS20-CT3 3-pack of 120MB (nominal) LSI 20 carts 29,95 

HD3-ZIP-CT! Single 100MB (nominal) Zip cartridge 14,95 

HD3-ZIP-CT3 3-Pack of 100MB (nominal) Zip cartridges 29,95 

HD3-ZIP-IDE Bare ATAPI/IDE Zip drive internal 79,95 

CAB44-CD-13C 44way (2,5" HD) cable sold with CD/HD 13cm 6,00 

CASE-ZIP Metal slim case - F DO/I DEZi p/SyQuest/LSI 20 9.95 

CASE-HD-ECON External 3,5" HD case no psu 19,95 

CASF-HD-REM Removable drive case for 3.5" HD (metal) 24,95 

Keyboards, Mice, Trackballs, PSlTs, Misc. Hardware & Software 
FAN-60MM Cooling fan for A1200 60x60x25mm 5/l2v 14.95 

KBD-A1000 A1000 keyboard with 6-pin mini-Din cntr* 39,95 

KBD-A1200 Replacement A1200 k/b w/ribbon cable* 24.95 

KBD-A4000 A4000 keyboard with 6-pin mini-DIN plug^ 34.95 

KBD-WIN95 Windows 95 keyboard with 5-pin AT DIN plug^ 19.95 

MOU-WHI Amiga mouse - white/cream -with mousemat* 6,95 

TKB-AM Amiga trackball 3-button replaces std mouse* 14 95 

PSU-100 lOOw PSU for Amiga (fit your old lead - inc instrns^ntrs) 29.95 

PSU-200 2G0w PSU for Amiga (fit your old lead - inc instrns,cntrs) 39.95 

P5U-230 230/250w replacement PSU for MT/DT/FT 29,95 

PSU-A1200 A1200 23W PSU (original) 90 days warranty 19.95 

SPK-I6W I6W PMPO speakers w/ PSU 3.5mm jack 10,95 

SPK-60W INT 5.25” Bay Internal mounting 6QW PMPO speakers/amp 24,95 

f NB items subject to mechanical v^r & tear are limited to 90 days warranty on those components) 

Accelerators: PowerPC with 680x0 Co-processor 
ADPT VGA-BV8M-SP BVision SMB A1200 gfx card pur w/ PPC acc 139,95 

ADPT-VGA-BMON Auto Amiga/BVi&ion m/sync monitor switch 39 95 

Bliz d PPC603ri 60MHz+040/25/FPU/ no SCSI 199.95 

Bliz'd PPC603/160MHZ+Q60/50/FPU no SCSI 479.95 

Bliz'd PPC603/240MHz+040/25/FPU no SCSI 319.95 

Bliz d PPC603/240MHz+060/50/FPU no SCSI 549.9S 

Bliz'd PPC603/160MHz+040/25/FPU/SCSF2 268,95 

Bliz'd PPC603/160MHz+060/50/FPU/SCSU2 548.95 

Bliz'd PPC603/240MHZ+040/25/FPU/SCSI4 388.95 

Biiz'rd PPC603/240MHz+060/50/FPU/SCSI-2 618.95 

2nd A1200 m/bd powerfeed adapter (if reqd) for PPC acc I9.9S 

Apollo 680xx 
Apollo 060 MMU/FPU 66MHz A1200 acc (lim avail) 367.95 

Apollo ‘060 MMU/FPU 50MHz Al200 acc (lim avail) 287.95 

Apollo ‘040 MMU/FPU 40MHz A1200 accd 187,95 

Apollo '040 MMU/FPU 4QMHz AI 200 accd (20% oic) 167.95 

Apollo 040 MMU/FPU 25MHz AI 200 accd 127.95 

Apollo "030EC/33MHitFPU(no MMU) +4 MB 54.95 

Apollo 4030EC/33MHz/FPU(no MMU) +8 MB 67,45 

Apoilo 030/3 3MHz/MMU/FPU+ 4MB (SMB max) 59.95 

Apollo “030/33MHz/MMU/FPU+ SMB (8 MB max) 67.45 

Apollo 1240/60 2nd simm socket & fitting 20.00 

Memory: Simms, Zip RAM & FPU's 
MEM-32MB-72P 72 pin 32 MB 32 bit simm for Amiga 39.95 

MEM-16MB-72P 72 pin 16MB 32 bit simm for Amiga 29.95 

MEM-4MB-72P 72 pin 4MB 32 bit simm 70 ns 12.95 

MEM-8MB-72P 72 pin SMB 32 bit simm for Amiga 19.95 

WB Disks, Klckstart ROMS, Manuals etc 
SYS-WB30-DSK Amiga WB3.0 disksxS + Eyetech HD install 9.95 

SYS-WB3I-DSK Amiga Workbench 3.1 disks x6 (/w HD inst) 14.95 

SYS-KS31 -ROM A1200 Kickstart 3.1 ROM chips (2 chips) 29.9S 

SYS-KS3 l-SET AI200 K/s 3.1 ROMs & WB3J dskx6 (no manuals) 36.9S 

5YS-KS3 ! -MPUG A1200 Mag Pk u/g 3.1 ROMs,WB3.1 .appln s/w, manuals 49,95 

EZPC-Tower & Siamese Systems & Components 
EZPC-HSE-CFl EZPC SiSys system Home Studio Edition 999.95 

EZPC-DVE-CFI EZPC SiSys system Digital Video Edition 1369.95 

EZPC-XLS-CFl EZPC SiSys system - the ultimate Amiga expansion 1999.95 

EZPC-AMP-CFI A1200 Magic Paek/24x/3.2GB/etc EZPt-Tower upgrade 399.95 

PSW-w9x/SS9x Windows 9x Lotus SmartSuite bundle 199.95 

SYS-SIA-ETH Siamese System2.5 w/PC, Amiga ethernet 189.95 

SYS-SIA-R2S Siamese System software RTG v2.S 99.95 

SYS-SIA-R2I Siamese serial s/w RTG v2,l (refble agnst v2,5) 19.95 

SY5-TCP-MIA Miami TCP/IP stack for Amiga (reg n fee paid) 24 95 

CD32, SX32 & Accessories 
ADPT-KBD SX32P SX32 Pro PC k/b adapter cable 10cm 9.95 

CD32-JOY CD32/SX32 joypad 9.95 
CD32-PAL CD32 console wkh 18Wpsu/joypad/RF lead 149,95 

SX32-MK2 SX32 Mk2 Ram/Clock/FPU expander for CD32 149.95 

SX32-P40EC SX32 Pro 030EC/40MHz Acc/Ram/Clk/FPU to 64MB 199,95 

SX32-P50 SX32 Pro Q30/50MHz Acc/Ram/Ctk/fPU to 64MB 249.95 

Al 200 Magic Packs, Accessories and Upgrade Bundles 
184.95 

ACC-PPC-16-4025 

ACC-PPC-16-6050 

ACC- PPC-24-4025 

ACC-PPC-24-6050 

ACC-PPC-16S-4025 

ACC-PPC-16S-6050 

ACC-PPC-24S-4025 

ACC-PPC-24S-6050 

ADPT-PWR-PPC 

Accelerators; 
ACC-060-66 

ACC-060-50 

ACC-040-40 

ACC-040-40-SE 

ACC-040-25 

ACC-30EC-33+4 

ACC-30ECO3+8 

ACC-30LC-33+4 

ACC-30LC-33+8 

ACC-4/60-SSKT 

AMP^STR-FDD 

AMP-STR-HD2 

AMP-MCD-PK3 

AMP-PDV-PK3 

AMP-PDV-EZT 

AMP-PRO-PK3 

AMU-STH2-CDUG 

AMU-MCD-4040/32 

AMU-PDV-4025/16 

AMU- PRO - H AB/64 

AMU-PRO-MONSD 

AMU-PRO-LS120 

A1200 Starter Magic pack FDD vers /w s/w 

A1200 Starter Magic pack w/170 HD, EZCD i/f, skt & s/w 248.95 

598.95 

328.95 

448.95 

798.95 

59.95 

69.95 

99.95 

129.95 

99.95 

74.95 

Amiga M P 20xCD/1.7GB/l040-25/l6MB/MT 

A1200 Mgk pk 170MB/'030-33/8MB 

A1200 Mgk pk I70MB/ 030-33/8MB & EZTW+ 

AI2 EZTwr Pro2 '040-40/32MB/4.3/PCkb/20xCD 

24 x CDROM upgrade for AMP-5TR-HQ2 w/PSU 

040/40/MMU/FPU/32MB u/g w/MCD-PK3 

040/25/MMU/FPU/I6MB +lQ0w ug w/PDV-PK3 

160PPC,040/40/MMU/FPU/64MB ug W/PRO-PK3 

Int Scandoubler + 14" Digital Monitor ug w/PRO-PK3 

LSI 20 120/1,44/0.72MB drive ug W/PRO-PK3 

Tools, Test Equipment, Motherboards St Workshop Services 
ACC-4/60-SSKT Apollo 1240/60 2nd simm socket & fitting 20.00 

PT-M8D-I200 Replacement A1200 motherboard (no ROMs) 129.95 

PT-EXT-PLCC PLCC extractor cool for 33MHz FPU 9.95 

PT-ATM-9 9-range analogue test meter V L R, battery tests 9.95 

PT-DTM-14 14-range digital test meter V I, R. battery, diode tests 12.95 

FJT-EZ-MAIN A1200 to EZ-Tower fitting - A1200 + I drive 30.00 

FIT-EZ-XTRA Fitting/testrng per customer-supplied periph into EZtwr 7.50 

REP-AM-2B/I D4 AII0G motherboard rev 2B or ID4 fix 30.00 

The Old Bank, 12 West Green, Stokesley, North Yorkshire TS9 5BB, UK 
Tel: 07000 A AMIGA ~ 07000 4 26442 ~ +44(0)1642 713 18S Fax: 44(0) 1642 713 634 

Voted AUI Amiga Company of the Year 

Providing computer services since 1983. Over 4000 sq ft warehouse space dedicated 
to Amiga products. Major Amiga innovators - making your A1200 do more. 

[il5]iEil2i[ Net; sales, info @eyetech.co.uk 
www.eyetechxo.uk> 



# Solve all your hardware hassles and software struggles 
in one easy step - send them to technical agony uncle 

■Dcdtom OScmedlqIIw. Write to: Workbench • Amiga Format 
30 Monmouth Street • Bath • Somerset • BA12BW. 

MISSING TIME 
I’m at a loss as to why my Amiga won’t 

save the date and time. I own an Amiga 

4000/EC '030, fitted with a SCSI CD- 

ROM, controlled by an Octagon board. 

I 've renewed the rechargeable battery 

with a NiMH Varta batter from Maplins, 

who state that they’re a suitable 

replacement for XiCad batteries in 

most cases, without any change. 
When I open the preference time 

window, the date is set at May 1978 and 

the save box is hatched out. If I set the 

correct date and time and click on the 

Use box, everything works fine until I 

switch the computer off. The Amiga 

works in every other respect but it’s 

annoying to have to set the date and 

time every time 1 switch it on. 
A. Baggaley 

Morpeth 

Yes, on the surface you’ve done the right 

thing. The Amiga 4000 uses a small battery 

to keep the chip which stores the time up to 

date and it’s this which is forgetting the time. 

I can only conclude that either the properties 

of the replacement NiMlI cell men 7 exactly 

the same as the original or that the clock 

circuitry has become damaged in some way. 

ICONS, KEYS AND FPUS 
I have a CD32/SX32-Pro50 68882 FPU, 

home-converted PC 230W power supply 

(thanks for the advice in avoiding a 

potentially damaging wiring problem, 

Eyetech! A1200 and ('.D:5- power 

connections are different) and a 

Windows95 keyboard. So here we go: IWhy can’t 1 get a Windows keymap 

that recognises the Windows keys as 
Amiga keys or the silly menu key to 

launch Magic Menu? Windows keyboards 
are common as muck so surely someone 

must have done a keymap. I’ve tried two 

and they just don’t seem to work. 
I’d like to use the print screen key 

to launch Graphic Dump or simply to 

send to printer but can’t. It’s a pain 

having keys that don't work. 2 The rows over Newlcons/Magic 

Workbench have never bothered me 

as I’ve always used the graphically nicer 
Iconographies system. Recently, however, I 

decided to use the Dejicons patch and 

now, finally the full Newlcons sen 

(downloaded from your cove rdisk). The 

problem is that all the default tools in 

Deficons are set to your coverdisk 

preferences and I’ve had to reset most 

of them. Quite a few still don’t work, 

though. LhA always comes 

across a Rexx problem and 
the CDDA icon never 

appears when I insert a 

music disk. Is there a quick 

way to set them up for WB 

3? 1 have WB 3.1, although 

it’s not the version 

currently being released 

on the A 1200s. The 

default tool for the 

CDDA icon on the 
cove rdisk is 

S:StartCDDA but I can’t find it in 

the S: drawer. Is this a mistake? Also, 

whenever I load a PC disk I don’t get the 

lovely MS-DOS Deficon, just the old black 

and white Commodore one. 3 Iconographies has a lot of extra 

drawers that you can use as well as 

drawers and dock icons for specific 

programs. Is there anywhere that more 

Newlcons can be found? For instance. 

It's probably a good 

idea to install 

Newlcons using the 

installer script 

which is provided. 

there isn't a specific drawer for tiie main 

Workbench drawers, such as Libs, L, 
Temp, S, C and programs such as MCI, 

DOpus and Executive. 41 have 8Mb of fast RAM at the 

moment and came across lack of 

memory problems in Personal Paint so I 

bought a 16Mb SIMM chip from a PC 

store. It's an EDO type but it’s supposed 

to be okay according to the SX32 
manual from Eyetech. 

The problem is that it’s simply not 

recognised by my Miggy. Could this be a 

fault in the SIMM chip or is there a 

particular type of SIMM for Amigas? 5Has anyone ever released a list of 

FPU-specific files for Workbench? 1 

imagine that most of the content of 

Workbench is for non-FPU machines. If 

you fit an FPU chip, what should you 

change or remove to optimise your 

system? Some of the libraries must be 

changed, I would imagine. A list of ‘get 

rid of and ‘add these’ would be great, 

but who does one? 6 Has anyone else got a CD:i2/SX32 
and encountered problems with it? 

Some CD:i2 games load as normal if you 

AMIGA GOD 
Having followed the home computer scene since 
the age of 14 (I'm now 23) after having a Spectrum 
48K, I now have an Atari 520 STFM (my first 

computer) and my beloved Amiga 1200.1 rarely use 
my ST so the point is that I have a good-quality 
monitor, the colour Atari SC1224, lying around 
without been used. 

I tried to connect the ports of the Atari plug 
pin to pin (it's a circular one, thanks to the Atari- 

only connector) to the Amiga 23-pin port. The 
result was that when I turned on my Amiga the 
power light wasn't a green colour and it remained 

asleep. There was also a whistling from the inside 
of my Amiga while the monitor was turned on. 

I turned off the Amiga and connected it with 

the TV I have, via the RF. Both Amiga and the 
SC1224 work fine individually but they're not 
going to fall in fove until the God that is called 

Amiga Format or a user, gives me a helping hand. 
Also, I'm considering buying the Viper MK2 

with 68030/40MHZ and 32Mb of memory. It would 

give me lots more memory, but would I need this 
much? I have a 250Mb HD and a Hitachi 2x CD-ROM 
in my A1200, both sharing the IDE port. Will the 

Viper MK2 co-operate with them or will it give me 
any problems? 

Finally, you have a great magazine and you're 

keeping the Amiga family united. The Amiga isn't 
going to reach the top again - it's already at the 

top. Thanks again for your time. 

P.V. Vlahostamatis, Greece 

There are video standards and there are video 

standards, and sadfy they're often different. I'm 

afraid i don't have the specifications of the Atari 

co/our monitor to hand, but just because you've 

made all the connections doesn't mean it's going to 

work. For example, the Atari monitor could operate 

at a similar frequency to that used by PCs and 

SVGA mom’tors. If you still have your Amiga 

operating in PAL mode, the display just won't co¬ 

operate. Try again, but this time use the dbIPAL 

screen mode or a Multisync screen mode. 

Yes, you should be able to use the 32Mb SIMM 

with the Viper card and have all that memory 

available to you. 32Mb is larger than my first hard 

drive, by the way. What do Amiga users do with all 

that memory at their disposal? Answers on a 

postcard to the usual address, please. 

The Viper shouldn't interfere with your hard 

and CD-ROM drives - in fact, the only side effect 

should be that they'll run faster. A word of caution 

though: keep an eye on the power supply to make 

sure it isn't showing signs of overheating. 
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VOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED 

DUFF DRIVE 
I have a problem with my Amiga and I'm not sure if it’s 

serious. I own an A1200 with a SCSI hard drive (installed by 

the manufacturer), a SCSI CD-ROM, GVP board with FPU, ‘030 

processor and 6Mb of RAM in total. When I boot up my 

Amiga, the message "Error validation Workbench Block 7098 

bad header type" appears. After about 20 seconds 
everything boots up as normal. The hard drive is a little 

slower and everything works, except I can’t delete or save 

anything to my Workbench partition as I'm informed that 

the "Drive is not validated". All programs seem to work. 

I tried to locate any possible bad blocks with the 

HDToolbox, but when I used the Verify Data program to do 

this, it found nothing. Will I have to reformat my hard drive 

or is there an easier way to solve the problem? 
Laura Mitchell 

Stafford 

Your Workbench partition is corrupt in some way and the 

Amiga is spotting this and trying to fix it for you. To make 

sure you can't make things worse, it stops you from writing 

to it. The Amiga can often fix the drive and after a while 

you'll see it return to normal. Sometimes, however, the 

errors are too much and the Amiga can't do anything about 

them. In these cases, the best thing you can do is copy all 

the files from the Workbench partition to another location, 

re-format the drive and copy everything back. 

start the machine with the disk inserted 

but some, like Cannon Fodder, just hang 

up. I hope you can help because, as the 

saying goes, I’ve no one else to turn to. 
Richard 

via email 

s \es, other people do have CD32/SX32 

* M combinations and yes, I'm sure some have, 

problems. Remember, the CI)32 isn ’l an exact 

copy of the A 1200 and so there are bound to 

be the occasional discrepancies showing up 

from time to time. 

BOOT PROBLEMS 
My problem is with the Early 

Startup/Boot Menu. The computer 

sometimes ignores the settings (e.g. 

boots in PAL with NTSC selected) and 

sometimes even crashes on the boot 

menu. To be more specific, when I turn 

the computer on and immediately 

access the boot menu (from cold), it 

always works properly, but access after a 

warm reset always brings problems. 

The first time I access it after a reset, 

the computer completely ignores the 

settings. If I then reset again and get the 

boot menu up, I can make changes to 

the settings as normal. I lowever, when I 

click either of the BOOT buttons at the 

bottom (Boot or Boot With No Startup- 

Sequence), it just seizes up completely 

and forces me to reset yet again. 

After it has crashed/seized up in 

this way, a reset followed by immediate 

access of the boot menu allows me to 

make the settings as normal and it works 

as normal, with no ignoring or crashing. 

However, if 1 then access the menu 

again on the next reset, or wait until the 

/The problem with key maps is that it isn't 

purely a software problem. As you might 

remember from previous issues, a TIC chip is 

often used to translate between the PC 

keyboard and the Amiga. It s here where the 

hard work is done in intercepting the key- 

values and translating them. This process 

can only create key values of real A miga keys 

so that makes it a little tricky to wire up 

Print Screen, for example, in order to 

launch a particular application. 2It might be worth scrapping your existing 

configuration and re-installing 

Newlcons. The icons for new devices, such 

as your CI) audio icon, might have to he set 

up manually. 

fy l ke Internet is the best source for icons, 

V although consider your request passed on 

to the AF Coverdisk assimilation team - 

maybe they can gather some together for you 

and put them on a forthcoming disk. 

Al must admit to not having had a great 

f deal of joy using EDO SIMMs in my 

Amiga. You’ll need to confirm if your SIMM 

is parity or non-parity and double-check that 

your SX32 is compatible. There are. 

advantages to buying peripherals from 

Amiga dealers, 51 can’t think of many parts of Workbench 

which would benefit from being 

recompiled to make use of an FPU. Remember 

that the FPU is purely for floating point 

mathematical operations and that these 

ami V needed for general window-dragging 

and so on. 

'I'he Amiga does have suitable FPU 

mathematical libraries already present for 

programs which want to make use of them. 
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Is a Mac emulator 
interfering with next reset anyway before accessing it 
your Early Boot (i.e. I don’t access the menu 

menu? . immediately following a crash), the 

settings are ignored and the process 

begins again. 

This cycle continues, as it does every 

single time I use the computer: works 

properly (from cold); ignore; crash; 

work; ignore; crash; work; and so on. 

This problem is driving me mad, not 

because the boot menu is screwing up (1 

can just access it from cold) so much as 

why it’s screwing up. 

I’ve tried disconnecting everything 

but the internal hard drive, in case of a 

power problem, but it was exactly the 

same. Would you please be able to 

enlighten me? I’m worried that it’s a 

hardware fault (the ROM?) that has 

effects which could be echoed elsewhere 

I was re-reading the last May issue and 
noted a point on the letter on Video 
Editing which deserves mention, 
regarding the IR capability. I've had a 
Sony camcorder for about six years 
and a Panasonic VHS recorder for 

j nearly as long. When editing my tapes, 
I did it 'on the fly' with a controller in 
each hand and could get very 
reasonable results with practice. 

However, sometimes getting a 
good joint between certain scenes 
needed several goes. A jog-shuttle on 
the recorder is important for video 
editing. About three to four years ago 
I bought a little-used Amiga for £130 
and, as well as using Wordworth for 
word processing, I found the DPaint 

program very good for titling, 
pictures, etc. 

The editing accuracy wasn't as 
good as f was used to with cine film, 
so I decided, after much agonising 
over the money, to go for the KRP. I 
paid about £120 for the controller a 
little over two years ago and it came 
with leads for the Sony (Lane), 
Panasonic (5-pin) and an infra-red lead. 

I can fully recommend the unit. 
With the KRP controller on the parallel 
port it’s a doddle to do the editing, 
and you produce an EDL (Edit Decision 
List) which can be manipulated easily, 
plus the controller does all the hard 
work. Although you only have 
nominally one second accuracy on the 
Standard-8,1 found that most of my 
scene joins could be made within a 
few frames' accuracy and now that 
I've upgraded to a Hi-8 camcorder this 
year, I can make joints to one frame 
accuracy with the KRP. 

I originally worked with an old 
portable TV but now I have a 22-inch 
TV that came at a bargain price. The 
finished work will be seen on TV 
anyway, so what's the point of an 
expensive monitor? 

The KRP is worth every penny. It 
has some other features and does the 
job that on the PC you'd need to pay 
at least twice as much for. So, for less 
than £300 I've got a really good 
editing, titling, painting system, etc, 
not to mention the WP which has seen 
a lot of use. 

Altogether, it's one of the best 
buys I've made. If anyone is interested 
in the video aspects of the Amiga, my 
phone number is 01244 677288. 

G. P. Shepherd 

v Chester 

in the system, or that it could cause more 

damage. I’d be grateful if you could help 

me find the cause of this. 
Gareth Lewis 

via email 

This is weird, but 1 do have an idea: are you 

using a Mac emulator? Any program, such as 

the tools required to run a Mac emulator, 

which monkey around xvith the computer’s 

memory mapping could potentially cause 

similar problems. 

Continued overleaf 4 
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YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED 

QUICKTIME 
I have a QuickTime movie I'd like to play on my Amiga. I 
don't have any of your old CDs. I have an A1200 EZ Tower 

with a 2.1Gb hard drive, 10Mb fast RAM and a 2x CD-ROM 

drive. I have MAVI but I think this needs other programs and 

a graphics card to run it. Is there another program that can 
run QTand needs nothing else? 

Glyn Hewitt 

Atherstone 

Yes, there are a few. A graphics card helps as the animation 

display process favours "chunky" pixels. However, there are 

still some players on Aminet which will work on the standard 

Amiga graphics chipset Look out for QT14 and Xanim8 which 

claim to replay QuickTime files. 

Speaking of QuickTime, I was amused to see a player for 

the 3com PalmPilot handheld computer. Apparently it can 

display the mini-movies quicker than an Amiga! 

Likewise, if you’re using any utilities 

which re-map the A miga 's ROM, this too 

could he the root of your misery. It’s even 

possible that a piece of hardware which 

autoconfigures is failing on subsequent 

re-bools: maybe it’s trying to allocate the 

same memory twice or something. 

Check your startup-sequence for 

third party hacks, try removing any 

accelerator cards and then try again. 

MORE CHIPS! 
I use my A1200 mostly for art and 

animation. Of course, 2Mb of RAM just 

isn’t enough so 1 bought an Apollo 

1240 40MHz with 32Mb of RAM from 

Power Computing. 

Unfortunately, ibis extra RAM 

hasn’t got rid of the ‘Not enough 

memory’ messages. This is because the 

32Mb is being registered as fast 

memory, leaving only the original 2Mb 

for graphics memory. 

I would be grateful if you could tell 
me how I can get the 32Mb to be 

recognised as graphics memory instead, 
if not 8Mb at least. 

David Durand 

Sligo 

The simple answer is that you can 7. The 

Amiga cannot have more than 2Mb of chip 

(also known as graphics) memory. This is a 

Imitation of the custom hardware. 

PC CD OK? 
I’ve just purchased a PCX X86 emulator 

and 1 can’t access my CD-ROM in DOS. 

1 have a 2x speed CD-ROM unit from 

Compaq, using squirrelscsi.device. 

Could you let me know how 1 can get 
this working? 

Paul Greatorex 

Bridlington 

You'll need to check if the PCX emulator 

comes with a suitable MS-DOS CD-ROM 

driver utility, probably MSCDEX or similar. 

You then edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT and 

CONI'IG. SYS files and enter references to the 

driver. It a a very awkward business and the 

exact approach depends on how the PCX 

emula tor works. 

Are all scandoublers 
really the same? See 
'It's Magic'. 

ITS MAGIC 
J have an SVGA monitor attached to my 

towered Amiga 1200 via a Power 

ScanMagic internal scandoubler with 

flicker fixer. I run a High Res laced 

screenmode which is rock steady with 
no flicker. 

I’d like to know why I can’t display 

any other modes with this setup, like 

Multiscan or Multiscan Productivity. 

I have a friend with the same 

monitor attached to a desktop Amiga 

1200 via Power’s external ScanMagic. 

This manages to display all the modes 

supported by the Amiga monitor 

drivers. According to the back panel on 

the monitor, the vertical scan rate is 47- 

63Hz. I would appreciate your 

comments on this matter. 

Harry Gill - 
Ashton-Under-Lyne 

Scandoubling is a 

bit of a black 

art. It's possible 

that the two 

different doublers 

use different 

hardware, and one is slightly 

more forgiving of the different screen 

frequencies that the other. 

One thing to try would be to drop the 

VGA Only monitor tool into your monitor 

settings. This alters the frequencies slightly 

and you may get belter results. If you’re 

brave, the Mon Ed program is always worth 

a try as it directly changes the display 

properties in real-time so you can tweak the 

frequencies and watch to see if you get a 

steady picture. 

NON-DOS DILEMMA 
Mv problem is that if 1 write to the DF0 

floppy all I get is a read/write error and 

the disk becomes a non-DOS disk. This 

doesn’t happen on DF1 or when using 

DMS. Now I’m getting the same when 

running the CD-ROM - a message 

telling me that I have a read write error 

on the CD. Ifl keep cancelling this 

message, the CD then runs okay. 

I've tried a new internal floppy but 
all I get from that is an error message 

saying non-DOS disk. I’ve checked for a 
virus but can’t find anv. 

/ 

T. Makepeace 

Newcastle Upon Tyne 

Most unusual. You say you hied a new 

internal floppy and it gives you an error, 

but did you try formatting a fresh disk in it 

and (hen using it in the drivel Or did you 

stick with your existing disks? It’s possible 

that your defunct drive was writing data so 

badly that your new drive could n 7 read it. 

Now your CD-ROM is playing up too? 

I think I’d put this down to a dirty lens. If 

there's a heavy smoker in the house or if 

your computers are in a dusty atmosphere, 

this could explain your drive problems. 

Keep all discs clecen, your drives dust- 

free and don 7 pile the floppies on top of the 

power-supply, monitor or loudspeakers 

John Kennedy. 

IF YOU HAVE A 
QUERY... 
At Amiga Format we aim to answer as 

many questions as possible. Unlike 

some magazines, we don't just 

concentrate on our 

H r | areas of expertise 
H - we take on all 

mu f I your problems (as 

v long as an Amiga 

^ is involved). 

I Also: 

• Be concise. 
John Kennedy. § Po your best to 

detail the problem, 

■i Describe the events that caused it. 
i Give full details of your equipment, 

f Make sure your question is relevant 

and wouldn't be more easily solved by 

contacting the dealer from whom you 
bought the goods. 

Fill in, photocopy, or copy the form 

below as best you can. Unfortunately 

we cannot reply personally. 

Email your queries to 

putting 
"Workbench" in the subject line. 

Send your letters to Workbench, Amiga 

Format, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BW. 

Your Amiga: 

O asoo 

O A1O0O 

O A2G00 

C ASOO Plus C A 600 

O A120O C A1500 

C A3QOO C A40OO 

G 13 O 2.x O 3JI 

version 

Hard Disk:..Mb 

Manufacturer:...... 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size, (Mb) and 

manufacturer: 

Details of other hardware: 
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SPOTLIGHT 

Come to Edmonton for your best February 
bargains! See new hardware and software in action 
and talk to people who know all about it. 

Gasteiner Technologies Ltd 
18-22 Sterling Way, Edmonton, 
N18 2YZ 
Tel: 0181 345 6000 
Fax: 0181 345 6868 
Email: sales@gasteiner.com 

Venue 

13th to 14th February 1999 

Admission: £3 Adult 
£2 Child 

T: 0181 345 6000 
F: 0181 345 6868 
sales@gasteiner.com 
Based on the North Circular Road (A406), by the Angel 

Edmonton. Easy access from the A10/M25, Mil and 

the Ml. Silver Street railway station opposite venue. 

Buses 144, 144A, 102, 34, 279, 259. Free Parking 

available. Advanced Bookings Advised due to very 

limited space. Refreshments available. 

White Knight 
Technology 

Tel: 22 321 
9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Fri 
P.O. BOX 38, WARE, 

Vax: 01920 822 302 
IS, SG11 1TX, U.K. 

/ > 
uutL_/ i 
uufLxmtBSBr J or * c 

We also supply 
Monitors, Memory 
Ethernet, Zip etc. 

Prices include VAT 
x: 

<32>'' 

We are the UK’s 
largest supplier of 
PowerPC cards 

LIGHT MY FIRE 
NEW LOWER PRICES 
Save As Much As £ 80 

160MHz with LC040/25 £199 
160MHz with 040/25 £ 209 
200MHz with 040/25 £ 279 
240MHz with 040/25 £ 339 

NEW LOWER PRICES Blizzard 603e 
Save As Much As £ 80 2 x 72Pin SIMM Slots. 

160MHz with LC040/25 £ 199 
160MHz with 040/25 £ 209 for BVision FPC card. 

200MHz with 040/25 £279 = 
A1200T 240MHz with 040/25 £339 crnmotbeflporaded. : 

160MHz with 040/25 £279 Blizzard 603e+ 
200MHz with 040/25 £ 329 Specifications as GC3e. 

200MHz with 060/50 £ 559 Also requires Tower 
_„_cased Amiga 1200. 
240MHz with 060 socket £ 379 Onboard hiah speed 

240MHz with 040/25 £389 
A1200T 240MHz with 060/50 £619 ^ISS^mSSSS 

fVRFBCTADM 200M Hz with 040/25 £459 
> 1 "5 200MHz with 060/50 £ 679 /s^ A 
.—■■■■■— ' i v 233MHz with 040/25 £519 \f\^J 
A4000/4000T/300073000T* 233M Hz with 060/50 £749 

With Ultra Wide SCSI interface and socket for CyberVision PRC. 4 x 72 Pin SIMM slots 
(requires pairs of matched SIMMS}. Ultra Wide cables, adaptors and terminators available. 
* A3000/3000T requires minor modification. Boards with socket for 060/50 available, eg. 233MHz = £ 499 

Ultra fast graphics cards for use with our 
ITC acefelerniois. CyberVision PPC for 
CyberStorm PPC & CyberStorm MK3. 

\ BVision for Blizzard 603c and 603e+ 
\ / Designed for use with SVGA monitors, 

and BVision PPC and do not have scandoublei/flicker 
u. _ . . , fixer or automatic switching capabilities. 

A1200T 

160MHz with 040/25 
200MHz with 040/25 
200MHz with 060/50 
240MHz with 060 socket 
240MHz with 040/25 
240MHz with 060/50 

£279 
£329 
£559 
£379 
£389 
£619 

CYBERSTORM 
! ] (■'. WMHMNHKL. . I V 

A400Q/4000T/300073000T* 

200MHz with 040/25 
200MHz with 060/50 
233MHz with 040/25 
233MHz with 060/50 

and BVision PPC 
High Performance Graphics for 

all Phase 5 PowerPC boards & 

also the CyberStorm MK3 060 
CyberVision PPC (8Mb) £ 159 
BVision PPC (8Mb) £149 

060 Accelerator 

50MHz 68060, Ultra Wide A4000/4000T 
SCSI, 4 SIMM slots (in 2 A300073000T* 
matched pairs}. Wide SCSI with G60/50MHz £ 499 
le ad; and aav; i I without 060 CPU £ 249 
also available * A3000/3000T 'require! modification 

SCSI Drives 3.5" 
4.5Gb Seagate (7200, Narrow) £ 209 
4.5Gb Seagate (7200, Wide) £ 209 
4.5Gb IBM ES (7200, Narrow) £ 239 
4.5Gb ibm es (7200, Wide} £ 229 

IDE Drives 3.5“ 
3.2Gb Seagate ultra dma £ 119 
4.3Gb Seagate ultra dma £ 129 

CDROM Drives 
24 or 32 x Speed SCSI £ 95 
24 or 32 x Speed ATAPl £ 65 
8/4 x SCSI-2 CD Writer £ 299 
8/4/2 x SCSI CD ReWriter £ 359 

Tower Conversions 
Ateo 

rConcepts 
A4000 (10 Bays. 230W) only £ 159 

A1200 (8 Bays, 230W) from £ 139 

AteoBus 

AteoBus & Pixel64 Just £ 239 
Graphics card & slots for Towered A I200’s 

Includes Picasso 96 software. 
AteoBus ‘IO 1 ’ eaitl (2 scr, I pair) £ 49 

Check out our new website ! 
Try: welcome.to/white-knight 
or: white-knight.freeserve.co.uk 
For prices & offers. You can also email to : 
amiga@white-knight.freeserve.co.uk 

WE ACCEPT THESE CARDS 
MasterCard, Visa, Delta, Switch 

2.5% Surcharge on Credit card orders only 
No Surcharges if using Switch or Visa-Delta 

Please Call Us First To Verify Price & 
Availability Before Posting Any Order, 

Goods Are Not Sold On A Trial Basis 
Any unwanted or unsuitable items, if returned in 
pristine condition are liable to a min. 20% charge 
This also applies to CancetJed orders, if accepted 

Minimum Order Value £ 50 + P&P 
Many prices subject to exchange rate 

Errors & Omissions Excepted * 14 Dec 98 



) YOUR AMIGA ONLINE 

m 

®sm7® ©dsBgDs reckons it's time to 
give frames a chance, and offers 
some tips on using them effectively. 

CONTACT POINT 
I can be reached with comments, suggestions and feedback at 
dave@dcus.demon.co.uk. or via my website at http://www.dcus.demon.co.uk/. 

Back in the heady days of 1995, 

Netscape were a company 
everyone loved. Their Navigator 

browser had changed the face of the 

Internet almost overnight, building on 

the work of the earlier Mosaic and 

helping to create the Web as we know it. 

Netscape were also the first 

company in a long time to pose a 

serious threat to Microsoft. At the time, 

Microsoft were ignoring the Internet 

completely and Netscape were the ones 

shaping cyberspace. This alone made 

Netscape almost as popular in the 

Amiga community as they were in the 

PC market. 

could offer visitors the same 
instant access to key parts of 

your site, and save them time... 

Then Netscape did something 

which many people have never quite 

forgiven them for - they created 

frames. With frames, the browsing 

window could be split into two or more 

panes and a separate document could 
be displayed in each pane. 

For webmasters of large sites with 

Okay, I admit it... I've suddenly fallen head over heels in love with frames. 

The Independent newspaper site is just one of many 
commercial sites which make use of frames 

constantly changing 

contents, frames were a real 

boon. A site index could be 

displayed on screen at all 

times, with content 
appearing in another 

frame. When updates to the 

site were made, only the 

new pages and an updated 

version of the index file 

would need to be changed. 

In the space of a few 

months, it seemed as if 

thousands of websi tes 

sprang up which made use 

of frames, and of course, at 

the time, Netscape Navigator 

was the only browser which could be 

used to view these sites. Eventually, 

frame support started appearing in 

other browsers and on other platforms 
besides the PC and Mac. VoyagerNG was 

the first Amiga browser to support 

frames, and nowadays I Browse and AWeb 

do too. 

Because frames received such 

widespread condemnation for so long, 

many sites soon stopped using them. 

Table functionality had increased 

significantly in the meanwhile, so many 

people started using tables to create 

complicated page layouts. 

THE TROUBLE WITH TABLES 
I was a strong advocate of the use of 

tables for a long time, and I wouldn’t 

dream of using frames on my own sites, 

but there are two big disadvantages to 

Cnet's article doesn't look quite right in 

Voyager, but it’s full of useful tips. 

using tables. Firstly, if you want to offer 

permanently available links to pages 

within your site, then every time the 

URL of one of these pages changes, you 

have to go through every single page 

updating all the links to it. 

This takes a while even if you use a 

search and replace tool, and you’ll still 

then have to upload every single page 

to your website server again when 

you’ve finished. 

Secondly, if every page in your site 

contains a site index in tables code, it’s 

a tremendous waste of server space and 

bandwidth. A single framed index page 

could offer visitors the same instant 

access to key parts of your site, and save 

them time (and consequently money) 

when downloading pages within your 

site. This is because they wouldn’t be 

downloading the same old tables- 

encased set of links again and again. 

In fact, frames are much less hassle 

than tables if you’re going to be hand- 

coding your HTML. However, they 

aren’t perfect either and there are 

several things to think about if you’re 

going to use them on your site. 

For a start, you need to consider 

those visitors who don’t have a frames- 

compatible browser, fn theory, 

webmasters can provide alternative 

versions of framed pages for visitors 

who are using a browser which doesn’t 
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the FrameShop site can generate framesetting code automatically for 
you if you don't feel up to hand-coding it. 

support frames. All that’s required is a 

section of HTML contained within 

<NOFRAMES> </NOFRAMES> tags. 

Frames-capable browsers will simply 

ignore this code. 

For the beleaguered webmaster of a 

reasonably large site, the thought of 

providing multiple versions of many 

documents is an horrific one. The 

simplest solution therefore is often to 

include a short <NOFRAMES> 

</NOFRAMES> section of code which 

does nothing more than offer ordinary 

hypertext links to the various HTML 

source files which would ordinarily be 

loaded into frames. 

This frames tutorial illustrates some ways in which you can 
manipulate the appearance of frames on your site. 

Sharky's Frames Tutorial has been around since shortly after frames 
first appeared, and has been revised several times since then. 

As an example* let’s set up a navigational frame on the left of the screen and a 

main frame on the right. Once the relevant source HTML files have been created 

(let’s called them nav.html and main.html), a third document is used to set up the 

frames. This will usually be the site home page, which will be called index.html or 

something similar. 

<HTML> 

<HEAD><TITLE>My Site</TITLE></HEAD> 

^FRAMESET ROWS^* 100%" COLS="30%,*"> 

<FRAME NAME=*nav" SR.C="nav.html* SCROLLING=*AUTO"> 

<FRAME NAME= "main* SRC="'main.html' SCROLLING-"AUTO*> 

</FRAMESET> 

<NOFRAMES><BODY> 

Your browser does not support frames. 

<A HREF=''nav.htnil*>Click here to view the site navigation page</A> 

<A HREF="main.html">Click here to view the main pagec A> 

</BODY ></NOFRAMES> 

Here I’ve set up a single row of frames, divided into two columns — one taking 30% 

of the screen width, the other using the remainder of the screen width (that’s what 

the asterisk is for). You can specify frame widths in percentages or pixels. Then you 

can use the TARGET attribute within a hyperlink to load a document into one of 

these two-panes: 

<A HREF="articleI.html" TARGET="main">Click here :o view Article 1</A> 

If you want to load a document in the full browser window (in other words, break 

out of frames), the simplest way to do this is to use the TARGET=”_top” attribute 

within the link. 

Next, you need to think about what will happen if people start linking to 

individual pages within your site. If another site offers a link to an article within your 

site which would ordinarily be displayed within a frame, visitors coming straight to 

that article from the other site will not be able to see your frames. 

If your article doesn’t offer links to other pages within your site, or any way of 

loading your navigational frameset, the visitor may not be able to access any other 

pages within your site at all. It’s therefore wise to include a link to the document 

which creates the frameset on every page on your site. Load it using the 

TARGET=”_top” attribute in case the other webmaster has cheekily or lazily linked to 

your page within a frame of his site. 

There’s another little trick you can use if you don’t want people linking to 

individual pages within your site at all, although it will only work if a visitor is using a 

Javascript-enabled browser. By including the following code within the <HEAD> 

</HEAD> tags on each page, you can automatically load the framesetting document 

instead of the page they’ve attempted to visit. 

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE^*JAVASCRIPT"> 

if(top.location==self.location){ 

top.location.href=*index.html* } 

</SCRIFT> 

Don’t include the script within index.html itself or visitors will be stuck on a page 

which constantly attempts to reload itself. 

Ideally, you could have a frameset for every article within your site which you think 

people will want to link to, based on the main framesetting document but with the name 

of the relevant article as the source for the main frame, instead of main.html. Then you 

could include a modified version of the Javascript code in the header of the article itself, 

to call the special frameset. This way a visitor jumping straight to an article within your 

site would still get to see your frames in all their glory. 

Using Javascript, there are actually all sorts of fancy ways in which you can 

control frames. For example, it’s possible to easily load content into two or more 

frames simultaneously at the click of a button. The sooner every Amiga browser 

offers full-blown Javascript support, therefore, the better it will be for all of us. 'Sp 

USEFUL URLS 

Mining Co. Guide to HTML - http://html.mininaco.com/msubframe5.htm 
Cnet's Fun With Frames - htto://buiider.cnet.com/Authonng/Frames.ss04.html 

To Frame Or Not To Frame - http://www.oantos.org/atw/35295.html 

Frameshop - http://www.bagism.com/frameshop/ 
Frames Tutorial - http://www.spunweb5.com/frmtutor.html 

Sharky's Frames Tutorial - http://www.newbie.net/sharkv/frames/intro.htm 
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CONTENTS 

The indispensable ruide to getting the most out of your Amiga 
There never seems 

to be an end to 
what you can 

learn about the 

Amiga. Really. I'm 

sure a lot of you will 
have been 
surprised at how 

much you've 
discovered 

from Simon's 

Under the 
Bonnet series 
which finally 

draws to a close 

this issue. The 

good news is that 
he's already 
working on a 
sequel which 

we'll be 
publishing in a 

few issues’ time 
In the 

interim, if 

there's anything 
specific you need 

to know, you 

should drop us a 
line and ask 
Also, if you think 

you've achieved 
something 
fantastic on your 

Amiga, write in 
and tells us just 
what you did and 

how you did it! 

Nick Veitch 

SEND IT IN! 

WE NEED YOUR INPUT. 
is there something that you would like to see 
covered in one of the current tutorial series? 
Why not send your suggestion to us at the 
magazine. Here are some things you might like 
to think about: 

PROGRAMMING 
is there a language you can't get to grips with? 
Or maybe you want to know how to do a 
specific thing in C or ARexx? You might never 
find the answer unless you write in and tell us 
about it! 

UNDER THE BONNET 
Unsure of how how your Amiga really works. 
Not sure if you are getting the best from your 
hardware? write to us. 

GRAPHICS 
is there something you desperately want to be 
able to draw? Drop us a line! Contact us at: 

AF Creative • 30 Monmouth Street 
Bath • Somerset • BAi 28w 
or email: amformat@futurenet.co.uk 
putting "Creative" in the subject line. 

HTML 
It would take ages to list what 

Neil Bothwick knows about 

HTML, but he manages to distil 

all you need to know about 

lists into one easy chapter. 

Text formatting isn't as tricky as 
it seems, thanks to the list 

definition tags. 

Here is a definition Kst 
The contents of the < DT> tags have been highlighted with < STRONG > 

CPU 
Central Processing Unit 

DMA 
Direct Memory Access 

Definition List 
There eg a third type of list, the Definition List. This has a different format, and 
may appear less useful at first glance, but is a powerful text formatting too! Unlike 
the other lists, this one has two entries for each list item, an example is the best 
way to show it's intended use: 

The following text has been indented using < DD > 

A powerful text formatting tool 

SOUND ADVICE 
Tony Horgan explains 

how to create your own 

unique sound. Fame and 

fortune await... 

Relive the heady days of the 
Moog monopoly with 

Tony (who's still there). 

C FOR YOURSELF 
Coin detected in pocket. John Kennedy 
shows you how to recreate a classic. 

_- 

Warning! You are about to discover how to create 
dangerously addictive games. 

UNDER THE BONNET 
In the final tutorial in this series, technical 

guru Simon Goodwin explains all about, 

erm. Guru messages. 

i The Guru 3.02 
. - - .. J.fia 

DOS ERROR: 
235: Bad ioadfile hunk 

PROBABLE CAUSE: 
The program loaded is corrupted. 1 

RECOVERY SUGGESTION: 
Load a new or original copy of the program. 

ononnoon 35 ABOUT | 

SETI CjOjEjFj 

.ild lIll^JH 
SET) 

GURU | 4[ 51 6 | 7| DOS | 

LAST | Of 11 2 | 3| DEFAULT) QUIT |! 

■ j 

Esc] _q]raj ral^siis] F6] f7l ml r$|n^ 

JUJlaid 
IBB | a|n| El It] t]y].»J_i] olj»_J[<ll>l I 

iJ V! mJ Mi jJiljJ-iJjLJ-jJjlJ jJiilssiesI. 

9 I -I L£l J Rt] flflj _ 
Delay ■ 

Rbout Clear U'.i i.; 

Discover how to work out what that mysterious error 
message means, and use an onscreen keyboard. 
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r/Tz HTML CHAPTER FOUR 

fSpFt ive 14 £ 

Hi n y Ba clf 

OffloBO [IMiliffifeDs lists the ways 
you can use, erm, lists... 

The web is all about information 

and you don’t get very far into 

presenting many kinds of 

information before you need to show 

something as a list. Whether it be a list 

of subjects, places to go, links to other 

sites or chapters in a document, the 

chances are that you’ve already 

including some sort of list in any web 

pages you’ve made. 

You can do this with a list of items 

separated by <BR> tags, but HTML has 

tags specifically designed to present 

information in list formats. 

KEEPING IT IN ORDER 

HTML 
AFCD36:-ln_the„mag-/Using_HTML 

'ontents 
Chapter 4: Lists 

Bright 

Chapter 8: image 
1 or . •-r 

Chapter 9: Animation and sound 
‘M ,<5 -hWWBL. 1* 

'-v-.-' .#.1 Sv vt 

K* . 

If you've missed any tutorials in this series, call our back issue hotline on 01458 271102. 

The two most used list formats are the 

ordered (numbered) and unordered 

(bullet) lists. The numbered list starts 

with <OL> and ends with </OL>, with 

each item on the list starting with <LI>. 

Note that there’s no need to end each 

item with </LI> as each <LI> is 

automatically closed by the next <LI> or 

</OL>. Each item in the list is automatically numbered, starting at one. For 

example: 

<OL> <LI>Introduction <LI>Installation <LI>Configuration </OL> 

will give a numbered list of chapters in a document. You don’t have to add a <BR> 

to the end of each line because the browser will automatically start each list item on 

a new line. Each item in the list can be a link, such as: 

WHAT'S IN A NAME? 
When we looked at the <A> tag previously, it was used with 
the HREF attribute to jump to another document, but there is 

another attribute to <A>, and another way to use HREF. 

NAME marks a specific place in a document that you can 

jump to with HREF. 
Let's say you want to list information on all the churches 

in your town. You could set up a separate page for each one, 

but this could get cumbersome, especially when you also 

add a separate page for each pub, club, shop, cinema and so 

on. Alternatively, you could have a single page for churches 
(churches.html) with an "anchor" for each church, like this: 

<H4xA NAME="stpeters">St Peters Church</A></H4> 

some text <P> <H4xA NAME=''methodist">Methodist 

Chapel</Ax/H4> more text 

Now you can jump to these with a link that will load the 

page and display it, starting at your named anchor with: 

<A HREF="churches.html#stpeters">St Peters 

Church</A> 

You give the normal link to the page, either relative or 

absolute, and add a # followed by the name of the anchor. To 

jump to an anchor in the current document, use #name only 
in the reference. You could have a list of the various 

churches at the top of churches.html, something like: 

<UL> <LI><A HREF="#stpeters">St Peter's 

Church</A> <LIxA HR£F="#stmarys">St Mary's 

Church</A> <LIxA HREF=''#methodist">Methodist 

Chapel</A> <LI><A HREF="#synagogue">Synagogue</A> 

</UL> 

<OL> <LIxA KREF="introduction.html">Introduction</A> <LI><A 

HREF="installation.html">Installation</A> <LIxA 

HREF="configuration.html">Configuration</A> </OL> 

The list elements, like so many HTML elements, can be nested. This means you 

could have a contents page for a set of web pages that looks something like this: 

<OL> <LI>Section 1 <OL> <LI>Part 1 <LI>Part 2 <LI>Fart 3 </OL> <LI>Section 

2 <OL> <LI>Part 1 <LI>Fart 2 <LI>Part 3 </OL> <LI>Section 3 <OI,> <LI>Part 

1 <LI>Part 2 <LI>Part 3 </0L> </0L> 

Browsers will generally 

indent each list so it’s 

clear what goes where. 

The indentation in the 

HTML above makes no 

difference to the final 

output, but it does make it 

a lot easier to see what 

you’re doing when writing 

it. To make it even clearer, 

you can change the type 

of numbers used with the 

TYPE attribute, which 

takes five possible values: 

1 - Arabic numerals (the 

default) 

A - Capital letters 

a - Lower case letters 

- Capital Roman numerals 

i — Lower case Roman numerals 

However, not all browsers display all of these types. iBrowseshows A as a and 1 as i, 

See how each level of this list uses a different style for the numbering. 
Combined with the indentation, this make© it easy to keep track. 

1. Section 1 
A Part 1 FIGURE 1. 
B Part 2 
C Part 3 

2. Section 2 
a Pari 1 
b Part 2 
c Part 3 

3> Section s 
I Parti 

II Part 2 
III Part 3 

An ordered list. Note the 

various numbering styles. 

Let's break the list for some general text, before restarting, 
using the START attribute to maintain the numbering. 

4. Section 4 
i Parti 

ii Part 2 
m PartJ3 
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KEEPING IT LEGAL 
Once you start mixing various elements of HTML you can 
start running into problems. For example: 

<LI><H3>list item</H3> is legal but 

<H3><LI>list item</H3> is not. 

These don't always show up when viewing your pages in a 
browser as it's part of a browser's job to interpret the HTML 
as best it can, even if the HTML is wrong. However, once you 
depart from the straight and narrow you increase the risk of 
your pages appearing differently in different browsers. 

Using a number of browsers to check your pages helps 
and AWeb has a strict mode that is far less tolerant of errors, 
making it more useful for page development, but even this 
isn't enough. 

The definitive check for any HTML is to use the WWW 
Consortium's own validation service, at 
http://validator.w3.org. CheckHTML, from the comm/www 
directory of Aminet, is ideal for offline checking. This checks 
pages against the official HTML specification so you can 
consider it to be a pretty definitive evaluation of your pages. 

Neither of these make any comment on the style, quality 
or content of your pages as that's entirely up to you - there's 
no official WWW specification for good taste (yet), but 
knowing that your HTML is correct means that it should be 
displayed as you intend in any graphical browser. 

and Voyager doesn’t show any numbering 

in the current version. 

There may be times when you want 

to start a numbered list with something 

other than one, such as when you break, 

a listing to include some general text 

and then restart it. The START attribute 

of <OL> allows you to set the number of 

the first item in a list to a number of 

your choice. 

The permutations are endless 
and provide a very flexible, 

yet easy to navigate, way of 
presenting information... 

GIVE IT THE BULLET 
Unordered lists, also called bullet lists, 

are used when you don’t want to 

number the list items. The basic syntax 

See how each level of this 1st uses a different style for the bullet 
Combined with the indentation, this makes it easy to keep track 

FIGURE 2. 
An unordered list. Note the 

various bullet styles. 

This list uses the TYPE attribute to pick a specific bullet style for each list 

* Level 1 

* Level 2 
* Level 3 

* Level 4 

* Levels 

□ Levels 

follows the same lines as for an ordered list. The list is enclosed in <UL>...</UL> 

tags with each item beginning with <LI>. Look at the files from last month on the 

CD and you’ll see that home.html contained the following “menu": 

<A Href~"shops.html">Shops</A><BR> <A HREF="pubs.html">Pubs</A><BR> <A 

HREF="amenities.html">Amenities</A><BR> <A 

HREF="location.html">Location</A><BR> 

Using a list, this would look like: 

<UL> <LIxA HREF= "shops .html">Shops</A> <LIxA 

HREF="pubs ,html">Pubs</A> <LIxA HREF="amenities .html">Amenities</A> 

<LI><A HREF="location,html">Location</A> </UL> 

Not only is this easier to work with, it looks better in the browser too. We can nest it 

like the numbered lists, like so: 

<UL> <LIxA HREF="shops .html">Shops</A> <LIxA 

HREF="pubs.html">Pubs</A> <UL> <LI>The Red Lion <LI>The Crown and 

Cushion <LI>The Sportsmans Arms </UL> <LI><A 

HREF="amenities.html">Amenities</A> <LI><A 

HREF="location.html">Location</A> </UL> 

Unordered lists have an advantage over ordered lists. You have to specifically change 

the numbering style to make the nesting of ordered lists clearer, but unordered lists 

automatically use a different style of bullet for each level. You can change this with 

the TYPE attribute, as for ordered lists, but this time the alternatives are disc, circle 

and square, and it’s often better to let the browser take care of it for you. 

As well as nesting lists of the same type, you can also nest ordered lists within 

unordered lists, and vice versa. The permutations are endless and provide a very 

flexible, yet easy to navigate, way of presenting information and links in a text form, 

with little work. This makes them ideal for any site that’s subject to frequent updates. 

There are other ways of presenting text that may give more options, but none are as 

quick and easy to use as lists. 

USEFUL, BY DEFINITION 
There is a third type of list, called the definition list. This has a different format and 

may appear less useful at first glance, but it is a powerful text formatting tool. Unlike 

the other lists, this one has two entries for each list item. An example is the best way 

to show its intended use: 

<DL> <DT>CPU <DD>Central Processing Unit <DT>DMA <DD>Direct Memory 

Access </DL> 

The <DT> tag is shown as a sub heading and the definition is normally indented. You 

can alter the appearance by using style tags on the <DT> items and space it out with 

a P after each <DD> item. 

While the name indicates that this tag was originally intended for displaying 

glossaries and similar structures, the definition list can be used in many other 

applications where you need paragraphs with subheadings. By enclosing the 

contents of <DT> in <A NAME=..x.</A> (see boxout) you can easily produce an 

indexed page, using an ordered or unordered list to provide a contents list that links 

directly to each item on the page. 

Once you realise that neither the <DD> nor the <DT> tag are compulsory, you 

can use <DL> for a much wider range of layouts. There is no HTML tag to indent a 

block of text. Some of the other tags, such as <BLOCKQUOTE>, usually do this, but 

there’s no consistency between different browsers; <BLOCKQUOTE> is rendered in 

italic in some browsers and plain text in others. Indenting a paragraph or block of 

text is a common requirement and it just happens that browsers generally show the 

<DD> part of a definition list indented, so for indented text all you need is: 

1. Section 1 
« Part 1 
* Part 2 

* Part 3 

2. Section 2 
* Part 1 

* Part 2 
* Part3 

3. Section 3 

* Part 7 

o Part 2 
o Part 3 

4 Section 4 
■ Part 1 

* Part 2 
■ Part 3 

Here is a definition §£t 

The contents of the < OT > tags have been highlighted with < STRONG > 

CPU 

Central Processing Unit 

DMA 

Direct Memory Access 

FIGURE 3. 
A definition list and an 

example of using <DD> 

for indenting. 

Definition List 

There is a third type of list, the Definition List, This has a different format, and 

may appear tecs useful at first glance, but is a powerful text formatting ttid U nltke 

the other lists, this one has two entries for each list item, an example is the best 

way to show if s intended use; 

The following text has been indented using < DD > 

A powerful text for matting tool 

<DL> <DD>This text is indented </DL> 

or even 

<DLxDD>This text is indented</DL> 

if you are only indenting a few words on a line. 

It’s clear that the list tags are useful for more than 

just displaying lists; for example, for adding extra 

text formatting options as well. Next month we’ll 

take a look at how tables can give you even more 

control over the layout of a page. 
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Hf-J AUDIO CHAPTER FOUR 

Want to stand out from the rest with your own individual sound? 
"OtotByz Dtoijgam is back once again with some useful pointers... 

Chapter 4: Original Sample Manipulation 

pfhapter 5: Best Value MIDI, Equipment ^ 

^Chapter 6:: MiUisic Production & Mixdown 

if you've missed any tutorials in this series, call our back issue hotline on 01458 271102. 

Defining your own unique 

‘sound’ will help your musical 

productions stand out from the 

crowd and allow you to develop a 

recognisable style that people can 

identify with. Once you’ve got ‘that 

sound’, whatever that may be, it can 

become a trademark, a badge that to 

your fans signifies quality and all the 

things your music is about. 

Some producers take advantage of 

specific equipment to inject ‘their 

sound’ into all their output: French 

flavour-of-the-month band Air have a 

particular penchant for vocoders and 

old rubber-sounding analogue synths; 

Hardfloor coupled the TR-909 and TB- 

303 drum and synth machines in a way 

that no-one else seemed to be able to; 

Faithless seem to have built a worldwide 

following on the back of a pizzicato 

string stab. 

wonderfully abstract 
morphing sequences that 

start out as a kind of gurgle... 

sounded ‘less than 1 6-bit’ would be 

disregarded as the mark of a poor demo 

recording. However, now that people are 

used to everyone having decent quality 

samplers and recorders, low fidelity (lo- 

fi) sounds are all the rage. Funny old 

world, isn’t it? 

That means that, perversely, if you 

happen to come up with some processes 

which make your samples sound as if 

they’re being played through an antique 

gramophone in a steel dustbin, you’re 

probably on to a winner. 

If you’re looking for inspiration, as 

usual it’s the various dance music styles 

that are advancing things fastest. 

Setting aside the incredibly over-used 

resonant filter effect that’s splashed all 

over the latest cheesy disco-sampling 

party tunes, there are some good things 

happening if you dig a little deeper. For 

example, if you use the same basic 

resonant filter idea on just a vocal 

instead of the entire mix, you can 

create some wonderfully abstract 

morphing sequences that start out as a 

kind of gurgle and slowly begin to sing 

or talk to you as the filter effect is 

lessened, as in Danny Tenaglia’s Music 

Is The Answer, 

USE AND ABUSE 
Always remember that a sound is just a 

sound, and therefore any sound can be 

subjected to any processing technique, 

regardless of whether or not the process 

was actually designed for that particular 

type of sound. 

Let me explain. Take a guitar 

effects pedal, for example. If you asked 

someone how to use it, they would tell 

you to plug an electric guitar into the 

input and connect the output to your 

amp or mixer. An electric guitar 

ANYTHING GOES 
Here’s a strange phenomenon that’s 

worth bearing in mind before you start. 

Not so long ago, it was some thing of a 

luxury for musicians to be able to sample 

in 16-bit resolution. In typical snobby 

music industry style, anything that 

The trouble is, if your core sound is 

merely a specific piece of kit used in a 

fairly standard way, it begs to be ripped 

off and used by anyone and everyone 

who wants a piece of your action - 

exactly what’s happened to Faithless. 

To avoid that happening to you, the 

best course of action is to define a 

sound that others can’t copy. The man 

who for many years was regarded as the 

‘King of House’, Todd Terry, is reputed 

to be extremely secretive about his own 

studio gear and techniques and it’s 

done him no harm. 

One way to ensure that nobody 

can copy or reproduce your sound 

(without just sampling it) is to 

develop your own sample 

manipulation techniques and tricks. 

Once you have a sound in the digital 

realm, the only limitations are your 

software and imagination. 
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produces a line level signal just like any 

electric or electronic audio source, so in 

fact you can put anything through a 

guitar effects pedal, even your own voice 

if you like. 

I mention this because even if 

you’re only working with samples and a 

software sound editor, it’s odds on that 

you’ll have a section of effects that are 

designed to lie used on drums, another 

lot that’s really made for processing 

vocals and so on. Take the Vocoder 

effect from SoundProha. Used in the 

‘proper’ way, it takes a vocal sample and 

maps its resonant frequencies onto a 

melodic musical sample, making the 

voice appear to sing that melody. 

However, you can take any two sounds 

and combine their attributes in this way, 

often with excellent, and more to the 

point, original results. 

THROUGH THE MANGLE 
Let’s say you have a track in which you 

want a section that includes just a 

mangled rhythm section. You don’t just 

want to drop out to the drums and you've 

had enough of the aforementioned nu- 

disco resonant filter effect. 1 low about 

taking a chord sequence, sampling it 

from a keyboard or rendering one to disk 

using SoundStudio? You can then use that 

as a base from which to mess up your 

drums. Bring in your chosen bar of 

drums as a sample; again, sampled or 

rendered to disk if it’s made up of more 

than one source sound. 

Copy and paste the bar of drums so 

that it’s the same length as the chord 

sequence. Now you can toy with vocoding 

one sound onto the other, and vice versa. 

To add more movement to this section, 

why not save a number of vocoded 

samples with different settings or even 

with more effects processed over the top? 

Samplitude Opus has a similar feature 

called Convolution. It tends to 

misbehave at times but it can produce 

some equally unique sounds if you’ve 

got a bit of patience. 

BIG BEATERY 
If beats are your thing, don’t just use the 

same breaks as everyone else - give 

them your own twist. Try doing things 

like time-stretching a break to 150% or 

even double its original playing time, 

then replay it at twice the original pitch. 

Try the opposite too, or pitch shift 

downwards by half but keep the playing- 

speed the same. To fatten up a break, 

make two new copies, one pitch shifted 

up and one pitch shifted down 

(retaining the original tempo) and then 

mix these two new versions with the 

original for a three-way-timestretch- 

chorus extravaganza. 

Snare drum rolls do a sterling job in 

clubs around the world, but wouldn’t it 

be nice to use a different method of 

hyping up a track? Try pitch bending up 

a four, eight or even sixteen-bar section 

of drums instead. Sound Probe can do this 

CHAPTER FOUR 

and retain the original length and 

tempo of the rhythm. 

If. You. Really. Like. To. Rock. The. 

Funky. Beat... you could do a lot worse 

than chop it up and put it back in a 

different order, a bit like Natural Born 

Chillers did with that phrase for Rock 

The Funky Beat. The advantage of cutting 

up vocal snippets is that you can make 

them say different things to fit your 

track. Use a recording of a famous 

person for added cheeky effect! 

Alternatively, completely detach a 

vocal sample from its original context 

and use it for your own means. Did you 

ever hear the hard house track with the 

vocal, “Giving them drugs, taking their 

lives away”? Apparently it’s Nancy 

Reagan. So now you know... CD 

303 TRACKER AFCD36:-ln_the_mag-/Sound_Advice 

DO STUPID THINGS 
To come up with the most original 
effects you'll need to get your 

alternative thinking cap on. Try to 
come up with new uses for existing 

effects. For example, what would 

happen if you took two records, 
matched their tempos, sampled four 

bars of each and then vocoded one 

onto the other? 1 don't know. I've 
only just thought of it. I'll try it 
later. Or why don't you take a drum 

loop or synth riff, reverse it, put 
loads of reverb on it, then reverse it 
back again. Get the 

idea? Ap 

imp 
irnrfsau 

While I'm 

here, i thought 
I should 

mention the 

release of 
303Tracker, 
Although it's 
still in the 

early stages of 
development, 
it's already 

established 
itself as a 
regular fixture 

on my Amiga. 
303Tracker is a 
softsynth - to 

be precise, a 

Roland TB-303 

Bassline 
emulator with 
a tracker-style 
front end. You 

get a rough real-time output as you enter your notes but it’s the non-real-time sample-rendering process that 
comes up with the amazingly accurate goods. Despite a few bugs and plenty of as-yet unimplemented 
features, it's well worth checking out. 

Author Jeroen Schellekens has big plans for its future too, expanding it well beyond the realms of 
mimicking Roland's little silver box. It's on this month's CD and you can find the latest on Aminet or the 
303Tracker website at :tp://www.xs4aii. n \t- ie$303 so go and play with it now! 
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The useful 

30.3 Tracker 

program can be 

found on this 

issue's cover CD 

and is well 

worth taking a 

look at. 
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C PROGRAMMING CHAPTER TWELVE 

Last month we met the dreaded 

flicker problem head-on when 

we tried to draw our lovely 3D 

shapes onto the screen. It became 

obvious that if we took too long when 

animating our wireframe tank shape 

(performing the calculations and 

drawing the image), there was a messy 
flicker on the display. It almost goes 

without saying that a good game must 

totally eradicate any hint of display 

problems like this. 

What's that? 
bluffer? Are 
Read on... 

ioMH 
Chapter 12. A game! (part 3) 

• iv, is a dodgy | 
you sure that isn't double buffer? 

AFCD36:-ln_the_mag-/C-Course 

B a c k 9 oun 

Chapter 13. A game! (part 4) j 

Missed a tutorial in this series? Call our back issue hotline on 01458 271102. 

C4i t/Wf F V* Vpff w v f f § ff f I 

to delve into the structure of 
the screen itself... 

To understand how we can prevent 

flickering, it’s important to realise what 

is causing it. As we mentioned last 

month, the Amiga updates the screen 
fifty times a second. If your updat ing of 

the patterns on the screen happens to 

coincide with the computer video 

hardware’s display cycle, you’ll see a 

changing pattern on the screen. This is 

the flicker. 

We tried holding off updating the 

screen until the Vertical Blanking 

Interval had, but this led to the 

problem of what to do when it takes 

longer than one frame refresh to 

update all the required graphics. Short 

of buying faster and faster computers, 

we were stuck, and this is where we start 

this month. 

BLUFF IT 
The best known flicker-reducing 

solution is to double buffer the display. 

This entails having two copies of the 

screen in memory: remember, the 

screen display you see is actually 

nothing more special than a chunk of 

memory. The computer hardware (in 

the Amiga’s case, the Copper graphics 

co-processor) takes this memory and 

generates a video display from it, 

So instead of one screen display in 

memory, wre have two. Obviously, only 

one chunk of memory can form a 

display at a time, but the clever thing is 

that the computer can very quickly swap 

between them both. We don’t need to 

clo anything crude, such as copying the 

entire contents of one memory plane to 

the other-we only need to tell the 

hardware (by way of the operating 

system, of course) where to look. This 

takes only a tiny fraction of a second 
and can therefore he done well within 

the frame fly-back time. 

It may only be Battlezone, but at least.,. 

While one buffer is being displayed 

on the screen, we are free to do what we 

like with the spare, We can erase its 

existing contents and draw all the 

details we want on it, safe in the 

knowledge that no-one will see this 

happening, no matter how long we 

take. Only when it’s finished clo we swap 

it with the other buffer, making it 
visible. Then we start work on creating 

the next frame to display. 

The basic process for drawing a 
double-buffer display is therefore: 

Set up the memory for each display. 

2. Tell the computer to draw any new 

graphics into Screen A. 
3. Calculate and draw the new graphics. 

1. Tell the computer to display Screen A. 

5. Tell the computer to draw' any new 

graphics into Screen B. 

Calculate and draw the new graphics. 

7 Tell the computer to display Screen B. 

8. Go back to step 2. 

In this way, the user will never see a 

half-drawn display - they’ll only see the 
new, completed frame as it pops into 

view. Clever, eh? 

The Amiga is particularly well 

suited to this kind of shenanigans 

because, if you remember, there are lots 

of pointers and structures which define 

exactly how the screen is created. 

Although in theory it would be possible 

to open up two entirely separate Amiga 

screens and keep flipping one in front 

of the other, it works much, much 

better if we use the same screen 
structure hut alter its opinion of where 

the memory making up the screen is 

actually located. 

The key to all this moving around 

of screen memory is to delve into the 
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structure of the screen itself and get to 

the bitmap, the pointer which 

references the memory addresses. By 

defining two separate bitmaps and 

plumbing them in turn into the Screen 

structure, we can create our double- 

buffered display. 

What we are doing is making the OS 

tell the Copper hardware where the 

screen starts, and so where it can start 

scanning and converting memory into 

on-screen images. At this point it’s clear 

that we don't need any of the extra 

baggage provided by a window and that 

drawing directly to the screen will be the 

simpler option. 

All our drawing functions work by- 

referencing a Raster Port which points 

to the screen, and although we’ve been 

extracting this from a Window, we can 

extract it just as easily from the Screen 

structure, like this: 

rastport=&myscreen->RastPort: 

the effects on the 

screen if you 

wanted. Also, we 

need to allocate 

the memory on a 

bitplane level. If' 

you only needed 

two colours (black 

and white), you’d 

only need one 

bitplane. However, 

in this example 

we’ll need four 

colours and so we 

need two bitplanes, 

and that means two 

Listing3 
// Make this screen the one for 

// drawing into.. 

if (which_scxesn) 

{ 

inyscxieen- >RastFbcrt. Ei tMap=bi tmapA; 
myscreen->ViewBort. Raslnf o->Bi tMap^bitmapA; 

}- 
else 

{ 
myscreen- > Hast Bart. Bi t tfap=bi tmapB; 

m,yscreen->ViewBort ,RasInfO“>BitMap=bitmapB; 

} 

ras t par t =6dTLyscreen- >Ras tPar t; 

bit planes for each bitmap structure* 

struct Screen 
struct MewScreen ayscreendetaiis; 

myscreendetai Is. Lef tEdge= 0; 
myscreendetai is. Tcp£dge=Q: 
myscreendetai Is. idth=320; 
myscreendetai is. Height=256; 
myscreendetai Is, Depth-2; 
ntyscxeendetai Is. Detai lPen=0; 
myscreendetai is. BiockPen-1; 
ntyscreendetai is. VievModes=HtXLL; 
myscreendetai is. TypeeCOSTOie^EEH | OiSTOMBITMAP | SCREE2OTIET; 
ftiyscreenc^tai is. Fan t=NULL: 
Eysareendetails. Def&ultTi tie-HULL; 
mysrareenefetai is. Gadgets=NtJIX; 
Biyscreendetai is. CustamBi tMap=bitmapA; 

Now the interesting part — the code 

to swap the screen buffers around. We 

use a variable (which_screen) to decide 

upon which screen is being displayed 

and which is available for drawing. The 

variable alternates between True and 

False, so swapping between bitmaps. 

Incidentally, die line 

which_screen=!which_screen; There are two catches to all this. Firstly, 

we need twice as much memorv to store / 

the “extra" screen display. This really 

shouldn’t be a problem on the Amiga as 

even a large multi-coloured screen will 

leave plenty of space free. Secondly, 

however, we have a little more work to 

do. As opening die screen bitmaps is 

normally handled automatically bv 

ntyscr©en<^penScraen(AdttyscTOendetails); 

jnysareen- >RastPart Flags=DBUFFER; 

together. in with 
program which gives a much 

more stable base... 

Intuition, we have to do some manual 

labour ourselves. We need to allocate 

the memory, define the bitmaps and 

then free them up when we finish, 

However, even this isn’t particularly 

difficult, as you’ll see from the listings 

which follow. 

Here’s the code. Remember that we’re 

defining two bitmaps, A and B. 

The next step is to define the screen 

which is going use our bitmaps, and not 

the default one given to it by Intuition. 

This is simply a matter of setting up the 

screen structure in a slightly differently 

way. Instead of using the easy Tags 

method, we create a new NewScreen 

structure, fill it with the necessary values 

and call the OpenScreen routine. 

is the line which swaps the value making 

the variable into logically NOT what it 

was previously. If it was TRUE the first 

time through the loop, it will he FALSE 

the next time. 

When we put all the code together, 

we end up with a program which gives a 

much more stable base on which to 

build the rest of our code. It doesn’t 

really matter (within reason) how long 

we take to draw the next frame as it will 

always be drawn very smoothly onto the 

screen. We can therefore take this 

opportunity- to add a few more objects 

into the virtual 3D world which we are 

slowly bringing to life on the screen. 

In the full listing (on the CD) I’ve 

expanded the definition of the objects 

and all the functions which operate on 

objects, to include different types - so 

far, I’ve added a simple cube type. 

Scattering a few of these around gives a 

much more interesting landscape. 

If the you think the screen pictures 

are starting to look a little more 

interesting, please believe me when 1 say 

you haven’t seen anything yet - the 

really cool stuff is yet to come... £5 

PROGRAMMING 
The first step is to define the two 

bitmaps. This involves asking the OS for 

some memory and linking it to the 

bitmap structure. This gets us down to a 

very low level - you could directly write 

values into the bitmap memory and see 

...it isn't yet another Breakout clone! 

Listing 1 
— — : | 

struct EitMap *hitmapA, *bitmapB; 

bitmapA=(struct BitMap *)AllccMejii( (LONG)sizeof (struct BitMap),MEMF_CLEAR); 
bitmapB= (struct BitMap *)AllocMem.( (IDRG)sizeof (struct BitMap) ,MEMF_QLEAR)j 

InitBitMap(bitmapA,2,320,256): 
InitEitMap(bitmapB,2.320,256); 

bitmapA->Planes[ 0 ] = (PIANEPTR) AllocKaster (320,256); 
bitmpA->Planes[l]=(FLANEFTR)AllccRaster(320,256); 

bi tmapB->Flanes[ 0 ] = (PLAHEPTR) AllocRaster (320,256); 
bi t mapB- >Planes F11 = (PIANEPTR) A1 ladRaster (320, 256); 
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if you've missed any tutorials in this series, call our back issue hotline on 01458 271102. 

(to indicate 

In the last of this series, Sddqosco (§®®dtafflS[]D's ■ 

attention turns appropriately to Guru n, 
editions...-- 

This is the last part in our 

advanced tour of Amiga systems 

and it deals with ‘exceptions’, 

including hardware faults that are 

detected by the processor and alerts 

that are generated by system software 

when it goes seriously wrong. There’s 

also a last word on retargeting and 

redirection (in the box), discussing 

alternative input methods. 

AFCD36:-ln_the_Maq-/Under_the_Bonnet/ 

Chapter 11. Redirection - networks and file systems 

no 

the system software that 
murid the fault... 

The core of this month’s tutorial 

concerns Guru Meditation messages, 

reports that are so obscure, even to 

Amiga designers, that they gained this 

jokey name because even Gurus must 

meditate a while to understand them. 

Meditation can’t be rushed but I’ll 

explain the most common Gurus, 

meanings, causes and cures, with lots 

more information and diagnostic aids 

on the CD. 

GURU GENESIS 
Workbench 2 removed the text ‘Guru 

Meditation’ from the alert screen and 

reorganised the 32-bit report codes, but 

the name has stuck. A Guru is an 
unrecoverable fault, indicating that 

GAINING CONTROL 
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llouseKi puts a pointer-driven keyboard on a custom screen. 

Commodore's commodities scheme 
can redirect input streams to ease 

control of your Amiga. Input 
Preferences control the key map and 
mouse dynamics and FKEY can 

convert key codes or set up macros. 
Well-written drivers should work 

with, rather than against, these 

standard utilities. 
Controller redirection concerns 

mouse, joystick, pen-pointing and 
keyboard and keypad buttons. Thus 
LeftyMouse and SwapButtons 

interchange the effect of left and 
right mouse buttons. Oliver Kastl's 
CD32 emulator can remap keys to 

simulate console controller buttons. MouseKi 
presents an on-screen keyboard, draggable or in a 
window, for those who'd rather point and click 

than hunt and peck at keys. KeySim is similar but 
collects a line of characters at once. 

JoyMouse converts digital joystick movements 

into simulated mouse pulses, like RoboShift 
hardware but with more options. GTdriver and 

SummaDriver support graphics tablets, which may 

also emulate serial mice, plentifully supported on 
Aminet. Options include SerMouse, LogiMouse, 

OptMouse and NewMouse, with mouse wheel 

support, application-willing. 
Most work alongside standard mice so you can 

leave both connected. AutoPort lets you use Amiga 

pointing devices in both ports for easy access to a 
trackball or a pen and a mouse, depending on the 

application, or a desktop tug-of-war. 

These commodities work well with system- 
friendly software. Most can be redirected to 
use add-on serial ports but are ignored by 

programs that bang the metal and assume the 
controller on each port. Don't expect serial 
controllers to work with games that require a 

reset to exit. Workbench 3 preferences work with alternate controllers too. 

something has gone badly wrong - it’s 

usually a software problem but it can 

sometimes be an indirect sign of a 

hardware fault. 

Guru numbers can be grouped by 

splitting up the eight hexadecimal 

digits in the 32-bit code. If the most 

significant bit is set, normally meaning 

an initial value of 8, it is a ‘Dead End’ 

error, with no way for that task to 

recover. The most common Dead End 

errors are detected by the processor 

and have codes derived from the CPU 

exception vector that caused them. 

This means that Guru 80000002 
indicates CPU exception 2, which is an 

attempt to access non-existent memory. 

80000003 is an address error, most 

common on 68000s where word values 

should be stored on even boundaries. Is 

the program for 68020+ only? 

80000004, an illegal instruction error, 

signifies invalid code, perhaps for some 

other processor. 

Wild programs soon execute data, 

leading to this Guru or related codes 

with suffix A or B, known as A line or F 

line errors as they detect reserved 

opcodes starting with the prefix A or F. 

F line alerts often signal the wrong type 

of FPU or MMU code for your machine 

as these opcodes are variously used for 
internal and external co-processors. 

Fault 80000008 flags privilege 

violations: attempts to execute 
supervisor-only instructions in user 

mode. It’s common when programs 

written for 68000s try to read the Status 

Register on later CPUs. I'UDE and 

Fix68010 can trap or patch this. 

80000005 indicates integer Division by 

Zero, which is a sure sign of sloppy 

programming. Other alert codes have a 

byte prefix to indicate the part of the 
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Common Guru code prefix bytes ■ Top Ten Guru Meditations 

01 Fault found by the Amiga's Exec library 
02 Graphics library, often out of memory 

03 Layers library, also often no memory 

04 Intuition library - programming error? 
05 Mathematics problem; FPU or libraries 

07 DOS library - disk or messaging fault? 

10 Audio device has detected a problem 
13 Keyboard device - usually trouble-free 
14 Trackdisk - probably a disk drive fault 

15 Timer - CIA, power or software problem 
31 Workbench has found something wrong 
80 Dead End, normally detected by CPU 

system software that found the fault, and 

standard fields later to identify the 

component and action concerned. The 

tables list prefix codes and the top ten 

Guru codes collected by Ben Hutchings 

and myself, although these depend on the 

CPU and programs you use. 

RECOVERY 
Recoverable alerts are less serious. 

These reports usually start with zero, 

have a yellow rather than red border 

and don’t generally stop the task, 

though they still indicate a problem, so 

a crash may follow. MCP and GuruLog 

can help you work out the pattern of 

Guru alerts by keeping a file of 

gruesome details for later analysis. 

When an alert is signalled, the 

system dumps processor register 

contents in low memory. These details 

are rarely useful unless it’s vour own 

assembly code that’s failed, but they 

might help you identify odd addresses 

or faulty hardware - look for low or wild 

values in address registers. 
AmigaOS parameters in registers 

A0, Al, DO and D1 give extra 

information about system calls. A6 
usually holds the base of the relevant 

system library and A7 mav reveal stack 

over-runs or pointer corruption. 

Alert Patch and its ilk offer extra 

information besides the task name and 

Patchfi tert 1.0 © C.Beskow 

The infamous Guru 
Meditation alert 
from Workbench 1. 

PROCESSOR EXCEPTIONS (WILD CODE?) 
80000002 Bus error - attempt to access non-existent RAM or hardware 

80000003 Address error - trying to read a word from a byte address 
80000004 illegal instruction - wrong CPU or trying to execute data 
80000005 Division by Zero - infinity is not a valid integer value 

8000000A A line exception - 4096 opcodes aren't used in Amigas 
8000000B F line exception - inappropriate FPU or MMU opcode 

AMIGADOS/WORKBENCH TROUBLE: 
87000004 Unexpected message received - no Workbench start code? 

PROBLEMS WITH MEMORY: 
81000009 Exec tried to free memory that was already free 

0100000C Total memory did not match free plus used space 
81000005 The Exec Memory List has become fatally corrupted 

Software Fai lure. Pi'ess left Mouse b u t ton to conti nu< 

Guru Meditation #00006003.8023F888 

The Guru 3.02 

DOS ERROR: 
235: Bad loadfile hunk 

PROBABLE CAUSE: 
The program loaded is corrupted. 

RECOVERY SUGGESTION: 
Load a new or original copy of the program. 

ABOUT 00000000 r 35 

set| CJ D E F SET| 

8 9 A B d.d 
GURU 4 5 6 7 DOS 

LAST 0 1 2 3 DEFAULT 

□ DaLast Alert v3.0c SO 

Alert Number: $30000005 

Alert Tusk $081D1AB8 

Alert Name: ACPU DivZero 

Spec. Alert: Divide by zero 

Spec. Error: Hardware/CPU 

Alert Number: |$80b66605 

About J Last alert J Quit 

The Guru 3.0 can 
decode 005 as well 

as Alert reports. 

Badly-linked 
memory can cause 

Exec's 'sanity 
check' to fail. 

* 
P \> alert 0100000C s 

ALERT NUMBER : OxOIOODOOC 
ALERT TYPE : AT_Recovery : Recoverable error 
ALERT CODE : <UNKNCWN> 
ALERT OBJECT : <UNKNCWN> 
SPECIFIC ALERT : AtOtemory Insane 

EXEC.LIBRARY : Sanity check on memory list failed during 
lAva i IMera (MEMFJ.ARGEST) /v, 

m J 

Zl 

Program Name: zerodiv 
Task Address: 52B38F0 

Alert Number: $80000685 

Pertora HIert | Remove Task | Cont Inue Task 

Patch Alert helps to identify the culprit when the Guru strikes. 

zerodiv 
Program failed (error #80000005}, 
Malt for disk activity to finish. 

Suspend | Reboot 

You can suspend tasks after Workbench 2 software failures. 

Sys tern Request 

Software error - task Tie Id 
F i n i sli ALL d i sk ac tioi ty 

Select CANCEL to reset/debu^f 

| Re tr»y Canoe1 

If Workbench 1 says 'Task Held', a Guru is likely to follow. 

j Hamming 
program failed (error #87QQ0084). 

j wait for disk actiuitu to finish. 

Reboot J suspend 

ARQ animated requestors sweeten the pill of fatal alerts. 

hex code when alerts occur. Other tasks 

might cause a properly-coded one to fail 

by passing mad parameters or writing 

into private memory, especially in the 

absence of Enforcer or CyberGuard. Even 

so, the task name is a big hint. To learn 

more, look up the code or let programs 

decode it for you. Utilities to do this 

include GUI-Guru, TheGuru and the 

Shell-based ALERT command. 

Sometimes the system is in a ropy 

state by the time the exception is 

detected, and may fall over completely 

before it can report the details. In this 

case,Jurgen Larsen’s LastAlert comes in 

handy, reporting details of the most 

recent alert, even after a reset. This 

makes it a prime candidate for the 

WBstartup drawer. The original begat 

Last Alert 2, for Workbench 2, then 

DALa$lAlert3, with modern bells and 
whistles like localisation, AmigaGuide 

and TeX documents, plus a font- 

adaptive, resizeable GUI. 
Alerts are normally accompanied by 

sound effects, configurable with 

DALastAlert offers textual descriptions for 
most alerts. 

SoundChange, ARQ and UPD. They 

appear on 15KHz screens, upsetting 

VGA rather than true multisync 
monitors, and are cured 

by VGApatch and 

PromoteView. 

STACKING UP 
Every program has a 

‘stack’ for storage of 

temporary results. If this 

overflows anything might 

happen, but a crash is a likely result. 

This is a particular problem if patches 

extend the program, calling for extra 

stack space, or the application was 

ported from Unix where memory 

management expands task stacks 

automatically. C programs are especially 

greedy for stack space. 

Stack space is inherited from the 

Shell launching a task, adjustable with 

STACK commands or in STARTUP files. 
Tasks that start from Workbench have a 

‘stack’ info setting; mountlists also set a 

stack size. Boosting these values may fix 

Guru-prone tasks. SlackAid patches 

Commodore’s IPrefs and RamLib to give 

them more room to breathe. StackAttack 

is similar hut more general. 

BONNET CLOSED 
Phew! That’s the end of this twelve-part 

look under the bonnet of Amiga 

systems. Meanwhile, if you have any 

other questions, write to: Workbench, 

Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, 

Bath, Somerset, BA1 2BW. O 
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Send your letters to: 
• Amiga Format • 30 Monmouth Street • Bath • 
Somerset • BA1 2BWor email: amformat@futurenet.co.uk 
- putting 'Mailbag' in the subject line.. 

SPARE US SEND US 
Ideas for adverts Amiga Inc. could make 

Requests for old coverdisks 

Chain bloody letters and junk mail sent by 

email 

Stamped addressed envelopes, expecting 

a reply 

Letters with no concept of spelling, 

grammar and coherency 

Actual adverts you've made 

Ideas for new things for the disks 

Ways to stop people sending chain 

letters and junk mail 

Good letters that we’ll want to print 

and answer 

Letters with some thought put into 

their subject and construction 

BLEEDING OBVIOUS 
1 low come ihe games review pages 

sometimes look so thin? This is 

especially true a few issues back. 
Looking through the adverts, I 

noticed games that have never been 

reviewed. For example. Epic advertise 

Zombie Massacre, Pulsator AGA, Amiga 

Classics CD, Mega Blast, Opera!ion Combat 

2 (what happened to 1?), Lost on Parrot 

Island, Abduction, Medievil Warriors and 

Wasted Dreams. Surely it would be in the 

best interests of both the readers and 

the companies for a full review of each 

game or CD because, as far as I’m 

concerned, an item doesn’t get bought 

by me until I've read the definitive 

Amiga Forma! review of it. 

would be a very worthwhile purchase, 

but I’m not going to fork out for a CD 

full of game demos and a couple of full 

games that I’ve probably already got. So 

come on Epic, get your act together! 
On a different note. 1 notice 

Gateway are doing a thing called Your 

Choice, where you buy a PC and 

exchange it for a newer model two years 

later. This could be an excellent way to 

re-introduce the new Amiga to the 

public. Just a thought. 
Matheiu Holler 

We can only review the games 

that we have. Some 

companies have decided to sell 

games which haven 7 been 

reviewed, for whatever 

reasons, and don 7 send them 

to us to be reviewed. In these 

cases, / can only leave it to 

Vour imagination why they 

chose not to supply us with 

these games, but / should 

reiterate that we obviously can 7 be 

responsible for your disappointment if they 

turn out to be a complete waste of money. 

SOUND ADVICE 
Firstly, I must say that the specifications 

of the VIMC. Media Chipset in the next 

generation Amiga are extremely 

impressive. The best thing is that the 
chip will be programmable for updates 

and OS5.0 is going to have a full Classic 

OS3.5 emulator to run old classic 

Amiga games with no slowdown. 

That’s great! I just hope the super 
Amiga will use the forthcoming six 

channel Dolby AC-3 digital surround, 

named DDEX and produced by Dolby 
Laboratories Inc. in co-operation with 

the producers behind the Star Ware 

trilogy. Hopefully Amiga Inc. know 

perfectly well what to do. I trust them. 

I hope the developers will start 

working on a conversion of the 

smashing X64 hit Goldeneye for the next 

generation Amiga. The Amiga version 

If it’s because the publishers aren’t 

sending them in, why not? Are they 

crap? Maybe AC should get on their 

backs a bit. A good example is the 
Amiga Classics CD. If half of the list they 

publish was full games like they say, it 

- - X. 
- mil'- 

If you haven't read a review, how do 
you know how good a game is? 

Sabrina Online by ®l 998 "If s so crazy, She just might work11 
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SERENDIPITY 

A few years ago I had an idea to write a sort of 

computer book for my children. Not being a 
programmer, I bought a slideshow generator from 
a PD house, but I couldn't use it properly - the text 

was very small and red and it didn't do what it was 
supposed to so I shelved the idea. Last week I was 
going through AFCD33 and I came across a drawer 

in the ReaderStuff drawer marked Bob Hindle. In it 
was exactly what I was looking for - a graphics 
tutor/slideshow generator. How could I have 

missed it? I thought, but looking back through the 
mag I found that there was no mention of it. 

Why not? It is perfect and simple to use and 

you can even change the startup 
sequence to suit your own 
slideshow in three easy steps. 

What I need to know is, if I use 
it to write a children's book 
{I've already started) where do 

I stand if I want to release it? If 
I mention it was created using 
Bob's software, will I be okay? 

Finally, to be sure of a CD 

copy of the mag I have to 

order it from my newsagent. 

(NG Amiga only) of Goldeneye should 

include speech of the actors, as well as 

the normal text, It would be amazing! 

On a more serious side, Kato 
Development Group should work on 

the SoundStudioNGfor the new Amiga, 

using the Wavetable MIDI instruments 

and the 24r/32-bit DDEX sound of the 

MMC chipset, amongst other things. It 

would make the Amiga the first choice 

He only stocks the floppy disk version and unless 

specifically asked for, the CD version doesn't make 
it to his shelves. I would subscribe but you only do 
subscriptions as a lump sum, six months or 12 

months. Why can't you do direct debit monthly? 
Mrs. R. Hoyle 

Blackpool 

Sorry, but as there are around 25,000 different 

things on every AFCD, it would be impossible to 

mention them all in the mag unless it was about 

three times the size and dealt purely with the CD. 

I'm glad you found something of use to you, and 

you should really be thanking Bob. As for 

subscriptions, there may well be 

some new offers being sorted out 

soon, but as far as I understand it, 

monthly direct debit is 

impracticable because of the 

increased amount of 

administration. I don't know any 

magazine that offers such a scheme. 

We’ve got so much crammed onto 
each AFCD that it would be impossible 

to list it all in our Coverdisc pages. 

WHAT ON EARTH? 
I’ve just seen the announcement on the 

Amiga International web page about 

OS4.0. Please tell me exactly what 

RTOS offers to the future Amiga if it 

won’t be backwardly compatible with 

for professional music composition. 

Helge Kvalheim, 

Norway 

Yam point about the sound capabilities of the 

new Amiga is well taken. Lei's not forget that 

making music is a popular pastime for 

Amiga owners. As for a conversion of 

Goldeneye, / don't think games companies 

wilt be in the business of porting what by 

then will be old hat games when the new 

platform null be capable of so much more. 

The licensing arrangements for Goldeneye 

would prohibit it anyway. It would be far 

better for games companies to create trul\ 

man, breathlakingly awesome games. 

For all the latest 
details on the 

specifications of the 
new Amiga, keep 
checking Amiga 

online sources and, 
of course, our news 
pages each month. 

the so-called ‘Classic Amiga’ because 

I’m totally lost. The RTOS system looks 

good on its own, but I thought that 

backward compatibility was a top 

priority. Perhaps I was wrong. 

If applications can’t be run without 

an emulator, even a transparent one, 

then what’s 
the point of 

continuing 
with the 

Amiga 

name? 

Amiga Inc. 

might as well 

just create 

an entirely 

new system 
and sell that, 

dropping 

S3 

With reference to your technical 
helpline. I've used it and found it 
marvellous. Also, could you sell your 

tutorials in any form (even A4 paper 
photocopied)? The mag's not bad too. 

J.B.L 

Well, thank you for your kind words. 

Unfortunately, a lot of people misuse 

it. It's basically done out of the 

goodness of our hearts, but many 

people still seem offended if we don't 

know the answers to their questions 

off the top of our heads. 

There's no point ringing up asking 

about the Dip switch settings on some 

printer as we aren't going to be able 

to tell you over the phone. Neither can 

we spend three hours on the phone 

helping people because they can't be 

bothered reading the manual to some 

software they're having problems 

with, or because they don't actually 

read the magazine. Some people ring 

up and ask for phone numbers to 

companies who advertise in the mag 

every month! 

I don't think we'll ever sell 

tutorials in any other form. If you've 

missed one, we usually have back 

issues for at least six months so you 

can always contact customer services 

on 01458 271102 and order one. 

I would just like to say what a brilliant 
company Eyetech are. I wanted an 

A1200 for Christmas and Eyetech have 
sent one in perfect working order and 
it has served me well since I chucked 

my A600. 
M. J. Galvin 

Albringhton 

Well, I'd like to think that companies 

who advertise in Amiga Format do sell 

stuff that works! Thanks for your 

comments though. 

the Amiga. I don’t (obviously) have a 

solution to all this, as starting an OS 

from scratch would not be practical; I’m 

just pointing out some concerns I have 

Continued overleaf 4 

Sabrina Online hy SurCJ. dzAu/asUf—~ ©1998 

WEB SITES FOR DIM-BULBS 
The simplest way to 

fhake you own web 

To use special software 

-for the job, 

as 
M ic no soft's 

Ou>r<t 

TniA creates web pages 
ideal for Internet Explorerj^ 
If you don't use Internet E X' 

p!orer™ you should get it* 

If your operafi'ncj system doe*? 

not* suppor t 

Internet Explore^ 

buy^Ui/ndows 
hi CHW. 

"Product placement" 

Special "Hoaisles to 
ic.ro Soft® Corpor*at tori 

■for span6or <ncj “this book 

Ci<nd Supplying the 

necessary 

out tabfino on** of nttp//ww* coasn*tflb*opi*r#nei/ 
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4* (or one of them, at least) about the 

use of RTOS as a basis for AmigaOS4.0. 

I think a little more thought has to be 

pul into the construction of the OS and 

how this relates to backward 

compatibility before any new project is 

embarked upon. Thanks for listening. 
Finn Lawler 

mrhalibut@usa.net 

Well, I'll assume that you’ve read our QNX 

feature from earlier in this issue (we’re 

always one step ahead, you see). Basically, ! 

think the idea i.s that backward compatibility 

(i.e. old software running on the new 

machine) can always be handled by 

emulation. It isn’t a perfect solution, but at 

the processor speeds the new platform is 

depending on, it shouldn 7 be a problem. 

/ think it’s quite sensible to, in effect, 

completely redesign the Amiga. The 

advantage the Amiga always had over the 

PC was that it was designed in the ’80s, not 

the ’60s. A rethink of that design can only he 

a good th ing. 

In terms of upgrading your existing 

equipment to the new OS, QNX isn 7 

inherently platform dependent. There’s no 

reason why it couldn’t be made to work 

natively on PPC Amigas, or possibly even on 

68K machines. Whether that will happen 

remains to be seen. 

ADVICE HEEDED 

After winning the readers' contribution £50 prize 

in the December '98 issue of Amiga Format for 
Magnum Opus 3.0,1 decided to put it to good use. 
Taking Ben Vost's advice, and that from other 

Amiga users I know, 1 finally got myself online 

with the aid of the NetConnect 2 package. I've only 
been online for just over a week and there's a lot 

that I'm still learning about it, such as various 
ways that things work and the terminology used. 

My only regret is that I wish rd done this ages 

ago. For those who think the Amiga is dead, get 
connected now - it's a whole new world that you 
just wouldn't believe. I spent a total of 11 hours 

last weekend going through various Amiga-related 

sites and I've only scratched 

the surface of what's available. 

I can now put to good use the 
several weeks I spent learning 
HTML and I'll have a support 

website for Magnum Opus up 
and running soon. My advice to 
any Amiga user who's having 

doubts about getting online is 

to do it - I promise you won't 

regret it. 

If you're worried about the 
phone call costs, I have three 
bits of advice. Make sure you 

put your ISP number as your 

"Best Friend" on BT's Friends Sr 

Family discount plan to get 

20% off. At the weekend that 

works out to just 48p an hour; 
ten hours for less than a fiver 

seems good value to me. Getting online can give your Amiga a whole new lease of life. 

Don't keep logging off and an as you'll be 

charged Sp minimum each time. If you want to 
keep a check on what you're spending, there's a 
page on BT's website that'll give you an up to date 

running total of your bill. It can be found at: 

http://www1.btwebworld.com/shopathome/campaiQ 
n/concrete/viewmvbi I l/i ndex.html 
The WefConnecf 2 package comes highly 
recommended, as does Prestel as an ISP. 

Richard Lane, Colchester 

Well, / suppose someone had to listen to Ben's 
advice sooner or later. I'm glad you're happy and 

we look forward to seeing more of your work. 

FORTUNA FAVET FORTIBUS 
During the last year I've spent a small 

fortune on my Amiga. I’ve added an 

Epson printer, SVGA 15” monitor, an 

ISDN terminal adaptor, a top-end PPC 

card plus memory, a huge 16Gb hard 

drive, a Power Flyer, a 24x CD-ROM and 

a lot of smaller hardware products. I’ve 

also bought loads of software. 

Now I see CUfolding, Vulcan 
leaving and a lot of bad attitude 

spreading throughout the Amiga 

community. Where does this leave me 

and my huge investment in my ageing 

A1200? Shouldn’t I be crying and 

cursing my own stupidity that I didn’t 

spend the money on a brand new, top- 

end PC instead? No. 

VJGAR' me Mini Arcanotd, 
Ithough 1 like the bk for 
tKmk tot the game 
oung children 

.ometimeswe. magMine anti n 
I've read tne v- 
1 - ii-i it the garne does not mention t 

contains bad hangup ■ Tmnacliffe, 

Wakefield 

„ .„«/»/. you had to 

mtm- ^ If "fpf f « should have 

pointed‘t f cmerdBks o, CD, tf 

you mgldpna ..i-inappropriate 

You see, it doesn’t matter that the 

Classic Amiga will be more or less dead 

within one or two years. I'll still be able 

to use my machine and it will remain a 

high-end Amiga until the new miracle 

machines appear. Then I ll buy one of 

those, ditch my old system and most of 
the money I’ve spent on my current 

system will be wasted. 

And I still won’t be crying - if I’d 

bought a PC, it too would be outdated 

within a year and software support 
would have become sparse. So, my 

point is that one shouldn’t leave the 
Amiga because it seems to be dying. No 

matter what computer you buy today, it 

will, in a sense, be dying rather quickly. 
The days when you could buy a 

computer and have an up-to-date 

system for several years are gone; 

perhaps forever, perhaps only until the 

new Amiga arrives. 
Kay Are Ulvestad, Norway 

kavulves@c2i.net 

I'm glad you 're so philosophical and, indeed, 

completely realistic about it. A future-proof 

computer has never existed and probably 

never will. 

CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM? 
Frankly, I fell 1 had to email you 

because of my concern over the quality 

of the last Amiga Formal issue (All 18, 

Christmas ’98). It seems the lack of a 

competitor (CU) is having a bad effect. 

To be absolutely frank: 

IThe three page “interview” about 

the Cerberus was basically a f ree 
advert for Weird Science and Blittersoft’s 

PC. It wasn’t even journalism, such was 

your “indifferent” unprobing attitude - 

probably because you didn’t want to 

insult two pretty big advertisers. 2 Six pages for “The year that was 

1998” - far too much space for what 

little insight (if any) you had to offer on 

old news. A space filler. 3 The GoldEd 5 review: What the hell 

is “linger click”? Half the review 

compares it with Win95and TurboText- 

this is irrelevant if it is logicallv and 

consistently designed, and works. Ben 

Vest slams it, does not mention many 
features, then gives it 80%! The review 

seems to completely lack structure or 

coherent thought. 4 Haven’t you had the TeleChubbies on 

floppy disk once or twice before? I 

don’t have the issues to hand to 

check this, though. 5 The Descent review did not mention 

which PPC or display (AGA?) was 

used for the PPC version. What about 

stability? I had problems. 6 Tlie PFS2 review did not compare it 

to AFS— a ridiculous oversight. 7 Did you have so little time for 

journalism that you had to include 
some rather poor news items, including 

the Magic Carpets one? These are the 
low-lights of what is traditionally a 

bumper Christmas issue. I hope you can 

take corrective action on what seems to 
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competition and low staffing levels. 

1 had a look at how much relative 

work everyone did on this issue and it 

to subject them to a Paxman-style interrogation 

because, quite simply, they wouldn't have 

answered any questions. What questions would 

you have us ask? 

It’s very easy to be cynical too. If you believe 

that everything we do in the magazine is 

governed by who’s advertising with us, / don't 

realty know why you bother buying it at all. 

Sorry, I’ll try harder. Some people like 

such feat ures though, believe it or not. 

I’m sorry if the term confused you and 

perhaps Ben could have explained it 

better (it means to click and hold), but I still 

think it was easier to work out than, for 

example, your letter. Who are “Wierd 

Science”, what is the “embus" and in what 

language does the word “abour ” make sense ? 

Maybe we sometimes fail to be as clear as 

possible, but I'm sure an entire issue of 

Amiga Format has less ambiguities and 

mistakes than there were in the uncorrected 

email you sent us. 

If you can 7 he bothered to check your 

facts then why should / be bothered to 

reply to the question ? 

As / think was made abundantly clear, 

by the boxout if nothing else, it was 

tested on a variety of processors, using the 

CV3D card. Perhaps you missed that bit. 

The PI'S revieiv didn 7 compare it to APS 

as Ah'S is no longer available and PI'S is 

basically a later version of the same thing - it 

isn 7 competing with APS. AFS iuas 

mentioned in the reinexv quite a lot anyway. I 

don’t understand your point here. 

I’m sorry, but are you saying that writing 

news stories about new products is 

somehow not “journalism”?May l ask what 

you expect to find in the news section of the 

magazine? I highly recommend the Mouse 

Rug, as it happens - it’s a unique Christmas 

present. Yes, there are fewer competent writers 

in the Amiga market, yes, our budgets are 

very tight and I agree with you that we might 

seem a little overstretched. However, this 

basically just means we’re working harder, nut 

that we’re not spending the necessary time on 

the work that we do. 

So, in conclusion, I can 7 actually see 

what it is you’re complaining about. / get the 

same way sometimes. / occasionally get deeply 

upset about the appalling standards of 

education in this country that allow someone 

to get to graduate level without being able to 

spell common words or string together a 

coherent sentence. And if I knew where the 

l ’niversity of Hertforshire (sic) was, I'd write 

to them and tell them. 

turns out that Nick does 29%, Ben 19%, 

John 13% and Dave C. 11%. No wonder 

the quality of the magazine suffers 
when 72% of it is written by four 

people. 1 understand AF must be 
profitable, and just hope you will 

redouble your efforts and redistribute 

the workload better. 

Chris S. Handley, BEng (Hons) in 

Electronics (Computers), AMI EE, studying 

for MSc in Digital Systems at the University 

of Hertforshire. 

lt>*rt***«* 

We’re always open to fair criticism. To 

answer some of the points you raised: 

The point of the intennew about 

l Cerberus was to help people understand 

what the product was. Since we’ll never be 

reviewing it, its about the only way many of 

our readers could find out not only what it 

is, but also why Weird Science and Blittersoft 

have created it. Em sorry if you were 

disappointed by it, bat Em afraid we were 

unlikely 

Do you think the quality of 
Amiga Format is slipping? Send your 
opinions to the usual address. 

Continued overleaf 4 

BLITZ AND BOBS 

Please could you review the Blitz Basic book which 
has been out for some time now? I think it can be 

obtained from Canada but I'm not sure who from. 
I've heard that some people are grouping 

together to take over the development of Blitz to 

produce a new version, to be called Pheonix, I 

think. Is this true? Myself and many others I've 
spoken to think that the old Amiga logo (the one 

with the tick) is miles better than the boring 
(boing) new one. May I suggest that AF run a poll 
in the next questionnaire on this subject, before 

the new machine is released, as the Amiga's image 
to a heathen public is important. 

Please correct me if I'm wrong, but Al still 

haven't named the processor they're going to be 
using for the new machine yet, have they? Perhaps 
when they do they should christen it the Alien 

processor. Could you perhaps put Bars and Pipes 
Pro on the CD, with a Hammond organ (JTQ) 
sample? It was given away by AF many moons ago. 

Perhaps to get the Amiga noticed again in the 
games world, someone could write a game based 
on a popular cult TV show that hasn't been 

done before, such as Space 1999 or 
Blake's 7. What do you think? i 
would personally like to get 

my hands on the UFO: 
Enemy Unknown 

source code 

to update and make improvements, but how would 
I go about obtaining it? 

Jason Kelly 
London 

We aren't aware of any current book about Blitz, or 

indeed of plans to revive it. If anyone is involved in 
such a project, perhaps they could contact us and 

let us know. Maybe Amiga Int. should come up with 

a whole new logo for the new machine. 
You don't seem to give any compelling reasons 

for calling it "Alien", which is an odd choice if you 
ask me. In any event, the chip's manufacturers will 
be in charge of naming it, not Amiga Inc. 

I'm afraid there's no chance of re-releasing Bars 
and Pipes, or indeed any of our previous 

coverdisks. Why didn't you buy the issue when it 

first came out? The reasons are simply logistical 

and financial. Many of the companies who 
produced such past giveaway classics no longer 

exist or are now owned by Microsoft. Also, we 

didn't buy the software, just the rights to use it 
i, once on the disk, so we can't just give it 

away whenever we feel like it. As for 
the UFO source code, I doubt they'll 

let you have it, but ask the 
vss* game's publishers, 

MicroProse. 

$ L 

UFO: Enemy Unknown - 
MicroPros^, the publishers, 
aren't likely to release the 
source code. 
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A few days ago I was looking through 

some of your great AFCIE and on 

AECD28, in the Reader Requests drawer, 

I came across a drawer called Resident 

Evil 1 looked at the readme file for it 

and, lo and behold, it said Amiga 

Resident Evil demo. Excellent! 1 thought. 

I loaded it up to find the same 

sounds and graphics scenes from the 

PlayStation hit. Even though this was 

only an early demo version, contained 

only a few rooms and didn’t have any 

animation, it was still an applaudable 

effort. Isn’t this how Amiga Quake 

started, as a clever demo? So come on 

ClickBOOM or Vulcan, get a licence 
with Capcom to convert this great 

game. It would certainly get a few 

people interested. 

Another thing is that you don’t 

need a mammoth system to play it. The 

demo on your CD ran perfectly on my 

68020 6Mb RAM A120Q. Alright, a 

fuller version might need a bit more 

with animations included, but it is only 

a graphical adventure after all. Do you 
know if this Amiga Resident Evil has got 

any further, and if so could you put 

another demo on your CD? I would be 

interested to see such a thing. 

Finally, I would just like to say that I 
also have a PlayStation for games but I 

still use my Amiga for the same, if not 

more, amount of time for games. 
ra/m;,.™.. 

Resident Evil on the 
PlayStation (below). 
It could be dead 
good on the Amiga 
too. Geddit? Dead 
good? Hee hee! 

Playing around 
with graphics, like 

in Fantastic 
Dreams (right), 

requires a 
powerful machine. 

Given that it won't be until late next year that 

Sega’s new Dreamcast is released over here, the 

amount of hype, speculation and general 

anticipation for the machine is unbelievable. Most 
of this stems from only a few announcements and 

brief demonstrations of the machine's graphical 
abilities. It seems that Sony may have a fight on 
their hands. 

Now taking into consideration that the new 
Amiga is due out late next year too, doesn't 
it seem like it's about time Amiga 

International made a few 
announcements to the general 
computing press, as opposed to just the 

few remaining Amiga magazines? What 
I'm saying is that nobody really knows 

what's happening with the Amiga because 

nothing is being announced to anybody but 
us. For the new Amiga to get anywhere, it has to 
be hyped to Hell and back. 

We need a few announcements about what the 
machine will be able to do, how it will be able to 

kick the ass (hopefully) of any PC on the market, 

and that it will (again, hopefully) be the cheapest 
and most powerful home computer available. 

Such announcements would do a lot to get the 
attention of people who have long labelled the 
Amiga as being dead. Similarly, the attention of 

the many established game developers should be 

grabbed in a way that would make them really 

want to program for the new Amiga. Most of them 
started out on our beloved machine so tempting 

them back to what gave them so much wouldn't 

be too hard if they had exactly what they needed 
to work with. Much more than just the 

release of a machine with a few adverts is 
going to be needed if the Amiga is going 
to get back to where it deserves to be, 

I wait in hope of what Amiga 

International's plans are regarding this 
matter and I’d be interested to hear what 

other readers think. 

Mark Harrison, Sutton-in-Ashfield 

I guess Amiga Inc. need to have more concrete 
plans and details of the hardware before they 

make such claims, otherwise they'll be lost among 

the sea of others who are constantly hyping stuff 
which won't exist for years. It does make you 

wonder what they're up to though, doesn't it? 

Dreamcast 

Em afraid it isn’t up to us whether anyone 

decides to licence and publish an Amiga 

version of the game, though it has been very 

successful on other platforms and it certainly 

seems possible to do on the Amiga. 

First of all, thanks for a great magazine, 

but I have a quick moan. Does anyone 

have any idea how hard it is to be a 

young Amiga user? I’m 14.1 earn £10 a 

week. 1 have a bog standard A1200, 

except for a 170Mb hard drive and a 2x 

PCMCIA slot CD-ROM drive, and I’m 

fed up of never being able to afford 

anything. Even putting my Amiga in a 

tower is about ten week’s pay, not to 

mention accelerators and such like. 

The point of this letter? Not all of 

us can afford super fast accelerators, so 

please could you put software on your 

CD that will run on a standard A1200 

while not leaving out the lucky ones 

with fast Amigas? Also, could I have 

some advice? Do I save up and buy a 

new Amiga or do I add stuff to the 

A1200? If I add stuff, any idea where 1 

can get cheaper accelerators, etc? 

Tim W, Surrey 

The software we review, and the software we 

put on the CD, isn 7 designed or 

commissioned by us as we merely cover what 

other people have created. Not all software 

demands a super fast processor and lots of 

memory, but some things do. 

Take the Fantastic Dreams software 

reviewed in this issue. It isn 7 that the 

programmers have decided to only support 

those people with an '030 and lots of RAM, 

it's just that the software simply would?) 7 be 

possible to create without those things - if you 

want to play about with graphics, you need 

lots of RAM. Tor cheap add-ons, you should 

scour the reviews and the Reader Ads section 

in this very issue. Cj> 
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MI I CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE^- » 
SUBJECT TO STATUS. RING FOR DETAILS. 

IGA 
'"oZ,"* 'CL 

£10.00 EXTRA CHARGE FOR WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICE 

WAIT! 
PICKUP & DELIVERY CHARGES £7.05 EACH WAY 

MONITORS 
14” DIGITAL SVGA . .£99.95 
15" DIGITAL SVGA .£119.95 
17" DIGITAL SVGA .£199.95 
3 YEARS ON SITE WARRANTY 

REPAIR CHARGES 

A500, 

SSSMM 
A1200 

«us 
A1500/A2000 

& A4000 
Quotation 

SCANDOUBLER FLICKER FIXER 
Internal . . . £49.95 internal . . . £79.95 
External . . . £54.95 External . . . £94.95 

T7T77? 

INTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 
A500 / A500+ / A600 / A1200.£24.95 

These drives work as High Density in A1200 

Upgrade to 1 Meg Upgrade to 2 Meg 

Cl 3.95 C19.95 
Upgrade to 2 Meg 

£19*95 iES23 4Mb (Upgradable to 
8Mb.£54.95 

8Mb). £39.95 

Pro Grab 24 ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *£99*95 
IDE CD ROM + 

4.3GIG HD 

£249*95 
Require IDE Fix**********.***X29*95 
or Power Flyer ...**.*****..**.£69*95 

SCSI CD ROM + 
520Mb SCSI HD 
+ SQUIRREL INTERFACE 

£199.95 
Also available with I & 4 Gig HD 

APOLLO ACCELERATORS 
1230/40 +8Mb SIMM.. £84.95 
1240/25.£124.95 
1240/40.£184.95 
1260/50.£259.95 

SIMMS 
4Mb.£9.95 
8Mb_£14.95 
16Mb..£39.95 
32Mb..£59.95 

Ring US for our latest prices on HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY, POWER FLYER, SCANNERS, PRINTERS, 

CATWEASEL, BARE IDE & SCSI CD ROM DRIVES and other Amiga products not listed here. 

HARD DRIVES SALE 
INTERFACE & IDE FIX.£29*95 

AMIGA 
COMPUTERS 

A500 With PSU + Mouse + Mat..£79.95 
A500+ With PSU + Mouse + Mat_........£89.95 
A600 With PSU + Mouse + Mat...£99.95 
A1200.£199.95 
A1200 With 340Mb Hard Drive.£269.00 
A1200 With 810Mb Hard Drive.£289.00 
A1200 With Any Capacity 2.5" or 3.5" Hard Drive..£Call 
A1200 Tower (Bare).£124.95 
A4000 Tower (Bare).....,....  ..£249.95 
A2000 (Available)..£Call 
A4000 (Available).£Cali 
Please call for A500, A500+ & A600 details 

TRADIJN YOUR AMIGA FOR A PC 
WE BUY DEAD OR ALIVE A1200 AND A4000 
Ring us for a reasonable offer for your At 200 / A4000 

computer (or just motherboard) - jn any condition 

2*5" IDE HARD DRIVES 
All hard drives are pre 
80 Mb. 
120Mb.... 
340Mb. 
540Mb... 

3^5BB 
2.50Gig IDE. 
4.30Gig IDE. 
6.40Gig IDE. 
8.40Gig IDE. 

formatted, partitioned with Workbench loaded and include cable & software 
.£46.95 720Mb....£84.95 2.10Gig.  £149.95 
_£49.95 810Mb.  £89.95 3.20Gig. £189.95 
.£69.95 I.IOGig.£99.95 2.5" IDE Cable & Software 
.£79.95 I.SOGig......£129.95 (if bought separately)...£9.95 

IDE/SCSI HARD DRIVES 
.. £99.95 540Mb SCSI.. £59.95 
...,£129.95 1.08Gig SCSI.    £99,95 
.£159.95 2.1 OGig SCSI.£149.95 
.£199.95 4.30Gig SCSI.£189.95 

MODEMS 56*6K MODEM & CABLES + NET & WEB SOFTWARE + IBROWSE 
SOFTWARE + ONE MONTH FREE WITH DEMON £99*95 + SURF SQUIRREL £169.95 

CHIPS -S- SPARES •£» ACCESSORIES 
ROM 2.04.£18.00 
ROM 2.05.£19.00 
A500/A500+ KEYBOARD.£29.95 
AMIGA MOUSE + MAT. £14.95 
A500/A600/A1200 CIA.£12.00 
A600/A1200 KEYBOARD...£29.95 

SCART LEAD.£14.95 

MONITOR CABLE.    £14.95 

SQUIRREL INTERFACE.£50.00 

SURF SQUIRREL.£89.00 

A520 MODULATOR.£18.00 

A500/A600/A1200 POWER SUPPLY.£24.95 A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000 POWER SUPPLY...CALL 
* All spares are available ex-stock 

* Please call for any chip or spare not listed here 

ANALOG}© Analogic Computers (UK) Ltd UntSiftajSSK31 
AN ALUtalU Unit 6, Ashway Centre, Elm Crescent, E /■ ^ A EVE 
AIMLOGIC Kingston-upon-Thames,SurreyKT26HH Id* Ulwl DtO TDID 

★ All prices include VAT ★ All prices & specifications subject to change without notice ★ Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive/keyboard 
★ We reserve the right to refuse any repair ★ P&P charges £3.50 by Royal Mail or £7.05 for courier ★ Please allow 5 working days for cheque clearance 

★ All sales/repairs are only as per our terms and conditions, copy available on request * Please ring for latest prices. 
VISA 



*Lt V-Lib motion Video card and 

fToccatto sound card for A40Q0 Budda 

card for dve AdOOQ. or similar to make a 

32 speed IDE CD-ROM work Email 

Amiga Compui JjatmaJ, 

ftobm^nsftequtejri for myAr._ 

Anyone qoHPMust be vimsfree 

’after 6pm). 

Scroller 2 titlor Reasonable price 

mi 

■ jr 

lour printer 

vdvworth 

* as. '—. 

■v 
f es for everything Canon 

kt* £150 ir Peter 01502 

Buy, 

sinoe my PCMCik 

later revisions preferred 

with OS 3.1 ROMs fittedlJ 

Hi: mm w arm 
weekends) 

mi FileSafe Pro wan 

the user version Will pay orj 

Please iWp. Or dees anyon^ 

whereto get the upgrade { 

leSafe^to?l3‘01744; 

for I 

Amiga Shopper, AUI and CU Amiga 

Will pay handsomely B’Oweor 

after 7i0pm weekdays, any 

CD** game* UFO, Bo- 

206$t Jetstrike ^ Gary 0 

between 9-12, Monday t« 

\ sell and exchange your 
Amiga hardware and 
software in the best free 
ads pages around. 

RAM ca; 

ipali 
» VC 

Amiga software, over 5,000 

titles, games, utilities and more. Must 

clear. From 50p. ® 01902 747935 (ask 

for Russell). Will post anywhere. 

A2000, 5Mb RAM, 2x 49Mb HDs, 

Workbench 3.1, all manuals and disks, 

£125. Buyer collets. ® 01302 820134. 

KRP TES30 Amiga video edit 

system comprises control box, two 

Lane, one Panasonic 5-pin, one Scala, 

one GPI, one IR Wand control, leads, 

manual, instructional video. £350. 

® 0113 2930758. 

Amos stuff for sale. Comprises 

Amos Pro, Amos Pro Compiler, 

Ultimate Amos book, six issues of 

Totally Amos. No price set. Items go 

to highest bidder. Email carl: 

amiaa@thefree.net. 

Wordworth 7 (licenced) £25, 

Digita Organiser 2 £20, Money 

Matters 4 £20, DataStore 2 £20. All 

with manuals, including postage. 

« 01405 860798. 

Amiga magazines for sale. 

Loads available. SAE for lists. 

Jonathan Marsh, 20 Camp Mount, 

Pontefract, West Yorkshire, WF8 4BY. 

New gear: Blittersoft Zorro 3 

complete tower, LS120, IDEFix 97, HD- 

floppy, Canon 4200 with photo 

cartridge, A1200 with v3.1 fitted, 

Epson Filmscan 200, PCTask v4.4, Ultra 

SCSI 2940 PCI. Offers. « 01745 887610. 

A4000T, 32Mb RAM, 2.0Gb SCSI II 

hard drive. CD-ROM 12x speed, 

CyberVision64/3D graphics card with 

scandoubler. CyberStormPPC 

accelerator, 200MHz with PPC and 

50MHz 68060 fitted. £1,000. w 01933 

461798. 

Blizzard 12301V '030 50MHz with 

50MHz FPU for only £50, including 

p&p.® Adrian 01308 458838 after 

5pm. 

68030 trapdoor accelerator for 

A1200 with 8Mb RAM and clock. £50. 

® 01495 228653. 

Software for sale, A1200 

compatible. Phone for list. Also, 

Action Replay unit, £10. « 01924 

386440. 

NetConnect 2 Internet package 

on CD-ROM. Full commercial version. 

£35.17 01482 355753. 

A1200, 10Mb RAM, 

68030/50MHZ, 420Mb HD, 2x CD- 

ROM, external floppy, portable TV, 

Goliath power supply. Software 

includes Wordworth, Imagine and 

games. £400. Buyer must collect, 

it 01502 566594. 

ProGrab 24RT Plus, £60. Fusion 

Genlock, £50. 35 CD-ROMs, AF, etc, 

£60. Master Sound, £20. 40 Amiga 

magazines, offers. ^01455 230183. 

CD32 plus over 25 games, 

including Alien Breed 3D, Zool 2, 

Skidmarks. £100 for the iot. ® Ian 

0181 7236017. 

PSUs: Goliath 200W, £25. 

Uprated, £10. Standard A1200, £5, 

CD-ROMs: Quake, 15. Siamese 2.1, 

£15. Network PC Amiga/PC parallel 

link software and cable, £15. Excludes 

p&p. Email 

Qirv@airvnet.freeserve.co.uk. 

Amiga 1500. 68030, 40MHz, 

11Mb, OS3.1, CD drive, monitor, 

expandable. Serious software, games, 

manuals, magazines. Offers invited. 

Also, Picasso II graphics board, boxed 

with software, manual. £50 ono. 

u 01453 882912 (Glos). 

BUY AND SELL HARDWARE & SOFTWARE... FOR FREE 

The editor reserves the right to refuse or amend ads. 

We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or losses 

arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads, including PD advertising, will not be accepted. 

Name: ..... 

Address: (not for publication)... 

...Postcode.. 

Telephone:....Date:.... 

Please tick to show required heading: 

I | For Sale Q Wanted Q Personal 

User Groups BBSes 

Return to: Reader Ads • Amiga Format • 30 Monmouth Street * 
Bath • BA1 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 

I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad 

Signature;..,,.,... 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed. 
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G Distant Suns CD. ® 01924 

386440. 

G Commodore chip 390563-01 for 

A590 or second hand unit, any 

condition. ® 01773 768700. 

G £2 offered for disc 1 of Curse of 

Enchantia. ® Ron 01772 679682 

(Lancs). 

G A2000/A3000 keyboard and 

interface for use with A12000T. t will 

swap my A600 and ali manuals, etc, or 

sell for £50. Please help! ® Paul 

01484 644692 (after 6pm all week). 

G CanDo v3.0+. Anyone know 

where I can get a copy with manual 

or manual for CanDo v2.5? Email 

mwhittle@tinet.ie. 

G A1200 required (must be in good 

working condition). Will swap for 

Sega Saturn (hardly used) plus games: 

Theme Park, Command and Conquer, 

Soviet Strike and Sea Bass Fishing. 

© Ray 0421 093557 (mobile). 

Nottingham. 

G Scanner software to drive 

Mustek scanners. For example, 

Scanquix or Scantek. Must be fully 

working version, not demo version. 

® David 01277 210197, 3.30pm to 

10pm Monday to Thursday, or 

Sunday. 

G Workbench vl.3.2. Wordworth 

v3.1 or above. Must be on floppies! 

Also, is there a user group in N. Lines? 

I live near Caistor. Will pay for 

Workbench and Wordworth. ® Carl 

01652 628504. 

G Puzznic, Paper Boy, Robocod, 

James Pond and Speedball 2. Will buy 

or swap. Rob 01222 791446. 

G Heimdall 2 save disk or any help 

and cheats. Also, help with Dungeon 

Master 2. Any books or where to find 

things! What to do, not user's 

manuals. ® 01935 477682. 

G O eta MED SoundStudio manual 

and quality instrument sound 

samples, Amiga contacts too! No 

pirates. Have some games to trade. 

Write to: Vivian McAlexander, 520 

Socorro, NM, 87801 USA. Amiga 

forever! 

G Picasso 2+ or 2 or similar graphics 

board with pass-through for Amiga 

1500. Video slot already in use so 

cannot accommodate internal speed 

doubler.« 01494 534144. 

r KTz 

G Also see the AmigaAngels 

document on our CD. 

G Amiga 4000/30 owner requires 

help installing Windows 3.11 for 

workgroups using PCTask 4.2, Out of 

pocket expences reimbursed, w 01922 

693558. 

G Amiga pen pals wanted, age 12 

and up. Recommended Amiga maniac. 

Also need help on learning howto 

make games and software. 35 Castle 

Lodge Crescent, Caldicot, 

Monmouthshire, NP6 4JL. 

G VitalConnect net connection 

package using Miami. Pius free 

connection to the internet and free 

webspace and email address for life. 

Only £19.95 pis £1.95 p&p. Connect 

now! ■zr 01423 548756 or email 

suHitec@vital.co.uk. 

G Send your BBS ads to the usual 

Reader Ads address. BBS ads will 

be printed for three issues. 

G Bill's BBS, Cumbria, online 24 

hours (mail only between 2.30am 

and 3.30am), » 01229 434393 or 

0870 7878615. Sysop: Bill Clark. 

Visit http://cumbria.cjb.net. email 

billsbbs@cornerpub.com or 

bill.clark@ukonline.co.uk. Supports 

Fidonet. Loads of free files, games, 

doors, quizzes,etc. Unlimited 

downloads. 

Moonlight BBS, Bedford, online 

6pm-8am, 24 hours at weekends, 

b" 01234 212752. 

Sysop: John Marchant. Email 

Qnome@enterprise.net. Official 

Amiga Support BBs, unlimited 

downloads, very friendly sysop with 

excellent Amiga knowledge. Aminet 

online. Run by a qualified 

programmer who will help you out 

for free. 

G X Zone BBS, West Berkshire's 

coolest BBS with nearly 3,000 files 

online, pictures, MODS, HD installers, 

utils and more. ® 01635 820590 now 

(6pm to 1am, 33.6K BPS). 

G L's BBS, Kent, online 6pm- 

midnight. ® 01795-511103. 

G On The Oche BBS, Waterlooville, 

online 24 hours. 01705 648791. 

G Stingent, Derby, online 24 hours. 

® 01332 740984. 

G Amiga Nutter BBS, Herts, online 

24 hours, w 01707 395414. 

G Arachnoids BBS, Leicestershire, 

online 24 hours, ® 01509 219031. 

G Bedlam BBS, Leicester, online 24 

hours, it 01162 787773. 

G Dave's Place, Manchester, online 

24 hours. ® 0161 3395695. 

G Entertainment BBS, Wigan, 

online 24 hours. «■ 01942 221375. 

G Xanadu BBS, Wigan, online 24 

hours, ■zr 01942 746342. 

G Elevate BBS, Hants, online 24 

hours, ‘sr 01329 319028. 

G User group ads will be printed 

for three issues. 

G New Amiga sound and demo 

association seeks input, contacts, 

support to form a user group based 

around the Amiga music and demo 

scene. Interested? v Daev 01243 864596 

or 0961 985925. 

G Do you need/can you help with 

the Amiga at all levels? If so, ® Terry 

01709 814296. 

G West Lancs Amiga User Group 

meets Sundays 1pm-4pm at St Thomas 

the Martyr School Hail, Highgate Road, 

Upholland, Lancs. ® Stephen 01695 

625063 or Ralph 01695 623865. Email 

ralph@twiss.u-net.com. 

G New Northern Dales user group. 

Would anyone interested in 

joining/participating in a new group in 

the Catterick/Rickmond area contact Ian 

Aisbitt. Email iana@zetnet.co.uk or 

® 01677 4505646 (between 9-5, 

Monday to Friday). 

G Medway and Maidstone Amiga 

Collective. Monthly meeting, monthly 

news guide, advice at all levels, 

beginners welcomed. ® David 0961 

809466. 

G Any Amiga users in Leicester 

wanting to set up a user group? Please 

write to S. J. Webb, 3 Gregory Road, 

Barlestone, Nuneaton, Warks, CV13 0ET 

or email siwebb@mailexdte.com . 

G Are you interested in helping 

other Amiga users? Are you stuck on a 

particular aspect of the Amiga 

(hardware/software/etc)? If so, join the 

free Amiga helpline. ® Terry 01709 

814296. 

G South Wales? Anyone in the 

Llaneili/Carmarthen area interested in 

an Amiga user group or dub, or just a 

chat and advice? n Owen 01269 861438 

(Llanelli area). 

G New user group starting up for 

programmers. If you're interested in 

Basic, Amos, C or Java, ® Ross 01705 

645311 (afternoons or evenings). 

G Greenford Computer Club. 180 

Oldfield Lane South, Greenford, West 

London. Meets: Thursdays 7-10pm. All 

welcome. Anything Amiga, t* Richard 

Chapman 0181 9988599 after 7pm 

weekdays, all day weekends, or email 

if97rrc@brunel.ac.uk. 

G Kick start, Surrey Amiga user group. 

Meets last Monday of month in 

Ottershaw, Surrey. All Amiga users 

welcome for fun, help and general 

Amiga usage, tutorials and Amiga 

surgery. ^ Rob Gilbert 01932 562354 or 

email gilbia@arrakis.u-net.com. 

G Anyone interested in opening a 

dub in the Plymouth and Sounding area 

to swap and chat in, helping each 

other out? ® 01752 268386 or 0958 

910296. 

United Amiga User Group, est. 

1986. Non-profit making, Offers: 

magazine, book, free PD, digitising, 

scanning, helplines, technical support 

for A500, A500+, A600, A1200. Free 

membership, ® 01788 817473, 7pm- 

9pm, for details. 

Z? Italian Amiga CD-ROM user group. 

Write for news: Casella, Postale 7009, 

47100, Forlt 7, Italia, or email 

amigacdc@lvcosmail.com. 

G Norwich Amiga Users Group 

meets alternate Tuesdays at the 

Belvedere Community Centre, off 

Dereham Road, Norwich, at 7pm. 

Anyone welcome. ® 01604 867663. 

G Are there any Amiga users in the 

east Manchester area - Ashton, Hyde, 

Stockport - who want to start a user 

group? Is there anyone out there? 

v Paul 0161 3686433. 

G SEAL, South Essex Amiga Link. 

Meets twice monthly at Northlands 

Park Community Centre, Basildon, 

Essex. Phone or email for dates and 

directions. Offers help, advice and 

tutorials and presentations on 

popular software and hardware. Also 

scanning, printing, email and a 

quarterly 36 page A4 magazine. 

Contact Mick Sutton, 20 Roding Way, 

Wickford, Essex. ® 01268 761429 (6- 

9pm). Email seai@thunder.u-net.com 

or visit http://seal.amiga.tm. 
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AMIGA RETAILERS 

The best places around the world to buy Amiga hardware and software. 

Our Shop Watch section is still growing 

every month, and it's fast becoming 

the best guide to finding your local 

Amiga store. 

Please keep sending us information about 

any Amiga retailers you know of who aren’t in 

our listings, or of any changes to contact 

details of stores we have listed. As an added 

incentive, we'll even occasionally pick one of 

your contributions at random and send you a 

mixed bag of top Amiga stuff... 

AUSTRALIA +61 
AmigaTech Australia, 17 Thompson circuit. Mill 
Park, Melbourne, 3082, Victoria. 
* 03 9436 5555 
Slocks all Amiga products, including a new A4000 

lower and the latest products from phase 5. 

Comfix Computer Maintenance. 111 Cambridge 
Street, West Leederville, WA, 6007. 
® 08 9388 1665. 
Provides Amiga software and hardware support. 

Unitech Electronics, 8b Tummul Place, St. 
Andrews, Svdnev, NSW, 
® 02 9820 3555.' 
All hardware and software and also make own cables. 
Very professional and helpful. 

G. Soft Pty Ltd, Shop 4/2 Anderson Walk, 
Smithfield, South Australia, 5114. 
Also at 33 Adelaide Road, Gawler, South 
Australia, 5118. 
® 08 8284 1266, email osoft@cobweb.com.au 
New and used hardware and software, repairs, tech 
support and advice. Family run, helpful, will custom- 
make tower systems a nd will give a ny hardware a 
custom colour scheme of your choice. 

Computa Magic, 75 Spence Street, Keilor 
Park, Victoria. 
® 03 9331 5600, fax 03 9331 5422. 

Desktop Utilities, Shop 13, Manuka Court, 
Manuka, Canberra. ACT. 
« 02 6239 6658. 

MVB Computer Supplies, 506 Dorset Road, 
Croydon, Victoria. 
® 03 9725 6255. 

Synapse Computers, 190 Riding Road, 
Hawthorne, Queensland. 
® 07 3899 0980. 

1 AUSTRIA 4-43 
M.A.R. EDV Systeme, Karlsplatz 1, A-1010 Wien. 
® 1505 7444. 
Sells hardware and software and offers an Amiga 
repair service. 

Point Design, Jurgen Schober, Muchargasse 
35/1/4, A-8010 Graz. 
® 0316 684809, fax 0316 684839, email 
office@pointdesign.com for questions about 
products and support, or order@oointdesign.com 
to order a product. 

Amiga Service. Rue Du N’ord, 93, 6180 
Courcelles. ® 71 458244. 
PD disks, CD-ROMs, software, hardware and services 
like scanning, hard drive recovery and laser printing. 

Karelia Computer Ky, ® 013 897 088. 
Has a good supply of most of the older Amiga hardware 
and software.. 

Tsunami Trading, ^ 02 438 9870, email 
tsunami@dk.fi 

AFI (Applications 8c Formations Informatiques), 
Clos Del ’Me 21, 4431 Loncin (Liege). 
® 4239 0093. 
Can provide help on most serious subjects. Stocks the 
full Amiga range with a good selection of second-hand 
hardware. .1 mi net CDs are available, as well as the 
most commonly used Amiga applications. 

Click!, Roomsesteen Weg 468, B-2610, Wilrijk. 
® 3828 1815. 

Video Spotronics Ky. ® 09 8735 435. 
Offers a repair service. 

4-33 
Software Paradise, Rue de Lamouly 39, 64600 
Angle t. 
® 5 5957 2088, fax 5 5957 2087, visit 
http://www.5Paradise.com 
Official MicroniK distributor. 

Generation Amiga. Rue de T Eglise 22, 1200 
Brussels. ® 2538 9360. 

Amiga City, Avenue du Prince, Heritier, 176, 
1200 Brussels. 
® 2736 6111. 

Digital Precision, Chaussee dejette, 330, 1090 
Brussels. 
® 2426 0504. 

CANADA +1 

National Amiga, ill Waterloo Street, London, 
Ontario, N6B 2M4. ® 519 858 8760. Visit 
http://www.nationalamiaa.com 
Stocks all A miga products. Full line Amiga dealer and 
service centre. 

I I.IdJIAMsIH 4-45 
Betafon ApS, Gylden Lovesgade 2, 1369 
Kobenhan K. ® 3314 1233, email info@betafon.dk 
or visit http://www.betafon.dk 

Amiga dealer since 1980, sells A1200s, AdOOOs, 
PPC cards, RAM, all new software, towers, magazines, 
etc. Good sendee with Amiga-specific salesmen who 
know Amigos. 

Kiwi Multimedia, Lerager 60, 3600 Frederiksund. 
® 4738 0639. 
Stocks almost all Amiga products, makes the 
Millennium A miga, 

^^2 LA +358 
AIC Systems, s 09 8775 1100, email vmp@dlc.fi 

Amigator, ® 02 234 5333, email aho@sip.fi 

Ateo Concepts, Le Plessis, 44220 Coueron, 
Nantes. 
® 2 4085 3085, fax 2 4038 3321, visit 
http://www.ateo-concepts.com. email 
info@ateo-concepts.com 
Manufacturer and distributor of Ateo products, such 
as the Pixel64 card. 

Pragma Informalique, Route Departementale 
523, 38570 Tencin. 
® 4 7645 6060, fax 4 7645 6055, visit 
http://www.praama-info.com 

Mygale. Boulevard Raimbaldi 31, 06000, Nice. 
^/fax 4 9313 0635 

APS, Rue Louis Maurel 15, 13006, Marseille. 
® 4 910030 44, fax 4 9100 3043, visit 
http://www.aps.fr aps@aps.fr 
Only sells quality products. 

SL Diffusion, Route du General de Gaulle 22, 
67300 Schiltigheim. 
® 3 8862 2094, visit http://195.132.8.152/sld 
Very friendly manager. 

ADFI Application, Avenue de la Liberation 47, 
63000 Clermont, Ferrand. 
® 4 7334 3434 
Distributor of many titles translated into French and 
have a special agreement with linage cjf Partner to sell 
French versions of their software. 

Phoenix-DP, BP 801, 64008 Pau Cedex. 
®/fax 5 5982 9500, visit 
http://www.phoenix-dp.com. email 
phoenix@club-internet.fr 
Stocks software and hardware for Amiga, PC and 
Mac. 

Broadline Oy, ® 09 8747 900, email broIine@dk.fi 

Broadware Oy, * 09 7001 8580, visit 
http://iwn.fi/broad.html 
Sells a good range of accelerators and other items of 
hardware. 

Gentle Eye Ky, ® 03 363 0048, email ge@vip.fi 
The staff are very skilled and the shop stocks most new 
products. 

Harcom Oy, ® 09 409 373, visit 
http://personal.eunet.fi/pp/har 

Hat Data Huolto Oy, w 09 769 314. 
Offers a repair service. 

ADX Datentechnik, Haldesdorfer Str. 119, 22179 
Hamburg. ® 040 642 02656. 
Hardware and software reseller. 

Softwarevertrieb Kanzineier. Sen a tor-Bal c ke-S U. 
85, 28279 Bremen. ®/fax 04 218 31682, email 
01461.2277@compuserve.com 

Ganjineh Afzar Pooya, 30, Alley 4th, Abouzar 
Str., Seyed-Khandan, 16616 Tehran. 
^021 866755, email Ganjineh@apadana.com 
Most hardware and software. 
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AMIGA RETAILERS 

] ITALY +39 
Robymax, Via Varvariana, 14, 00133, Rome, Italy. 
® 0(5 2042 7234, email robymax@mdink.it 
CD-ROMs, games and hardware. 

Non Solo Soft, Casella Postale 63, 10023, Chieri, 
Italy. ^011 9415237, emailsolo3@chierinet.it 
Full range of software and hardware. 

Barlage-Denhaag, Rabarberstraat 142a, 2563 RP 
Den Haag, Holland, 
s 070 448 0282, email barlaae@mailbox.hol.nl 
Hardware and software supplier. 

Computer City, Zebrastraat 7-9, NL 3064 LR, 
Rotterdam. 
S 31 10 4517722, email info@compdty.nl 
Sells most Amiga products and helpful staff 

Courbois Software, Fazantlaan 61-63, 6641 XV . 
Beuningen, s 024 6772546. 
All hardware and software, with many second-hand 
products at very low prices. 

Amigis, Spanjaardstraat 53, 4331 Ep, Middelburg. 
s 0110 625632, email info@amigin.nl 
Amiga hardware and software. 

^ NEW ZEALAND +6 
Comp Karori, Karori Shopping Mall, Karon, 
Wellington. 
S 0447 60212, fax 0447 69088, email 
sales@comokarori.co.nz or visit 
http://www.compkarori.co.nz or 
http://www.compkarori.com 
Sells most Amiga products. 

Data Kompaniet AS, Teknostallen-Prof, 
Brochsgt.B, N-7030, Trondheim, or 
s 7354 0375. 
All new products, very good support. 

PORTUGAL +351 
Audiovisual, Rua Maria Matos, 6 - C/V Dta, 2675 
Ramada. 

351 1943264, email info@audiovisual.net 
Dealer/distributor, promises best prices for hardware and 
software. 

RUSSIAN FED. +7095 
AmigaLine, Moscow, Zorge 6. 
■s 943 3941 or 943 3871, email 
ambartsumian@a las.apc.org 
An Amiga-oriented computer shop. 

Amiga Service, Office 309, Bumazhnaya Str 3, 
Sankt-Peterburg, 198020. 

812 1868842.' 
A1200 hardware. 

s +34 
Club Byte, C/D. Juan cle Mena, 21 bajo Izq, 46008 
Valencia, Vfax (96) 3921567. 

SWITZERLAND +41 
Applimatic SA, Rte-de-Montreux 49, CH-1618 
Chatel-St-Denis, Swi tzerland. 
^ 41 21 931431. 

HardPlav Software, 2 Broad Street, Newquay, 
Cornwall, TR7 2BU. ■s'/fax 01637 850909. 
Console and games shop. 

SES Computers. 88-90 London Road, Southend- 
On-Sea. ^ 01702 335443. 
Loads of software, peripherals and second hand hardware. 
Limited stocks of new hardware, vety helpful staff. 

Cavendish Computers, 144 Charles Street, 
Leicester. ® 0116 2510066. 
Hardware (old), games and utilities. 

Electronics Boutique, 30 The Mall, Golden 
Square, Warrington, Cheshire. 
® 01925 240731. 
A good selection of Amiga software and peripherals. 

Computer Cavern (Capri CD Distribution), 
9 Dean Street, Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3AA. 

Electronics Boutique, Gallowtree Gate, Leicester 
city centre. 
Stocks most games, although it does tend to be a bit slmo on 
new games. 

Vortex Services, 13-15 St. Michael’s Square, Ashton 
Under Lyne, Lancs, OL6 6LF. 

Classic, 11 Deansgate, RadclilTe, Manchester, 
» 0161 7231638. 
PD, commercial ga mes, CD32, CD-ROMs, hard drives, 
CD-ROM drives, A1200s, floppy drives, dislis, moderns. 
Free fitting service on hard drives. 

Level 7, 113 Victoria Road West, Oleveleys. 
® 01253 859004. 

Electronics Boutique, Unit 19, St. John’s Centre, 
Perth, PH 1 5UX, Scotland. 
« 01738 637807. 
Software and peripherals and will order any Amiga 
games you require. 

Mays. 57 Church Gate, Leicester ciiv centre, 
s 0116 2516789. 
Hardware, games and utilities. 

Computer Solutions, Unit 2, Mill Lane Mews, 
Ashbv-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire, LE65 1HP. 
■3 01530 412983. 
New and used software, hardware, stocks full range. 
Helpful staff. 

Tech-Exchange, 3 Forest Road East, Nottingham, 
NG1 4HJ. 
» 0115 9100077. 
All Amiga products and a helpful and knowledgeable staff 

Chips, 8 Watchbell Lane, Newport, Isle of Wight, 
tr 01983 821983. 
Lots of classic games and older Amiga hardware. 

Allsorts, 51 Park Road, Wosbrough Bridge, 
Barnsley. 
^ 0589 272940, 
Games, PD, disk drives, monitors (all used). 

Electronics Boutique, 81 High Street, Meadowhall 
Centre, Sheffield. 

0114 2569060. 
Games utilities, mice, educational software and can 
order software. 

Planet Games, 3 Royal Oak Buildings, Waterloo 
Road, Blackpool. ® 01253 348738. 

Game, Sheffield Town Centre. 
® 0114 2729300. 
Sells various Amiga games,utility disks and other■ items 
of software, and it ’$ also possiblefor customers to reserve 
games in advance. 

Swops, Corner of Bold Street, Fleetwood, 
w 01253 776977. 

USA +001 
A.D.A. Computers. 11770 Stucki Road, Elberta, 
AL 36530. w 334 986 8428, fax 334 986 6308, 
email adfarm@aulftel.com 

TLAS. PO Box 30499, Midland, Texas, 79712. 
® 915 563 79712. 
Games software, some hardware, 100% Amiga. Very 
high quality software. Cj 

[Youcanhelpus!| 
To contribute to the AF ShopWatch project, please fill in the details of your local retailer. 

Shop Name ......... 

Manager......... 

Address ......... 

Country. 

Telephone Number 

Amiga Products .. 

Other Comments 

Your Details 

Initials. 

Digitronic, Chr Merian - Ring 7, 4153 Reinach. 
® 6176565, visit http://www.diqitronic.ch 
Full range of Amigos. 

Surname 

Address . 

Amiga Shop 2000, Wallisellenstr.318, CH-805Q, 
Zurich. w 411 3221414. 
Hardware, software and skilled staff. 

Amigaland, Butzenstr.l, CH-8038, Zurich. 
•et 411 482 4750, visit http://www.amiqaland.ch 
Sells a full range of Amigos 

Postcode ......... 

Daytime telephone no.... 

Send entries to: Shopwatch • Amiga Format • 30 Monmouth Street * Bath * Somerset • BA1 2BW. 



OP: to TfesG peruses your entries to The Gallery this 
month while stroking his chin.and saying, "Hmmm.. 

Progression and Islands 
by Tony Shorten 
Tony certainly spent a long 
time honing these 
masterpieces - more than 
three weeks in total. The 
depth of detail in them is 

superb and he well deserves 
our reader prize this issue. 
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Extinct Bubbles (above, left) 
by Andy Watkrnson 
Andy keeps on coming up with his 
cephafopodian constructions* this 
time a gorgeous mix done in C4D. 

Mirrored Pear by Caroline inkpen 
This is Caroline's first entry to The Gallery and it's her 

first render. Keep practising* Caroline! 

1 I * 1 ■ b d V 1 E 

If you'd like to enter your work for the Gallery 

in Amiga Format read the Reader Submission 

file on the CD, or simply send your work to: 
Gallery, Amiga Format, 30 Monmouth Street, 

Rath, BA1 2BW, making sure you include the 

reader warrant from the CD pages in this mag. 

ManQbist, Bioko and Hilda, by John Jeeves 
John sent us a large range of his work, some of which is 

figurative and some which are exercises in processing. 

* 

Rover Stone and Phone Time by Flint Read (above, right) 
The intriguingly-named Flint has an obvious talent for modelling - it's a shame he spoils it in the 
other pictures he's submitted by incorporating standard objects. These are great! 
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WHAT'S ON YOUR DISK? 

An eclectic selection this month brings Amiga Format 
readers the chance to try something new. 

explains. 

AMIGA pommt 

We know from your letters 

that many readers are crying 

out for new hardware and 

what better way to get it than by 

making it yourself? This month’s 

cover disk includes something of an 

exceptional package. LCDaemon 

includes all the instructions for 

building your own LCD display and 

attaching it to your Amiga, as well as 

the software required to control it. 

You don’t need to build the 

hardware if you don’t want to anti vou 

can just use the software to simulate a 

display on Workbench, but when 

you’ve had a play with the virtual 

readout, you’re bound to want to try 

the real thing. 

GOING FOR A TEST DRIVE 
To try the package without lifting a 

soldering iron, you need to install the 

software as normal. There’s an 

installation routine provided to do this 

and it makes life easy. Note that while it 

states that the Installer is only Alpha, 

we encountered no problems. 

instructions for building 
your own LCD display and 

attaching it to your Amiga... 

The only thing to watch out for is 

that you allow the installer adequate 

time to initialise, as a backdrop picture 

is loaded during the install. If you click 

on the installer before this happens, 

you’ll lose the requestor at the back 

and you won’t be able to access it. If 

this happens, you’ll have to re-boot and 

be more patient next time. 

The installation procedure leads you 

through the difficult part anti at one 

stage will ask you which version of the 

LCDaemon library you want to use. You 

need to choose LCDwindow.library to 

test out the software. Both this and the 

LCDguppy.library will be installed but 

the program will be set to use the first 

one in the program preferences. 

On this matter, you also get to 

choose whether you want to use 

preferences in Env or in Icon ToolTypes. 

We used ToolTypes as they’re easier and 

quicker to edit under Workbench. Other 

parameters, like the size of the display, 

are also set during the installation. None 

of this is set in stone and you can easily 

edit the ToolTypes at a later stage. 

Once the software is installed in 

your destination drawer, you need to 

actually copy the library you’re using 

yourself into the Libs: drawer or set up 

an assign to the libs drawer here. The 

Libs drawer is situated in the LCDaemon 

drawer after installation (it’s created 

then -you won’t find it in the plain 

uncompressed drawer, only after 

installation). Simply type into a Shell 

(where “source” is the name of the drive 

SCANTASTIC PROGRAMS 

Betascan is a simple interface to your scanner and we've 
included several scanner drivers with it for many of the 
popular scanners. 

Continuing our programs from off the 
beaten path, we have two packages for 
users with scanners. BetaScan includes 

drivers for Canon and Microtek scanners (an 
exact list of supported scanners is supplied 

ffl mim Presell | 

*»r 259p| Hagij JKfrj 
Free Jm &| GOO | r " 

MUISnapScan is only compatible with the Agfa 
SnapScan scanner, but it does have a polished 
feel and many features. 

in the Betascan/Devices drawer). Another 
package included, called MUISnapScan, 
supports the Agfa SnapScan scanners. The 

two packages aren't related but we've 

MUISnapScan has a set of preferences that 
allow you to tweak the program to suit your 
scanner. You'll need to use this to set up the 
scanner the first time you use it. 
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WHAT'S ON VOUR 

IT'S TIME FOR A BETTER AMIGA 

Q 

MRQ 
Please insert volume 

AMIGA 
in any drive 

Retry Cancel 

The great thing about the Amiga is the way that its developers don't just sit around moaning about how 
one bit of the operating system is out of date or missing features. Instead, they write a better version of 

the offending section and then release it. Because the Amiga is so damn modular, you can then just plug 

it in and the replacement takes over from the original. This month, in addition to a few other utilities {of 

which more later), we have three new programs to update your Amiga. 
MRQ is a replacement for the standard Workbench requesters that pop up, to check you want to 

format a floppy disk, for instance. Most people will be familiar with the excellent ARQ which has been 
around for years to do the same thing. MRQ is a similar program that does all that ARQ does, except that 

it uses MUI which means you have the ability to adjust the settings for fonts and colours so you can 

customise it exactly as you want. You may have a problem running the Installer script, but if it does fail 

for you, simply manually copy the images drawer from the source to the destination drawer and the 

program should run correctly. The full 

MRQ is a replacement for the tired old Amiga 
requestors and offers some new features ovei 
the excellent Arq, but it does require MUI. 

AmigaGuide gives you a complete 
rundown of the usage of the program. 

The old Commodore Installer is now 
used by most programs to facilitate the 
copying or extraction of files from the 

source to the necessary places, but it 
doesn't offer that many features and it 
looks a bit dated. Included this month is 

the development version of a proposed 

replacement. It's fully functional, although 
it's a beta, and it even uses itself to install. 

WarkberdiScreen 
d| Wcrtierdi 

It's well worth playing with and, because it aims to be backward compatible, it'll be able 
to run standard Installer scripts. The author has released it for public testing but stresses 

that it's not f inished. 
Like Installer, Multiview has been part of many people's systems for years, but it's 

not a paragon of features. The new version is configurable and works with Workbench 2 
and above. The full guide which is 

a 
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supplied gives you the full details. 

As mentioned earlier, we also 
found the space to cram in an extra 
few utilities on the disk. The first is called WB-Tidy and it offers a quick and easy way of tidying up 
your Workbench windows. You can tile and cascade them and the good thing is that it doesn't save 
any permanent changes to the windows, though of course you can do that manually quite easily 

through the Window/Snapshot menu on Workbench. This program just makes it quick to tidy up all 

open drawers. The other utility you'll find is called X-Panel. When you start it you won't see an 
interface. This is opened from the Tools menu on Workbench where X-Panel wilt have placed itself. 

The program gives you quick access to the memory so you can flush it and toggle fast RAM on/off. It 

also displays a host of information on the system and the current situation. 
That's the lot for this month, but do let us know how you get on with your hardware project ! 

X-Panel resides in your Toots menu and offers information on your system and the ability to effect the 

system, like flushing the RAM or disabling fast RAM, 

or disk you installed to): copy 

source:Icdaemon/libs/lcdwindow.li 

brary libs: <return> or assign 

libs: source:ledaemon/libs add 

<return>. 

If you don’t do this, the program 

won’t be able to start. Now double dic k 

included both so that more people can 

make use of the software. 
If you use the SnapScan program, 

be sure that you rename the executable 

version for your processor to simply 
MUISnapScan, removing the .020 or 
similar extension. You'll then be able to 

load the program through the icon. 
The two package offer similar basic 

functions like zooming in, cropping and 

preview scanning. However, the 

SnapScan program has a detailed 
options page that allows you to change 

settings. You have easy control over 
the DPI setting for scanning, as well as 
the other features, which are all rather 

obvious. BetaScan requires you to 
select the device you want to use so it 
knows what scanner to interface with. 

Select this from the Config button and 
the Scanner selection there. 

on the I .('.Daemon icon and a window will 

open showing a blank green screen. If 

you go back to your Shell and change 

directory’ to the Utilities drawer inside 

LCDaemon, you’ll Find a few utilities that 

allow you to try out the control of the 

LCD. Type: CD 

source:Icdaemon/utilities 

<return>. 

LCD Echo is a clone of the Echo 

The LCDaemon package includes the software and all the plans and 
details you need to build a functioning LCD controlled by your Amiga, 
but you can also test it on Workbench without building a thing. 

command, except the output is sent to 

the I.CD. You can use it in scripts as you 

would use Echo. To try it. type a simple 

message like: lcdecho “Hello from 

Amiga Format” <return>. 

For a much better indication of the 

use of an LCD, then type: sysmon 

<return>. This will lake a second or 

two to gather the data, but you’ll then 

see the free chip and fast memory on 

your Amiga, plus the time and date. If 

you’re a semi-skilled DIY person and own 

a cased Amiga, you could easily have an 

LCD on the front displaying this 

information constantly. If you have an 

Amiga like an A1200, you can still build 

the LCD and use it, but it’ll need to have 

its own casing, not that that’s a problem. 

We don’t have tine space to go 

through building the hardware here, but 

the documentation for the project is very 

full. Simply load it from the Docs folder. 

There’s a section on the background to 

LCDs and how they actually function and 

then one on how to build the actual 

hardware and connect it. Most parts are 

available from good electrical stockists. 

The author. Future Publishing and 

Amiga Format accept no responsibility for 

any damage or loss that may occur. £5 
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WHAT'S ON YOUR DISK? 

As you'll have guessed from the title to the game, 
there's a story behind this demo that's waiting to be 
told. checks you're sitting comfortably. 

Long, long ago, an ancient battle 

between good and evil was 

fought. The hero, aided by a 

magic mushroom, vanquished his 

nefarious opponent, a dangerous 

wizard. Since that day the people of the 

simple village have kept the mushroom 

proudly on display in a museum. 

Each year they hold a big 

mushroom party to find a guardian for 

the mushroom. The guardianship lasts 

exactly one year. For the past year, 

Gilbert’s grandfather has been the 

appointed protector. However, a few 

days before the next party, the 

mushroom is stolen. The villagers blame 
Gilbert’s grandfather for not doing his 

duty so he’s thrown into prison and is 
sentenced to be executed. 

Our hero, Gilbert, is having none of 

this and knows that the only way he can 

rescue his grandfather is to find the 

mushroom and die thief. 

WHAT'S GOING ON? 
Tliis is an early demo of a new 

adventure game very much in the vein 

of Monkey Island, Its tongue is firmly in 
its cheek and the game sets out to 

amuse and entertain, as well as to 

puzzle. It’s being developed for both 

the Amiga and the PC and it will be a 

game i 
to amuse and entertain, as 

well as to puzzle. 

full-blown CD-ROM game. We had 

hoped to bring you a later demo this 

month, but one wasn’t released in time. 
This early version contains only two 

rooms but it does let you get a feel for 

the game and see the high quality of 

the graphics and the gameplay. 

The Monkey Island-style humour is obviously present even in this small demo version. 

How to make your own plant nutriment - no 
doubt this will be useful at some point... 

When the game loads, you’ll get a 

long conversation with one of the 

villagers which sets the scene for you. 

After this is finished, you can walk around 

by left clicking on a part of the screen. If 

you hover the mouse over an item you’ll 

see the default action displayed in the 

line of text underneath the game area. 

If you right dick on an item, a menu 

pops up giving you a choice of actions. To 

cancel the menu, dick outside the menu 

area. To select a menu item, like Look At, 

hover over it and it’ll change colour. Left 
dick on it to select it. 

As this is an early demo there’s not 

very much for you to do, but if you go to 

the door on the right of the screen and 

right click on it, you can select Open. 

This opens the door to Elton’s laboratory’. 

You can go inside and explore, pick up 

some items and interact with certain 

objects. Wien you pick up an object it’ll 

go into your inventory, which is displayed 
all the time along the bottom of the 

screen as a row of boxes with one item in 

each box. 

To examine any object in your 

inventory, left click on it. To use it or do 

something else with it, right click on it. 

You’ll then be able to left click on 

another item to use the first item with it. 
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WHAT'S ON YOUR DISK? 

BUG BOMBER 

This is something of an unusual 
demo, but since we could just fit 

it on and it's fun, we've included 
it. The game itself is no longer 
available, but this demo includes 

a very addictive four levels that 
will keep you entertained for 
hours. It's a complex Bomberman 

clone that allows you to play with 
friends or against the Amiga. 

The directional controls are 

obvious enough using the 
joystick, but you need to master a 
few combinations for using items 

in the game. If you just tap the 
fire button then you'll drop a wall block - make sure you move out of the way quickly or you'll be 
trapped inside it. Wall blocks are useful ways of sealing in the enemy sprites as they roam around the 

maze trying to find you. However, the more of these you use, the more closed the maze becomes and 
the more difficult it is to get to places - don't forget, you may be sealing them in but you're also 

sealing yourself out. 

All is not lost if you do get stuck because you've got a variety of weapons in your arsenal as long 
as you have enough energy points for them. Energy points can be collected on the screen and they 

pop up all over the place, along with IQ points. There's a top level of IQ and energy that you can 

collect but their levels affect much of what you can do in the game, so getting your levels up at the 

start is important. 
As mentioned, you have more than the block to use. If you hold down fire and move the joystick 

you'll see you have other options as to what to drop. Be warned though, the other weapons use 
more energy. Here's a quick guide (remember these are performed when fire is held down): 

DIRECTION 
UP 
RIGHT 

LEFT 

DOWN XI 

....RESULT... ENERGY REQUIRED 

..PLACE A BOMB ..1 
_PLACE A THUNDERBOLT .2 

.PLACE A MINE .2 
PLACE A ENERGY EGG (NOT USED) . 4 

DOWN X2 .PLACE A PAINTER EGG ..5 

DOWN X3 .....PLACE A CRUNCHER EGG ...10 
DOWN X4 .. PLACE A HUNTER EGG  ..... 15 
DOWN X5 .PLACE A TANK EGG .20 

Bombs, thunderbolts and mines are all excellent immediate destructive weapons, but the eggs are 

the tools that allow you to alter the balance of power in the game. 

Eggs create creatures whose intelligence 
is linked to your IQ, so they'll be more 
powerful if you are. The painter egg hatches 

into a creature that will paint over any 
enemy eggs and turn them into your own 
followers, thus helping you. The cruncher egg 

destroys blocks in its way and so is useful if 

you've got locked in and the maze is too 
crowded. Hunters are strong and they try to 

search out the enemy to engage them, and 
the tank is the most destructive force in the 
game. Unleash them on your enemy if you 

can afford to. 
The game is very tactical and requires skill 

and changes in the way you play it, 

depending on how many human players are 
involved. The only way to get a real feel for 

An addictive and sophisticated Bomberman clone. Bug Bomber is to play It. 

There’s a set of controls on the left of 

this row, which in the full game will allow 

von to scroll through rows of items, load 

and save the game and start from scratch. 

In this demo, the only one that’s available 

is the Exit door, which requires you to 

confirm by pressing “Y”. You can also quit 

the game by pressing Esc. 

If you want to disable the 
introduction to the game, click on the 

game demo icon and choose 

Icon/Information from the Workbench 

menu. Then click on tiie Intro On line in 

the ToolType and change it to Intro Off 
Press <return> and save the changes. 

UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
This small demo is a taster of what’s to 

come. The full game will feature 4,000 

frames of animation, over 40 locations, 

backed with up to W songs. Prelusion are 

a development team of five who have 

gained financial backing from several 
sources in order to turn the game into a 

commercial offering which will be sold by 

several distributors. 

For more information on the 

development of the game, and the people 

behind it, check out Prelusion’s website. It 

can be found at: 

http://home1 .swipnet.se/~w-10215 © 

BACKING UP 
YOUR COVERDISK 

Copying your Coverdisk is really very 
simple. Just follow the stages below... 

Work 
j 

! - " ! 
HB3.0 

b ! Systen 

f““l ■m\ iflT 

nt 

Shell 

"| 

Fornat RexxHast 

m\ 

fixFonts KoFastNen inteLlifoi 

IBoot up 

with your 
Work¬ 

bench disk and 

find the Shell 
icon, in your 
system drawer. 

Double-click 

on this to go 
into the Shell. 

0^ Type in the following line (with a 

M zero, not the letter O), taking care to 
put the spaces in the correct places: 

DISKCOPY FROM DFO: TO DF0: 

3 When asked for the Source disk, 

insert your write-protected 
Coverdisk and press Return. All 

of the info on this disk will then be 
copied from the disk into memory. 

n rwirnfffrr 

o| RnigaShell 
Heu Shell process 4”“ 
4.H83.0:> diskcopy fro* df8: to df0! 
Insert disk to copy fron (SOURCE disk) in device DFO 
Press RETURN to begin copying or CTRL-t to abort: 
Reading cylinder 79, 0 to go 
Insert disk to copy to (DESTINATION disk) in device DF8 
Press RETURN to continue or CTRL-C to abort: 

29 Once your Amiga has read the info, it 
£1 will ask for the Destination disk. 

Insert it and press Return. All 
information on this disk will be destroyed. 

M 
RhigaSheH 

eu Shell process 4 
hH83*6:> diskcopy froti df®: to dffl: 
nsert disk to copy fran (SOURCE disk) in device DF0 
ress RETURN to begin copying or CTRL-C to abort: 
leading cylinder 79, 0 to go 
nsert disk to copy to (DESTINATION disk) in device DF 
ress RETURN to continue or CTRL-C to abort: 

Verifying cylinder 79, 0 to go 
*UB3 * 01> endtli 

5 On an unexpanded machine, the 
Amiga may ask for the source disk 

again, because it copies in chunks. 

Finally, type enddi to close down the Shell. 

DISK NOT WORKING? 
We take every care to test the Coverdisk software, but Future 

Publishing cannot accept any responsibility for any damage 

occurring during its use. If your disk is faulty, send it back, 

with 2x26p stamps and an SAE to: 

Amiga Format (insert name of disk) 

TIB PLC * TIB House 

11 Edward Street 

Bradford • BD4 7BH 

If there is a manufacturing error then the stamps will be 

returned with a replacement disk. 
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WHAT'S ON YOUR DISC? 

You can have a kick 
about with Eat the 
Whistle on this CD 
and get the upgrade 
patch next month. 

GRAPHICS PATCHES 
-Seriously_Amiga-/-Commemai~ 

/FantasticDreams 

-Seriously. Amiga-/-Commercial- 
/CandyFactory 

If you’ve rushed out to buy Candy Factory 
from our ecstatic review last month, or 
Fantastic Dreams because you’d like to be 
as cruel as Nick was this month, vou’ll be 

7 J 

pleased to find the very latest versions of 
them here on tiiis month’s CD. 

The Candy Factory patch helps to 
improve the stability of the program on 
i\cm-CyberGraphXsystems and adds a 
little more functionality to the program, 

--;  -3—:—V'-F 

‘ Ji 
l® '4 r 

Make sure you update Candy Factory Pro 
with this CD. 

GAME DEMOS! 
-ScreenPlay-/-Commercial-/ETW-Demo 

-ScreenPlay-/-Commercial-/MAXOemo 

This issue we have two demos of games 
we reviewed last month: Eat the Whistle 
and Max Rally. Wliile both weren’t quite 
the pinnacle of perfection, they were 
both enjoyable, and these demos will 
give you the chance to decide for 
vourselves whether thev’re worth vour / / / 
hard-earned cash. 

Actually, Eat the Whistle should have 
improved by the time you read this, 
thanks to an upgrade patch that 
improves things for graphics card 
owners and generally spruces up the 
gameplay. This includes the Golden 
Goal rule and we hope to have this 
patch on our next GD. 

Another issue, another CD. Join ©dm W®sG as he leads 
you by the nose through some of its delights. 

WHAT'S NEW 
■ ■ " .r i ~ . j 

+System+/lnfo/AFCDchan00s 
This issue's CD is Oliver Roberts-tastic, with updates 

for both AFCDFind and AFCDPrefsIAFCDView, 

AFCDFind: firstly, the search time has been 
vastly reduced so searching through your CDs no 

longer has to be the chore it once was. Secondly, as 

a side-effect of the new index format, when 
searching individual sections of the CD, AFCDFind is 

only looking in those sections and so the more 
targeted searches are even faster. 

AFCDPrefs: a leap to version 2 of this software 

which now offers more functionality, including the 

ability to set players for .mpg movies and audio 
files separately. As it stands it's still only an interim 

release - Oliver plans to produce a version that 
offers a lot more configurability, if wanted, 
for individual file formats like JPEG, without 

making the whole program much more 
difficult to configure. 

You can also now bypass AFCDPrefs and 

use Directory Opus Magellan's FileTyping 
system by simply choosing that function 
from the cycle gadget at the top of the 

window. All AFCDView then does is pass a 
doubleclick instruction to DOpus, which will 
then use its own FileTyping to know what to 

do with the file you've double clicked on. As 
such, it's very nearly as fast as simply using 

the CD from within DOpus the whole time anyway. 
In a related note, we've changed the way we use a 

default tool now, and rather than constantly 
addressing the CD we've made icons look in the 

path for AFCDView. This means you'll need to make 

sure that you already have it installed before you 
can use any of the icons on the CD, but it'll also 
mean that you'll be able to use them on your hard 

drive instead of the CD with no trouble. You'll find 
an icon that will copy the latest versions of 
AFCDView and Installer into your C: directory in the 
+System+ drawer. 

As always, any changes that have occurred on 
the CD are referenced in the AFCD_Changes file on 

the coverdisc. 

AKDPrcf * 2-0 Copyright ® TW7-1W* Ofiver Robert». AM Rkfhli Reserved. Morid 

AFCDPrefs- Amigo Format CD Preference* 

ASCH Tejcfc jCDreod j ?| Picture*: [CiViewTefc 1*1 
AFCDPref*. Amigo Format CD Pref«encei 

KTMG 

UwForrt P 

Save 

AVI movie 
Quick Time Movie 

MPEG Aut&t} 

f :+Sy*lTfm/Toott/Souftd/SorigPloYrr/ I 

UlMLL 

Out with the old, in with the new. 
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ON YOUR DISC? 

Vfte> nnecf 
FTP 

IRC 

TEXT 

□ I Vital Comic tt*Copy right® Peter Sullivan 199# 

^ I 

w 
• SET | 

w- ;ONNECT 1 - WB DISCONNECT | 

MAIL t j 

u FTP TEXT EDITOR | 

NE7UNK 
F? DOPUS | | DOCK 

ail runmr heat tons \ 

Show MIAMI Settings | PACK/UNPACK ,lha I 

RESET \ 

Getting online has been made even easier thanks to 

the snapshot. The second is a more serious 
interface design fault as VitalConnect relies on 
having all the important programs you'll need 
to get online inside the VitalConnect directory. 
For a start, this isn't necessary with Miami or 
Directory Opus since they already have assigns, 
but it's also awkward for people to have to 
move their stuff around. 

All the same, the program does work nicely 
and has a prettily-presented interface (if you 
have the correct colours in your palette!) and 
represents a fair amount of time and effort to 

Pete's treat. 

get the thing working, so congratulations to 
you Pete, and good luck with your ISP project. 

In addition to Pete's winning entry we've 
also got the last of DJ Nick's CD full of stuff, 
Bernard Cain's latest Business Card Maker, Terry 
Green's Amiga helpline, Alex Timiney's fractal- 
related graphics programs (and their results), 
James Fraser's patch for Genetic Species, a 
bunch of severed heads from Simon Hitchen 
and an early version of a multimedia creation 
program called Visions from Matt Briggs. All in 
all, plenty to be getting on with... 

Although it might not seem as though we have 
much content in our ReaderStuff directory this 
month, you'd be mistaken since we have nearly 
200Mb of data in there and, as such, it was just 
as hard to pick out a winner. 

You see, in the past, people would send us 
stuff to put on our coverdisk and that was 
great but these days it seems that everyone 
who's sending stuff to us is also busy sending it 
in to Aminet as well. While this might not seem 
important, it does mean that we end up with 

duplication on our CDs, something we've 
always hated and tried to eradicate as much as 
possible. Also, we don't really like to give an 
award to someone who's punted their creation 
around everywhere. Even so, we've decided to 
award the reader prize to Pete Sullivan for his 
VitalConnect package, although there are two 
problems with it. The first is that it uses an 
extensive palette for its interface (much as his 
previous program for controlling the Paloma 
did), which accounts for the weird colours in 

NetLmk Dock-@1998.Pete Sullivan 

UUU 

.1 ha 

SHOU 

WIN 

DOPUS 

KILL 
St! Ill 

On 
rti e 

ll liC- 

while the Fantastic Dreams patch should 

really improve support for AGA users 

while also speeding up the PPG 
handling of loaders. 

HDTOOLBOX 
REPLACEMENT 
-Seriously _Amiga-/Hardware/KDInstTools 

Oliver Rasd should be a name that’s 

already well-known. In case you can’t 

quite place him, he’s the guy behind 

CacheCDFS and IDEFix, so you may well 

already be using some of his software. 

Along with Christian Weber and 

Andreas Selle, he’s responded to the 

lack of a decent HDToolbox by updating 

the ancient HDhist Tools. 

This is a replacement for HDToolbox 

but seems to be a lot more flexible in 

the sense that it will look for all SCSI 

and IDE controllers at once, rather than 

having to set which device you want to 
use in HDToolbox § ToolTypes. Also, it 

won’t show you devices that can t be 

managed with it, like CD-ROM drives, it 

fully supports drives bigger than 4Gb if 

you’re using NSD or TD64, plus it’s 

It might not look like much, but it's a great bit of software! 

-Reader$tuff-/-WB_ 
Our new section in 

ReaderStuff 
started this month 
with three entries 

from you lot 
showing us how 
pretty (or not) 

your WB screens 
are. Dave Stone, 
although it's 

commendable to 
see how much 
chip RAM you 

have free, it 
would be nice to 
see some action 

on your screen, 
even if it's just 
the Workbench 

window open, 
and it would also 
be nice to know exactly how you've got that dock at the bottom of your screen. The 

same goes for the other screenshots, Chris and Kev, so don't think I'm just picking 

on Dave! I'd like a readme that anyone can read and find how to get the effects 
you've got, okay? 

much clearer to use. The interface is 

still pretty ugly as it isn’t font sensitive 
and its cycle gadgets aren’t real ones, 

but since it can be used on any Amiga 

from Kickstart 1.2 with 512K, these 

problems are understandable and easily 

forgivable. Eve already replaced 

HDToolbox in my tools directory with this 

and I would suggest vou do the same. 

DIAGNOSTIC HELP 
-Seriously. Amiga-/Misc/boardsiib - 

Seriously. Amiga-/Misc/Guides 
Continued overleaf 4 
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1 WHAT'S OH YOUR DISC? 

YET MORE QUAKE_ 
‘ScreenPlav/OUierStuff/QuakeStuff 
The fact that Quake is so expandable has been a godsend to 

us when we're making our CD, and for all the people who've 
bought an almost infinitely extensible game. This month we 
have more total and partial conversions for you to play with 

while you wait for the next millennium. On our next CD we'll 
bring you a whole set of new weapons that we've found on 
our travels. 

JUST THE FACTS MA'AM 
-Seriously. Amiga-/Comms/0tiier/FACTS2 
If your Amiga doesn't have a clock, and even if it does, this is 

a useful tool for those who like their time on time. FACTS, or 
Finest Atomic Clock Time Sync/iron/ser, is a tool that uses 

Internet NTP servers to check the time shown on your clock 
and then adjusts it accordingly. It's also very useful to run 
since it creates a proper time zone environment variable and 

even takes account of BST. 

patience. This reverse engineered 

version of RealAudio should work with 

most RA sound Files, both at 14.4K and 

28.8K, although I couldn’t uet it to work 

with .ram files and I’m not exactly sure 

why. In any case, give it a go and see if 

you can get it to work. 

AMIGAGUIDE UNFINISH... 
-Seriously Amiga- 
/Programming/Other/AmigaGuideDesigner 
Here’s one for those willing to dabble 

with Csource code. The author has got 

bored of making a program that looks 

like it’ll turn out to he a pretty good 

AmigaGuide editor and it's unfinished. 

It would he a shame to see it linger on 
here without anyone actually trying to 

finish it off, so what do you say? Go on, 

see if you can complete it. 

NEW DATATYPES 
-SeriouslvAmiga-/WB/-DataTvpes- 

It used to be very hard to know what 

was going on under your Amiga’s 

bonnet, but thanks to the authors of 

these two handy programs (or rather 

group of programs, since the Guides 

director)'contains three), you can now 

ascertain what sort of expansions you 

have and whether you have the latest 

libraries, DataTypes and devices. 

These tools are so useful that you’ll 

find them every month on our CD in 
the +System+/tools directory, along 

with a bundle of other things we think 

are indispensable. The tools contained 

therein are always the latest versions 

and we do make changes to the 
contents of the drawers on a regular 

basis so keep track of what’s in there. 

NO, I MEAN REAL AUDIO 
-Seriously Amiga-/Sound/ReaiAudio 
For all those people on the net who 

always wanted to hear RealAudio 

streams, well, now you can. All you need 

is this program, an ixemul library that’s 

up to date (you’ll find one in the libs 

directory on this CD) and some kind of 

sound player, like Play 16. Oh, and some 

Finally, there’s a new sound DataType. 

This new version gives you several major 

benefits. You know how when you used 

to use Mulliview to play back sounds you 

got a crap little sound icon kind of 

thing? Well, now you get a nice green 

on black waveform of the sample 

instead, but no progress line showing 

the sample playing, unfortunately. 

You can have a control panel like 

the one in our picture but you need to 

set the env variable to have “cp-yes” in 

it; just using “cp” isn’t enough. The new 

DataType will also allow you to use A HI, 

play 16-bit sounds and more. *0? 

Looks and sounds a tot nicer now. 

DISCLAIMER 

This AFCD has been thoroughly 

scanned and tested at all stages of 

production. We recommend that you 

always run a virus checker on ANY 

software before running it. Future 

Publishing Limited cannot accept any 

responsibility for disruption, damage 

and/or loss to your data or your 

computer system which may occur 

while using this disc, the programs or 

the data on it. Ensure that you have 

up-to-date backups of data contained 

on your hard drives before running 

any new software. If you do not accept 

these conditions, do not use this disc. 

DISC MOT WORKING? 
If your AFCD is defective, please return 

it to the address below. Please make 

sure you have followed our 

installation procedures correctly to 

ensure that there is no physical 

problem. Please send us the AFCD 

along with a description of the fault 

(not forgetting your name and 

address). A new working version 

should be returned to you within 28 

days. The return address for faulty 

discs is: 

TIB PLC • TIB House *11 Edward Street • 

Bradford • BD4 7BH 

Your AFCD should only need replacing 

if the CD itself cannot be read. If, 

instead, you are experiencing 

problems with an individual 

application, phone our technical 

support line. 

This is open between the hours of 2pm 

and 5pm every Tuesday. 

Tel: 01225 442244 Fax: 01225 732341 

Email: amformat@futurenet.co.uk 

(Please remember to put "Coverdisc" 

in the subject line.) 

Please note that the helpline staff 

provide assistance with technical 

problems directly related to the CD 

and cannot provide training on the 

software or hardware in general. 

Wtewant your work! 
You can either send it to us on floppies. Zip disks or CDs (we do 

take other media formats too). If you are going to send us a 

multiple floppy backup of your work, please use the version of 

ABackup we supply on the CD in the +System+/Tools/Disk_Tools 

drawer. We'll return any Zips you send us, so don't worry about 

getting your disks back. 

If you have any further queries about how to send your 

software in then consult the Submissions Advice on the CD (in 

Ben_Speaks!, or in the ReaderStuff or +System+/lnfo drawers). 

Your signature: 

Files you send in this month will probably appear on AFCD37- 

Amiga Format issue 122, April. 

Please tell us: 
Your name:... 

Your address: 

Your postcode:. 

A contact number or email address: 
In respect of all material which forms my reader contribution to Future Publishing's Amiga Format 
I hereby warrant that:- 

(1) the material is original and does not infringe any other material or rights; 
(2) the material does not contain any material which is defamatory, obscene or indecent and is 
exempt from classification under the Video Recordings Act 1984; 

(3) that there are no legal claims against the material provided; 
(4) that I have full power and authority to provide this material to Future Publishing. 
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Ihe contents of future issues may be subject to change - no guarantee is implied or intended. 
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YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE 
This magazine comes from Future 
Publishing, a company founded just ten 
years ago but now selling more computer 
magazines than any other in Britain. 
We offer: 

BETTER ADVICE. Our titles are packed with 
tips, suggestions and explanatory features, 
written by the very best in the business. 

STRONGER REVIEWS. We have a cast-iron 
policy of editorial independence and our 
reviews give clear buying advice. 

CLEARER DESIGN. You need solid 
information fast. So our designers highlight 
key elements by using charts, diagrams, 
summary boxes, and so on... 

GREATER RELEVANCE. At Future, Editors 
operate under two golden rules: 
# Understand your readers' needs, 
• Then satisfy them. 

MORE READER INTERACTION. We draw on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the 
liveliest letters pages and the best reader 
tips. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining an international user group. 

BETTER VALUE FOR 
MONEY. More pages, 
better quality 
- magazines 
you can trust. 

AF 120-FEB 1999 

Next 

Grab your tin hat and warm up 
your bunker as Napalm finally 

hits the UK! 

® Reviews of: 
BVision, Directory Opus Magellan II, lOblix, 

Eyetech genlock, PowerMovie, 
and much, much more... 
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{INCLUDE DEPARTMENT IN SUBJECT TEXT OR YOUR 

MAIL WILL NOT BE READ) 

If you have a feature idea, a long term test, a 
reader request or you want to be in the 
Amiga Angels list, send an email to 
ben.vost@futurenet.co.uk, with “Features", 
"Reader Review", "Reader Request" or 
"Amiga Angels" in the subject line 
accordingly. If you don't have email, a fetter 
to the Amiga Format address with the same 
subject headings is also fine. 

If you want to speak to us about a technical 
problem, we have a reader call day on 
Tuesdays. Cal! us on (01225) 442244 
{10am-1pm, 2pm-5pm only). We're sorry, but 
we can't give games tips over the phone. 

All contributions submitted to Amiga Format are 
accepted on the basis of a non-exclusive worldwide 
license to publish or license others to do so unless 

otherwise agreed in advance in writing. 
© Future Publishing Limited 1999. 
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RESERVE OR DELIVER YOUR COPY TODAY! 
Tell your local 
newsagent to 

reserve or deliver Please reserve me a copy of 

AMIGA 
FORMAT every month 

TROUBLE LOCATING AMIGA FORMAT? 
It Is possible to reserve a copy of Amiga 

Format at almost all newsagents, including 

branches of John Menzies or WH Smith. 

Simply fill in the form here and hand it to 

your newsagent - it's easy and there's no 

obligation. If you still have trouble, phone 

01225 442244 and ask for the Circulation 

Dept., who should be able to inform you of 

a stockist in your area. 

Name: 

Address: 
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New 
Everything you need to make music with your computer 

software 

The complete guide for Mac and PC 

All you need to prodvc&Q 
complete songs on every 
major music package... 

Expand yoursound 
Which sound module is best for 
your Mac or PC set-up? 

Tutorials 
Cubase, Logic, Cakewalk, Vision 

Revealed! 
The music-making revolution 
sweeping the internet 

Top cards reviewed 
Yamaha's wonder sounds and 
E-mu's super studio 

February music 
Sample Special! 

Complete 
Package! H 

ifiy Little Funkit! 
Ctldcol’f ainsrimj Mac and PC 
imiiie experience 

quality sounds in 
both PC and Mac 
format for you to 
load in and play 

■ The belt internet sequencers 

m Four great reader demo tracks 

• Bur all-new interactive product guide 
Computer Music Subscription 

99 £3 
f£i Qatudi! 11X1 

In this issue 
■ Tutorials on all four major music packages 

Cubase, Logic, Cakewalk and Vision 

■ Sequencing explained 

■ The best desktop sound modules tested 

■ Yamaha SW1000XG and E-mu Audio 

Production Studio reviewed and rated 

a comprehensive beginners' guide, music on the internet, 

reader music showcase, and loads more reviews, tips and 

advice on making music with your computer... 
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Free, easy to install Win 3.1/95/98 (32-bit dialler) NT4, Mac, Linux & Amiga Software 

Full Internet access from £7.50p.m. 

Email: sales@abel.net.uk Tel: 0131 445 5555 
#>sun 

Authorised Reseller 

Support: Every day 09.00-23,00brs 

Fax: 0131 447 7131 Web: http://ww.abeLnet.uk 

FUTURE 
01709 530569 

• I or 2 free disks with every ten 

* Highest quality DD disks 

• Same day service 

* 18,000 fif/es Inc. Am/nef 

* For branded disks add lOp 

1-9=50p 10-39=45p 40+=40p 

JO FREE DISKS VOUCHER 

with 3 disk catalogue 
(free with any order, or send 

3 x 1st class stamps) 

12 Ranworth Road, Bramley, 
Rotherham S66 2SN 

HIGH STREET MICRO 
OVER 1,000 AMIGA TITLES INC-CD32 
ALSO A VAST RANGE OF SOFTWARE 

FOR ALL FORMATS EVEN 8 BIT 

WE BUY-SELL-UPGRADE- 
REPAIR 

ALL MAKES OF COMPUTER 
NEW & USED PC S IN STOCK 

LISTS AVAILABLE - 
SEND SAE FOR LATEST LISTS 

20-22 HIGH STREET CREWE 
CW2 7BN 

01270 250871/580964 

We also accept 
cheques, 
PO's & cash 

Online PD. Dept. AF2. 

Unit 5. Embassy Building, 

51A Piercefield Road. 

Formby, Liverpool, L37 7DG 

PHONE FOR YOUR FREE 3 DISK CATALOGUE 
LISTING HARDWARE. PERIPHERALS & 
18,500+PD TITLES @75p PER DISK 

ITEL: (01704)834335 or 834583 
OR SEND 39p SAE 

ESlIl^ Fax /BBS: 
(01704) 834583 

,4- COMMERCIAL. 

AMIGA CO-fSOM, 
C0K, COtV £ 

4 DISK SOFTWARE 

’ f75P 
2 yej-r S 

disks ordered 
choose 1 FREE 

FI SOFTWARE 
Tel/Fax 01709 888127 

1 Over 150 exclusive 

titles from £3.99 

* 1000's of PD titles 

in stock from 50p 

1 Free catalogue disk 

{QuoteAFIS) 

-FI CD Volt 
w J5L only £9.99 

GAMES • UTILITIES • EDUCATION 
website htt|j://www.ware5d.riemon.co.ul< 

1 Lower Mill Close, Goldthorpe, 
Rotherham, S63 9BY 

AMIGA 
II Deansgate, RADCLIFFE, Manchester 

* Full range of PD Games, utils, 

demos, etc 

* Hard-Drives * CD-Rom Drives 

* Accelerators * CD-Roms 

> CD-32 • Monitors 

■ Floppy Drives • Mice 

•Trackballs • Accessories 

Phone for a FREE Catalogue Disk 

0161-723-1638 

j 

GULP 
'Underwater 

Lemmings" 

Puzzler Game 
Captain Gulp 

and the Aquarons 
must save the world. 

CD or Floppy. 

£4.99 + £1 POSTAGE 

Goer* Cr€$c Pd 

Games, Miscellaneous 

Education, Game Cheats 

> Utilities, Business 

> Animation, Clip Art 

>- Adventure Games, RPG 

> Slideshow 

Game Solutions 

>■ Literature, Books to Read 

>■ Kids progs, Klondike 

Pius the cards and much, much more... 

£t Per Disk 
For a catalogue send an SAE and 3 floppy disks toe 

28 Hepbum GinJen ^. Felling, Giteihcad„ 

Tyiw & Wear, NEI 0 OAO 

or Telephone: 0191 438 2939 

SECOND HAND 
AMIGA CENTRE 

TEL: 01983 290003 

Al200's FROM £99.99, 
MONITORS FROM £89.00 

INCLUDING FREE 
MAINLAND DELIVERY 

SALE! 
10% OFF 

ALL SOFTWARE 
ALSO DISK DRIVES, 

HARD DRIVES, 
RAM EXPANSIONS ETC 

HARDWARE PERIPHERALS 

PURCHASED POA 

SEND S.A.E. FOR LATEST LIST TO: 

SHAC, DEPT AF, 
69 KINGS ROAD, 
EAST COWES, 

ISLE OF WIGHT, P032 6SE 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

Please make all cheques payable to 
A.I. Brown 

<5> 
The Film & Video Institute 

24C West Street. Epsom, Surrey, 

KT18 7RJ 

® 01372 739672 
Email ■ I AC FI L M V jDDECwcbmpuse rv .com 

Membership Includes: 

* Bi-monthly magazine 

* Film & Video Library 

* Copyright Clearance 

* Mood Music 

* Training / User Groups 
(computerised video) 

* Competitions / Festivals 

* Junior & Youth members welcomed 

VERY COMPETITIVELY PRICED 

HARD 
DRIVES 

e.g, 4,3Gb Only £1 17.50 

6.4Gb Only £145.00 

Plus FREE installation 

disk with every drive. 

(Prices include VAT but not P&P) 

Also... guaranteed 

recycled inkjets 

and laser toner 

cartridges at 

lowest prices. 

For further details: 

® 01258 454 934 

Email: 

axelf@ukonline.co.uk 

ORDERLINS: 01709 530569 

•> 3 FflfE PD DISKS PER 10 > ALL VIRUS - FREE AND BEGWER 
> 3 RAH DEO DISKS + FRE E SPARE FRIENDLY 

LABELS M W ■ UNBRANDED BSP ■> ONLY VERY BEST TIRES t LATEST 
§ ,V REGULAR EREJ SIFTS 0*1 £1,00 DISKS VERSIONS SOLD 

(e.g. SO/1 KJ CAPACITY DISK BOXES} * GUARANTEED - NO QUIBBLE 
* same DAV SERVICE REPLACEMENTS 

COMMERCIAL TITLES 
AT PD PRICES [ i x wo of disks 

j Rt$e of Robots ECS (TOyAGA (13) - £4 

J Sooty Paint (for kids) - £3 

J Pinball Illusions AG A (4)-£5 

J Slsmtilt Pinball AGA (5) - C6 

j RuKian (3)E3.60 

J Heimdsll 2 AGA (7V C4 
J SaDShw AGA Shoot em up (4) * £4 

j Photon Paint 2 (3) - £5 

...over 200 in stock trow £21 
Al200/A400Q (is hooforsKs 

j X-Figfilw AGA Street Fighter (3) 

J Zero Gravity 3D AGA (1) 
j Leading Up Racing AGA (1) 

j Alien Formula 1 Pacing AGA (1) 

j Deluxe Pacm&n AGA Full VersionE 

J Rocketz 2,28 AGA 
J Ampu Worms Clone (2) 
j Ariel Racers Skidmarks (2J 

J Slipstream 3D Game Demo 

JHD ClFck 3 
J SwazSianker 2.7 AGA 

j RD’s Datatypes 

j Iranian 2.98s AGA 90% 

j Deluxe Galaga AGA - Full version (2) 

J Diamond Caves Latest (2) 
J Cybertech AGA (2) 

j Klondike AGA Floppy (3) 

j Klondike AGA latest (4) (hd) 

j Samurai Showdown AGA 

W132+ UTILS ( ) »HO OF DISKS 
J Diskmaster & Guide 22b (1) 

j I DEFIX 97 latest 
j Image Studio 2,2 12) (hd) 90% 
J Reorg3,11 & Disk&alv 2 

J Vims Checker 2 vl.3 or latest 
j Filequest Dopus Clone 

J Powder date Pro HD doubler 

j Executive 2.1 (2) (hd) 95% 

J MCP Latest (2) 93% 

j Tooisdaemon 2.1a 
fc4Ui Im1LS;(W62-i-) no of disks 
j Tool Manager 3 Kit (2) 
J MUI 3.S and DevKat (2) 
□ MUI on ftoppy-hd not req’d (3) 
J RQ Fltemanager 1.29 84% 
J Start Menu 2 

j RD s MUI Utils 34 
j MUI Video Titlef 2.1 

J MUI Ftex x 3.0A 94% 
j Fiasco 2.1 Database (2) 95% 

WE2 + GAMES o* no of txsxs 

J Deluxe Paeman ECS Full Version 
J Pomg V6.02 (1) 
j MegaTyphoon 91% 

J Statix 89% 

J Psycheiral 9B% 
j Torque 07% 
j- Deluxe Gatega ECS - Full version! 
LfVil5.ETC_: ANY.IMl & o = noofdisks 
j ToxtFiigine 5 V/ord Pro 

JSnoopdoe3 
j Wordworth Fonts (5) 

j Panasonic Print Driver 
J Star Printer Drivers 

j Pro Printer Drivers 

NQ OF OtSKS 

j ears & Pipes Pro (1) 

j Junior Picasso 

j Disney Colour Clipart (2.) 

j Sp-ecirapaint 3.1 

j RD's Sound Samples (3) 
j RD's Instruments (2) 
j Star Trek Rave Demo 

j Detained 5 (WB2+) 
j Octamed S Tutor (4) 
GAMES- ANY IMB o. wv DISKS 
j Star Trek 6 Games Pack - £5! 

j Lemmings Arcade Game (1) 

j Sovereign Slots Fruit Machine (1) 

□ Astro Kid 
j Super Foul Egg (Puyo) 

j M&S Tolrls Compilation 

□ Megaball v4(3) 
j M&S Purzlors Comp 

J Breed 96 SimClty 1,3 

J Real Chinese Majong 

J Super Sklddy 3 85% 

■j Wheel Chair Gladiators 

J Walfy World (2) 

J Coarse Rshing (2) 100% 

J Antwars 1.9 
j Cosmic Racer 
j Chanequos (2) 
J M.A.S-H. 

J Kung Fu Charlies 
j Sold Assault 
EDUCATIONAL- 
ANY IMB {} - HO OF DISKS 

j Kids Educational Games Pack - £5 

J Star Trek Guide (WB2+, hard drive) 

J Barney Goes Camping {2} 

j New WB3 Beginner Guide 

j Beginners Amlgados {WB2+) 

J Beginners AREXX(WB24) 
1CQNS& 

BACKGROUNDS {ho of wsks 

Magic WB 2,1 p (2) :WS2.) 
j Magic WS forWBI .3 
J Newloona 4.1(2) (WB2+) 90% 
J AE$ A 6EBQX Now icons 
J New icons Backdrops 
3 Magic WB Extras 12 (2) 
j Magic WB Backgrounds (2) 
j Star Trek Workbench Set - £41 
U toon ograph Ics v3 (3) 
j Icon ograph ios More Icons 

FREE P&P (1*t class cn £1.00 disks) * AMINET from 25p • 10 PI5K THEMED PACK5 £5 
CHEQUES PAYASLETO: M.WOOD. DEFT AFX, 12 RANWORTH ROAD. BRAMLEY. ROTHERHAM, S662SN 

ADULT CD-ROM’s 
THE BEST ADULT CD's IN THE UK 
3,000+ quality images (approx. 600Mb) on each CD, & 2 viewers. 

Collected from ‘Restricted’ Adult sites around the world. 
We are the ONLY supplier of these discs in the UK 

See what the Internet has to offer! Save your telephone bill, site 
subscription costs, 600Mb of hard disk space, and ensure that 
no family member can find adult material on your hard drive. 

6 ‘INTERNET’ CD-ROM’s available PLUS 2 FREE CD gifts. 

VISA 
(Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 available) 
Buy 1 or 2 CD’s for £29,95 each 

Buy 3, 4 or 5 CD’s for £25 each (plus 1 free CD gift) 
Buy ail 6 CD’s for £135 (plus 2 free CD gifts) 
(all prices include 1st class postage & packing) 

Telephone or fax our 24hr order line 01726 851689 using VISA or MasterCard giving 
your name, address, credit card number & card expiry date. Or complete the coupon and 

send your cheque. Orders are sent 1st class in plain cover (export orders welcome). 

rfoTImage"SETTERS,*Po”lBo~x~44rBodmln, Cornwall PL31~2YX~! 

Please send me the following CD-ROM's,, 

Name, 

Address. 

(AF) 

Postcode .Signed _____,..i confirm that i am over 18 * 
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The essential guide for 
anyone who wants to make 

the most of their PC. 

* mips * mvrvm * hitfs * mm • 

Strategies • maps • solutions 
hints • cheats • secrets 

‘®Sf° 

life 
It* 

[ Hei m it* 

The world’s best-selling 
PC leisure magazine. 

THE SETTLERS W wvlwfe 

Q3GA 
r 
Li ail 

EXPOSED! EVERY PC SAME 

The UK’s best-selling The best of PC Gamer. 
PC games magazine. 

THE QEGtHHEZS GV19E TO H % ME COMPUTING 

5Qm£c1IMm98fys 
tobfmgjmPCtohkpH 

Everything you and your 
family need to know 

about your PC. 

The authority in personal 
computing. 

The cutting edge of PC 
leisure. 

Future Publishing, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth St, Bath BAi 2BW Telephone 01225 442244 

Fax 01225 446019 WWW: http://www.futurenet,co.ul< 



scan doubler and flicker fixer 

ScanMagic Internal_£49.95 

ScanMagic Internal with Flicker Fixer_£79.95 

ScanMagic External_£55.95 

ScanMagic External with Flicker Fixer_£95.95 

monitors - with 3yr on-site warranty 

14"SVGA monitor 

for graphic cards or ScanMagic_ 

15"SVGA monitor 

£95.95 

for graphic cards or ScanMagic 

17"SVGA monitor (.26 pitch) 

£125.95 

for graphic cards or ScanMagic _£245.95 

picasso iv 

Picasso Hi-res graphic card £249.95 

a1200 motherboard improvements 

PowerFlyer, 4-way enhanced IDE/ATAPI controller, 

Supports the latest PfO-3 and PIO-4 faster modes. 

Autoboot from Zip and LS-120_£55.95 

New 4 way buffered interface with IDEfix 97, fully 

registered software. Supports all IDE and ATAPI 

removable devices. 

Autoboot from Zip and LS-120_£29.95 

3-way IDE cable and 

44-pin 10cm cable for above_£9.95 

Catweasel Mk2 

A4000/A1200 High density floppy drive controller 

can use most PC floppy_£49.95 

PC high density floppy drives_£20 

Buddha Flash for all Zorro bus Amigas, 

Zorro IDE controller, up to 4 IDE/ATAPI devices, 

support LSI 20, Zip and Syquest and any remov¬ 

able media, includes special version of IDEfix97, 

A1200 clock port 

for fast serial port or Catweasel_ £49.95 

PowerPort Junior 

1 x High speed Serial Internal_£29.95 

Fits to internal clock port of A1200 

epson 
products 

>pson printers 

Epson 440_ 

Epson 640_ 

Epson 740_ 

Epson Stylus Photo 700 

_£139.95 

__ £179.95 

_£239.95 

_£215.95 

TurboPrint LE (if bought with printer)_£19.95 

TurboPrint 6_£39.95 

PowerMovie (animation editing software) 

Non-commercial licence_£34.95 

The Golem (game on 2 CD's) _._£TBA 

Power Graphic Tablet_£159.95 

Breathless 3D game (new low price) 

Big Red Adventure CD_ 

Official Amiga mouse and mat 

NEW Trackball Mouse_ 

.£9.95 

.£9.95 

.£9.95 

_£29.95 

_£9.95 

NEW 4 Player Adaptor - upto 4 joysticks _£8.95 

CD32 Joypad (for any Amiga) 

A1200 SCSI Interface for GVP A1230acc. _£49.95 

HC4008 SCSI controller 

flatbed scanners 
and RAM expansion (up to 8MB)__£99.95 

GURU ROM_£49.95 

power flyer 

this is probably 

the most significant 

hardware release of the year 

PowerFlyer is a 16-bit version of the PowerFlyer 

and is fully upgradable to 32-bit_£45.95 

32-bit upgrade - (unlike competitors)_£10 

improved 
IDEfix 97 
Pre-registered already 

Economy bundle 1 * 

56.6 Kbps Fax/voice including iBrowser web 

browser, Net & Web_£79.95 

m bundles 

Economy bundle 2* 

as above plus 

Power Port Junior fast serial interface_£99.95 

*Alf modems are internet ready and include 30 

days FREE subscription with Demon Internet. 

NEW Epson GT7000 SCSI scanner 

(requires SCSI interface)_£199.95 

Mustek SP6000 Scanner_£99.95 

Image FX scanner driver software_£149.95 

NEW ScanQuix 4 software_£49.95 

PHONE ORDERS We accept most major credit cards and are happy to help you with any queries. CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS Ordering by cheque/PG please make 

payable to POWER COMPUTING LTD and specify which delivery is required. WARRANTY All Power products come with a 12 month warranty unless otherwise 

specified. TECHNICAL SUPPORT Help is on hand with a full Technical Backup service which is provided for Power customers. MAIL ORDER PRICES All prices listed 

are for the month of publication only, call to confirm prices before ordering. EXPORT ORDERS Most items are available at Tax Free Prices to non-EC residents. Call 

to confirm prices. BFPO orders welcome. MAIL ORDER TERMS All prices include VAT, Specifications and prices are subject to change without notice. All trademarks 

are acknowledged. All orders in writing or by telephone will be accepted only subject to our terms and conditions of trade, copies of which are available on request. 

Please allow up to 7 days for cheques to clear before dispatching of the goods. 

power computing ltd 
VISA 

1 

© 01234 851500 © 01234 855400 
www.powerc.com sales@powerc.demon.co.uk 

82a Singer Way Woburn Rd Industrial Estate Kempston MK42 7PU 



(new) storage 

10 blank cd's 

cd-recordable and rewritable 

2xW, 8xR internal ATAPI CD-Recordable 

(bare unit)_£229.95 

2xW, 8xR External ATAPI CD-Recordable _£279.95 

2xW, 8xR TwinBox ATAPI CD-Recordable 

with 2.5GB IDE Hard Drive_£429.95 

2xW, 8xR TwinBox ATAPI CD-Recordable 

with 32 speed ATAPI CD-ROM _£379.95 

(All the above external bundles include: case, 

cables. 4-way IDE interface with IDEfix 97 fully 

registered, MakeCD and 10 blank recordable CDs) 

For any external removable device we offer the 

PowerFlyer instead of the 4-way buffered 

interface for £49.95 

LSI20 120MB Internal ATAPI 

including 4 w. buffered i/f, Idefix97 software, IDE 

cable and 1 cartridge_£99.95 

LSI20 120MB Internal ATAPI 

(bare unit only)_£69.95 

LSI20 120MB External ATAPI 

including 4 w. buffered i/f, ldefix97 software, IDE 

cable and 1 cartridge_£139.95 

LSI 20 cartridge_£9.95 

cd-rom drives internal/extemal 

ATAPI cd-rom drives 

6x Internal ATAPI CD-ROM (bare unit) _£29.95 

6x External ATAPI CD-ROM_£69.95. 

32x Internal ATAPI CD-ROM (bare unit)_£45.95 

32x External ATAPI CD-ROM (tray loading) £85.95 

36x Internal ATAPI CD-ROM (bare unit)_£54.95 

36x External ATAPI CD-ROM (tray loading) £94.95 

(includes cables, 4-way buffered interface with 

IDEfix 97 fully registered software and 2 CD titles) 

SCSf cd-rom drives 

2x External SCSI CD-ROM_£75.95 

32x Internal SCSI CD-ROM 

(bare, tray loading)_£89.95 

32x External SCSI CD-ROM (tray loading) £149.95 

(includes cables, Squirrel SCSI interface with 

software and 2 CD titles) 

External cd-rom drives incl. psu, 3 s/w 
titles and cables 

Includes FREE pre-installed 

software - Full Internet ••• 
suite. Database, Personal 

paint 6.4, Oraganiser, Turbo 
calc 3.5 & Wordworth SE4, 
and Amiga OS 

2.5" 260MB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

2.5" 1.3GB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

3.5" 2.5GB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

3.5" 3.2GB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

3.5" 5.1GB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

3.5" 6.4GB IDE 

including IDE cable and 

install disk_£45.95 

install disk_£109.95 

install disk_£99.95 

install disk_£129.95 

install disk__£159.95 

install disk_£174.95 

(5.1 and 6.4GB HD are supported automatically by the 

PowerFlyer or by IDEfix 97 using the patch provided, 

an updated FileSystem is available on www.amiga.de) 

Please note that cables included with 3.5"HD have 

standard 40pin headers. If you need to connect a 3.5" 

HD directly to the A1200 motherboard, you will need a 

special "stack" cable 44 high density (2.5") to 40 

standard (3.5") IDE cable_£12.95 

iomega zip 
Zip 100MB external SCSI 

including Amiga Zip tools, cable and 1 cartridge 

(requires Squirrel or any SCSI interface)_£139.95 

Zip 100MB internal ATAPI 

including 4 w. buffered i/f, Idefix97 software, IDE 

cable and 1 cartridge_£119.95 

Zip 100MB internal ATAPI 

(bare unit only)_£75.95 

Zip cartridge_____£12.95 

A500/A600/A1200 Internal Drive_£34.95 

A2000 Internal Drive_£39.95 

PC880E External for all Amiga models_£39.95 

XL 1.76MB External for all Amiga models_£65.95 

XL 1.76MB Internal for A4000_£60.95 

video backup 

Video backup SCART 

backup 520MB on a 4h tape____£20 
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power tower 

Power Tower Bare _£129.95 

Power Tower 1 

Power Tower plus A1200 motherboard, mouse 

and PC keyboard_£349.95 

Power Tower 2 

Power Tower, A1200 motherboard, mouse, PC 

keyboard, Typhoon 68030 40MHz, 8MB of RAM, 

2.1GB Hard Disk, IDE buffered interface 

and IDE Fix 97_£579.95 

Power Tower 3 

Power Tower, A1200 motherboard, mouse, PC 

keyboard, Typhoon 68030 40MHz, 24MB of RAM, 

32x CD-ROM, 2.1GB Hard Disk, IDE buffered 

interface and IDE Fix 97_£639.95 

Power Tower 4 

Power Tower plus A1200 motherboard, mouse, 

PC keyboard, Typhoon 68030 40MHz, 40MHz FPU, 

40MB of RAM, 32x IDE CD-ROM drive. Internal 

IDE Zip drive and 1 cartridge, 2.1GB Hard Disk, 

interna! Scan Doubler inc. Flicker Fixer, 15" SVGA 

monitor, IDE buffered interface inc. IDE Fix 97 

and external audio port with speakers_£979.95 

New Power Zorro Bus-Board - 5 x Zorro II, 2 x 

Zorro IV - suitable for high speed PowerFlyer 

and graphic cards, 2 x clock ports suitable for 

Catweasel and PowerPort Junior, Optional Zorro 

III for A4000 accelerator cards £TBA 

I/O Bix Zorro Interface - 4 x serial, 1 x parallel 

for the A2000/4000 £99.95 

Amiga 3.1 OS for A1200/A3000/A4000 

including full disk set and manuals_£45.95 

Amiga 3.1 OS for A500/A600/A2000 

including full disk set and manuals_£39.95 

Amiga 3.1 OS for A1200/A3000/A4000 

(chips only)_£29.95 

Amiga 3.1 OS for A500/A600/A2000 

(chips only)_£25.95 

Keyboards 

A1200 desktop keyboard interface_£19.95 

A4000 original keyboard interface __£19.95 

PC keyboard interface for desktop/tower _£ 19.95 

Original A4000 keyboard _£35.95 

Original PC keyboard_£14.95 

PCMCIA "V" adaptor_£19.95 

External audio port_£15.95 

"Y" cable to mix CD audio 

to the Amiga audio_£9.95 

Internal to External SCSI adaptor 

(Internal 25 pin female connector. 

Internal 50 pin header External 25 

pin male connector)_ £19.95 

SCSI II converter from( PPC) 50 pin high density 

to 25 D male, including extension cable to the 

Int/Ext SCSI adaptor_£29.95 

SCSI converter from 50 pin female Centronic 

to 50 pin header (for internal connection of 

SCSI device to squirrel or similar interfaces) £9.95 

50 pin male to male Centronic lead _£14.95 

50 pin female to male Centronic lead_£14.95 

25 pin D female to 

50 pin male Centronic lead _£14.95 

3 way 50 pin header flat cable (SCSI)_£9.95 

5 way 50 pin header flat cable (SCSI)_£14.95 

7 way 50 pin header flat cable (SCSI)_£19.95 

Ultra WIDE SCSI cable made on request_£POA 

Standard 3 way IDE cable (3.5")_£4.95 

44 high density IDE cable 5cm _£4.95 

44 high density IDE cable 10cm_£7.95 

44 high density IDE cable 80cm_£14.95 

44 high density (2.5") to 

40 standard (3.5") IDE cable_£12.95 

Internal floppy extension cable 

(34 pins) for Towers_£4.95 

Parallel Printer cable_£12.95 

Serial Modem cable_£9.95 

Internal to External male to female 9 pin D 

Extension lead for Surf Squirrel Serial Port or 

similar products__£4.95 

200 Watt speakers  £35.95 

A1200 3.1, 2MB 68020, AGA chipset, 

Wordworth 4.5SE, Turbocak 3.5, Data store 1.1, 

Photogenic 1.2SE, Personal Paint 6.4, Organizer 1.1 

Pinball Mania and Wizz games_£179.95 

As above with 260MB Hard Drive fitted _£219.95 

As above with extra SMB RAM_£259.95 

power computing ltd 
© 01234 851500 © 01234 855400 

www.powerc.com sales@powerc.demon.co.uk 
I 
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To resolve lock-up during multi-tasking on Amiga revisions 2b & Id.x fitted with an accelerator board we will 

modify it for £19.95, or call us to do it yourself for free. 
all prices include vat, e&oe 

amiga 
accelerators cards 

accelerator boards for a600 

Viper 630, 

full 68030 33MHz with MMU, including FPU, Up 

to 32MB of Fast RAM, PCMCIA friendly_.£65.95 

All Phase 5 products available on request 

(allow 28 days for delivery) 

accelerator boards for a500 

Viper 520CD, 68020EC 33MHz, without MMU, 

optional 33MHZ PGA FPU, space for one 2.5"HD, 

support for up to four IDE/ATAPI devices, 8MB of 

Fast RAM on board and 3.0 Kickstart Rom 

including full 3.0 Workbench disk set FAT Agnus 

slot to fit Mini Mega Chip_£99.95 

Mini Mega chip (2MB Agnus chip 

and 1MB extra Chip RAM)_£79.95 

accelerator boards for a2000 

Apollo 

full 68030 25MHz with MMU, including FPU, 

Up to 64MB of Fast RAM__£129.95 

Apollo 

full 68030 50MHz with MMU, optional 50MHz 

FPU, Up to 64MB of Fast RAM_„£159.95 

50MHz FPU for above_£29.95 

accelerator boards for A1200 

Viper Mk2, 68030 40MHz, (up to 32MB), full 

MMU, optional FPU (PLCC 40MHz only)_£69.95 

Viper Mk2, 68030 40MHz, (up to 32MB), full 

MMU and 33MHz FPU running at 40MHz_£79.95 

Apollo with full 68040 25MHz, 

up to 64MB_£125.95 

Apollo with full 68040 40MHz, 

up to 64MB_£185.95 

Apollo with full 68060 50MHz, 

up to 64MB_£269.95 

need more 
RAM prices are subject to change 

memory modules and fpu 

for accelerator and expansion boards 

4MB SIMM__ 

8MB SIMM_ 

16MB SIMM_ 

32MB SIMM_ 

32MB SIMM, slim for Blizzard 

memory? 

£14.95 

£19.95 

£29.95 

£45.95 

1260 accelerator boards_£79.95 

64MB SIMM_£139.95 

1 MB ZIP RAM static column for A3000 _£16.95 

GVP custom 4MB RAM module_£49.95 

GVP custom 16MB RAM module_£99.95 

20MHz PLCC FPU_£10 

33MHz PLCC FPU_£15 

40MHz PGA FPU_£20 

50MHz PGA FPU_£29.95 

memory expansion bo 

A1200 4MB not upgradable, 

with battery backed-up clock £39.95 

A1200 bare with standard SIMM socket 

with battery backed-up clock_£39.95 

A1200 with standard 4MB SIMM socket 

with battery backed-up clock_£45.95 

A1200 with standard 8MB SIMM socket 

with battery backed-up clock_£55.95 

PGA 40MHz FPU for all the above cards_£15.95 

A500 1 MB Chip RAM 

with battery backed-up clock_£19.95 

A600 1MB Chip RAM 

with battery backed-up clock_£24.95 

A500 2MB RAM 

with battery backed-up clock_£49.95 

CDTV 2MB RAM_£49.95 



typhoon 
accelerator 

ew typh lerator board 

Full 68030 40MHz with MMU, optional 40MHz 

PGA FPU, optional SCSI adaptor, 8MB of Fast 

RAM on board, expandable to extra 64MB (total 

72MB) using standard SIMM modules, battery 

backed up clock, 50 pin SCSI connector on board 

including software and manuals (suitable for 

all our Towers)_£89.95 

New Typhoon accelerator board as above, but 

with SCSI enabled._£99.95 

New Typhoon Lite, bare board with on-board 

SIMM/FPU socket, not SCSI upgradable_£59.95 

External SCSI adaptor for Typhoon (Amiga 1200 

desktop) inc. bracket & screw, opening your 

Amiga is not required __£19.95 

SCSI II cable, 50-pin D Centronic or 25-pin D 

suitable for external SCSI device _£14.95 

digital cameras 

VDC-100, 250,000 pixel CCD_£99.95 

VDC-200, 470,000 pixel CCD 

built-in flash, memory slot_£199.95 

(both includes batteries and Amiga software) 

4MB Flash RAM for VDC-200_£49.95 

50 Alkaline batteries_£25.95 

No need to 

open your Amiga 
typhoon scsi adaptor - 
amiga 1200 desktop 

K 
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who are power? 
Like the numerous products appearing on the market, fantastic claims can be made for the businesses 

behind them. Sadly, the reality often falls short of the promise. This is about a company which is different. 

In the 12 years since Power Computing was established, it has forged its way forward with over 100,000 

satisfied customers. 

Our reputation for introducing high quality, innovative products at competitive prices has created a spring 

board to trade and export sales. And with a view to a wider, global market, we keep looking for new 

products that will allow us to become a One Stop Amiga Shop. 

The key to success of Power Computing is due in part to our business philosophy. We always listen to our 

customers and respond quickly to their needs. 

NAME 

POSTCODE 

ITEMS... 

TOTAL (INC.DELIVERY) £ CREDIT CARD No. □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ 

SIGNATURE ...EXPIRY ISSUE No... 

DELIVERY (UK Mainland Only) 2-3 DAYS £5.00 Q NEXT DAY £8 Q SAT £15 Q Northern Ireland £15 Q Monitor & Tower £8.00 Q 
SUBJECT TO PRODUCT AVAILABILTY. DELIVERY TO ALL OTHER COUNTRIES £POA (UK ONLY) 

power computing ltd 
© 01234 851500 © 01234 855400 

www.powerc.com sales@powerc.demon.co.uk 

82a Singer Way Woburn Rd Industrial Estate Kempston MK42 7PU 



Winbench 98 

, , . _ ... 
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Winbench 98 is a new Amiga CD featuring a huge amount of 
Workbench enhancement tools and patches. 

Everything from Workbench Icons to Applications. Internet tools 
- A complete suite of utilities to get you on, surf the web and e- 

mail, Numerous Patches for accelerators and game installers, 
New System Commands, Compression tools like LHA, 
DMS, Zip etc, System Analysers for checking the perfor¬ 
mance of your machine, Conversion tools allows you to 
convert graphics, text and audio files, All the latest 
Datatypes, Over 100 Printer Drivers including many of 
the latest.,. As well as this there is a complete Diagnostics 
Suite that checks memory, drives, graphics and audio 
chips, keyboard etc... Memory Doubler, doubles the 
amount of fast ram you have. Also on the CD is Magic 
Workbench and New Icons 4, both easy to install and 
none of those “un-registered" icons. To enhance your 

! Workbench even further there are around 3,000 new icons 
and hundreds of stylish Workbench backdrops. 

AMIGA 

— 

Screen Savers CD contains around 80 Screen blanker 
archives for Workbench: 

CD Includes among others: Blitz Blanker, GBIanker, Beyond The 
Dark, Desktop Magic, Mad Blanker, Super Dark, Swaz 

Blanker & Twilight Zone. Order both CD’s for even greater 
choice, like: Rose, Aquarium, Swarm, Circles, OSD Clock, 

Clouds, Crazy Antz, Demon, Dragon, Executor, Fade, 
Fireworks, Flying Toasters, Fountain, Fractals, Galaxy, 
Goats, Golden Spiral, Interference, Lego3D, Life, 
Lightening, Maze, Mostly Dark, Pendulum, Plasma, Pong, 
Puzzle, Rainy Night, Rival, Scrawls, Spot lights, Stars, 
Snow, Storm, OSD Text, Tic Tac Toe, Worms, Waves, 
Windows and more... 

- —■---- —    

Both CD's are suitable for use on A1200 and above. E&QE 
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